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CHAPTER I.

When Ralph Strafford, left alone by the bank of the stream, had gazed for some ten minutes upon the bubbling waters as they rushed rapidly by him, he was startled by hearing a sound as of some human being murmuring to itself upon the bank over his head, and the next moment a stone rolled down, followed by some earth, and bounded into the stream. It had been evidently displaced by a footstep: too short a period had elapsed since Castle Ball’s departure to admit of his having gone home and returned; and Strafford drew somewhat farther back under the bank, in order to avoid the notice of any one above. He still heard a murmuring sound, however, evidently all in one tone, as of a person speaking to himself; and at length the snatch of an old ditty met his ear, beginning with the often-repeated words, “He’s gone away,” &c.

SONG.

“He is gone away, maiden,
He is gone away;
Thou ne’er shalt see his face again,
For many a livelong day.

The earth upon his breast is cold,
The turf upon his head,
And two small stones, six feet apart,
Mark out the dear one’s bed.

He’s close beside the dwelling-place
Which once he made so gay;
But still to thee it matters not,
From thee he’s gone away.”
The voice was very sweet and the air very melancholy, and the lips that sung were evidently those of a woman. Strafford's curiosity was somewhat excited, and, moving round a bush that intercepted his view, he tried to obtain a sight of the singer, without himself being seen. In some degree he was unsuccessful, for the motion attracted instant notice; but the moment he put forth his head from beyond the bush, he saw the object which had raised his curiosity, though the sight by no means tended to satisfy it.

The person who sang was, as he had supposed, a woman, who had seated herself upon the edge of the bank, and was playing carelessly with the wild flowers on the verge. Her form appeared to be fine, and her dress somewhat gaudy in colours. It was by no means, however, an English costume that she wore; the waist, contrary to the custom of the day, being high and broad, and the bright blue petticoat enormously full, with the folds into which it fell sewn together at the bottom. The heavy leather shoes, which covered but clumsily the foot on which they were placed, were also stitched all over with white thread. All this part of the dress Strafford instantly recognised as belonging to various cantons in Germany which he had visited; but the headdress puzzled him a little, and he could only ascribe it to the Zigeuners or gipsies of Hungary, where he thought he recollected having seen something of the same kind. It consisted of a long thick red and yellow handkerchief or veil, drawn apparently tight over the top of the head, yet so as to leave a broad edge hanging down over the forehead as far as the eyebrows. The two ends of the handkerchief, which must have been of considerable length, were then brought down on either side, covering the greater part of the cheeks, crossing over the chin, and passing in graceful folds round the neck, so as to meet the part which fell down behind, and enclose it as they crossed each other over the shoulders. They then were brought round under the arms, and were carried up, covering the whole bosom, till they met the folds upon the neck, where the whole was fastened together by what appeared to be a silver clasp.

The rest of the dress consisted in a yellow woollen jacket, which met the bright blue petticoat we have mentioned, and fitted close to the arms.
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When first Strafford set his eyes upon this figure, he was convinced in a moment that he saw a German gipsy before him; but his movement, as we have said, instantly attracted attention; the head of the woman, which had been bent down, was immediately raised, and to his surprise, instead of the yellow skin of a gipsy, he beheld a face of jetty black. The distance between them was not more than ten or fifteen yards at the utmost, so that he could see all the features distinctly. They were not those of a negro, as we commonly apply the term, but far more like those of the handsomer classes of Hindoos, with which the large, sparkling dark eyes and snow-white teeth accorded well.

She started up as soon as she saw the stranger, and for a moment seemed about to dart away. The next instant, however, her resolution was changed; and though the bank was steep and the footing dangerous, she descended easily and lightly, and in a moment stood by Strafford’s side.

“Shall I tell your fortune, good sir?” she said, with a slight foreign accent; “shall I tell your fortune? I can tell it better than any of the people of your own country; the past, the present, or the future.”

Strafford smiled, and answered her in German, though he could not well account for her swarthy features under such a dress. The girl laughed, and replied to him in the same tongue, but added, “That’s not my language, though you think it is. You can’t speak my language, or any one else here. But I can speak French better than that, though that’s not my language either.”

Strafford could have instantly detected that she was not a German, though she spoke a peasant dialect of the language fluently. He was resolved, however, to try her in French also; but that tongue she had still more at command, and perhaps, if she had not herself told him that it was not her native language, he might not have discovered such to be the case.

“And now,” he said, “let me hear your own tongue then.”

She smiled, showing all her white teeth, but still the smile was a melancholy one; and she then spoke a few liquid and musical words, of which the only one that Strafford could catch was “rayah.”

“But now,” she added in English, “shall I tell your
Fortune, young sir! and shall I tell it you in your own tongue, for that's the one I see you understand the best?"

"First," said Strafford, "as you say you know the three great epochs of existence, the past, the present, and the future, let me hear something of the present and the past before we deal with the other. Can you tell me my name?"

The girl shook her head. "I do not deal with names," she said; "it is with things that I have to do."

"Well, then," said Strafford, "something of the present. What is my condition?"

"You are a wanderer," said the girl; "you are a wanderer like myself, without a house to put your head in but one, where you would not like to lay it."

"Indeed!" he exclaimed, "you have come somewhat near the truth; but cannot you go on?"

"Oh yes," she said, "I can go on. But you must let me look in your hand first, and you must cross my palm with silver."

Strafford gave her a piece of money, which she took and put in a small pocket by her side, while he remarked, "It is odd that you should be able to tell me one part of my story without looking in my hand, and not the other."

"I saw that in your face," she replied. "But you want to know more; and now I'll tell you," and she took his hand in her dingy one. "A very pretty hand," she said, looking at it, and apparently comparing the colour with her own; "a very pretty hand, but too white for a soldier: yet there's blood upon it! there's blood upon it!" she cried, dropping it and starting back. "Ah! I vex you," she continued, seeing Strafford's countenance change. "Let me see again! Look! look!" she cried, "how all the spots turn to gold and azure while I look upon them. It was shed in a noble cause, young sir. It must have been shed in a noble cause. There's the blessing of the widow or the orphan upon that hand, and that blessing never falls to the ground."

"You are an extraordinary person," said Strafford. "But now go on; what of the future?"

"Some pain and grief," said the girl, shaking her head mournfully; "some pain and grief, for who ever yet loved woman without pain and grief following! Who was ever loved by two women without one of them working woe and sorrow!"
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"You are mistaken," said Strafford; "in this at least, you are mistaken: I have not the good fortune to attract so much affection."

"I am not mistaken," said the girl, shaking her head mournfully. "I am not mistaken; nor is it good fortune, sir. It is you who are mistaken. It may be evil, evil, most evil, to be loved by those that we love not again. Fate never tells lies, fate never tells lies, and be you sure that love shall rend your heart before many days be over."

It may seem weak, but Strafford's heart did somewhat own the power of the words he heard, and he was grieved to hear them: but the girl still continued to hold his hand and to gaze upon it, and as she did so, he could see her dark liquid eyes sparkling, and her lips relaxing into a smile of pleasure.

"Yes," she said, "love may rend your heart, but it shall bring the balm too. Fear not, fear not," she continued, more eagerly; "give no way to apprehension. Whatever happens, whatever is done; though it may seem that all hope is over, that trust and confidence in man or woman is at an end, trouble not your thoughts for a moment. Does not the line of life speedily become clear? Is not love—the brightest fate—the end of all! Were you a farmer, or a labourer, or a servant," she continued, pointing with the finger of her right hand towards his palm, as she held it with her left, "I would tell you that you should wed the woman you will love; and that she shall bring you in marriage great wealth, the greatest wealth in all the country round. But I will not tell you so, because perhaps you may think that you would be happy with her in a cottage. You shake your head; you doubt me; you say that what I tell you is false; that it cannot be; that no circumstances can bring it to pass. You think in your own heart that I know some little about you, and mistake one person for another. I know you well, you son of unbelievers. But I tell you, it is you that are mistaken; that all that I have said is written down on the leaf of fate before my eyes; that every tittle shall happen; and by this you shall know it. Within three or four days, she who seems bound to you now by every tie; she who, for aught I know, may be promised and plighted to you, shall refuse you her hand, shall tell you to think of her no more, and shall make you as unhappy as it is pos-
sible for man to be. When that comes to pass, remember the words that you will not now believe. Remember that the same voice which spoke them tells you then neither to fear nor to doubt; for that you shall be happy notwithstanding all, and happy ere it be long. But I see again,” she continued, looking once more in Strafford’s palm, “I see again that she whom you love is not where you think her; and, what is more, I see that my own destiny runs with yours.”

“How so, pretty maid?” demanded Strafford. “How run our two destinies together?”

“That I see not so clearly,” answered the girl; “but think not, gentleman, that I mean you are to wed the Bengalee; I should as much think of a Brahmin wedding a Paria. But I still say that our destiny in some sort runs together; and I think that one day I shall bring you happy news, perhaps when you are in deep affliction.”

“You are a strange being,” said Strafford, “and I do not see at all how you have obtained the information regarding me which you certainly have.”

“I have obtained it by God’s will,” replied the girl, “and by means that you little wot of. But if I sought to obtain it, or any other information, by the means that you think, I could do that too as easily as I speak; for all doors open to me, no bolts shut me out.”

“What,” said Strafford, with a smile, “are you magician as well as diviner! This is somewhat too much, my good lady.”

“Will you prove it?” replied the girl. “It is now soon coming on to be night: write me down two words of any kind, addressed to any one that you wish to hear from, and requiring an answer; and an answer you shall have by to-morrow morning, be you where you may.”

“Indeed!” said Strafford, “that is something, and a strange test too. But suppose I do not tell you where I am to be found.”

“It matters not,” replied the girl; “still you shall have the answer.”

“Then perhaps you can take the letter by the same means that you give the answer,” replied Strafford, with a smile.

“Ay! now you are jesting with me, gentleman,” re-
plied his strange companion. “But I will not be scoffed at! You will find what I have told you true.”

“I am not scoffing, indeed,” answered Strafford; “but the truth is, I have here no means of writing.”

“Take a leaf out of your pocket-book, and use a pencil for a pen,” replied the girl at once.

Strafford smiled at her readiness, but did as she suggested, and wrote a few words to Edith, but in so guarded a manner that he trusted, if the paper even fell into the hands of any other, it would betray nothing: “I am well, beloved,” so ran the lines, “but not happy, as I am absent from you. I may be nearer to you, however, in your solitary walks, than you fancy; and we may, perhaps, catch a moment of happiness when we expect it not.” He signed no name at the conclusion, and paused for a moment to consider how he should address it. The girl laid her brown finger on his arm, however, and asked, “May I look into it?”

As he had no means of sealing it, Strafford answered that she might; and when she had gazed at the contents for a moment, she said, “Put no name upon the back! It shall go right! I will carry it up there!” and she pointed in the direction of the Hall. “I will carry it up there, and put it in the lady’s bedchamber!”

“No, no!” replied Strafford, smiling at what he believed to be a mistake. “No, no! you are mistaken. Not where you suppose, but in the opposite direction.” And he in turn pointed with his hand towards Stalbrooke Castle.

“How wise we are!” exclaimed the girl. “How wise we are when we know nothing! The birds you wot of have taken wing, young sir, and that nest is empty. But, to show you that I make no mistake, I will tell you what the lady, to whom I will give the note, is like. She is as fair as I am brown; her cheek is like a morning cloud in the early sunshine; her neck and brow like the silver robe of a white lily; her eyes are blue, and her hair is fair. Will that do?”

“It will, indeed!” replied Strafford, with a faint smile at her exaggerated tone. “But I wish, my pretty friend, you would not speak in enigmas, but tell me somewhat more plainly what you mean by the birds being flown and the nest empty.”

“I cannot speak plain,” replied the girl; “it is not
my trade. But hark! I hear steps! Some one is coming for me."

"Oh no!" answered Strafford; "it is doubtless a friend of mine, returned to join me."

"No, no!" she cried, quickly; "it is a woman's step, not a man's; a gipsy's, not a farmer's!" and, thus speaking, she darted up the bank again with the foot of a deer.

Stafford heard a rustling in the wood above, and suffering curiosity to overcome prudence, he also sprang up the bank; but he was too late to gather much farther information concerning his strange companion or her friends. She herself was just disappearing among the trees, and all he could see of her companion was a black bonnet and a red cloak. He did not think fit to testify any farther curiosity, but returned again and took his seat beneath the bank.

There is in almost every breast some germ of superstition, affecting one person in one particular, and another in another, and wanting but the excitement of circumstances to shoot forth and produce fruit. There is, in fact, an innate conviction in the mind of man of the existence of an order of invisible beings, of a world that we see not and comprehend not, which has with our own world latent sympathies and relations, that make themselves felt and known from time to time. This conviction, from its very vagueness in regard to all the particulars, from the impossibility of limiting its extent, or even defining its causes, prompts us to receive more than is absolutely proved, and to attribute things to latent and mysterious causes, which might often be explained in a simple and natural manner. It needed not the Sadducismus triumphatus of good old Glanvil to persuade the world in general of the possibility of spirits appearing and interfering with the affairs of man's existence; and of one thing there can be no doubt, that several persons, who have had the hardihood to deny the existence of such a thing as spirit at all, have not unfrequently shown great terror at the idea of supernatural visitations. The same may be said with regard to every superstitious assumption: those who believe them least give them the credence of the heart, if not of the mind.

Ralph Strafford had as few of the qualities which go to constitute a superstitious man as any one of that period; and it was a period at which every battery of hu-
man reason was directed against not only superstition, but religion itself. He was, it must be confessed, of an imaginative character, but still his imagination was not of the kind which prompts to a belief in mysteries. It was under the control of strong good sense, sometimes indeed running away with him like a fiery horse, where his feelings and affections were concerned, but soon brought up again and taught to obey his will.

In the present instance he sat down to ponder on what had just occurred; and perhaps his mind, somewhat affected by grief and anxiety, might be more prone to receive fanciful impressions than at another time. The girl who had just left him, he could not but admit, had guessed in a most extraordinary manner, if her art consisted in guessing at all. In fact, so extraordinary would have been these guesses, that, after a moment’s thought, he was forced to reject the idea that she possessed no other source of information but conjecture; and he was obliged to believe that she either certainly did possess some supernatural power of learning the events which had happened to him, or that she had obtained, by prompt and rapid intelligence, a knowledge of all that concerned him.

He, of course, resolved in his own mind to believe that the latter was the case; but then there were a thousand difficulties and improbabilities to be accounted for; and in arguing with himself upon the subject, as he sat and waited for Castle Ball’s return, he certainly did take the side of superstition in the dispute with his own predetermined conviction.

“I have certainly never seen this girl before,” he said; “and, had she been a frequenter of this part of the country, it is utterly impossible that I should not have seen her. Then, again, if I am to suppose that she got the whole of her information from ordinary and natural sources, how rapidly and wonderfully must she have got it. In fact, that would be miraculous in itself. Everything that has taken place within the last twelve hours seems to be perfectly known to her; and, what is more extraordinary still, without my having, as far as I can recollect, betrayed myself in the slightest degree: she seems to be perfectly aware of my love for Edith, of which, as far as I can judge, only four persons on earth are acquainted. Then, too, there are circumstances which would show that she does not
know my person or name, and yet, if her information came from any ordinary source, she must fully know my person and name in order to apply it so accurately. Yet there is much that she says I cannot understand; many things that she prophesies which it is impossible for me to believe will occur. However, this business of the note will evidently show me something more; and as her intimation relates to matters that are to happen within a very few days, my curiosity will not long be unsatisfied.”

Strafford had thus plenty of occupation for his thoughts till the return of Castle Ball, which took place in about the space of an hour; and the good farmer came with his horse heavily laden with everything that could make the young gentleman tolerably comfortable in his new abode.

“I beg your pardon, captain,” he said, “for keeping you so long, and I should have been up here some time before, but I have been obliged to take a round, and to hang about at the other side of the wood; for I have been tormented out of my life, as I was coming, by a gang of those thieving vagabonds, the gipseys. They have got a black girl with them too, a pretty little thing enough, who kept hanging about me, and told me all I ever did in my life, I believe.”

“She favoured me with her company for half an hour,” replied Strafford, “and told me a good many things, some of which were true enough also. Of course,” he added, with a little tinge of hypocrisy, “of course she’s accustomed to stroll about this part of the country, and knows us all by sight, though I never saw her before.”

“I never set eyes on anything at all like her,” replied Castle Ball; “there are gipseys enough at times, though there has not been a gang here lately. However, captain, I’ve some news for you, which is, that the old man you and I saved from the stag, as soon as he heard of that unfortunate business last night, got up out of his bed, made his wife and daughter get into the carriage, and went full speed over to the Hall.”

“Indeed!” exclaimed Strafford, recollecting what the girl had said respecting the note; “this is very singular. When did it occur?”

“I think about an hour ago, my mother said; but I don’t recollect exactly,” replied Castle Ball. “How-
ever, if you'll come with me now, captain, we'll go up to the house. I'll tie the horse here and carry the things; then we can climb along the side of the hill through the wood, and there will be no marks to betray us."

Thus saying, he unloaded the horse, and guiding Strafford round by several by-ways and circuitous paths, led him to a small farmhouse, with what had once been the garden now sown with corn, and all the windows closed up and the doors fastened. Though the good farmer kept it in very tolerable repair, yet it had that look of desolation which a house instantly acquires when the windows are seen shut in the daytime. It is like death, when the human tenement is seen with the spirit departed and the eyes closed.

The interior, however, when the door was opened and some light admitted, seemed comfortable enough. A good deal of furniture had been left in it; the rooms were neat and clean; and Strafford, on looking round, found that he could make himself very comfortable there till the period arrived when he might emerge from concealment. Castle Ball led the way up stairs to a room on the second floor, which was not indeed one of the best, but which, as he pointed out, was likely to suit the young gentleman's circumstances better than any other, as there were no window-shutters to that floor, and the light was therefore admitted without any sign of the house being inhabited.

"At night," continued the farmer, after pointing out this advantage, "at night, when you come to light a candle, you had better go into the room down below, where the shutters are up, and you will be safe there; and now, captain, I've brought you up all that I could think of to make you comfortable. Here are clean sheets and all that, and all the cold meat we had in the house, and some bread, and a couple of bottles of ginger wine, and some candles; and I'll manage to get you up a keg of beer to-morrow somehow. So we'll contrive that you shall want for nothing."

"Thank you, thank you, farmer," replied Strafford; "you have been very bountiful to me, indeed. There are only two things more that I could desire. One is a brace of pistols in case of need, and the other is some books."

"Ay, the pistols I thought of, the pistols I thought
of," said Ball; "but then I recollected there's a good gun here, so I brought you up some powder and shot, captain;' and he pulled a flask and shotpouch from his pocket. "As for the books, I didn't think of them; not reading myself so much as I might and ought, though I have read a good deal lately, too, just to keep up a bit with my poor dear Lucy."

Ball now applied himself to perform the office of housemaid for Captain Strafford, as far as his abilities permitted; and, that task being accomplished, he promised to visit the young gentleman early on the following morning, and left him to pass his solitary hours in the lonely spot where circumstances thus compelled him to make his abode.

CHAPTER II.

It was about half past ten at night when the three ladies who occupied Lady Mallory's drawing-room separated to retire to rest. Edith had been twice to the door of her father's chamber, and she now went a third time; but it seemed that Mr. Forrest, satisfied with the long conversation he had had with Lady Mallory, was disinclined to see any one else, and refused admission both to his wife and daughter.

With some difficulty Edith found her way round from his apartments to the rooms that had been assigned to herself; and before she rang for her maid, she sat down to muse upon the checkered incidents of the last few days. As she sat, she saw the moon shining clear into her dressing-room, and, more by impulse than volition, she rose and went up thither; feeling, as all have felt, that there is something akin to quiet and melancholy thought in the pensive light of earth's sweet satellite. She thought, too, that she might find pleasure in gazing upon the calm, wide-spread scene below, under the influence of the mild rays which now poured in a flood of soft splendour upon it. When she looked from the window, the scene struck her as far more lovely than it had appeared in the day. The moon was near the full, broad and lustrous; and the whole atmosphere was full
of light. It changed the colour of the sky around the planet, making the blue glow into gold; it poured into every dell; it hung like a veil of beams on every tree, and bush, and copse; and it spread a silver network over the green and dewy grass, as if the turf itself emitted the radiance which, in fact, fell upon it from Heaven. It was like that bright and blessed power of man's mind, imagination, which pours through the night of our mortal being, robing the earth in lustre, brightening all it falls upon in vague and misty splendour, and seeming to draw forth from the thing on which it shines, the very light that it itself bestows. Above was the wide unfathomable depth of heaven, crowded with starry eyes, except where round about the moon herself spread forth her own eclipsing glory; and there but one loved star seemed permitted to shine close to the queen of night.

Edith Forrest gazed; and full of thrilling feelings and deep imaginings as her young breast was at all times, that moonlight scene, with its solemn aspect and deep mysterious silence, called forth from her heart all the dim vague fancies congenial to the hour, like troops of spirits thronging to haunt the beams of that bright star. Visions of things beyond the earth in which we live; questions of deep mystery regarding the peopling of infinite space and innumerable worlds; dreams of what might be seen, if our eye, endowed with finer powers, could detect the forms of all the myriads of beings that fill the depth around us, passed slowly through her mind, and led her on to ask herself, "May there not be some latent sympathies between other parts of the wide universe and man's fate on earth, which, discovered by those who bent their whole souls to such inquiries, might indeed give to the ancient Chaldean a glimmering knowledge of the path of destiny? May not such knowledge, fainter and more faint, have descended to others?"

She smiled at her own questions; but yet, as she thought of her own strange fate; of her meeting in a foreign land with the only being that she felt she could deeply love; of her sudden separation from him; of their accidental reunion, when least expected by either, and then the sudden fall of another dark barrier between them, the assurance of the astrologers, that such things are wrought by the contending influence of opposing
stars, seemed not to her so vain as it might do to others; and when she paused upon the visionary theory of "the star-instructed sages," she felt that, if it were a dream, still it was a beautiful one. She could have said with Thekla and Piccolomini,

"Oh, never rudely will I blame his faith
In the might of stars and angels! 'Tis not surely
The human being's pride that peoples space
With life and mystical predominance;
Since likewise for the stricken heart of love,
This visible nature and this common world
Are all too narrow:

The intelligible forms of ancient poets,
The fair humanities of old religion,
The power, the beauty, and the majesty
That had their haunts in dale, or piny mountain,
Or forest, by slow stream, or pebbly spring,
Or chasms and wat'ry depths; all these have vanish'd.
They no longer live in the faith of reason!
But still the heart doth hold a language; still
Doth the old instinct bring back the old names;
And to yon starry world they now are gone,
Spirits or gods, that used to share the earth
With man, as with their friend; and to the lover
Yonder they move; from yonder visible sky
Shoot influence down; and even at this day
'Tis Jupiter who brings whate'er is great,
And Venus who brings everything that's fair!"
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"And if this be the science of the stars,
I too, with glad and zealous industry,
Will learn acquaintance with this cheerful faith.
It is a gentle and affectionate thought,

That in unmeasurable heights above us,
At our first birth, the wreath of love was woven,
With sparkling stars for flowers."

Those magnificent lines were not written till half a century after; but the poetry, the thought, the feeling existed then, and existed in the bosom of Edith; indeed, existed, perhaps, more strongly in her bosom than those words even can display, for language is a sad weak instrument for so vast a power as imagination.

She could have sat, and gazed, and dreamed that live-long night; but after a time, a sound, very slight indeed, but still heard distinctly in the calm silence of the hour, made her turn her head towards her bedroom, thinking
that her maid, impatient for repose, might have come to see what detained her mistress so long. The maid, however, was not there, but making herself happy with the household of Lady Mallory; and, instead, Edith beheld a person standing beside her dressing-table whom she had never before seen.

The lights before the dressing-glass shone full and bright upon the gay dress and negro complexion of the girl whom we have already described in the last chapter. She stood calm and still, neither courting nor avoiding observation; and when at length, though somewhat startled at first by so strange an apparition in her own bedroom, Edith rose and came down the steps from the dressing-room, the girl did not speak, but remained with the forefinger of her right hand resting on a folded piece of paper, which she seemed to have placed upon the dressing-table. Edith's thoughts had, as we have shown, been so much of an unearthly kind, that it might have been excusable in her, perhaps, to have taken the strange being that stood before her for the inhabitant of another world, or, at best, a dealer in enchantments. Such was not the case, however; and supposing that the negress was, perhaps, some member of Lady Mallory's household whom she had not seen, she advanced, saying, "What is it, my good girl?"

"Read, and you will see," replied the other, still pointing to the paper.

Edith took it up and unfolded it, when the current of her whole thoughts and feelings was instantly changed by seeing the well-known handwriting of Ralph Strafford; writing which she had often before seen in pencil, when, at times of difficulty and danger in Germany, he sent her or her mother a few hasty lines of intelligence regarding the movements of the army to which he was attached. The suddenness of the sight, more than anything that the paper contained, made her heart thrill and her hand tremble, and she read the paper over twice eagerly before she turned to her who had brought it.

"Did Lady Mallory say anything else?" she demanded, under the same mistake with regard to her dark visitor.

"Lady Mallory said nothing," replied the girl. "That note did not come from her. It is from his hand to
mine, and from mine to yours; and by the same means must go your answer.”

“Have you seen him, then?” demanded Edith, eagerly. “Do you know where he is?”

“I have seen him,” answered the girl, “but I do not know where he is. Yet write your answer, and it shall reach him as safely as that has reached you.”

Edith gazed upon the girl with some degree of doubt and suspicion; and she replied, after a moment’s hesitation, “It requires no answer. There is no answer asked.”

“Does your own heart make none?” answered the girl, fixing her large dark eyes upon Edith’s face. “If it makes none to the words of him who loves you, answer him not. But if you know and understand the feelings that shine through those dim words, like stars through a cloudy sky, write down such an answer as he will be glad to see.”

“Your language is very strange,” said Edith. “Pray who and what may you be?”

“Ay, that would be more strange still to tell,” replied the girl, “and would benefit you not at all if you heard it. Who is there that can tell who or what they are; what spirit it is that is inhabiting their mortal frame; what is the fine mysterious mingling of manifold unknown things in their strange being? Lady, I have neither time to stay, nor you to think of who or what I am. Write me down your answer quick. There stand pen and ink before you. Sit down, and give to love love’s answer.”

“What shall I say?” demanded Edith, sitting down, and, in fact, somewhat embarrassed in regard to what she should reply, called upon so suddenly and under such circumstances. “You seem to think that there is some hidden meaning under these words. What is it that I should reply to them?”

“Say,” cried the girl, pointing to the sheet of paper beneath Edith’s hand, “say! Neither am I happy, and my only consolation in the hours I spend alone is to dream of a brighter day. I will cultivate those hours, and every morning will walk forth soon after dawn, towards the porch of the rising sun, to think of those who may be far separated from me, but who live in my heart as much as if they were near.”

Edith wrote as the girl dictated; but then, as the brown
hand was stretched out as if to take the paper, Edith laid hers upon it, and, turning to the girl, demanded, "How do you know that I have any such feelings?"

"I know it," replied the girl, "as well as if I were in your heart. Give me the paper, for, though I spoke the words, your spirit thought them. If you can deny it, tear the paper. If you would recall the promise these words imply, give it not into my hand. But if you love him who loves you, if you would give him consolation who needs it deeply, send the letter and keep the promise."

Edith folded up the paper and gave it into the girl's hand. "I know you not," she said, "and yet, by your bearing me this note, I think that I may trust you."

"You would do well, pretty lady," replied the girl, "to trust no one else. You would do well to be careful, and to put no confidence in any of those who surround you, except in him who loves you. Nor let anything that any one can say prevent your fulfilling the promise contained in this letter. They will tell you things not true, that will make the blood in your veins run cold, and your heart sink and feel withered, like a flower cast into the fire. They will make your eyes shed bitter tears, and your breast sob with the breaking of bright hopes. But heed it not, lady; heed it not, pretty lady. Such sorrows shall pass away like summer clouds, and a day of comfort and happiness shall come for you, if you be but true to your love and your promise, and neither waver, nor shrink, nor give way."

Edith paused and mused. "I know not how to account for this," she said at length; "but it is evident that you are some one in whom Mr. Strafford puts great confidence, for he has told you things which I fancied he would tell to no one."

"He has told me nothing," replied the girl. "Not one syllable of his history or of yours has ever passed his lips to me. I told him all; I told him the past, and the present, and the future; the past he could not but know, the present he felt too keenly, the future he doubted, and will doubt, till it is accomplished; and so would you, lady, if I were to tell it to you too."

"And could you tell me the future?" demanded Edith, somewhat surprised to find the girl's words so closely connected with the thoughts which had been passing in her own mind. "Would to Heaven that I
could know it; for, as I stand and gaze, it is all dark and blank like a pall."

"It is a curtain of mercy," answered the girl. "The only eyes throughout the universe that could look steadfastly upon the whole of that immense and never-ceasing expanse, the future, are those all-seeing eyes that pierce it from limit to limit. It is a curtain of mercy. Happy it is that we cannot lift it, and that those who see best can but draw up a corner of the veil, to glean a few of the nearest and most simple truths. Lady, I could tell you a part of the future. I could tell you, as I have told him, that such and such things will inevitably happen: but the how, and the when, and the why, I could not tell, nor one fact, perhaps, out of a hundred, even in your own little life. All, however, that I must stay to tell you now is, that to-morrow you will weep; but still, if you are true to yourself and to him, the tears shall be wiped from your eyes ere long, and love, and hope, and joy may be yours at last."

Thus saying, she placed the paper in the folds of the handkerchief round her bosom, and with a low and graceful inclination of her head, turned from Edith and was quitting the room.

"Let me ask you one more question," said the young lady before she went: "Do you belong to the household of Lady Mallory?"

"No," answered the girl, "I do not."

"Then does she know of your being here, and of giving me this note?"

"I know not what she knows," replied the girl, "and care not. But if you would ask whether you shall speak to her on the subject, I say, do as you please. Only I warn you, as I have already warned you, trust to no one!"

She then left the room, and in a moment after Edith's maid entered it.

"Did you meet any one upon the stairs?" demanded her mistress.

"Yes, madam," replied the woman; "as I was coming up with Mistress Margaret, Lady Mallory's maid, to show me the way through this long, dark, rambling place, I met a strange-looking black girl, dressed in red, and yellow, and blue."

"Do you know who she is?" demanded Edith. "Did Mistress Margaret know?"
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"That's what I asked her, madam," replied the maid; "for, the moment she saw her, she drew back to let her pass, as if she were afraid of her. So I asked her if she knew who she was and what she was; but Mistress Margaret replied very shortly that she did not know anything about her, but that she came about the house, and nobody dared stop her or ask her anything."

If Edith's curiosity had been excited before, this account was not calculated to satisfy it; and though she laid down her head upon the pillow shortly after, sleep visited not her eyelids for many an hour.

CHAPTER III.

After a few brief hours' sleep, Edith Forrest awoke early, and though a slight blush overspread her cheek at the consciousness of the hopes within her own bosom, she forgot not, she neglected not to execute the promises which she had made or implied in the few brief lines written to Strafford; but, casting a cloak over her other dress, as soon as she was up she went out into the park, and took her way towards the eastern extremity thereof, which led through a number of wild dingles and wooded glades, in the most unfrequented part of the domain.

The sun was shining bright and clear in his new-risen splendour, and all was glad and cheerful but her own heart. It indeed beat high with expectation, but that expectation was saddened by memory, and also was not destined to be gratified. Strafford did not appear; and as she turned back upon her way, she remembered that it was scarcely possible her note could have reached him. Her spirits, however, were unusually depressed; she felt as if some sorrow were hanging over her; and as she took back her way towards the house, neither the brightness of the scene, nor any reasoning with her own heart, sufficed to remove that heavy load that seemed to weigh upon her heart.

When she arrived and entered the breakfast-room, after having put aside her walking dress, she found that Lady Mallory had not yet appeared, being busy with
her lawyer; which fact had been made known to Miss-
tress Forrest by the butler, as the cause of his mistress
not being ready at the ordinary breakfast hour. In a
few minutes after, however, she entered the room, and
went through her household duties at the breakfast-
table with grace and courtesy. She seemed, indeed,
like Edith, to be much depressed in spirits, and still,
between every sentence or two, would fall into deep
thought, and would then raise her eyes with a look of
anxious interest to the countenance of her young com-
panion. Mistress Forrest was, as usual, calm, sad, and
thoughtful, and spoke of not feeling well, and said that
all the events of the preceding day had pained and agi-
tated her.

After breakfast she retired to her own room; and
Lady Mallory, advancing kindly to Edith, took her hand
and said, "Let you and I walk out into the park, Edith.
I want to hold a long conference with you, my pretty
cousin; and we can do so as we proceed. Get some-
thing," she added, playfully parting back the hair upon
Edith's forehead, and gazing in her face with a smile,
sad, yet tender, and speaking emotions which the fair
girl herself could hardly divine, "get something to
cover this fair head and sweet face from the sun, and
come, and we will take a long ramble together, through
spots where we shall be remarked by nobody, and meet
with no interruption."

Edith did as Lady Mallory bade her, and found her
beautiful hostess standing in the ante-chamber waiting
for her. She led her out upon the terrace by one of the
small doors in the old wing of the house, and thence
proceeding very nearly in the same direction which
Edith had taken in the morning, she bent her steps to-
wards the southeastern part of the park. For some
way Lady Mallory remained silent, or only spoke to
notice some herb, or shrub, or flower, or to point out
some beautiful piece of scenery to Edith's eye. At
length, however, she said,

"But I need hardly point out these things to you,
Edith, as in all probability you saw them all this morn-
ing."

The blood rushed up eagerly into Edith's cheek; not,
indeed, that she had sought or wished to conceal her walk
in the morning, or had the slightest intention of deceiving
Lady Mallory in regard to her feelings towards Ralph
Strafford. We have said that a feeling of doubt, a little tinged with jealousy perhaps, had come over her mind in regard to Lady Mallory the first time that she had ever seen her. That feeling, however, had the effect of making her resolve the more openly to acknowledge her attachment to Strafford, and their engagement to each other. But still the bashful timidity, the shrinking modesty of true and early affection, had in no degree been overcome, and the first effect of her companion's allusion to her early walk made the blood, as we have said, rush into her cheek. She regained the command of herself, however, in a moment, and replied at once, "No, indeed, I noticed them very little, though, in general, I love such sights much, and few escape me."

"How was it, then, that you missed them this morning?" said Lady Mallory, in a kind tone. "I saw you go out from the windows of my dressing-room, and the sun was shining bright and clear; and everything in full loveliness."

"I do not mind saying to you, dear Lady Mallory," replied Edith, "who possess, I know, the confidence of one who is very dear to me, that, as I went out this morning, my mind was so much occupied with the thought of Captain Strafford and his situation, and perhaps with the thought that in some of my walks through the park I might meet with him—if he have not indeed gone on to London—that I attended to very little else."

"I grieve for you, dear, ingenuous girl," replied Lady Mallory, "I grieve for your situation and for Strafford's much: I grieve that, at the very moment when we might, perhaps, have found means to soften your father, and to remove his objections to your union with the man you love, fate should have cast this new and insurmountable barrier in your way, and left you without hope. I grieve for you, Edith, indeed and in truth."

She was going on, but Edith eagerly interrupted her, repeating the word "Insurmountable! why insurmountable, dear Lady Mallory?" she said; "you look sad and despairing. What is there that makes it insurmountable?"

"Is it not so, Edith?" said Lady Mallory, in a tone full of despondency. "Is it not insurmountable! Ask your own heart, Edith!"

Edith cast down her eyes, suddenly remembering that Lady Mallory might not be fully acquainted with
the conduct of her father towards her mother and herself; conduct which naturally slackened the tie of filial duty, for she had never been able to conceive that one who in no degree fulfilled towards her the duties of a parent, could exercise a right, under that title, to make her miserable for ever: yet it was painful to all her feelings to enter into any explanations on the subject; and after pausing for a few minutes, she replied, “Of course, dear lady, there is in every family a mode and condition of life between the members of it which may render things just and reasonable in some instances which are not so in others. Do you think, Lady Mallory, that there are not some cases in which a child may be pardoned for consulting its future happiness in life, even in opposition to the mistaken or prejudiced dictate of a parent?”

“Many cases, Edith,” replied Lady Mallory, in the same tone. “Deference is always due to a parent, the greatest and the deepest; but if as in your own case and that of Strafford, the opinion of a parent be formed in mere caprice, and a child be commanded to wed one that she detests upon just grounds, and to abandon another whom, upon just grounds, she esteems as well as loves, I should say that in both respects the child had, after the use of all gentle remonstrance, a right to disobey.”

“Then,” said Edith, “you must either think that Strafford has acted wrong in some way in his unfortunate combat with my cousin, that he has been the aggressor, or—”

“No, Edith, no!” said Lady Mallory. “Far be from me such thoughts. I think—I am sure—I know,” she added, somewhat vehemently, “that Strafford has in all things acted well, nobly, and justly.”

She paused to overcome her own eagerness; and Edith answered, “I was going to have added, Lady Mallory, you must either judge that Strafford acted wrong, or you must think the tie of kindred blood—merely, in short, that John Forrest was my cousin—sufficient to put an eternal barrier between me and the man who shed it, although you think and know that he was fully justified in so doing. Oh! Lady Mallory, is it reasonable, is it right, is it just, that because this unhappy young man who is dead chose to oppress the virtuous, to insult a good, and an unhappy girl, and com-
mitted a notorious breach of all the laws; is it right, is it just, that because Strafford, in his own defence, and in the active protection of virtue and innocence, killed this man; is it, I say, right, or just, or reasonable, that I should inflict upon the man I love the greatest punishment in my power, simply because his base opponent was my cousin?"

Lady Mallory shook her head mournfully and was silent; and Edith went on but the more eagerly. "Heaven forbid, Lady Mallory, that I should say that I hated any of my fellow-creatures; but I may detect faults, and vices, and insolence, and daring depravity, and profaneness. Of such, of such alone, Lady Mallory, as far as I can have an opportunity of judging, was John Forrest composed. Such were my feelings towards him, Lady Mallory, long before I ever saw Captain Strafford. Nay, long before my father ever showed that he wished me to marry his nephew."

"He never did wish you to marry him, Edith!" replied Lady Mallory, solemnly. "You may look thunder-struck, Edith; but, I repeat it, your father never did or could wish you to marry John Forrest."

"Nay, but, lady," exclaimed Edith, surprised and confounded, "he proposed it to me himself. He only gave me two short years to consider of it."

"Only two short years, Edith!" said Lady Mallory, with a melancholy smile. "How many things might happen in two short years! But, to set it all at rest, Edith, yesterday your father informed and assured me that he never did wish you to marry this John Forrest; that he proposed it to you only because he knew you hated and abhorred him; because that he wished by that means to create an obstacle to your union with anybody else of whom he might not approve, and that he might always have the opportunity of saying that he destined you for another."

Edith paused and mused. "It may be so," she said, at length, "it may be so. I remember several traits in my father's conduct which would make me think it was so."

"Nay, Edith," replied Lady Mallory, "it is so! and I could prove it to you in a manner that perhaps might be more convincing to you than your father's word."

"Oh, Lady Mallory, dear Lady Mallory," cried Edith, "do not think me undutiful and devoid of kindred affec-
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tion. You know not all that has passed, you know not what my life has been. Believe me, there is no being on earth naturally more capable of strong affection than myself."

"I believe you, Edith, I believe you," replied Lady Mallory, "from my heart and soul: and it is that very belief which makes me the more deeply grieved to think that this unfortunate event may place a bar between you and happiness for ever; that you can never, in short, wed the man you love. I grieve for you, because I think you have an affectionate heart, and because I feel that, if I knew you better, I could love you myself well and deeply, as a dear younger sister. I could love you, I am sure, Edith, if it were but for your ingenuousness."

As she spoke she put her arm gently through Edith's, and let her fair hand rest upon hers. Edith turned, and suddenly looked up in her face with the full intense light of her beautiful blue eyes. "And can you be ingenuous too?" she said, without withdrawing that look; "can you be ingenuous too, sweet lady?"

Whether she would or not, the colour rose in Lady Mallory's cheek; but her bright dark eye quailed not, and the fingers which rested on Edith's hand pressed gently round it, while she said, in a very low but distinct voice, "I could, Edith! To you I am sure I could."

Edith trembled slightly with agitation at the very words she was about to speak; but she conquered herself, and said, "My heart is open before you, dear Lady Mallory. Now tell me, dear lady, and love me still: tell me if there be no feeling at your own heart which may make you willing to think that the barrier between me and Ralph Strafford is more insurmountable than it really is?"

She spoke slowly and solemnly; and as the question became distinct, she felt that Lady Mallory was withdrawing her hand. But Edith closed hers around it, and, bowing down her head, pressed a kiss upon it. That action decided all! Lady Mallory stopped suddenly, cast her arms around her, and, hiding her eyes on Edith's bent neck, wept for an instant in silence.

"Forgive me," said Edith, as soon as Lady Mallory raised her face; "forgive me, dear lady, and say not a word. We may, perchance, be sisters in misfortune;
but oh, let us be sisters in affection too! You will not
hate me, I am sure you will not hate me, for what I, or
for what he, or for what you may feel; and, dear lady,
I will love you, and never forget any of the kindnesses
that you have shown me. But I ask no answer to my
question. Give me none! Let us speak of all things
as we were speaking before."

"Edith, dear Edith," replied Lady Mallory, "I must
answer your question. I must speak for once; then
let that part of the subject be forgotten. I will trust to
your honour, Edith, to your affection, to woman's sense
of woman's dignity, never even to hint to any one aught
that you may have seen or divined of my heart; es-
pecially, Edith, never to any man upon the face of earth,
let you love him howsoever you may."

"Never, never!" replied Edith: "on my life, on my
soul, on my honour!"

"Well then, Edith," replied Lady Mallory, "I have
catechised my own heart fully this very morning to
know if I were dealing with you justly, Edith. On my
word, I believe, in everything, I am; but in regard to
the obstacle between you and Strafford, I have deter-
mined, upon the fullest consideration of what is just
towards you, to end all at once; to tell you a terrible
secret with which you are not acquainted; to prove to
you a fact which may, nay, must, I fear, shut out hope
for ever from your heart, but which it is only the more
necessary that you should know."

Edith gazed in Lady Mallory's face with a look of
some apprehension. She had lately been so accu-
stimed to receive bad tidings, that her heart failed her
at the very name; but how much more depressed did
her heart feel at the words in which her fair cousin
announced those tidings. "Oh, Lady Mallory!" she
said, "would you, then, really deprive me of all hope?"

"Only for your own sake, Edith," replied Lady Mal-
lory; "and, when you have heard, you will acknowledge
at once that it was no more than necessary that I
should thus act. First, however, you must promise me
never in life to mention to any one the fact that I am
going to disclose to you."

Edith hesitated. "Dear Lady Mallory," she said, "I
like not to make such promises, especially in the pres-
enent case; for you tell me that the very information
which you are going to give will drive me—for such is,
in fact, the plain truth—will drive me to renounce him whom nothing else could make me renounce. Must I not assign some reason! must I leave him to think me all that is bad and capricious?"

"That may not be necessary, Edith," replied Lady Mallory, gravely; "you may tell him that there is an obstacle which you dare not name; and sure I am that he will believe you. At all events, Edith, if you do not promise, I must be silent, and I will give you my reason. What I have to tell will compromise your father's honour, nay, his life, if repeated."

"Then may I speak with my father upon it?" demanded the fair girl, anxious to know fully on what grounds she made the promise before she gave it.

"No," replied Lady Mallory, her beautiful brow growing somewhat contracted, "no, Edith, there is not a consideration on the earth would make me put such power over a father into a daughter's hands, without guarding it by a promise that I know, when given, will be inviolate."

"That most assuredly it should be," replied Edith, thoughtfully; "but as the reason you assign is my father's safety, let me pledge myself so far that I will never utter one word, even to Strafford, of what you tell me, so long as my father lives. We may part and be separated for ever," she added, looking up in her companion's face; "and if you judge rightly that there is an impassable barrier between us, which I yet know not of, so must we part, of course; but oh, Lady Mallory, what a consolation it will be to poor Edith's heart, if it break not at once; what a consolation to think that at some period, however distant, I may justify my conduct in the eyes of him I shall still love; and that I shall not be doomed to live on, sullied in his thoughts by the reproach of caprice, and ingratitude, and falsehood."

Lady Mallory mused; but she felt ashamed of her own calculations, and replied, after a moment's pause, "Well, Edith! well! such be, then, the extent of your promise. Now tell me, what do you know of your late cousin's history?"

"Little or nothing," answered Edith, blushing; "nothing but things that have been forced upon my unwilling ears concerning manifold tales of evil and vice, which, indeed, I cannot repeat."
Lady Mallory smiled. "I meant not that part of his history, Edith," she said; "I fear that the less we women hear of any young man's early life, the better. I meant his years of infancy, his birth and education."

"Of that I have heard very little," replied Edith, thinking over the past; "nothing, indeed, but that he was born in India, the son of my father's younger brother."

"I will tell you more of his history, Edith," rejoined Lady Mallory, "for I know it. But sit down here, sweet child, beneath this old tree."

"Which looks like blighted affection," said Edith, with a deep sigh, "with nothing supporting it but the ivy of hope."

"Alas! that such support should ever be cut away," replied Lady Mallory; "but I must fulfil my word, Edith. Your father's younger brother was once the chief favourite of my uncle, Sir William Forrest, who was his uncle also, and, notwithstanding his evil conduct in many respects, he continued his hold, rather by habit than by love, till he approached towards manhood. Overbearing insolence of every kind was borne by my uncle, beyond the ordinary verge of human patience. But at length his nephew ventured to strike him in a fit of ungovernable passion; and Sir William drove him from his presence, never to see him again. The youth fell into great misery and distress, and made his situation known to his uncle with deep expressions of contrition. But Sir William was now as firm as he had formerly been forbearing; and he refused to see him, to hear from him, or to receive any further communication from him whatever. That his nephew might not starve, he said he would procure him a post in our colonies, would fit him out for his journey, and provide him with such a sum, when he arrived at his destination, as would once more give him a respectable station in life. All this he did. The young man went to India; but the taste which he had had of adversity had changed the spendthrift into the miser. He speculated shrewdly; obtained wealth; married, with somewhat indecent haste, the widow of a wealthy merchant, just as she was about to return to England; and, shortly after, saw her die, leaving him with one child. His brother, your father, had given him offence by refusing to advocate his cause with his uncle, so that there was
little communication between them; and after his wife's death, John, the one in India, fell into acquaintance, it would seem, with a woman of notorious character, who became his mistress. He had some sense of shame and rectitude left, however; and as his son began to grow out of infancy into boyhood, he sent him down from the remote district in which he was to the town of Calcutta, to be despatched to England for his education. The boy was to be placed under the care of my cousin Ferdinand, who was not yet married to your mother; but the boy's father, feeling his own health failing at the time he sent him down to Calcutta, made his will, leaving him everything that he possessed. But, in case of the boy's death, he left the whole to the woman who lived with him. The will was sent over at once to your father, together with all the necessary papers regarding the property. But now mark me, Edith! The boy John Forrest died in the city of Calcutta, five days before the ship sailed; and the merchant under whose care he had been placed to await his embarkation, received, almost at the same time, intelligence of his father's death. This double information was communicated to your father; and by the same ship arrived the news that the merchant himself had failed, having in his hands a portion of the boy's fortune. The rest, however, was large—"

"But, Lady Mallory," exclaimed Edith, "I must have misunderstood you. You said the boy died at Calcutta, and the father too; whose son, then, was my cousin John Forrest?"

Lady Mallory grasped Edith's hand tight, and gazed full in her face while she replied, "Your own father's!"

Edith started up off the ground, where she had been sitting with Lady Mallory, and pressed her hands upon her brow, while her eyes looked wild and confused. Lady Mallory gently drew her down by her side again, saying, "Be calm, Edith! You are with one who feels for you. Indeed, indeed, you are with one who will be a sister to you."

Edith wept profusely; and for some time Lady Mallory paused, and let her tears have their way. At length, however, Edith recovered in some degree her composure, and renewed the conversation herself.

"Speak on, dear Lady Mallory," she said, "speak on. I am convinced all you say is perfectly accurate, per-
fectly sure. It explains so much that I could never explain. It shows me the cause of my father's extraordinary fondness for him. I am sure it is quite true: but yet, of course, there is much that I cannot understand."

"But nothing that cannot be easily explained, dear Edith," replied Lady Mallory. "Your father, Edith, led much the same life as his brother, with this difference, that, never having the means, which at one time my uncle allowed the younger of the two, he was, without being so great a spendthrift, in continual difficulties. I had now become the favourite of my uncle, and his fortune was destined to me. Your father, Edith, took means, on which I will not dwell, to supplant me, and so far succeeded that my uncle, who was anxious for heirs to his name as well as to his property, left him the whole, upon the condition—for he knew his irregular life—that, at the time of his, Sir William's death, your father should be married and have a legitimate child. All these transactions were taking place, but not yet certain, at the time when, as I mentioned, the threefold intelligence reached your father that his brother and his nephew were dead, and that the merchant to whose care the latter had been intrusted had become a bankrupt and fled. What passed in your father's mind, Edith, I do not know; but the property his brother had left was considerable. Even as the guardian of his nephew, he would have received great assistance from the fortune at his disposal; and, by the will, the child being dead, the whole property was destined to go to a low, bad woman. It happened, Edith, that your father had at this time a son—an illegitimate son—by an unhappy girl of low birth, whom he had seduced. This boy was about the age of his brother's child, a few months older, but it mattered not. The determination of your father seems to have been taken in an instant. The news of his brother's death was made known immediately, and the will proved; the death of the son was carefully concealed, and he was said to be on his return home. Your father's son was sent out secretly to the island of St. Helena, and was thence brought back under the charge of a well-tutored Hindooostanee servant; the name of John Forrest was given him; the boy was recognised by every one as the
son of him who died in India, and succeeded to the rest of the property, which was still considerable."

Edith had remained with her hands covering her eyes while Lady Mallory proceeded; but at length she looked up, and said, "It is strange, very strange, dear lady, is it not? that such things should always be ultimately discovered."

"Ay," answered Lady Mallory, "and almost always ultimately punished. But the most extraordinary thing in this, Edith, is, that the whole facts should have come to my knowledge. I know what was passing in your mind; but that, too, is easily explained. As soon as your father was made acquainted with my uncle's will in his favour, he married, in order to secure the property; I fear from no other motive, Edith; and he then went abroad, taking—probably to baffle more completely any inquiries which might be made from India—a feigned name to travel under."

"Oh, that he always does," replied Edith. "He says it is more convenient, in many respects."

"I see not why," replied Lady Mallory, "to one whose purposes are upright; but, however, in this instance it served him perhaps well. After some years the woman who had lived with his brother came to England. Something had roused her suspicions, it would seem. She sought for your father; she could neither find him nor hear of him. All the securities in which the money had been invested were changed. She applied to lawyers; but no one would have anything to do with her cause, unless she obtained papers and certificates proving the boy's death. She had been accustomed to all the luxury and splendour of vice; but she was poor and in difficulties; and she engaged herself in the lowly capacity of a maidservant, for the purpose of going back to India and discovering the papers. Ill health, fresh vices, and follies, detained her abroad for several years; and when she returned, it was with a broken constitution, her energies all gone, and neither power nor will to struggle with the difficulties of life. She had the means of proving her claim; but she found that it would take long years to establish it. She was suffering from abject poverty and wearing sickness; and all she sought for was to obtain from your father some small annuity, which would enable her to pass the rest of her days in peace and tranquillity; but
your father was not to be found. The period of which I speak is about seven or eight years since, and you were all at that time abroad. My uncle, Sir William, had been some years dead. I myself was the wife of Lord Mallory; but still I was the only one of the family that the woman could trace. She came to me, then, Edith, and I saw her alone. She then told me her whole history. She professed deep repentance for the evil she had done; and she told me that her object in seeking for my cousin was solely to obtain from him such an annuity, out of the fortune that by right was hers, as to remove the ills of poverty from the few remaining years or months of her life. On these conditions she said she would give up all the papers which proved, she averred—and it was but too true—that forger as well as fraud had been committed. I told her, and I told her true, that I had no communication with my cousin whatever; that we had been as strangers for many years; and that I had not the slightest knowledge of his abode or of his concerns, though I believed that he was out of England. The woman wept when I told her, and some parts of her story had moved my compassion. I bade her sit down while I went and consulted with Lord Mallory, whose views were always both noble and generous. I found him in his library, told him the tale, showed him the papers, and for a moment or two he was a good deal moved. 'Isabella,' he said at length, 'it is a hard thing, my child'—so he always called me—'it is a hard thing that you should be called upon to support the partner of one cousin's vices, in order to shield another from the consequences of his crimes. Nevertheless, this poor creature cannot be left to starve. She professes to be penitent, and you say, beyond doubt, that she is in misery. God has given us means to prevent or alleviate such things; and we are not here to judge, but to aid our fellow-creatures. This is one point of view, Isabella. There is another, in which we are affected by less noble motives. The horrible disgrace of seeing your cousin's name exposed in a public trial of this kind would cost us ten times as much in pain, as if we were to pay this woman the whole amount of which she has been defrauded. She shall give the papers up to you, Isabella, who will never use them unworthily; and she shall have such an annuity from me as will place her above
all want." This was his reply, Edith. He saw the woman; he used towards her no narrow parsimony; but gave her that which enabled her, during the three years that she lived, to enjoy as much of life as a wearing disease of the body and gnawing remorse of the heart would suffer her to obtain. The papers remain with me, Edith; the proofs that she had obtained of every step in the affair were wonderfully accurate; and, when we return to the house, I will lay them every one before you, so as to remove from your mind the slightest vestige of a doubt that John Forrest was your brother."

Edith sat almost motionless beside her for several minutes. Her head was turned away, and bent forward upon her bosom; her small, fair, beautiful hand rested on the grass between Lady Mallory and herself; and it was only by a slight sob, which could not be repressed, that Lady Mallory perceived that she was weeping. Edith evidently struggled much with her feelings, and gradually she recovered so far as to wipe the tears away from her eyes; but they still seemed to flow afresh; and Lady Mallory, laying her hand upon that of Edith, said, "Had we not better return to the house, dear Edith? You are not well, and, I know, cannot be happy."

"I shall be better presently," replied Edith; "I am accustomed to control myself, even when my heart is very much wrung. Forgive me; and remember that this is very, very severe."

Lady Mallory said all that was kind and all that was tender; and, after a time, Edith herself rose and said, "Now I am ready to go back;" but, during their walk back to the house, she remained in perfect silence, fearful, it seemed, of saying a single word, lest it should overthrow her composure again. Neither did Lady Mallory speak much; for at that moment she wished sincerely to afford consolation, and yet she had none to give. She led Edith in, however, to her own dressing-room; and while the poor girl seated herself at the table, and gazed on it with eyes of melancholy thought, which saw alone the sad objects that her own mind presented, Lady Mallory opened her cabinet, took out a large packet of papers, and laid them down before her.

"Dear Edith," she said, "as this is a terrible subject, on which I should never like to speak with you again, it is better for us both that you should have the whole
proofs under your eyes, so that there may be no shadow of doubt rest upon your mind."

Edith paused; and, standing up, gazed, though without much attention, upon the papers before her. Her eye vaguely caught the titles of some: "Certificate of the death of John Forrest, jun., aged six years;" "Deposition of William Harley, late merchant of Calcutta, regarding the death," &c.; "Deposition and affidavit of Saade Bengalee, woman of colour, regarding the voyage of the boy now called John Forrest, from England to St. Helena, and back," &c.

There were a great number of other papers, but Edith could not fix her attention upon any; and waving her hand over them with a feeling of sickening grief, shame, and despondency, she said, "I doubt it not, Lady Mallory; I believe it all: I see, I know that it is true. But I must now go to my own room. I am not fit to talk of this any more. I must gain composure; I must make up my mind to my sad fate. But this is all, indeed, very terrible;" and, quitting Lady Mallory, with slow and wavering steps she found her way to her own room and closed the door.

Edith now knelt down and prayed. She had heard the resources and the comforts of religion scoffed at by her father, and by him whom she now found to have been her brother; but that had made no change in her own feelings or her own thoughts. She felt that there was one state of dependance which was ennobling to the whole mind of man; she felt that there was one fear, of which the bravest might be proud; she felt that there was a trust above all earthly confidence; and to God, at all times and in all afflictions, she addressed her prayers; to God she looked for direction and support: nor had she ever failed to find them. But this was the darkest and the bitterest pang of all; and, though she prayed long and fervently, she still wept; and it was not till the sources of her tears seemed to be dried up, that she raised her eyes with a feeling that her heart, and all around it, was arid, barren, and deserted by the bright hopes that once had thronged about her way.

It was awful enough to feel—though there was no bond of love between the author of her being and herself, though every day and every hour his conduct and his words gave her pain and grief for him as well as for
herself—it was awful enough to feel, that the sum of his evil acts had been closed by a crime disgraceful, pitiful, and dangerous. There was a mingling of indignation with her shame and with her sorrow, as she thought of it, which she strove in vain to repress, by thinking that he was still her father. All this was terrible enough; and the struggle in her own mind, to exclude every thought but those that were dutiful, was painful and agonizing in the extreme: but there was a struggle still more painful, still more agonizing, still more terrible; a struggle between a sense of natural ties, and her deep, strong, overpowering affection for Ralph Strafford.

At one time love seemed likely to conquer still. It appeared that the arguments which she applied when she thought John Forrest but her cousin, only required scope and extension. If Strafford were justified in the one act—so said affection—he was equally justified in the other: he was equally noble; he was equally good; he was equally amiable; he was deserving of all her love; he was undeserving of any pain that she could inflict upon him. But then she suddenly thought of placing her hand, at the altar, in the hand of him stained with the blood of her brother: she fancied she beheld the stern eyes of her father looking at her, and his lips pronouncing a curse upon her union with the slayer of his son. She asked herself, could she ever rest in peace by the side of him, whom she might love dearly and well, but who had spilled the same blood that filled her own veins; blood that seemed to cry out to her from the very earth, “Forbear! Forbear!”

Dark thoughts, wild and horrible visions—all that was awful, and gloomy, and horrible—took possession of her mind. One terrible idea succeeded another, till she felt as if reason were tottering on his throne. She grew giddy; she felt that she was becoming ill; and with a wavering step she reached the bell, rang it, and fell fainting on the ground.
CHAPTER IV.

In the meantime Lady Mallory had remained in her dressing-room, and sought not to be disturbed, for she, too, had many things to think of. Her heart was filled with contending emotions, as well as that of Edith; not, perhaps, so painful and so terrible, but still agitating, trying, and saddening.

For Edith herself she was deeply grieved: she had not inflicted upon her young cousin the torture which, on that day, the poor girl had been doomed to endure, with pleasure or even willingness. Lady Mallory was, as it were, but an instrument in the hands of the strong master passion of her own heart. She knew also that every word which she had told Edith was perfectly true; she had said no one thing that she was not justified in saying. The proofs were in her own hands; the facts she had long known; and she might well say to her own conscience that she was justified in telling that she was called upon to tell a fact, which might prevent Edith from wedding a man stained with the blood of her brother. It thus hardly needed a whisper from the voice of love to make Lady Mallory believe that she was absolutely bound to speak as she had spoken.

She believed, therefore, that she was not only justified in acting as she had done, but had been compelled to do so; she believed fully, and yet she had undertaken the task with pain, and in the accomplishment of it had felt grief and anxiety, and many another bitter pang, when she saw the terrible agony that she inflicted upon the poor girl herself.

In spite of all that love could say—though she could neither discover how nor wherefore—conscience seemed to blame her: conscience, against all reasonings, seemed to reproach her for every thought even that was turned towards Ralph Strafford, while she was wringing the heart of the young and innocent being that loved him, by showing her that they could never be united. The gentleness, the tenderness, the affectionate tone of Edith Forrest, too—even while her words proved that she saw deeply into her fair companion's heart and feel-
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ings—had struck and touched Lady Mallory; and, strange as it may seem, had made her inclined to love and cherish the very being upon whom she inflicted anguish and despair.

All that had occurred, indeed, throughout their whole interview, had tended to increase such sensations towards Edith; and when the fair girl herself had asked so distinctly whether there were no feelings in Lady Mallory's heart that influenced her conduct and her opinions, the lady had scrutinized her own thoughts with keener eyes than before, and yet had convinced herself that there was not one purpose injurious to Edith in her breast.

When she came home, indeed, and had time to pause, colder considerations, more interested feelings, might struggle up for a single moment, and she felt inclined to blame herself for the burst of feeling which must have betrayed fully to Edith's eyes all those secrets of the heart which before had been but suspected.

"But yet," she thought, "it matters not! The time must come when she will know that such are my feelings towards him. Why should I conceal them now? At all events, it is done, and perhaps it is better—yes, it is far better to deal openly with her, as she has done with me—to let her know that I am her rival. There is something noble and high in her heart, which, perhaps, might make her feel glad that I was happy with him, if she felt the impossibility of ever being united to him herself."

But there were many points still pressing for consideration, and Lady Mallory paused and pondered thoughtfully over her own and Edith's situation. Up to the moment at which she had told Edith the real situation in which John Forrest stood towards her, she had thought that the bare announcement of that fact would be sufficient, would be conclusive, and that any farther effort on her own part, any farther hesitation on the part of Edith, would be altogether at an end. But, the moment she had made that communication, she began to doubt again. She put it to her own heart, partly as a question, partly as an undoubted fact. "She will never think of wedding him after this? The horror of giving her hand to the man who has killed her own brother will surely keep such a thing from her mind, even as a dream of the imagination!"
OF THE OLD SCHOOL.

But still Lady Mallory doubted. The love of Edith for Ralph Strafford was, she saw, far greater, deeper, more impassioned, than she had at first believed. She could not shut from her eyes, that if ever woman loved truly, intensely, and from the heart, it was Edith Forrest. She would not allow, indeed, to herself, that Edith, or that any young, inexperienced girl, could love as she did; she whose feelings and affections had been stored up and treasured during early youth and womanhood, to be poured forth at once, now that the gates of the heart had been thrown open.

"No!" she thought, "no! She cannot love as I do; but yet she loves passionately, devotedly."

Lady Mallory's next question was whether she herself, under similar circumstances, would or could renounce the man that she loved; whether she would or could refuse to fulfil her previous promises to him, even though he had killed her brother under much more aggravated circumstances. Lady Mallory leaned her head upon her hand and thought; and if her heart did not answer the question, it was not that her mind was not itself convinced. At all events, her feeling of confident certainty that Edith would decide against her own wishes, was shaken by reflection; and, as she thought that there might be danger if the fair girl and her lover met often and in freedom, the evil spirit again took possession of Lady Mallory's bosom for a moment; the evil and the lowering spirit, which prompted her to deeds inferior to her own character.

"They must be kept apart," she thought, "as much as possible, and, when they do meet, must be strictly watched, to let me know their purposes, and provide means to prevent them from doing anything that is rash, or foolish, or dangerous. Were it but for Edith's own sake," she continued, "she should be guided to her own good. If she sees him often, and still holds her resolution not to marry him, she only increases her own distress and his. If she do marry him, she wed herself to misery, and regret, and self-reproach; for she will never, and she can never, forget that her brother's blood is upon his hand. When any of the temporary clouds that shade domestic life come over them, she will remember him as the murderer of her brother; when griefs, or cares, or anxieties assail them, a father's curse will ring in her ears, and blast the only happiness that is left."
Oh! specious and eloquent self-love, hard must be
the heart and firm the mind that resists your all-persua-
sive oratory! Yes, hard and firm as the diamond, but
pure and brilliant as the diamond also.
Lady Mallory yielded much, if not entirely, to the
voice of selfishness and love; and, while she did so,
she believed, to a certain extent, that she was consult-
ing Edith's welfare, thinking of Edith's happiness.
"They must yet have one more meeting," she thought,
after pondering for some time farther. "They must
yet have one more meeting, that she may tell him her
resolution. But I must ascertain that resolution well
in the first place."
As this last thought crossed her mind, some one tur-
ned the handle of her dressing-room door. Lady Mal-
lory had locked it, in the wish to be alone; but the next
moment the handle was again turned, and the door sha-
ken sharply.
"This is somewhat unceremonious," thought Lady
Mallory; but, rising, she opened the door, and the dark
girl, that we have already mentioned more than once,
entered the room. The lady did not seem at all sur-
prised to see her; but returned to her seat, saying,
"Well, Saadeh, have you anything to tell me?"
"Little," replied the girl, advancing gracefully, and
kneeling on the footstool at Lady Mallory's feet. "Lit-
tle, beautiful lady, except to tell you that your power
over them is at an end."
"Nonsense!" replied Lady Mallory, somewhat sharp-
ly. "You need not waste your prophecies on me, for
I suppose you do not expect me to believe them."
"I believe them all myself," replied the girl, in a tone
of serious conviction.
"You have turned silly, my poor child," said Lady
Mallory; "or else, as too often happens, in taking up
the art of deceiving others, you have learned to deceive
yourself."
"Have I deceived you!" demanded the girl, rising
abruptly.
"No!" answered Lady Mallory; "but you must re-
member that you have only brought me news of what
was taking place, not of what is to take place."
"If I give you news of either," replied her compan-
ion, "that news is true: and now, lady, look not away,
as if you were offended; but listen, and you will soon
see that my words will prove right. I tell you that your power over them is at an end; that you have this day accomplished the last act that is given you to do towards separating two beings that love each other: the rest shall be worked out by other hands."

"By yours, I suppose," said Lady Mallory, gazing on her somewhat sternly; "but beware how you either betray or deceive me. I thought I could trust you."

"And so you can, lady, and so you can," answered the girl. "I love you dearly and well; for, in the range of the past, where there is many a dark spot to be recollected, I can remember many an act of kindness at your hands. I have never deceived or betrayed you, and never will; but I must tell what is true, and do what is right to all."

"Have I not told you from the first," demanded Lady Mallory, "that all I do is for their good and happiness? Have I not assured you that such is the fact? and if you could know all that passed between me and her this very morning, you would know that it is so."

"And yet it made her weep!" said the girl.

"May there not be salutary tears?" demanded the lady; "may there not be necessary tears?"

"Yes," answered her companion, "and they may be bitter ones too. But, lady, I murmur not at your commands; I disobey you in nothing; I only tell you what will certainly be, let you do what you will. Order me, and I will fulfil my promise to a letter. I will be a spy upon their actions; I will report all their words; I will tell you what they will be beforehand, if you like; but certainly and most assuredly, I would do none of all these things if I did not see what you do not see; if I did not know what will be the end of it all."

Lady Mallory remained silent for several minutes. "I really do not know," she said at length, "whether you have really become bewildered with your own pretences, or whether you wish to offend me; but, to put aside all such idle nonsense, tell me where is Captain Strafford now?"

"Where I last told you he was," replied the girl; "up in the wood which joins on to what is called the Chase, and runs along for two or three miles, parted between you and Sir Andrew Stalbrooke."

"Good heavens!" exclaimed Lady Mallory, "do you
mean that he remains in the wood all night, without comfort or shelter?"

"No," replied her dark companion; "there is a house near at hand, where he obtains shelter at night."

"This is very horrible!" said Lady Mallory, still thinking of Strafford's situation. "There must be something defective in our law, to allow an ignorant man like the coroner, with a number of men more ignorant than himself, to drive an innocent man, a gentleman, and a man of high station, from society, and force him either to enter a prison for months, or linger about in the woods, exposed to every danger and difficulty."

"There is a defect in the laws, I am sure," replied the girl; "but yet, all the witnesses in favour of Captain Strafford were away. Lucy Williams, you know, is absent; the old soldier, Meakes, gone too."

"How was it, I wonder," exclaimed the lady, "that Meakes did not appear?"

"Are you not aware yourself, lady?" demanded the girl; "are you not aware that on that very night he was apprehended, under a warrant from your own lawyer, for poaching on your lands and taking deer in your park?"

Lady Mallory started up in surprise. "Impossible!" she exclaimed; "I have heard nothing of it; I have never been informed."

"It is but too true, madam," replied the girl; "it is but too true; and all men are now supposing that Lady Mallory is dealing hardly with Captain Strafford, when her lawyer is seen directing the coroner and coroner's jury, with whom he had nothing to do, to find an unjust verdict against an innocent man; and when the chief witness in his favour is apprehended on a charge that is more than doubtful."

"Good God!" exclaimed Lady Mallory, putting her hands before her eyes, "doubtless Strafford thinks so too; doubtless he believes that I am harsh, unfeeling, unkind. Would to God that I could see him, that I could speak to him."

"That were easily done," replied the girl; "when will you see him, when?"

The rich warm blood came up into Lady Mallory's cheek as the means of fulfilling her wish was thus presented to her; and, fearful of that deep blush catching the eyes of her companion, she turned to the window
for a moment or two, and asked herself whether she should make use of the opportunity thus offered. The temptation was too strong to be resisted, however; and, after struggling to calm her demeanour, she turned and said, "I should much like to see Captain Strafford certainly, to explain this business, and to show him that I—as Heaven forbid I should—have had nothing to do with these acts whatever. If, then, towards the dusk of the evening he would venture into the park, somewhere towards the lake, I should be very glad indeed to have a few minutes' conversation with him."

"To-night!" demanded the girl.

"No," replied Lady Mallory, agitated again at the very thought of meeting him. "No, no, not to-night! To-morrow, just towards dusk. I wish, in the first place," said she, in a more indifferent tone, "I wish, in the first place, to send over for this man Waters, and to order him to stop all prosecution of Meakes directly, and have him set at liberty."

"Oh, he is at liberty, lady," replied the girl; "it would be a very difficult thing to get him within the walls of a prison; and, before he was half way to Lallington, he was as free as I am. But, of course, he dare not show himself till he has seen how the trials of the other men go who were taken with him; so that, for the person you think of, it is worse than if Meakes were in prison."

"There shall no trials take place on my account at all," said Lady Mallory. "Waters shall have instant orders to stop the prosecution; and did I not believe that I could deal with him better by holding over his head the fear of my displeasure, I would discharge him from my employment for the part he has already taken."

"That would be well indeed," said the girl, with an expression of extraordinary joy in her eyes; "that would be well indeed: but it can be done hereafter."

"It can," answered Lady Mallory; "but you seem to rejoice very much. Is this man so much hated in the neighbourhood?"

"As much, lady," replied the girl, "as the power of petty tyranny, exercised by a bad person, can make him. I have heard his history from many people hereabout. First was he a small attorney's clerk, smooth-faced and oily, humble and cringing to the dust, licking
the feet of men no better born or bred than himself, and suffering the conscious lowness of his heart to appear in the abasement of his demeanour. Then was he a lawyer, the reviver of small dissensions, the nurturer of quarrels, of feuds, and of disputes; the flaw in every man's coat was known to him, and the follies and vices of all around were the nourishers of his purse. Civil and prompt, as a waiter at a tavern, he was ready to give men whatever dish of flattery might please their palate, and lighten their purses in return. Then he became the agent of the great Lord Mallory, and then a justice of the peace; at once the promoter, the discerning, the punisher of offences. Through the loose laws, many a poor wretch, who owed his bread for a day to some act not the most legal, had crept, before the time of Justice Waters. Since that time the cords have been drawn so tight as to punish even the innocent. Old titles are looked up, and long-forgotten dues and customs are recalled: to be suspected is, in itself, an offence worthy of punishment by imprisonment till trial. The merry cobbler, that set the village in a roar with his drunken songs, now looks trembling round for fear of the constable; the May-day sports are at end; the cottager in his hut gazes at his children, and wonders if Justice Waters will take the thatch off his cottage; and the labourer, returning home at night, dare not stray ten yards from the beaten path, lest he be accused of taking game."

Lady Mallory gazed on her with interest as she spoke; and from that look the girl seemed to gain courage and to proceed the more eagerly.

"Oh, lady," she said, "the great of this world should be careful how they play the game of life; for if they suffer others, to hold the cards, without watching the table themselves, they too often play for love, and win hatred by deputy. Smooth and fairly goes this man on. To you he makes his report as seems best unto him: small faults he aggravates; ignorance, in his painting, bears the rude face of insolence; avarice, his own self-interests, and the spirit of encroachment, he represents as justice, right, and law. He talks to you of equity and fairness, of charity, and compassion, and kindness; but how often does he shut from your ears the tale of real distress, or poison it with words of falsehood and suspicion: how often, to your ears, do his statements
make wrong look right: how often is the expression of
cratitude withheld or perverted, while your misused
bounty is by him directed to those who can flatter, or
can bribe, or can cringe to him! See with your own
eyes, lady, see with your own eyes, for the eyes of an-
other are always false ones. But," she continued, start-
ing up, "I must be gone. They will meet to-morrow,
lady, and I shall be near them; but I will convey your
message to him, and doubt not that he will come."
"Say not a word till after they have met," exclaimed
Lady Mallory, catching her arm. "Remember, not a
word on any account!"
The girl bowed her head and left the room, and Lady
Mallory remained musing over what had passed. She
had not been long alone when her maid entered the
dressing-room to tell her that Miss Forrest was ap-
parently very ill.
"She will not let us send for her mother, my lady,"
added the maid, "saying she will be well presently; so
I thought it better to tell you."
"I will come with you," Lady Mallory replied; and,
following the servant into Edith's room, she found her
just recovering from a second fainting-fit. Lady Mal-
lory's heart—and with all the failings which we have
depicted, it was a kind one—was grieved at the sight
of what her own words had produced; and though she
still persuaded herself that she had done right in telling
Edith the truth, yet the gentle and affectionate, though
languid smile with which the unhappy girl received her,
made her feel self-reproaches which she could not ac-
count for.
"Thank you, dear Lady Mallory, thank you," said
Edith; "I shall be better soon. I am not accustomed
thus to give way; but if you will sit with me for ten
minutes, and let these good creatures go, I shall be well
ere long, I am sure."
Lady Mallory told the maids to leave them, but to re-
main in the anteroom; and, sitting by Edith, holding
her fair hand in hers, she remained in silence, with her
eyes bent down, as if full of many thoughts which she
did not venture to speak.
Edith was also silent; but she at length raised her
eyes and said, "Lady Mallory, my determination is ta-
ken—"
Lady Mallory started, and turned her eyes full upon
her; but Edith went on:
“My determination is taken. I cannot, I dare not, wed one whose hand is stained with my brother’s blood. I must see him once more to tell him so; but that I shall be firm, now my determination is taken, do not for a moment doubt. My only wish,” she continued, after pausing for a moment or two, “my only hope is for his happiness. With me life is over; do not look alarmed. I mean not that this corporeal frame will wither or will break; but when I say with me life is over, I speak of feeling, the life of life. I have felt all that I can feel; the earth of my heart is exhausted, and will never bear another flower. Still, Lady Mallory, still, dear Lady Mallory, I may hope on his account, I may wish on his account, I may long for his happiness; and perhaps hereafter, in witnessing it, like the poor planets that wander round the sun, though cold and dark myself, my fate may gain some brightness from the light of his. I would fain, fain see him happy, Lady Mallory!” and, looking up earnestly in her face, she gently pressed the hand that lay in hers, while she added, “and I think he may be happy.”

Lady Mallory bent down and kissed her, and Edith felt some tears upon her cheek.

CHAPTER V.

RALPH STRAFFORD was naturally of a cheerful disposition. There was a good deal of buoyant hope in it; there was a great deal of tranquil firmness of character; there was trust in his own motives, confidence in his own feelings, the strength of rectitude and faith in God. Nevertheless, there are but few men, perhaps, in the world, who could be left in utter solitude, with the consciousness of having slain a fellow-creature but a few hours before; with the prospect of a trial in a public court of justice; with the knowledge that new and terrible obstacles had been thrown in the way of bright, dear, and long-cherished hopes; with fresh clouds of uncertainty, in short, gathering over the wide future, and the past rising up like a dark and terrible spectre, without giving way to thoughts of deep gloom,
and without suffering the heart to sink and the mind to lose its tone.

Such was the case, at all events, with Ralph Strafford. He sat there in the solitary farmhouse totally alone. There were no books to withdraw his mind from itself; there were no materials for writing, to afford him occupation of a different kind. He looked round, and asked himself how the peasants who had before tenanted that dwelling could pass the hours of night. He called up the image of a country cottage, the loud laugh, the gay song, the coarse jest, the father’s sports with his children, the prattle of the little ones, the caresses of the wife or the bride; and, like all other men in such circumstances, he envied the fate that he did not fully know.

Sleep, too, he thought, sleep, the peasant had always the friendly refuge of sleep; but that, too, was denied to him. He felt that—though in the course of that morning he had taken healthy exercise enough, and though during the preceding night repose had scarcely visited his pillow—he felt that he could not cast himself upon the bed, and, forgetting all cares in a moment, like the labour-rocked peasant, fill up the hours till dawn with sweet and tranquil slumber. All that he had to do was to think, and that was the most painful occupation that could be presented to him.

He thus spent more than one lonely hour in walking slowly up and down the room; but, the more he did so, the more dark became his thoughts, the more gloomy. Everything took a hue more sombre than reality. He fancied Edith lost to him for ever; he looked even to his trial for the death of Forrest with anxiety. Such a thing might occur, he thought, as jurors without common sense, a judge of a harsh and perverse character. His witnesses might not be found or might be suspected; a condemnation might follow, however innocent he might be. The only person who had been really present at the catastrophe was Forrest’s servant, and he had already given a false and perverted account of the whole affair. Condemnation might well be the result, he thought; and then rose up all the images which naturally connected themselves with that idea; the sentence, the gloomy scaffold, the disgraceful end, the everlasting parting with Edith, the broken heart of his uncle, a stained and disgraced name blotted out from
among his kindred. In short, every anticipation which never would have crossed his mind except under the deepest depression of spirits, now crowded upon him with all the darkest and most sombre imagery that fancy could suggest.

As he thus pondered, he suddenly heard a distant shot fired; and with the old habits of those days—when the facilities of disposing of stolen game did not hold out by law a premium for poaching—he suddenly started, and listened to ascertain whether the unusual and impudent sound would be repeated. All was silent, however; and Strafford remembered that, not being within the limits of his uncle's park, and, in truth, in a spot where such occurrences might very well pass unheeded every night, there was no great cause for surprise or indignation.

He went out, however, into one of the vacant rooms, and opened the window to gaze forth; but in the sight that was presented to his eyes he soon lost all thoughts of poachers and their doings, and found his mind calmed and soothed by the beautiful aspect of nature's face. The moon, the same moon the effect of which we have described elsewhere, had risen high over the wood, and every object around might be seen almost as clearly as in the daylight. The large oak trees, the tangled brushwood below, and the wide-sweeping amphitheatre of hills—the table-land on the top of which formed the old chase—with their sides scattered with occasional woods and thickets, and sometimes broken with clifty banks, were all seen in the clear moonlight, till they faded away into the depths of the intense blue sky at the horizon.

Strafford paused and gazed; and, as every one that loves must do, when they look upon the calm, sweet face of the queen of night, he thought of her he loved; and though he knew not that, at that very moment, she also was gazing forth upon the same orb, he asked himself if there might not be winged messengers thronging unseen in that spirit-like light, and bearing between him and her the thoughts and feelings of their mutual hearts.

After he had thus dreamed for a few minutes, he went forth, resolved to occupy the time in some way till absolute weariness brought sleep. The solitude of the woods, softened by the moonlight, was far preferable
to the gloomy imprisonment of his own chamber; and he walked slowly along, intending to keep within the grounds of his uncle, where any stray gamekeeper whom he might meet with would recognize and let him pass unquestioned.

The path he took lay above the stream, which was seen pouring on beneath its high banks, sometimes catching a single solitary beam, where some obstruction cast the impetuous waters high into the air to over-leap it; sometimes, in deep and rapid current, rushing on dark and shadowy, and only streaked here and there by a wavy line of light; sometimes, where the bank sloped down or the trees broke away, pouring on like a gushing tide of silver in the full moonshine.

At length, however, he came to a spot where a small old stone bridge, with gray buttresses, crossed the river, marking the precise point of separation between the lands of Stalbrooke and Mallory; and then, turning to the right, he walked on where a little embankment, long since disused and broken down in many parts, likewise marked out the limits, which had been strictly kept in former years. Proceeding thus, he intended to have gone through the greater part of the chase; but as he was beginning to climb the higher hills, he heard the sound of crackling, as of wood burning in not a very dry state, and fancied also that he heard the sounds of a human voice.

With his curiosity excited, he turned in the direction from which those sounds proceeded, imagining that he might find the gang of gipsies of whom Castle Ball had made honourable mention. Such, however, was not the case; and, after pursuing the little path through the brushwood which led towards the spot, with as noiseless a step as possible, he suddenly came in sight of a scene which he certainly had not expected. It seemed to him not a little picturesque, indeed, but it was probably aided by the suddenness with which it burst upon him.

A low bank of yellow sand, somewhat procumbent at the top, covered in many parts with thick vegetation, brambles, and broom, and underwood of various kinds, formed a little amphitheatre in the wood, at the bottom of which lay about a dozen yards of green turf. This turf was strewn with little hillocks like molehills, but all covered with the same green garment; and forth
from the side of the sandrock, at about three or four feet from the ground, welled a little stream of very pure water, nourishing the turf below, and wandering away to join the river.

At the distance of two or three yards from this little source was now burning brightly a large fire of wood, with the flame blazing high, and the faint bluish-white smoke curling up among the brambles, in forms as graceful as imagination can conceive. Before the fire, superintending the revolutions of a wooden spit, constructed with great ingenuity, so as to turn round and round with a temperate degree of velocity, was a boy in the garb of a peasant, with large nailed shoes, which well became the size of his foot, and an ankle and leg somewhat unworthy of such a pedestal. On the spit before him, by no means unskilfully trussed, was the goodly form of a well-fished hare; and while one man was standing by, and from time to time giving directions to the youth who was acting the part of cook, another was seen sitting calmly under the bank, employed in making gins and springes, and many another curious device, for the evident purpose of ensnaring the unwary.

These two, with the boy, made up the group; and with one of them, at least, Ralph Strafford was very well acquainted. That one, as the reader has doubtless by this time divined, was the person occupied in the springes, and was no other than Timothy Meakes, Esq.

Before Strafford was well in sight, Meakes had laid down the neat-made peg of wood, with the running noose of wire which was attached to it, and had taken up his gun, muttering to himself, as he caught the sound of a footstep, “Which had I better give him, the muzzle or the butt end?”

By the way he proceeded to handle the gun, taking it by the barrel, it would seem that his decision was in favour of the stock as the part to be applied to the scull of the intruder. But the moment the light of the fire and the moon together flashed upon the countenance of Strafford, he put down the weapon again, and advanced towards him, exclaiming, “May I be trapped myself if it isn’t Captain Strafford! Why I heard captain, the last news, that you had taken wing yourself, and was not likely to drop till you reached London.”

“’The news was very true, Meakes,” replied Strafford; “however, finding that they had sent across the
country to stop me, I paused and came back. But what are you about here, Meakes? I thought you never poached upon my uncle's ground."

"Neither do I, sir, neither do I," replied Meakes; "I would not hurt the feather of a bird, or rub off the fur of a beast, on your uncle's ground; no, not to say that I had trapped a rhinoceros."

"Which you are certain not to do upon his ground," replied Strafford, smiling; "but here are sad signs, Meakes," he continued, pointing to the hare and the springes, "sad signs of a return to old habits."

"Ay, sir, but these are not from your uncle's grounds," said Meakes; "that hare's my own property, taken by my dog, upon my own grounds, three days ago; the pheasant lying snug under the bush there, I don't mean to say did not come tumbling down into my arms, Heaven bless it, from the top of one of the tall trees, as lovingly as possible.

"To induce it to do which," said Strafford, "you, of course, made it a present of a few grains of lead."

"It may be so, captain, it may be so," replied Meakes; "I've nothing to say against it; but it wasn't upon your uncle's ground. He who never grumbles, or treats a poor man ill, or croaks or growls because a pheasant or a hare may disappear, I would sooner lose t'other two fingers of that hand than take so much as a titlark out of his copes. However, captain, you know a man must eat; and, as Lady Mallory chooses to let Mr. Waters do just as he likes, it is Mr. Waters that loses her game for her."

"Ah, Meakes," replied Strafford, "I'm afraid that is but an excuse, my good friend. It seems to me as if poaching were a disease with you, a peculiar sort of madness."

"I doubt it is, captain," replied the old soldier; "I doubt it is just as you say: often and often do I think to myself that I'll never set a springe again, or run a lurcher, or fire a gun, except upon my own ground; but, then, the pretty brown creatures, they do look so tempting, captain. People talk of pretty women! Lord bless ye, captain, after all's done, there's nothing like a fat hen partridge; and then, as to shooting them on one's own ground, I don't know how it is, I somehow always like to shoot them better upon other people's. Yet, after all, captain, it's but human nature. Don't we see
it in a small child no bigger than a leveret? It doesn't care a feather for any of its own toys, but must have whatever its playfellow's got, if it be not half as good. It's so when we grow up, too, all just the same; we all long for what don't belong to us, and most of us try to get at it, too; for sure I am, that, this world over, I'm not the only one that's mad about poaching on other people's grounds."

Strafford felt that there was some truth in what the old soldier said; and as he did not come there either to argue with or to reprove him, he answered, "It may be so, Meakes; but why did you say that a man must eat?"

"Why, that was nonsense, too, captain," said Meakes; "for certainly I could as well get other things to eat from my own house as I could that hare or those bottles of brandy."

"But tell me another thing, Meakes," said Strafford, not very well understanding why Meakes could not eat his provision in his own house as well as to have them brought there; "why was it, Meakes, that you did not appear at the coroner's inquest this morning? Your testimony might have saved me from all the disagreeable consequences which I am now suffering from the verdict."

"Bless your life, captain," cried Meakes, "I never heard anything of the inquest till it was over. Long as my ears are—and they are as long as an old buck hare's in the month of November—I never heard that you had killed the young scoundrel at all till three o'clock today."

"It is most unfortunate indeed," replied Strafford; "for, in the face of your evidence, I don't think that the coroner dared to have misdirected the jury, or any jury in the county to have given a verdict so contrary to common sense and reason. Of course, had the verdict been different, I should not have been compelled to conceal myself in the way that I am now obliged to do, as if I were really a culprit, and an offender against the laws of my country."

"I am very sorry indeed, sir," replied Meakes, "and I think I need not tell you, Captain Strafford, who know me pretty well too, that if I had heard anything of the inquest, I would havecome forward in spite of every thing. Why, an old soldier, captain, with a true friend—as you are to every one about you—why, an old sol-
dier, with a true friend, is like a henbird with her young poultis, and she'll fly in the dogs' faces sooner than let them be hurt; and I'll tell you what, captain, they may think I'm snug enough out of the way; but, when the trial comes on, hang me if I don't come out of my earth, and turn upon them, like an old dogfox under a sandbank. I'll die varmint, captain, depend upon it, and I don't care who has the brush: but they sha'n't wag a finger against you, if my evidence is worth anything."

"It is worth everything," replied Strafford; "but I really do not half understand you, Meakes. Are you lurking here of your own good-will, or are you compelled to do so?"

Meakes laughed aloud. "I see you are quite astray, captain," he said; "quite wild about it, like a young bird separated from the covey. I should not wonder if you did not know anything that happened to me after we parted last night."

Strafford assured him that he did not; and Meakes replied, "Come, come, then, captain, sit down by the fire with us, and I'll tell you the whole story. The hare will be roasted in ten minutes now, and we'll have some brandy and water, and that'll keep your spirits up. I know how it is; I know you young gentlemen don't like killing a fellow, bad as he may be. Lord o' mercy, I have killed many a one, one way or t'other, and never thought anything about it. But I was going to tell you; but sit down here, sir, upon this hillock, and take a glass before we begin. You may take it strongish, considering the r'ght air and all that. Bivouacking here isn't like sleeping out in some places where I've been, where it is all as dry and as brown as a fox's back."

Thus saying, he produced from under one of the bushes a large flag basket, containing sundry articles of comfort and convenience, and from this he contrived to manufacture a large goblet of brandy and water, which he handed to Strafford, insisting upon his drinking at least a portion of it.

"Well, now, captain," he said, after he had seen one half of the quantity despatched, "well, now, I will tell you all that happened after you left me in the road. I went on as fast as ever I could; and if I had caught the fellow, I certainly should have knocked his brains out. I had not gone a couple of hundred yards, however,
when out jumped two fellows upon me, tripped up my
heels in a minute, and down I went; and, at the same
time, I heard Jim and the other man who were with me
making a great cackling in another direction. I took
the matter quietly—it is better always to take things
quietly—I always think, when I see a partridge get up
with a great whirl, 'You fool, you had done better to
lay still and be quiet.' So I said to the men who had
hold of me, 'Who are you, gentlemen, and what do you
want with me?' 'Your name is Timothy Meakes,' said
one of them, 'and you are apprehended for poaching
at divers times, and killing a fat buck in the chase on
the fifth of September last.' 'Gentlemen,' I said, quite
civilly, 'that's a lie.' However, they took me along up
to the corner of the park, and there I found that they
had got Jim, and Stoner, and another man, that they
had taken out of his bed. Four of us, and eight of
them—six constables and two gamekeepers—and so I
thought to myself, this is an awkward odds; but, how-
ever, I think, if I take to a stratagem, I can do them;
and when they began marching us up towards Lallin-
ton, I asked a great many questions about the warrant,
and found it was Master Waters's; and they wanted to
tie me; but I said, 'Come, come, mind what you're
about; you see I am going quite quietly, and you know
very well I can pay smart money.' So then they let
me alone. Well, after a while, when I had walked on,
rather before than behind, for about two miles, I got my
hand into my pocket, and the head constable, who was
beside me, thought I was looking under my wing for
some money to give him; but I was contriving to run a
noose upon a cord I had; and when I had done, I said
to him in a whisper, 'I want to speak a word with you,'
and so he began to drop a little behind with me; but
the other man, the gamekeeper, who was on t'other
side of me, began to drop behind too; so the constable,
who was a fat, pussy man, whispered me, 'You must
talk to him too;' so I nodded my head, and said nothing
till we were about fifty yards behind. Only I kept
creeping the noose out of my pocket, like a ferret out
of a stocking; and at last I stopped, and I said, 'Now,
gamekeeper, I've got something to say to you;' and
he—who is as great a rascal as any in the country,
baiting Waters, who put him in his place, and for money
would let anybody poach upon his own soul for that
matter—he put down his head to hear, and the constable too; and their heads being close together, I could not help thinking what fun it would be to catch them both in one springe. But, then, I thought it was dangerous, for I might miss my throw in trying to catch too much; so, when the gamekeeper put down his head, thinking I was going to offer him a ten-pound note, I'll warrant, I threw the noose over his neck, giving him a sharp tug, which sent him down upon his back in a minute; and just at the same moment I planted my right hand in the middle of the constable's round face, beating his little ugly nose as flat as a toadstool. He was all over blood in a minute, and thought himself killed. Away I ran; but, I take it—for I didn't stay to see—that, as misfortune would have it, the noose did not get any farther than the gamekeeper's mouth, for he was up and after me like a greyhound. Well, I knew the country well, captain, and there was your uncle's hazel copse close by, with the large ditch at the end of it, and the bridge and the path over. The moon was shining bright, the fellow was coming at the full gallop, and though I knew I could distance him, I was afraid that he might get help, so I resolved to leave him in the copse. I ran for the side of it as hard as I could go, took the fence at a leap, got down upon my hands and knees in the ditch, and ran along like a weasel till I got under the arch. Then, peeping out, I could see him just scrambling over the fence at the place where I had gone in; then, taking a large stone, I threw it on as far as ever I could into the copse, to make him think by the rustle that I was there yet; and then, slinking away down the ditch, I got under the shadow of the bank, and there took to my legs again, and ran till I reached the chase. As for the keeper, I shouldn't wonder if he's looking for me there yet; and there was a terrible to do among those who were left behind. Stoner here got away in the fray, and lurked at my house till a black girl that I met here in the morning—a gipsy, indeed, she seemed to be—went down to my house for me, and told the boy quietly to bring me up my gun and some other things. She it was that told me the end of that business last night; and all I wish is, that I had done it instead of you, captain; or, what's more reasonable, I wish I had knocked him down when he was with me in the morning."
"Then you were acquainted with him before, were you?" demanded Strafford.

"Lord bless ye, yes, sir," replied Meakes; "two or three years ago, when I was out taking a trout, I saw that young fellow with a rod and line, and as he knew no more how to manage them than a curlew how to eat oysters, I thought it was but charity to show him, and we chatted a great deal; and he was very like a man I knew long ago, and talked like him; a great rascal he was, but that does not matter. One's heart warms to a face we knew long ago, let it be that of a rascal or not. The man I talk of was for some time in a German regiment serving with us, only he was an officer and I was a soldier; and he had his cowardly days too, though I have seen him fight well once or twice, when he knew everybody was looking at him. However, he was devilish like this young fellow; and if I had not heard that he never had a son, I should have taken this for a child of his."

"Pray what was his name, Meakes," demanded Strafford. "You know this young man's name was Forrest."

"I know, I know," answered Meakes; "but the fellow I speak of called himself Mason, though that might be a travelling name too, you know. He did not stay long with the German regiment, but went to England and married; and I saw him afterward with his wife, when we had retreated upon the Mein. I showed him how to catch a roe there too, and I believe that he was devilish glad to get it, for he was as poor as a miser's cat, and provisions were dear. His wife was near her time too, poor thing, and treated like a dog, I believe. But we heard, after that, he had come in to a large fortune, and that, perhaps, sweetened him up a bit."

"It is very like the history of the uncle," replied Strafford. "The unhappy young man himself was the son of a brother who died in India, a Mr. John Forrest."

"Now I have it!" exclaimed Meakes; "now I have it, captain. My mother was housekeeper to old Sir William Forrest before she married my father, who was a miller, you know—Sir William Forrest was Lady Mallory's uncle—and I have heard my mother speak many a time of John Forrest and Ferdinand Forrest. But I cannot make it out, either; for, when I went to India, I asked about John Forrest and his son; and I
heard that they had both been dead many years; that the boy had died going home—or it was before, now I recollect; and they told me, what was strange enough, that the father and son died, and the merchant, with whom the boy was living, was made a bankrupt, all in three days. Quick work and no luck! says I, when I heard it. So this cannot be his son, for he had no other."

This intelligence, though the reader is already acquainted therewith, puzzled Ralph Strafford not a little, as may well be supposed; and he had no other means of satisfying his own mind than that to which people generally have recourse when they meet with any facts, either moral, political, or religious, that they do not understand, namely, that of thinking them untrue. Not, indeed, that he doubted the veracity of Meakes, whose frank straightforwardness was well known; but he conceived that the good soldier, whose head was filled with the active events of six or seven-and-twenty years of campaigning, had somewhat confounded the facts. He did not discuss the question, however, but rose to return to his solitary abode.

"Come, come, captain," cried Meakes, as soon as he perceived such an intention, "do stay and take a bit of our long roast. You'll not be ashamed to take a share of an old soldier's rations. Company will do you good, too: or mayhap you are going back to the castle again."

"No," replied Strafford, again seating himself; "I will not go back, as it might cause inconvenience, and, perhaps, bring on some insolent conduct towards my uncle from that saucy upstart Waters."

"You are quite right, captain!" cried Meakes: "always take to the bush when anything is the matter. I always take to the bush, whether it be sorrow, or sickness, or the constable that is after me. But, if you should see your uncle, sir, pray do ask him to speak a good word for us. As for the poaching, they can prove nothing about that; for I am careful, captain, careful. Then, as to the deer-stealing, that is false altogether; for, on my honour, I have neither eaten nor sold a bit of venison for two years; and Stoner here is just as innocent as I am. I do not mean to say, you know, that we did not stay to see the buck killed, as soon as we saw what the other fellows were about; and mayhap I did say, in a quiet way, 'A little to the left, Jim,' when I saw that he was going to bungle the business;
but surely, if the deer is to be killed, it had better be done natty. But as to having any share in the business, or having set it afoot, or taken a farthing of the money, or a bit of the buck, so much as a hoof to make knife of, it’s all false, upon my honour.”

Strafford promised to represent the case to his uncle; and, in the mean time, took upon himself to give Meakes leave to kill a certain portion of game on that part of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke’s property where he then was, upon his pledging his word—which was inviolable—to trespass no farther upon the estates of Lady Mallory. He then remained to partake of the poacher’s supper; but though he had, it is true, found some relief in the conversation of the old soldier, there was the restlessness of strong anxiety upon him, and he soon after rose and pursued his way homeward.

CHAPTER VI.

Lady Mallory left Edith Forrest with her heart full of painful emotions. She had never before learned how painful it may be to accomplish that which we have eagerly thirsted for. The words that Edith had spoken had given her the fullest, the most perfect assurance, that the rival whom she had had every cause to suppose would blight her hopes and disappoint her love, was removed from her path for ever. The better feelings of her heart, the nobler, the more generous—freed from all selfish rivalry—had now room to act at large; and certainly nothing could be more calculated to call them forth than the conduct of the poor girl herself, in whose disappointment lay her success. Lady Mallory wept with Edith; nay, she wept for Edith. She felt that she loved her deeply; she felt that never had human being in so short a time twined herself round her heart as Edith Forrest had done. She wondered not that Strafford loved her; and to calm her grief, to render her happy, to shed consolation and balm upon her future days, she would willingly have given up rank, and fortune, and station, and all, in short, but love. There was still the one thing reserved, and that she felt
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she could not resign; but she comforted herself with the thought, that in this respect her own will had no efficiency; that she could not alter the fatal past, that she could not bring the dead to life again, nor make John Forrest aught but Edith's brother.

As she paused and pondered over these things, in that sweet, dim, shady room where we first saw her, the words which her dark companion of the morning had spoken to her came back upon her mind, and she remembered her promise of immediately stopping the prosecution against Meakes. A servant was accordingly sent over on horseback to the town of Lallington, requiring the immediate presence of Mr. Waters at Mallory Hall; and that worthy magistrate now hastened over with all speed to receive commands which he thought, no doubt, would prove lucrative and beneficial to him; or, at all events, would give him an opportunity of exercising that power and authority over others, with which he compensated for the servility of many years, and for that subserviency which he was still compelled to show to Lady Mallory herself.

It would certainly have been a strange spectacle for the eyes of any of those over whom he tyrannized in his own petty sphere, to see the man-of-law's approach to Lady Mallory, when, at the end of about three hours, he was ushered into her presence. Low and humbly did he bow near the door, and low and humbly did he bow again near the table; and when Lady Mallory, pointing her graceful hand towards a chair, directed him, with the air of a queen, to be seated, it seemed as if Mr. Waters could scarcely bring his nether man to press damask in her presence.

"Mr. Waters," said Lady Mallory, in a short and somewhat sharp tone, "I have sent for you because I am very angry with you."

"With me!" exclaimed Mr. Waters, opening all his eyes. "In what respect, my lady? I, who am devoted from morning till night to your service, and who absolutely think of nothing else but what may be done in your ladyship's affairs."

Lady Mallory smiled, but it was not with pleasure. "I will tell you at once, Mr. Waters, with what I am angry," replied Lady Mallory. "I think, upon an occasion some nine months ago, when I discovered that you had directed the poor people who were accustomed to gather
dry wood to be taken up for trespassing, upon the pre-
tence that they were accustomed to commit poaching,
I think I ordered you never to make use of my name
again without my consent, or to do any such act with-
out, in the first place, receiving my approbation.”

“Yes; but, my lady—” exclaimed Mr. Waters.

“Hear me out, sir, hear me out,” said Lady Mallory,
“for I am now speaking seriously. You should know
me well enough to be aware, that when I give orders I
expect to be obeyed, and that, as it is in my own choice
whom I shall employ and whom I shall not, I do not
employ people who fail to obey my directions.”

Mr. Waters, now more alarmed than ever, fidgeted
awfully on his chair, and seemed every minute as if he
could no longer refrain from replying. But Lady Mal-
lory went on in the same stern tone, with her beautiful
brow somewhat bent and her lip curled, saying, “Now,
to my surprise and astonishment, I hear that you have
had four men apprehended for deer-stealing and poach-
ing, with regard to two of whom the fact is very doubt-
ful, while, with regard to the other two, I had no infor-
mation whatsoever.”

“But, my lady,” exclaimed Mr. Waters, “you re-
member I laid the papers before you some weeks ago.”

“I do, perfectly,” replied Lady Mallory; “and that I
purposely abstained from giving any directions on the
subject, in order that the matter might drop. You are
the more inexcusable for having done this thing, espe-
cially as the offence is now old, and the men might have
been apprehended a month ago if I had thought fit to
prosecute them.”

“But if your ladyship will but listen for a moment,”
replied Mr. Waters, “I can explain the whole thing to
you in a moment. The men are all notorious poach-
ers; the whole country round is complaining of them;
there never was so favourable an opportunity of getting
rid of them; and I thought every day to speak to your
ladyship about it, but only you were not well. This
man, Meakes, I can assure you, is quite a pest to the
whole country; and really, my lady, it is not doing jus-
tice to one’s neighbours not to punish such a man when
it is possible. But besides, my lady, only just hear me;
what was I to do, when poor young Mr. Forrest—a very
clever young man he was, indeed—he held a brief for us
at the last assizes, in the case of Tomkins versus Ander-
son, where Sergeant Persiflage led; and I knew him well on that account; but, as I was saying, he came over to me, and began talking to me about this Meakes; and he said he was a notorious poacher, which was true enough, and that he wanted to cheat him in something they had had to do together; and he said that he wished very much, if we had anything against him, that I would just have him taken up for a day or two to punish him; and he had told me before, you know, that he was your ladyship's cousin; so what could I do, you know, my lady?"

Lady Mallory had become excessively red, and she now rose up and walked to the window, Mr. Waters rising at the same time and following her, while he pursued his exculpation.

"What could I do, my lady?" he said: "when I told him—that is, young Mr. Forrest—that we had a charge of deer-stealing against Meakes, he said that would just do, and that he hoped we should transport the old rascal; and he asked me, for particular reasons of his own, he said, to have the matter proceeded in that very evening, which we did, as your ladyship knows; but what could I do?"

"What could you do, sir?" exclaimed Lady Mallory, indignantly; "what could you do?" and then, returning to her chair, she sat down, leaning her hand upon her head, and maintaining silence for a moment or two, as if in order to obtain command over herself, which she had in some degree lost.

"Mr. Waters," she said at length, in a calm, grave tone, "you have behaved most unjustifiably in every respect. In the first place, you have disobeyed my orders; you have made use of my name without my authority; and you have, by your own account, aided and abetted, as you term it in law, a notorious young libertine of the worst character—"

"God bless my soul!" exclaimed Mr. Waters, "he told me he was your ladyship's cousin!"

"And so he might be," replied Lady Mallory; "but how should that prevent him from being everything that is base and dishonourable? But to continue, sir: I say you have aided and abetted this base young man in a scheme which no one else but himself would have conceived against a poor girl, Lucy Williams, the daughter of the schoolmaster, in the execution of which scheme he came by his death."
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Waters looked down abashed, for there was something so clear in Lady Mallory's perceptions, and so decided in her tone, that he did not know well how to deal with her. She went on, however, after a moment's pause.

"Now, Mr. Waters," she said, "these are matters which would very well justify me in directing you to send in all your accounts and papers immediately, in order to be discharged from my employment. However, I am not inclined to be severe, if instant atonement is made for an offence; and I have one or two things to order you to do, which, being done promptly and properly, I shall look over this transaction."

"I am sure, my lady," replied Mr. Waters, "I am sorry for having offended you, when, on the contrary, I thought to please you. But anything that I can do on earth to satisfy your ladyship, shall be done immediately; for I declare I have no end or object in life but to see your ladyship's wishes gratified."

A look of contempt, that she could not restrain, came over Lady Mallory's countenance; but she banished it instantly, saying, "Well, Mr. Waters, the first thing that I demand is, that you instantly stop this prosecution, and cause these men to be discharged."

"But, my lady!" exclaimed Mr. Waters, "I fear that is impossible now."

"You will find it possible, sir," answered Lady Mallory, dryly; "say, and prove the possibility of it before nightfall to-morrow, which is Saturday, or I shall find it impossible to retain you as my agent and attorney after Monday next."

"Well, my lady," said Mr. Waters, after some hesitation, "if your ladyship insists upon this being done, of course I must find means to do it. I'm sure everything ought to bow to your pleasure, madam."

"The next thing I have to require, and this I direct you to do as my lawyer, is to use every exertion in your power to facilitate the complete establishment of Captain Strafford's innocence, and to do away the reproach which my dear old friend Sir Andrew Stalbrooke may well cast upon me, on account of my agent having busied himself with a coroner's jury, instigating them to find an absurd verdict against my friend and neighbour's own nephew."

Mr. Waters bit his lip and said nothing, and Lady
Mallory proceeded: "You will remember, Mr. Waters, there is an eye upon you which will take good note of all these things. And now, sir, the third thing which I have to direct is, that, upon the trial of Captain Strafford—a trial which probably would never have taken place but for your good aid and assistance—you shall appear as a witness, and give a full account of the conversation which you just detailed to me between yourself and Mr. John Forrest; which conversation clearly proves Mr. Forrest's previous arrangements to get the poor girl's uncle Meakes out of the way, while he perpetrated his base scheme against her. I shall furnish Captain Strafford's lawyers with a full statement of what you have told me; so you will be prepared accordingly. And now good-morning, sir. Stop, stop," she exclaimed, suddenly, as Mr. Waters rose to depart, "I had forgot something. My cousin, Mr. Forrest, whom you saw yesterday upon this affair, wishes to speak with you again about the funeral, I believe. He is sitting up in his dressing-room, where you will find him. But remember," she added, with a significant look, "I receive no excuse whatsoever if the directions I have given this moment be disobeyed, even in the least point."

Mr. Waters promised in the most solemn manner to obey to the letter, and then quitted the room. Shortly after he had left her, Lady Mallory was visited by Mrs. Forrest, with whom she remained in conversation for about an hour. What passed was of but little moment, as far as it affects this tale; and Mrs. Forrest herself, though calm, mild, and ladylike, never having possessed a very strong mind or remarkable talents of any kind, her conversation is not worth reporting from its own merits. Lady Mallory, indeed, indirectly endeavoured to soothe and cheer her, and to brighten the future prospects for her; but it was only by suggesting unperceived sources of consolation, while she was talking of other things—of the beautiful embroidery which stood untouched beside her, of the fine paintings that hung around, and of the lovely scene which the stone balcony commanded.

While they were standing at the window looking out, about an hour after Mr. Waters had left Lady Mallory, they saw that personage ride up the path which led towards Lallington, and, a few minutes after, a servant
came to announce that Mr. Forrest was very anxious to speak with her ladyship for a few moments. Lady Mallory instantly followed; but we had better precede her to Mr. Forrest's chamber, and give a brief sketch of what had taken place between him and Mr. Waters during their conference.

The first subject that was discussed, and it was one which we need not notice farther, was the preparation for the unhappy young man's funeral; but this subject naturally led to others, and then all the violent passions of Mr. Forrest's nature came forth in the most terrible shape. He found that in Waters he dealt with an agent to whom he could speak plainly; that there was no fear of surprise or reprobation, or the downcast look or the averted eye reproaching him in his disclosure; and he not only told him, but told him in plain terms, that nothing would satisfy his vengeance but the death of him who had incurred it.

Mr. Waters listened, and smiled, and listened, for he was one of those men who could have smiled upon you, if, as a satisfactory client, you had proposed parricide to him. Mr. Forrest, however, suggested such horrible act. The words justice, the course of law, proper punishment, &c., &c., &c., have in all ages been made to cover every sort of iniquity and persecution; and in the present instance, as in many others, they acted as cloaks to all that might otherwise have been startling in the views either of Mr. Forrest or the lawyer.

"There are two or three difficulties, sir," replied the most worshipful Mr. Waters, as soon as Mr. Forrest had clearly him comprehend what he wanted, all he wanted, and to what lengths he would go to accomplish it; "there are two or three difficulties in the matter. In the first place, you see, this young man himself, this Captain Strafford, being, in the first place, what they call very popular among the farmers and people of the country, from not holding his head so high as a gentleman ought, it would be a very difficult thing to get a jury to condemn him, if they had any means of letting him off."

"But, sir," exclaimed Mr. Forrest, furiously, "but, sir, this is a pure denial of justice; and we have a right, sir, we have a right to meet such conduct by any means in our power. Juries have been—I say, sir, juries have been—"
"I know they have, sir," replied Mr. Waters, coming to his assistance, "arranged, you mean; managed a little; prejudiced people excluded, and impartial people put in, by a little dexterous manoeuvring; and as you say that you would go to any expense for the sake of having justice done, I dare say it might be managed here; for I know all the parties who can arrange such a thing, and I have a mortgage on the estate of Mr. ——, who wants a time to pay the interest. But still, my dear sir, we must have the show of a case; we must have something for this jury to work upon, or we shall get into a scrape. Now here we have the evidence of the young gentleman's servant. That is good as far as it goes: but then I very much doubt the fellow would contradict himself in five minutes under the mental thumbscrew of a cross-examination. Then, you see, if there were no other witnesses brought forward but this one, the matter might do: but there comes, upon the back of that, the evidence of the girl Lucy Williams, proving that the young gentleman, your nephew, was engaged in what she calls a violent assault upon her, in order to carry her off. But that we could do away with too, I doubt not; and, perhaps, by it, might make our case the stronger, asserting and insinuating, even if we could not prove it, that she is covertly the mistress of Captain Strafford—very likely she is, for aught I know—but, at all events, Sergeant Persiflage, who, of course, would conduct the case for the crown, may lay the whole stress of his argument, from the very first, upon her being the known and notorious mistress of Captain Strafford, and upon the quarrel at the common having taken place about her; and then he may lament, with generous pity, that such an unworthy cause as herself should have brought one happy, talented, and noble-minded young gentleman to the grave, and placed another in the awful situation in which Captain Strafford stands before the jury. Then, when the business of Lucy's being carried off comes on, he may curl up his nose, and turn laughingly to the jury, and call it the abduction of the village schoolmaster's daughter, and inquire whether, if the unhappy young gentleman had lived, the jury would have felt inclined to give a verdict against him for forcibly running away with an heiress. We might do all this if there were no other proof than Lucy's oath: but then will come that of the man Meakes.
and his companion, both of whom can prove that all Lucy's story is true, and that every part of Captain Strafford's statement is true; for he'll tell the truth, depend upon it, and that has always a great effect with the jury, let the prisoner be right or wrong. This Meakes, and the other," continued Waters, "are out of the way at present, both being charged with an affair of deer-stealing, and we could keep them out of the way very well if it weren't for an unfortunate crochett that dear, beautiful Lady Mallory has taken into her head, that she will force me to drop the prosecution of the four men. I must do as she orders, you know, in her own business. But it's a very great pity; for if she were a little less obstinate, we should make as good a case of it as possible."

"Do you think so?" exclaimed Mr. Forrest, eagerly. "Is such your real opinion, Mr. Waters? Do you think we could punish him? If so, leave it to me: I will deal with Lady Mallory; for I know the way to deal with her. It is not alone that she's my cousin. But I know the ruling passion; I know the master principle; and I will manage to gain her consent to your pursuing these men with all the rigour of the law."

"Indeed! indeed!" exclaimed Mr. Waters, rubbing his hands joyfully; "indeed, if you know how to manage her, it's more than I do. The old lord was nothing to her. If you will but get her to consent—before to-morrow night it must be, remember—but if you but get her to consent, I'll undertake to keep Meakes and the fellow that was with him out of the way altogether, if I don't even drive them out of the country."

"I'll see her this very night!" cried Mr. Forrest; "I'll see her this very instant."

But Waters rose up suddenly, saying, "Pray let me get out of the way first; I've had quite enough scolding for this morning, and my presence would but spoil all."

"Well, sir, well," replied Mr. Forrest, "you shall hear from me to-morrow;" and after some farther words of no great importance, the lawyer took leave of his client and retired.

When he was gone, Mr. Forrest paused for a few moments in deep thought, resting his elbow on the arm of the chair in which he had been sitting, and pondering over the acts that he was about to undertake.
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"Isabella," he thought, "is a person difficult to deal with; she is too clear-sighted to be made a tool of blindly; too fond of justice, at least of her notions of it, to be trusted entirely with any important secret; and these are precisely the people most troublesome to guide and direct in any business depending upon co-operation. But I know the master passion, if I am not very much mistaken, and I will use it without mercy."

As he thus thought, he pulled the bell, and told the servant to communicate to Lady Mallory his wish to speak with her; and then drinking another glass of wine from a decanter which stood upon the table, and to which he had applied often during the last two days to renovate his strength, he sat gazing at the door by which he expected Lady Mallory to enter.

When she at length appeared, he rose, and, supporting himself with the table, took her hand, and thanked her with some smooth eloquence for all her kindness. Lady Mallory, however, was not deceived. She knew her cousin well, with that sort of instinctive perception of character which some persons are blessed with. She congratulated him, however, civilly, upon his improved health; she assured him that he was perfectly welcome to everything that she could do to make him comfortable and happy; and then seating herself in an armchair opposite to him, asked if he had any particular object in sending for her.

"A most particular one, Isabella," he said; "I understand from Mr. Waters, who has just gone, that you have ordered him to drop the prosecution commenced against a man named Meakes, a most notorious poacher and deer-stealer; a rascal, from his account, of the most unworthy character, and one that is in no degree worthy of toleration. Now, Isabella, I might almost take this as unkind of you, considering my situation at this moment; sick, wounded, bereaved—"

"Unkind of me!" exclaimed Lady Mallory, "and to you, Ferdinand! I really do not understand what you mean!"

"I thought you did not know," said Mr. Forrest; "I thought you did not see, my dear Isabella, what it was that you had done. You have not heard, then, that this man, this Meakes, was one of the bitterest assailants of that poor boy on the night of his death. Now, Isabella, I ask you, as a favour to me, as a deep and
lasting favour, to recall your order to your agent, and to suffer this man to be properly punished."

"I should be very happy, Ferdinand," replied Lady Mallory, in a calm, decided tone, "to do anything in my power to please you or to give you comfort. But what you ask is quite out of the question: for, in the first place, Meakes is innocent; and, in the next, if he be driven from the country, or prevented from appearing, a very important witness will be wanting to Captain Strafford on the trial which must take place; and, if it were for no other cause than that, of course I cannot consent."

Mr. Forrest rose up from his chair—tall, ghastly, and thinned by his illness far beyond that point which it was but natural to suppose such an illness might arrive at—and laying his hand solemnly on Lady Mallory's arm, he looked her steadily in the face, saying, in a deep, low voice,

"Isabella, you love this young man!"

Lady Mallory turned very red, but for a moment did not answer; and Mr. Forrest proceeded boldly in the same strain: "Yes, you love him deeply, with all the fiery ardour of your nature, with all the determination and vehemence which give a grandeur and a power to every affection of your heart. I know it, I see it."

Lady Mallory rose also, and withdrew her arm from his grasp, replying, coldly and sternly, "I did not come here, sir, to be insulted in my own house, and shall not remain to endure it longer."

"Isabella," replied Mr. Forrest, detaining her, "Heaven is my witness that I seek not to insult you; far, far from it: but I thought it better to say what I see and know at once, that afterward I might talk to you calmly and deliberately with regard to your views and to mine, for the sake of your interests and mine; and in order that, in the fiery course of those deep and powerful feelings which actuate us both, and of which neither I nor you should be ashamed—that in their course, I say, we may not counteract, destroy, and injure each other. But I am weak, and must sit down. Pray hear me patiently, deal with me kindly and affectionately, and let us think and converse over all the circumstances."

Lady Mallory suffered herself to be prevailed upon, and Mr. Forrest went on. "Isabella," he said, "what has taken place lately I do not know. Shut up here in
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sickness and in grief, I have not inquired into anything but the circumstances of my dark bereavement; but I see that somehow you are deceiving yourself in regard to that girl, Edith. You have persuaded yourself that the event which has occurred will prevent her from wedding the murderer. I tell you no, Isabella! I tell you no!"

"But she would surely never give her hand to him, if she knew that it was her brother he had slain," said Lady Mallory, in a low tone.

Forrest fixed his eyes upon her steadily for a moment, as if asking, "Have you told her?" But, whatever was the conclusion to which he came, he replied the next moment, "Yes, Isabella! I say yes! She would, had he slain brother, and mother, and father, and every one who ought to be dear to her. I know the strong passions and strong determination which lies under that soft exterior; and, without doubt, I say that she will marry him, if he be not absolutely and publicly branded with the name of murderer; ay, though my curse be added, she will do it. It is for this, Isabella, even more than from any enmity towards the man himself, that I say to you, pursue, if not for your own sake, for mine, this deer-stealer, this noble witness, who is to establish the innocence of my poor boy’s murderer; pursue him, drive him, if possible, from the land. At all events, keep him—"

"Never!" exclaimed Lady Mallory, "never, Ferdinand! In the first place, I do not believe it of Edith; and in the next—"

"Edith deceives you," interrupted her cousin; "perhaps she deceives herself. I know well what I say. She may, at first, seem deeply grieved, sob and faint, and fall ill, like all other women; and she may make and express a strong resolution to renounce him she loves, and abandon all farther hope of marrying him. The very idea of the kindred blood upon his hand will make her shudder; but, day by day, she will reconcile herself to that idea; she will find causes to excuse the act; and, unless he be openly branded as the murderer of her near relation, she will ultimately forget all, and unite herself to him, with my curse for her nuptial benediction."

"But, good Heaven!" exclaimed Lady Mallory, "what is that you would have me do? an act that may compromise the life of Captain Strafford."
"That does not follow," said Mr. Forrest; "he will, of course, be pardoned: his uncle's interest—your own, if you will—may put that out of the question. But, Isabella, listen to me. Deceive yourself not. If he lives, he marries Edith Forrest: you give him up to her, you place him in her arms. Deceive yourself not, deceive yourself not! The very struggle will make them love each other more deeply. Now tell me, are you cold-blooded enough to see this thing, and wish it to be? Are you heartless, feelingless, passionless? Can you willingly smile upon the bridal of him you love with an unworthy rival? Were it not better, Isabella, were it not better to see him dead at once, than, as is certain, in the arms of Edith Forrest!"

"God of heaven!" exclaimed Lady Mallory, starting up and looking on him, with her head raised like that of a stag at gaze; "God of heaven! What have you the daring to propose to me? What have you the diabolical art to suggest? I tell you, sir, never! Never will I do one act which may cast a shadow on his name, far less bring his life in danger, for the brightest joy that the world could give! I tell you, Ferdinand Forrest, that, sooner than that, I would do every painful act to unite him to the fair, sweet girl you calumniate. I would dress her hair for the bridal, I would go with her to the altar, I would lead her to his bed. Out upon you, fiend! out upon you!" and, without waiting for another word, she burst away and left him. She flew to her own bedroom, and, casting herself down in her chair, wept, vehemently exclaiming, "Are such things possible? Are such things possible?"

She knew they were; but she and all the rest of the world could not, cannot tangibly feel and conceive the existence, the motives, the course of the very crimes they read of every day, till they are brought home to their own hearts by some temptation to the like enormities.

In a moment, however, the veil was rent away. She saw the awful things to which strong passions indulged may lead; she saw how wide the gate is thrown open before us on our very first footstep over the threshold between vice and virtue. There is no warning so strong, no monitory voice so awakening, no magic wand which gives us such a view of the awful future of our passions indulged, as a sudden but resisted temptation.
to overleap the intermediate steps, and arrive at some great crime unprepared.

Such was the voice, such was the wand, that displayed to Lady Mallory the fearful picture of those acts to which that very course, on the outset of which her feet had been already planted, might have ultimately led her; and shuddering and trembling to hear a crime proposed to her in her own house, which had only rested on her imagination as some horrid tradition of passed-by times, or as a tale out of that record of awful enormities, Italian history, she clasped her hands together, and, turning those lovely eyes towards the sky, exclaimed wildly, "I will turn back! I will turn back! Help me, oh God! I will turn back!"

And internally, in her deepest heart, she promised herself that, though she could not change the fatal destiny of Edith Forrest and her lover, she would take no mean step, she would take no unkind and ungenerous advantage; she would leave all things to their natural course; she would be but passive; she would love on in anxiety and in doubt. If, separated from Edith, Straford's heart should turn to her, it would be the more joyful that it did so spontaneously. She thought of the blessed precept, of the grand rule of all right in our dealings with our fellow-creatures, to do as we would be done by; and she resolved thus to act, even should she suffer.

Different, very different were the feelings of the man that she had left behind; different, very different were his determinations. The period of simple vice, from excess of passion, had long passed away with him. He had long since, as we have shown, taken the step across the dark rubicon which makes us the enemy of our native virtue for ever. More than one act, which left him no refuge but in the conviction that vice and virtue were mere relative terms, had been committed long ago. Disappointment in crime; the manifest workings of retributive justice, even in this world; the reprobation of those he sought to lead astray; none of these things struck him, none of these things affected him, otherwise than by making him seek the more eagerly for the means of gratifying his own purposes.

Thus, as soon as Lady Mallory had left him, Mr. Forrest's first thoughts turned to the offence that he had given her; or, as he in reality regarded it, the offence
which she had given him, by refusing to participate in his dark and dreadful purposes. As he sat, he clinched his two pale, bony hands together, till the sinews might be seen starting up above the mass, and he muttered to himself, "She shall be punished too; she shall be punished too."

In a few minutes more, however, he began to reflect more calmly; and he saw that it would be necessary, in the first place, to endeavour to change Lady Mallory's indignation into some softer feeling, at least for the time; to blind her, in some degree, to his own proceedings, and to keep well with her till his purposes were obtained. This might have been a difficult task with any man whose pride was not subservient to other passions; but, though pride was, in fact, at the bottom of most of them, it would always bend when there was an ultimate prospect of its own gratification through their means.

As soon as he was able, then, he sat down and wrote a note to Lady Mallory, palliating what had occurred, and casting himself in some degree upon her pity, saying that she knew not what it was to lose one in whom all her affections had centred. It was artful in every word and every line; and though it did not and could not deceive one who had seen the veil torn away, as Lady Mallory had, yet it was calculated to put an end to any absolute expression of anger on her part, at least till he should be no longer her guest. He had scarcely written it when he was visited by the surgeon, and to him showed no slight impatience under his wounds.

"I am better," he said, "much better, sir; but there is an urgent necessity for my being better still, a most urgent necessity. Every hour there is something pressing for my attention. The only thing that troubles me now is this constant sensation of beating; palpitation, I suppose it is."

"Not exactly," replied the surgeon; "it may be expected, in the natural course of the disease: but, if you would not kill yourself, you must be tranquil. A very few days would, I doubt not, see you quite well, if you would but be content to wait."

"Sir, it is impossible for me to be so content," replied Mr. Forrest, "when I have matters of the deepest importance pressing every moment for attention. It can-

not be, it cannot be, sir; and what I have to demand of you is to hasten, as fast as possible, to give me strength, and, at the same time, to calm this sensation, which is so painful and disagreeable."

The surgeon remonstrated much, but in vain; and at length yielded, doing that which was very likely to be detrimental to his patient, in order, according to his own wish, to give him temporary strength, at any expense. Satisfied with this, Mr. Forrest fell into a more placable mood; and although he received no answer from Lady Mallory to his note, he felt confident that he should be able to efface from her mind the evil impressions which the conversation of the morning had produced, and, perhaps, force her to give him some aid, even against her will.

CHAPTER VII.

Although we have left the hero of our tale so long already—we mean, of course, to designate Sir Andrew Stalbrooke by this title—we must nevertheless pursue the history of Edith Forrest and her lover. Though the grief and anguish which Lady Mallory’s communication caused, added to all the cares and pangs which had been accumulating upon her mind for some time, had already rendered Edith unfit for any exertion, and reduced her to such a state of corporeal weakness that she felt as if every moment she should faint once more, yet she adhered to her resolution of giving Strafford the opportunity which she had promised of seeing and conversing with her: determined, at the same time, to tell him the painful resolution to which she had come, and, as far as possible, to soothe his mind and reconcile his heart to his fate. She felt none the less that despair was her own portion for the rest of life, and that the world around her was arid and desolate for her.

According to this resolution, at a very early hour on the ensuing morning, she arose, conquered every sensation of weakness, of apprehension, and even of corporeal illness, and, getting through her toilet as rapidly as possible, went out into the park, and took her way, as she had promised, towards the rising sun.
"Perhaps," she thought, "perhaps even this act is wrong; perhaps I ought not to see him now in a manner where, though there is no concealment, yet there is no frank acknowledgment. However, it is for the last time; and it would be cruel to trust the tale to any other lips than my own."

Thus thinking, she went on with a hurried pace, her heart palpitating at every step that she took; and, if the truth must be confessed, finding, in the joy of seeing Strafford once more, some alleviation even for the painful burden with which she sought him. She approached the dell with the hawthorns and the birch-trees near the end of the park, and paused for a moment by the sluicehouse which admitted the water to the lake.

As she did so, she started upon hearing a noise; and though she certainly came not there seeking solitude, her first impulse was to fly with terror. It was but a deer, however, starting up from among the long grass and fern, and bounding lightly away. In another moment, however, as she looked on, she saw distinctly the form of a human being among the trees. She knew in an instant that it was Strafford, though he was lost almost as soon as seen; but in a minute afterward he reappeared, approaching her rapidly, and Edith leaned against the nearest tree for support.

He came like the wind; and the joy, the delight, the beaming radiance of his whole countenance, as he sprang towards her, were more agonizing to the heart of Edith Forrest, burdened as it was with the secret of their everlasting separation, than the darkest, or the coldest, or the most indifferent look could have been. She saw, too, as he came near her, that he must have been suffering terribly. His cheek was very pale, his eye, haggard, his dress somewhat neglected; and oh! how wrung, how tortured was the spirit of poor Edith, to add so awfully to that suffering, to increase the pangs, and cares, and sorrows that he already endured!

Before he reached her she had burst into tears; but he mistook the cause and nature of her emotions altogether. He took her in his arms; he pressed her again and again to his heart; he kissed her full lips and her soft cheek, and thanked her for all her love and for all her kindness.

She let him do as he would, and answered nothing for some time.
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"Oh, Strafford," she said at length, gazing tenderly in his face, "how worn and anxious you look; how grieved and pained you must have been!"

"Deeply, most deeply, dear Edith," he replied; "but yet I have had a consolation."

"But where are you living?" demanded Edith, anxious by any means to put off the moment. "Are you at the castle, Strafford? are you with your uncle?"

"Oh, no," replied Strafford. "But it would seem, dear Edith, that you have not heard of all that has occurred;" and he gave her a brief sketch of what had taken place since he left her at Stalbrooke Castle. Her note, he said, after speaking briefly of the strange sort of being who had carried his epistle to her, her note had been laid upon the table of one of the rooms in the house which he inhabited on the evening before. He had not perceived it till nine o'clock, however; and though he knew that that hour was too late to afford any hope of finding her, he had still come and lingered about in the park till he had seen Lady Mallory and herself come forth, as if to walk together. He had then made the best of his way back through the woods, all the happier for having seen her, and inspired with new hope for the chances of another morning.

Edith listened; and sad, though not strange to say, the deep and tender love which breathed through every sentence that Strafford spoke was painful to her. Ay, even that strong and passionate affection which, like an eglantine twining round every bare stem and withered bough, and giving sweetness, and beauty, and richness to that which is rough or insignificant; even that affection which seizes upon every trifling object—a word, a look, a tone, a movement, a distant sight, a sweet sound, anything, in short, in nature or in art, to enwreathe it with the flowers of the heart; even that devoted, tender, passionate, imaginative love, which showed itself in the outpourings of Ralph Strafford's heart towards her on that meeting, was bitter, painful, sad to Edith Forrest. It all told her that she was not the only person doomed to suffer; that it was not to her heart that she could confine the pangs, the agonies, the sorrows of the future; that she could not bear, and endure, and weep for herself and him too; but that the misery would be equal, and the blow doubled, rather than lessened, by being divided; that Strafford would feel as
deeply, as permanently as herself; and that her own wretchedness would have the terrible aggravation of knowing that he was wretched also.

There was something in her look and tone, as she strove to converse with him and to prolong the brief moments of comparative happiness, before she struck the blow that would end all his hopes for ever; there was a despondency deeper than he had ever seen before, a sadness to which he knew she would not willingly give way, that at length attracted Strafford's attention, and awoke apprehensions of some new evil.

"Dear Edith," he said, "has anything new occurred to add to the sources of grief and anxiety that I know were already opened, to pour forth painful thoughts into my sweet girl's heart. You are far sadder and more desponding than you were. It seems as if all were dark to my Edith; as if the ray of hope, small but bright, which beamed upon us when last we met, had gone out."

Edith at first replied only by tears; but now those tears poured forth so abundantly, that the apprehensions of Strafford became more and more terrible, and he pressed her eagerly to say but one word to satisfy him. All that she could do, however, was to murmur, "It has gone out, Strafford! That ray has gone out!"

"And how, Edith! and why?" exclaimed her lover, vehemently. "Tell me, tell me, dear Edith! tell me all! Be frank as ever with me! Keep me not in suspense, for Heaven's sake."

"In a moment! In a moment!" replied Edith, striving to restrain her tears so far as to be able to speak "Dear Strafford," she continued, as soon as she had succeeded, "since I saw you, a secret, a terrible secret of my family, has been communicated to me, which has cast a shadow upon me that can never be removed, fear. It has blighted all my hopes, Strafford. It has left me nothing on earth but to live on in sorrow, and pray for your happiness."

"What, what do you mean?" exclaimed Strafford with his heart wrung and agitated. "What do you mean, my beloved? Edith promised me, under any and all circumstances, to become at some time my wife. she promised me solemnly, distinctly. Surely there are neither threats nor persuasions upon earth sufficient strong to make my Edith break such promises."
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"Neither threats nor persuasions, Strafford, indeed," replied Edith, eagerly. "None have been used! None would have had effect. Both you and I have mistaken my father, Strafford. He never did really wish me to marry the unhappy young man who is dead;" and she gave a shudder at the thought. "But, as I tell you, dear Strafford, a secret, long and rigidly kept, has now been revealed to me, which would make the keeping of those promises—bright, and dear, and happy as they seemed to my heart three days ago—agony inconceivable, and life long self-reproach."

Strafford suddenly started back and laid his hand upon his brow. Sometimes the most remote hint, the most obscure suspicion, suddenly leads us to combinations which might, under any ordinary circumstances, escape us long. The words of Meakes, in regard to young Forrest's birth, in an instant flashed upon Strafford's mind, in conjunction with those which Edith had just spoken; and, skipping over all the intervening links in the chain, he arrived at once at the just conclusion. "Edith, Edith," he exclaimed, "are my horrible fears right! Your brother—was he your brother!"

Edith replied not, but remained with her head bent down in utter sorrow and despair. How he had divined the truth she knew not; but he had divined it, and she was spared the pain of crushing all his hopes, as hers had been crushed, without assigning any just cause for so doing. Again Strafford eagerly repeated the question, and she then found voice to reply. "I have pledged myself, in the most solemn manner, dear Strafford, not to reveal what has been told me, even to you; nor must I say one word to guide or direct you farther. The cause you yourself see and feel to be powerful, to be sufficient; you feel, Strafford, that your Edith's happiness is blighted for ever; that henceforth I have no hope, no consolation, but in the thought that you may forget her who never can forget you, and that you yet may be as happy as you deserve."

Strafford stood with his eyes fixed on the ground, and all his worst apprehensions fully confirmed. He knew Edith too well to believe, to hope for one moment, that her feelings or determination in these respects would change; but he felt that, if happiness were at an end for her, it was still more so for himself, as it was his own hand that had placed the barrier be-
tween him and her he loved; and that it was his own deed that separated them for ever. The thoughts that rushed through his mind were dark and terrible; the anxiety, the agitation which he had suffered, the fearfulness of his situation in every respect, had already worn his mind and his body, and this last stroke seemed quite to overwhelm him. He stood, then, as we have said, with his eyes fixed upon the ground, tearless, but full of agony. He spoke not, he moved not; and Edith, alarmed at the state in which she saw him, endeavoured to rouse him, saying,

"Strafford, speak to me; oh, speak to me."

Strafford cast his arms around her, and pressed her convulsively to his bosom, while his eyes were now raised towards heaven, and his lips murmured what seemed to Edith both a prayer and a vow to the Almighty King that smote him.

"Strafford," she exclaimed, eagerly, "oh Strafford, make no rash determinations; take no rash vows; there are others who may make you happy; there are others—"

"Edith!" exclaimed Strafford, interrupting her almost sternly, "Edith, I seek not to make you change your determinations. But I swear, by that Almighty Being who has willed that I should love and lose you, never to wed another. I swear it, Edith, by all my hopes of happiness here and hereafter; and that oath I will keep to the last hour of my life;" and again he pressed her to his bosom, and printed a kiss upon her cheek.

For a moment or two Edith replied not, but leaned her face upon his bosom, weeping bitterly. But then she answered, and she felt that there was a consolation in doing so; a greater consolation, in fact, than any which she had expected to find.

"Strafford, you know and feel that I cannot, that I must not be your wife. But oh, dear Strafford, you have taken a solemn vow, in which I may well share; and deeply, solemnly, by all I too hold sacred, do I now swear never, never to be the bride of another man."

"But we may meet again, Edith; but we shall meet again!" exclaimed Strafford, eagerly, as he heard the distant bell from Mallory Hall announcing the breakfast hour. "Say to me, dearest Edith, say to me, that we shall meet again."
"Yes, Strafford, oh yes," she said; "but time must intervene; and then, Strafford, on every account, when we do meet, we must forget these dearer and tenderer feelings; we must be friends, deep, devoted, and true, but not more, to each other, Strafford."

"Will you cease to love me, Edith?" replied Strafford, gazing at her almost reproachfully. But Edith cast herself upon his bosom, exclaiming, "Oh no, no, no, never!"

"Then we will love each other still," replied Strafford; "then we will love each other still."

Strafford held her to his heart with joy and agony strangely mingled together. It was time to part, yet still he could not part from her; and he felt as if every moment that he held her there was to him as a drop of blood saved to a fainting and wounded man.

At that moment, however, there seemed to be a sound of steps and a rustling near them. Edith drew back from his embrace; and exclaiming, "Are we watched!" he advanced angrily towards the hawthorn-trees from which the sounds seemed to proceed. He could see no one, however, till, raising his eyes towards a more open part of the ground, he saw the gay dress of the girl who had so strangely interfered in his affairs gliding away at the distance of two or three hundred yards.

With an impatient exclamation, he turned to the spot where he had left Edith; but she had seized that moment for the parting which, she knew, must come, and was already on her way back to the house. Strafford stood where he had left her, and gazed till he could see her no more. Then bending his eyes upon the ground, with a dark, contracted brow, and agony of heart such as he had never felt before, he wandered on among the scattered trees towards the large piece of water called the lake, while one painful thought after another came rushing through his mind, like a devastating army, leaving nothing but the desolation of despair behind. Reasting herself seemed to reel upon her throne; and that dark evil principle, which, when the heart's feelings have shaken the strong mind, never fails to be near at hand to take advantage of the opportunity given by our weakness, and to suggest sinful impulses, seemed to whisper in the ear of Strafford that there lay before him a refuge from such pangs; that in the calm, cool bosom
of that slumbering water was an asylum from the
turbulent and fiery passions, the cares, the anxieties,
the griefs, the agony of life; that there was a bed
of calm sleep, of undisturbed repose. His mind was
weakened, or he would not have suffered such thoughts
to dwell in his mind for a moment. But as he thus
did pause and think, a hand was laid upon his arm;
and, turning round, he beheld Sir Andrew Stalbrooke.

CHAPTER VIII.

"What is the matter, my dear Ralph?" exclaimed
Sir Andrew Stalbrooke. "Why do you stand thus ga-
zing at the water? What has happened to you since
your note of last night? for a girl that I met with just
now, near the park gate, told me to hurry on quick and
give you consolation."

"Alas, my dear uncle," replied Strafford, "I need con-
solation not a little. When I wrote to you last night,
my spirits were beginning to rise again, and now they
are sunk more than ever. Edith has just left me, my
dear sir, Edith has just left me, with the sad dark tidings
that she has received some strange news, which places
between us an impassable barrier, and renders all my
hopes of obtaining her utterly vain and fallacious. Her
words have almost driven me to despair."

"Her words, but not her conduct, I am sure, Ralph,"
replied his uncle. "I have great trust in her, Ralph.
From all I have seen, I feel sure, I feel convinced, that
girl would not coquette with any man on earth. If that
full upward look with which she sometimes gazes for
an instant in your face be not the aspect of truth itself,
nature is a liar, and has stamped worthless metal with
the dye of gold."

To hear his uncle praise her thus was in itself a con-
solation to Ralph Strafford; and he replied, "Oh no,
my dear uncle. Truth is a principle of her nature. I
can trust to every word she tells me; and her heart, in
this instance, is nearly broken, as well as mine. There
is neither room for a doubt nor a hope; and grief for
her only adds to my own disappointment."

"But what was this terrible news?" demanded Sir
Andrew. "In what consisted the impassable barrier
that you allude to?"

"Nay, that," replied Strafford, "she did not mention;
but I believe, from what she accidentally dropped—
while telling me that she had most solemnly pledged
herself not to reveal the secret upon which she was des-
tined to act—and also from some words of Meakes's,
while we were speaking of him who is no more, I am
strongly inclined to believe that he was not her cousin,
but her brother, a natural son of Mr. Forrest."

"Ralph," replied Sir Andrew, "you and I walk dark-
ling in our dealings with a man who evidently has not
the daylight of truth in his heart. But I cannot think,
I cannot believe, that in this you are right. It is strange
to say, that such a suspicion crossed my mind on the
very first day that the family were at Stalbrooke. But
what you yourself told me removed that impression at
once. There was certainly a strong and extraordinary
family likeness between the two, more than I ever saw
between uncle and nephew. But still I cannot believe
it, I cannot understand it. There is something yet to
appear in this business, Ralph; something that I do not
comprehend, that I do not understand; but I feel sure
that some explanation of it will be ultimately obtained,
and I think soon."

"I fear nothing that can make a change in my fate,
my dear sir," replied Strafford. "I am glad you came
up, my dear uncle, most glad; for the sudden and un-
expected destruction of all my hopes had quite over-
whelmed me. But I cannot see and think of you and
all your kindness towards me, and all the affection which
exists between us, and yet continue to think that my
happiness is so utterly blasted as it seemed to be."

"We should never think our happiness utterly blast-
ed, Ralph," replied his uncle, somewhat gravely, "while
our faith in Almighty power and goodness is unshaken.
We should trust, first, that God will give us alleviation
here; secondly, we should remember how brief is the
portion of happiness or unhappiness here, and forget
not the great compensation of the hereafter; but I can
forgive your desponding a little, my dear boy, consider-
ing all the circumstances of the case; and notwithstand-
ing all that you say and all that you think, I am rather inclined to hope than not, that circumstances may take such a turn as to sweep away all that you apprehend. Various circumstances have occurred, Strafford, to give me an impression, a feeling, that such will be the case.”

Strafford smiled faintly. “Surely, my dear uncle,” he said, “you must have met with the dark sort of sorceress whom I have met with several times lately, and who has been preaching up hope in tones of inspiration. She is dressed like—”

“You mean the girl that I just met with,” replied Sir Andrew, “who told me where you were, and to come and give you consolation. No, no, my dear nephew, I have derived no hopes from her prophetical powers. No, no, poor thing; I told her to go over to Stalbrooke as fast as possible, and give me an account of herself, and what she is about. I’m sure she would not do any harm, poor thing, not for her life. But still I do not like wild schemes under such circumstances.”

“Then do you know her, my dear uncle?” demanded Strafford. “Have you ever seen her before?”

“Are your eyes so blind, Ralph?” demanded Sir Andrew, “or have your thoughts been so occupied with other things? I shall begin to think myself a very near-sighted old gentleman. However, I will betray no secrets if there be any. But my motives for saying what I did, and for entertaining some hopes of a more happy result to this unfortunate business, are very, very different from any that could be suggested by her. Some of them, indeed, are, perhaps, not much more reasonable. However, there are reasonable ones too. In the first place, I feel sure that a man of such strong feelings and passions as this Mr. Forrest, will not be long without discovering, from the very vehemence with which he proceeds, the secret motives upon which he is acting. I had a note, too, from Lady Mallory last night, assuring me that she had had no part in, and that it was utterly without her knowledge or connivance that her agent Waters had been present at the coroner’s inquest, or that Meakes had been apprehended, who was one of the witnesses of the greatest importance. She also gives me a piece of information of great consequence, namely, that Meakes was apprehended by a warrant from Waters, at the suggestion, and, as she believes, to favour the purposes of young Forrest. Besides this, in her let-
ter, she tells me that the old man is proceeding in the
most violent manner to seek revenge; that she cannot
fully comprehend what it is that actuates him; but that,
from her knowledge of his character, and of his previous
conduct in life, he will hesitate at no means, even if they
endanger his personal security, to attain the object that
he proposes. All this, my dear Ralph, has set me think-
ing over the little traits and incidents regarding this man's
character which I have remarked while he was at Stal-
brooke; and I too say, that there is something in his
conduct which I do not comprehend. But, besides these,
there are various other motives, Ralph, for making me
think as I do, and which — upon less reasonable grounds,
I confess — have produced a greater impression than
even reason and calculation."

"Indeed!" exclaimed Strafford, with some surprise;
for although Sir Andrew Stalbrooke possessed, more
than most men, that ethereal quality which is far above
any other of those distinctive attributes which separate
man from the rest of the visible world, and link him to
the chain of spirits, imagination, yet he held it under
steady government; and while he made it subservient
to enjoyment, to happiness, and to virtue, giving point,
and zest, and spirit to the whole course of life, he
stopped it in its course, when it might have led his mind
astray into those wide worlds which are all at its com-
mand.

"Indeed! my dear uncle," he said, "May I ask
what such motives can be, as, without the aid of rea-
son, affect even you more strongly than reasonable mo-
tives themselves?"

"No, my dear Ralph, no," replied Sir Andrew, "you
must not ask me to explain them altogether at the
present moment. At this very time that you see me,
my whole heart and feelings are perhaps more agitated
than ever you have known them before. I strive to
govern myself, Ralph; I will govern myself, because I
know that I have the power to do so. Nevertheless, I
may tell you thus much, that, unreasonable as it may
seem, I have been thus agitated by a thing usually in
itself contemptible and ridiculous, and nine times out
of ten used by baseness, folly, and malignity, in order
to strike a blow in the dark without being discovered;
I mean an anonymous letter—"
"No one has dared to threaten you, sir, I hope!" demanded Strafford, instantly firing up at the thought.

"Oh, no," replied Sir Andrew; "quite the contrary. The letter stated that it was from a person who had done wrong towards me many years ago, and whose mind had ever since been tormented by contrition the most painful, because the act committed seemed irremediable. It assured me farther, that the act had originated rather in an error in judgment than in wilful evil; and it went on to state, that the writer had suddenly become aware that it was possible to make atonement, and do away the evil done. It told me farther, that such should be the case immediately. It referred to the circumstances in which we all now stand; to you, to Mr. Forrest, to the death of this young man; and there it left me, to roam through the wide world of conjecture, without any means whatsoever of guessing what the evil act committed had been, or what the atonement was to be."

"If the purposes of Mr. Forrest are such as we suppose," said Strafford, after thinking for a moment, "may this letter not be, my dear sir, some device to mislead us. By its speaking of all the circumstances in which we are at present engaged, would it not seem like something made up for the present occasion, rather than really referring to events which took place many years ago?"

"No, Strafford, no," replied his uncle, in a grave and even melancholy tone. "There were words in that letter, there were allusions therein, which brought up in a moment to my eyes the dear but painful memories of years long gone, scenes bright and beautiful, days happy and full of hope, closely connected with those pangs, bereavements, and disappointments which, notwithstanding every effort of a mind sincerely grateful to that God who has heaped my lot with blessings, have, nevertheless, cast a shadow upon my life, and produced feelings of gloom which, I trust and hope, I have confined to my own bosom; but they have, nevertheless, dwelt there as very painful and unwelcome guests. I remember, my dear boy, once suddenly seeing, in a collection, a picture of Claude de Lorraine, representing a scene in Italy where I had passed many pleasant hours. The moment my eye fell upon the rich rocks and woods of the temple-crowned height,
the waterfall, the long perspective of the blue distance, and the sunshiny splendour of the sky, a thousand other things, that the painter had not painted, hills perhaps that his feet had never trod, the interior of the temple, the rocky seat beneath the fall, the sweet villa and its gardens that I had once inhabited, the cottages of the peasantry that I had visited and dwelt among, rose up before my eyes and completed the picture, as if they had been called forth by magic; and thus that letter, my dear Strafford, by a few brief touches and allusions to other days, drew suddenly back the veil of the past, and up before the eye of memory rose, as if by magic, the hopes, the visions, the delights of former years, mingled and enwrapped in the clouds and storms that dispersed them all for ever. No, Strafford, no; that letter was written by some hand familiar with my own in the times past; and if I had not myself closed the eyes of the only one whom I fully confided in and trusted at that time, I should think that the letter was from him."

"Do you know the handwriting at all, my dear sir?" demanded Strafford.

"I have some faint recollection of it," he replied, "but too faint to be any guide. However, the assurances contained in that letter leave me in a state of anxious expectation, agitation, and, must I say it? hope; hope of, I know not what, Strafford; but hope with which you, my dear boy, are connected; for the letter points evidently to you, and bids me not suffer you to sink into despondency or give way to despair."

"But, my dear sir," demanded Strafford, "does it lay down any rule of action, or tell us in what way we are to behave to aid in the accomplishment of the promises given?"

"None, my dear boy, or but very little, and the directions given most reasonable. Had there been directions given, or anything demanded, I should have, of course, looked at the matter with great suspicion; but the only thing which I recollect at this moment therein required, is to send off a messenger for Sir Arthur Brotherton, or some other acting magistrate for this county, in order to have upon the spot some person of perfect respectability, independence, and candour, to oppose to this personage Waters. Brotherton, you know, is absent in Northamptonshire; but I sent off for
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him immediately, and doubt not that he will join us soon."

"This is all very singular, indeed," replied Strafford; "but, however the matter may turn, I trust that to you at least, my dear uncle, it may produce some happiness. I remember your speaking to me once, many years ago, of one you had loved and lost; and I never forgot it, and never ceased to wish and to hope that, in some degree at least, I might be enabled to supply the place of her of whom death has bereaved you."

"And so you did, Strafford, and so you did, indeed," replied Sir Andrew, with affectionate warmth; "you were my comfort and my consolation, and from your conduct as a boy and your conduct as a man have I derived the greatest solace that it was possible, under the circumstances, for me to receive. But now, Strafford, I will tell you how I am about to proceed, and then let me hear more of your plans; for although I can easily understand that a long and painful imprisonment is to be avoided by any means, yet the state in which you are now living is almost equally painful and anxious. I cannot think that, after the notice which you have sent of your intention to appear to take your trial at the assizes, any attempt will now be made to arrest you; and I believe that you might come to Stalbrooke, and live there in decent retirement till the period arrives."

"No, my dear uncle, no," replied Strafford; "I should not be at ease, not alone for my own sake, but because I should feel every moment that I was laying you open to be insulted and annoyed by a low-minded and pitiful person like this Waters. From what I hear, he has sent over the whole country after me, and, depend upon it, his malice will not stop here. Where I am at present, I believe, he has not the slightest notion of, and I am now very comfortable there, good Castle Ball taking the whole management upon himself. Through him, too, I can get anything that I want from you; and therefore, on every account, perhaps I had better remain as I am at present till after the trial."

"Perhaps it is better," replied Sir Andrew; "but then, my dear boy, you must not show yourself so openly, or else you run a risk of defeating your own object. For my own part, I am at present going on to see Lady Mallory, and to converse with her upon those subjects in regard to which she wrote to me. If pos-
sible, I shall see Edith also; and, perhaps, Mr. Forrest, for I wish to arrive at some certainty with regard to his proceedings."

"See Edith, oh see Edith, sir!" replied Strafford; "she requires as much comfort and consolation as I do. But I do not see why you should visit Mr. Forrest at all. I fear, sir, that he may not behave well; I fear that he may not treat you with that respect which is due to your character."

"Oh, fear not, fear not, Strafford," replied his uncle. "Dignity, my dear Strafford, is not a thing that can be injured. It is one of the diamonds of the soul, on which the foulest breath can leave not a stain. I am too old and too calm to quarrel with Mr. Forrest; and anything insulting or wrong that he does or says, casts its shadow upon him, not me. But now, Strafford, get you gone. Here it is past nine of the clock, and you in this park, where any one may see you. I may find my way up some of these afternoons to visit you. But you shall hear from me every day, letting you know all that takes place."

Thus saying, Sir Andrew grasped his nephew's hand and left him, and Strafford took his way through the more woody part of the park to the point nearest to the chase.

His conversation with his uncle, mingled as it was of various matters, was far more beneficial to him than any direct effort of consolation could have been. It withdrew his thoughts from the painful subject which had chiefly occupied them; it suggested hopes, however vague; and it afforded motives for exertion and self-command, which were very powerful to a mind like his. Nevertheless, as he glided along through the less frequented lanes and woods, after having leaped the park wall in his progress to the chase, the memory of the bitter disappointment he had that morning suffered, of the grief that might be in store for him, of the cheerless future which every ascertained circumstance of his fate spread out before his eyes, made his heart sink low and feel desolate; and the slow, pondering step, the dark-furrowed brow, the pained and anxious eye, with which he returned towards his lonely abode, might have formed a sad and striking contrast, could any one have seen it, with the buoyant and eager look, and the light step of hope with which he had set out to meet Edith Forrest on that morning.
As he went he passed not far from the spot where Meakes, to use his own expression, had marooned himself; and, as he passed near, he heard voices speaking, but only hastened his pace a little to avoid observation. His step, however, seemed to have attracted attention; for, the moment after, he heard a rustle in the bushes, a whistle like that of a wild curlew, and when he walked on without paying any attention to that either, his name was pronounced in a clear but low tone.

"Do you want me, Meakes?" he demanded, turning in the direction from which the sound proceeded.

"For a few minutes, sir, for a few minutes, if you will come round by the little path," said the same voice; and although Strafford would willingly have passed his time in indulging his own thoughts, gloomy as they were, he turned upon his steps and descended into the dell, where Meakes had by this time ingenious-ly woven for himself a little hut, under one of the wide-spreading trees, by twisting thick leafy branches, cut off some firs and beeches, among the lower boughs of the tree which sheltered him.

CHAPTER IX.

When Ralph Strafford approached the place where Meakes had formed his hut, he found him no longer in company with his usual companions, the man Stoner and the boy.

The first object which attracted the young gentleman's eye as he approached was the red shawl and gay dress of the girl we have so frequently mentioned, and who, now seated under the little penthouse of green boughs which served the old soldier for a habitation, had certainly an exceedingly Oriental look, and was altogether unlike anything in the country and nation in which she dwelt. Meakes was standing beside her alone, and her eyes were bent down upon the ground, seemingly in thought. It struck Strafford, as he looked at her, that the dingy hue of her complexion was not so deep as when last he had seen her; and he was naturally led to ask himself, how her features would appear with the colouring of a European.
Before he had satisfied himself, however, Meakes spoke, saying, "I beg your pardon for stopping you, captain, but I wanted to say a few words about this Mr. Forrest. This young woman here has been talking to me a good deal about him, and she knows more. it seems, than any one else here, though how she came to know it I'm sure I can't tell."

Strafford had continued gazing at the girl, who sat still and calm, in a graceful attitude, under the boughs; and although she once raised her eyes towards Strafford's face, and withdrew them again as soon as she saw that his were fixed upon her, she did not seem at all discomposed. At length, however, the young gentleman replied, "I have no doubt, Meakes, that any knowledge she has obtained has not been by unlawful means, though, in one sense of the word, certainly, she is a dealer in the black art."

Meakes's eye twinkled, and his lip curled with a smile as he looked towards the girl with an encouraging glance, which might, perhaps, have been translated, "Your secret is out, there is no use trying to keep it any more."

The girl, however, started upon her feet in a moment, saying, in a clear, sweet voice, but without any of that foreign accent which had before disguised her speech, "Hush, don't say a word! If you do recognise me, do not tell me so; call me by no known name, for if you do, I shall not be able to play my part with truth, and I have yet much of that part to play. Do not suppose either, for a moment, that the knowledge I assume, or the power that I pretend to have, are affected. As long as I continue in this garb, be sure that I know more than any of you; that I act under the directions of one who will not prove at fault in the moment of need."

"That you know more than any of us," said Meakes, "I am very sure; for you can't take me in, my girl, and I know that what you've told me is true; and, captain, you may believe what she says too, every word of it, and do what she tells you likewise; for, certainly, as to that Mr. Forrest, she knows more than any one."

"Now I think of it," replied Captain Strafford, "I have something to tell you, Meakes, about Mr. Forrest. Do you remember, a night or two ago, you said to me that you could almost have sworn, from the likeness, that the unhappy young man, whom it was my misfor-
tune to be opposed to, was the son of a person of the
name of Mason, whom you had known formerly?"

"Did you ever look at a water-rat's hole, sir?" said
Meakes, "for, if you did, you must have seen that
there's a way in and a way out, and sometimes another
way into the bargain. Now you see, sir, that the Mr.
Mason I was talking about was a bit of a water-rat like;
and, if he hadn't two holes, he might have two names to
come and go upon. I don't exactly say it is so, but I
don't think it unlikely at all."

"Mr. Mason, did you say?" demanded the girl, fixing
her full dark eyes upon Strafford.

"Yes, to be sure he did," answered Meakes, "and I
said so before him."

"Yes," answered the girl, "you said true: but you did
not know that the Mr. Mason and the Mr. Forrest were
one. You said true too—at least I think it is true, but
of that I am not so sure—that John Forrest, who is
dead, was Mason's son, and not his nephew."

"I feel sure that he was Mr. Forrest's," answered
Strafford; "I feel quite sure that it is so; or, if it is not,
that it has been so asserted."

"But, whether it is or not," answered the girl,
"whether he be his son or his nephew, matters very
little to any one, except in making him the greater vil-
lain."

"On that point you are mistaken," replied Strafford.
"To me and to my happiness it makes all the differ-
ence. You, who seem to know so well all and every-
thing that concerns me—much better, indeed, than I
could fancy you possibly could—you, of all people,
should know and should feel, that the fact of his being
the father, and not the uncle, of the young man who
lies dead in the village there, places between me and
happiness a barrier which I can neither throw down nor
overleap."

"I told you," replied the girl, "I told you three days
ago that there was a bitter pang awaiting you, but that
a happier time was coming. I told you that, when you
did feel that pang, you ought to remember the words
of her who had predicted it, and look forward to the
better day that she had predicted also. You neither
believed the one nor the other; but you have felt the
pang, and now you scarcely hope for the happiness."

"If you would tell me on what my trust is to be
based," replied Strafford, "I could give it more faith; but as it is, what should I trust to?"

"To my word," replied the girl; "I would not pledge it to you if it were not true. But I will give you no explanations. Believe if you like; do not believe if you do not like; it makes no difference to your fate."

"Come, come, this is all nonsense," said Meakes. "You stand up and crow upon your perch like a cock-pheasant. However, I should very much like to have a look at that same Mr. Forrest, to see and make myself sure that it is the man I mean."

"That indeed is needful," answered the girl, "most needful, not only to see him and make yourself sure, but, if possible, to get him by some means to acknowledge that he is the man."

"Tell me now," cried Strafford, suddenly turning to the girl and taking her by the hand, "tell me what is the object of all this. Perhaps, if you do, I can aid you, and give you information; but I cannot, of course, work in the dark."

The girl left her hand in his for a moment quite quietly, and then bent down her head and kissed his hand, gently withdrawing her own. "Captain Strafford," she said, in a calm but earnest and persuasive tone, "do you not know that you stand here speaking with two people who are bound to you and to your uncle by every tie of gratitude, and who love you both as much as ever inferiors yet loved superiors in this world? What we seek will tend, we believe, more than anything else could tend, to make you happy; and in seeking it we are entirely directed by one who has every right, from superior knowledge, to direct us. Our immediate object is to prove certain facts and to gain certain admissions from Mr. Forrest, which it is scarcely possible to do without inducing him to meet or write to the man who is now beside us. The next step that is to be taken beyond that I do not know and cannot guess myself; but the difficulty is to induce so cunning a man as he is either to write a letter, acknowledging some facts with regard to times which he might wish to blot out from the memory of all men, or to come for the purpose of seeing a stranger, at a distance from any assistance, and to come alone, especially when he has been so ill as only just to have left his bed."

Strafford paused and thought, and the whole party
kept silence for several moments, as if each were pondering the matter in his mind, and striving to find some means of overcoming the difficulty.

"No easy task, indeed," said Strafford; "indeed, I fear quite impossible."

"Captain," said Meakes, "men call me a cunning fox; and it's very true too, that though I have the legs on both sides all of the same length,* I can run along the side of a hill as well as any badger that ever was born, if you do but give me something to lay hold of. Now you see, captain, I may know something that you don't know, and you may know something that I don't know. As for her, I think that she has told us all that she will tell us; and a wise girl too! to be able to keep the commander-in-chief's secrets. However, if you will tell me all that you know about this business, perhaps I may find out some quiet way of bringing the matter about, after all."

"I really know nothing at all that can tend to such a result, Meakes," replied Strafford. "Everything that I know tends to the direct contrary. I know, beyond all doubt, that Mr. Forrest is already acquainted with your name."

"That's awkward," replied Meakes; "that won't make him the more likely to come, certainly. But, pray, how do you know, captain, that he is acquainted with my name? Some of the sprees that we were in about those young days aren't what a man likes talked about after he's fifty; no, nor do they make him very loving to his former companions, when the hair grows gray and the heart cold. But are you quite sure, captain, that he knows my name?"

"Quite," answered Strafford. "He not only knows your name, but he has used every means to persecute you."

"Me?" exclaimed Meakes, lifting up his head, and looking as if he were going to charge with the bayonet; "Me? D—n him, what harm did I ever do him?"

"None," replied Strafford; "none that I know of. But the facts that I wished to tell you are these, Meakes,

* Any readers less learned in natural history than Timothy Meakes, Esq., may perhaps be ignorant that the animal to which he was at that moment comparing himself is reputed to have the legs on one side shorter than the other, for the purpose of running more easily along the sides of hills and high banks.
and probably you do not know them: In the first place, you were originally apprehended—at least so I learn by a letter which Lady Mallory wrote to my uncle—at the instigation of that unhappy young man, Forrest's son or his nephew, who induced Waters to grant a warrant against you, without Lady Mallory's knowledge or consent, in order to get you out of the way, while he was pursuing his infamous schemes against poor Lucy."

Meakes laid his finger on the side of his nose, closing up one eye and exclaiming, "Oh, oh! that was clever too!" The girl who stood beside them clasped her two hands together and cast her eyes upon the ground, but remained silent, while Meakes went on, saying, "He was a cunninger fox than I thought, but we've run him to earth, however."

"Hush! hush!" exclaimed Strafford, becoming very pale, and turning away his head in anguish at such a speech. "Hush! hush! Meakes, for Heaven's sake do not use such expressions!"

"I beg your pardon, captain," replied the old soldier. "I did not mean to say anything to hurt you. But you were going to say something more."

"Nothing," replied Strafford, "but that this old man is now, it seems, seeking vengeance upon my head for his son's death. Waters, who is an old enemy of mine, as you well know, is helping him to the best of his power; and they both wish, as far as possible, to keep you out of the way, or drive you out of the country by fear of this prosecution for deer-stealing, in order that the evidence in my favour at the trial may be altogether defective."

"Nothing!" exclaimed Meakes, rubbing his hands eagerly to and fro. "Do you call that nothing, captain? Why, I've got him as sure as if his head were through a wire noose not bigger than my finger! Why, I've hooked him, captain; I have him at the end of my line! He may flounder, he may toss, he may dart about as if he were mad; I'll draw him out, notwithstanding. I'll play him by the hour till I've half drowned him, and then I'll land him on the clear bank without even a net. He wants to keep me out of the way, does he? Then I'll tell him what, he shall find me in the way when he least expects it. But now I wonder how we can get a message sent to him. You don't know, captain, that Lady Mallory was kind enough to send me word that she was
sorry for what had happened; that she had given no
orders about it; and that Mr. Waters should be told
instantly to stop the prosecution. So you see I have
all the cards in my hand, captain. I can do what I like.
But I must keep out of the way for a while, notwith-
standing. I see it all as clear and as straight as a Pike-
staff; but the only thing I do not see is how to let him
know I wish to see him. What do you say, little one!
You who know so much more than your neighbours, do
you see any way?"

"Yes!" replied the girl, "an easy one."

"Indeed!" exclaimed Meakes. "You are a chip of
the old block, I see, and would find your way through a
rabbit bury as well as a ferret, or any other of your re-
lations. But what is it? what is it, blackie?"

"Captain Strafford," said the girl, "I have a message
to deliver to you from Lady Mallory. She wishes to
see you, to hold some conversation with you this very
evening; and, through her, you may send any message
from him to the man Forrest."

"You have hit it daintily," exclaimed Meakes; "but
pray, captain, get me some assurance, under the lady's
own hand, that she drops the prosecution against me.
Not that I doubt her word a bit. I am as sure of it as
a bird in a cage; but, to deal with this Mr. Forrest, I
see very well that I must be quite free, and sure that
nothing will interrupt me. You little one, run down di-
rectly to the person you know; tell that person to come
here and speak with me. I must have the whole bu-
iness pat, or I can do nothing. There is no use of
trying to hold an eel by the tail; you must get him fast
by the gills. What I mean is, I must have a good grasp
of the business, do you see. No one need be under
any fear of me: I shall never say a word to anybody.
I am not going to cry and scream like a peewit; no,
no! I'll walk as stealthily as a fox in cover, till the time
comes for breaking."

"But stay one minute," said Strafford, seeing the girl
turn to leave them; "you have not told me when and
how I am to see Lady Mallory. You know that, with-
out foolish risk, I could not, of course, enter the Hall."

"That is not needful," replied the girl. "If you are
in the park at Mallory this evening, just in the first dusk,
and remain there for half an hour near the lake, Lady
Mallory will join you, and tell you her own pleasure."
"Do you know what it is she wishes?" demanded Strafford, fixing his eyes somewhat intently upon the girl's face.

"Yes," replied the other at once; "she thinks and fears that, from the conduct of the man Waters, you may suspect that she has taken part with her relations against you; and she wishes to explain it. But I must make haste, or I shall be too late."

Strafford suffered her to depart; but the next moment he took leave of Meakes, walked quickly after her, and, as soon as he overtook her, said, "You told me once, some days ago, that I should be happy. Do you say so still?"

The girl looked at him with a smile, and gently nodded her head. "You are beginning to give credit to me," she said.

"More, now that I know you, than I did before," he answered; "but tell me one thing more. You told me that I should wed one who would give me wealth as well as happiness. Now, if I wed her I love, I neither look for nor hope for wealth. Who, then, is the person you think I shall marry?"

"Her you love, and none other, sir," replied the girl.

Strafford would fain have mentioned the name of Lady Mallory, to be quite sure that the girl's meaning and his own were the same; but feelings of delicacy and regard towards that lady prevented him; and though the person to whom he now spoke had seen and divined much of what was passing in the fair widow's bosom, the reverence of woman for woman's modesty made her also silent; and, after pausing for a moment, Strafford left her, and turned his steps towards his solitary abode.

CHAPTER X.

Everyone not among the absolutely and constantly depraved; not among the cold, insensible, and statue-like; and not among the good and holy few, whose actions and passions are alike under the constant rule of conscience—everyone, in short, of those mixed beings who feel as the apostle of the Gentiles felt, that there are two wills within us, one warring against the other—must know, by having experienced how grand and
ennobling is the sensation; how expansive and dignified is the feeling; how, from the elevation of the mind, the step gains a firmer tread; and how, from the purifying of the spirit, the heart respires with unfettered freedom, when, after one of the terrible struggles in the human breast between evil and good, we find that, by God’s assistance, and his supporting and directing hand, we have trampled upon the serpent and stand conquerors in the fight.

It was with such feelings that the beautiful being whom we have chosen to call in this book Isabella, Lady Mallory, rose from her bed upon the morning, the first events of which we have detailed in the last chapter. She had passed some part of that night in weeping and some of it in prayer; but the words, the evil words of her cousin, had first roused her to resist her own passions as well as his persuasions; and though the battle had been long and terrible, the victory had been won, the triumph had been achieved. She was sad and grave, but she was no less proud of her success, no less prepared to carry on the war, till every evil thought or wish was crushed for ever.

Shortly after she had risen, she gazed forth from her windows upon the early morning scene of the beautiful park beneath. It matters not upon what object her eye lighted; but, as she turned back again into her chamber, she exclaimed, “Poor thing! poor thing! Would to God I could prove that the truth I told you were untruth! I would unsay it now, poor Edith, with oh, how much more happiness than I then said it! That cannot be; but whatever Isabella Mallory can do to make you happy shall not be wanting.”

She dressed herself slowly and thoughtfully, requiring the assistance of her maid less than usual, and, consequently, spending more time than was customary with her at her toilet. When she had done, the bell that summoned the household to breakfast was ringing. But Lady Mallory turned to the window again, and gazed out, conscious, perhaps, that the bell sounded like the knell of parting happiness to two beings who loved each other deeply. She remained there some minutes, and then descending to the breakfast-room, she satisfied herself that Mrs. Forrest was not down. Her next impulse was to go out upon the terrace; and, casting a veil over her head, she watched for a mo-
ment, till she saw a figure in white emerge from among the trees towards the east, and come on with a faint and wavering pace towards the house. Lady Mallory hesitated not; all the better feelings of her heart were triumphant, and she advanced with rapid steps to meet poor Edith, whose trembling steps had scarcely strength to carry her onward.

"I have told him!" said Edith, in a low voice, as Lady Mallory gently drew her arm through her own, continuing to hold her hand for a moment after she had done so. "I have seen him! I have told him; and we have parted for—"

"Hush, dear Edith! hush!" said Lady Mallory, tenderly; "speak not of it just now; it will agitate you more than you are already."

"And that is quite enough," replied Edith. "I fear, Lady Mallory," she said, "I must not show myself at breakfast, for my poor mother's sake. She will see in a moment that something has occurred to ruin her child's peace; and that will crush the last spark of hope and happiness out of her heart. I may well say that my head aches, Lady Mallory; for, Heaven knows, were it the pain I feel in my temples alone, it were enough to distract me."

"I can feel for you, Edith," said Lady Mallory; "deeply feel for you. There are many subjects on which I wish to speak with you, dear Edith. I have been thinking over many things since you and I last spoke together; and, when you are well enough to hear me, Edith, I will make you a sharer of all my most secret thoughts: no, not perhaps all," she added, with a slight blush; "not perhaps all, Edith; there may be things that I cannot speak even to you; but still we will have confidence in each other, and we shall thus find support and consolation in any affliction. We have known each other, Edith, but a very short time; but that strange thing, circumstance, which so continually makes and shapes our fate in life, has broken down between us all the barriers that might otherwise have existed; and I am sure, Edith, you will believe me when I declare, that if it were in my power at this moment, by any sacrifice of my own feelings—in short, by any act in my power to do—to remove the grief that hangs upon you, and to make you as happy as, I believe, you deserve to be, I would do it without hesitation."
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"Oh, I know you are kind and generous," answered Edith.

"Nay, do not let me take credit to myself," replied Lady Mallory, "for I do not deserve it: I have been selfish, Edith, in my thoughts, in my wishes—ay, and in some of my acts—very selfish; but I hope and trust to be so no more."

As she thus spoke, they approached the house; but Edith Forrest could hardly reply, though she strove to do so. The great struggle had taken place; what she had to do was done; the effort, for which she had called up all her remaining energies, was over; and now grief, disappointment, despair, did their usual work upon her corporeal frame; and she felt so utterly exhausted, so completely without either strength or energy of mind or body, that she was scarcely able, even with the assistance of Lady Mallory, to reach her own chamber. There Lady Mallory rang for assistance, and Edith Forrest was placed in bed, happy, comparatively, in the state of temporary forgetfulness into which she immediately sank. As far as possible, Lady Mallory made light of Edith's illness to her mother during breakfast, and before the meal was concluded Sir Andrew Stalbrooke was announced.

Mrs. Forrest rose on his entrance, saying that she would go and see her daughter; Sir Andrew, on his part, appreciating the right feelings which actuated her, only stopped her for a moment to inquire after her health, doing so gravely and briefly, but with the calm and kindly courtesy which always distinguished him.

When she was gone, he sat down by the side of Lady Mallory, and speaking as a father might to a daughter whom he had not seen for some time, inquired after her health also; commented upon her looks, and expressed his apprehensions that all the painful occurrences which had lately taken place might produce evil effects in her yet unconfirmed state of convalescence. Nor was all this done and said merely as an effort of courtesy, but, on the contrary, every word, every tone, every look, spoke that real interest and kindness were at the bottom of all and pervading all. After conversing with her for some time in this strain, the conversation turned naturally to the circumstances in which the whole party were placed towards each other.

"You do not suppose, Lady Mallory," said Sir An-
drew, after having alluded to her letter, "you do not suppose that I could for a moment suspect that you, whom I have so long known, and for whom I have always had such an affectionate regard, would take any part in proceedings which could pain me, or injure one so dear to me as my nephew. I know the enmity of that person, Mr. Waters, of old, and am quite aware that he acted spontaneously in everything that he has done, to give an evil aspect to the unfortunate occurrences which have taken place."

"I wrote to you, my dear Sir Andrew," replied Lady Mallory, "because I was myself horrified to find that my agent, by various acts done without my knowledge, should have not only put your nephew and my own good friend, Captain Strafford, in a situation of great discomfort, but should have also subjected him to the risk of long and painful imprisonment. The whole came upon me so suddenly, and shocked me so much, that it seemed as if every one must think that I had some share in it; and I wrote to you in haste, both on that account, and to let you know immediately the manoeuvres which had been resorted to to produce the apprehension of the man Meakes."

"For the latter information, dear lady," replied Sir Andrew, "I am most grateful, as it tends so strongly to prove the previous arrangement of the whole scheme against Lucy, as to establish my nephew's full justification in the eyes of every honest and upright man, for attempting, at all risks, to bring such a villainous transaction to light by seizing upon the perpetrator. I believe, however, that the information you have just given may subject you to some little inconvenience; for I am very anxious that you should make a deposition of the facts, in case of Mr. Waters being inclined to retract what he said: but I must warn you, in the first place, that I shall feel bound to lay this conduct of Mr. Waters before the government, in order that he may be discharged from the commission of the peace."

"He should never have been placed upon it," replied Lady Mallory; "and the sooner he is discharged the better."

"If such be your opinion," replied Sir Andrew, "we will have your deposition taken down and signed as soon as our good friend Sir Arthur Brotherton arrives. I will not take it myself, for I may be considered as an
interested party, anxious as I am to save poor Ralph any further pain than he already endures; for, Heaven knows, that if he have throughout the whole business acted wrong in any degree—which I cannot find in my heart to say that he has—all that has occurred, and the bitter consequences, have inflicted sufficient punishment on him already.”

“Indeed, I fear so,” replied Lady Mallory, casting down her eyes. “He is well, I hope: have you seen him lately, Sir Andrew?” And, as she spoke, a slight blush fluttered up her cheek, and passed away again rapidly; for though she could speak to Edith calmly and tranquilly of Ralph Strafford, and barely conceal her own feelings towards him, yet the very idea of betraying herself in the slightest degree to Sir Andrew Stalbrooke by a word or look, called up such emotions as might well make him master of every secret of her heart.

Sir Andrew, perhaps, might see deeper than Lady Mallory imagined; for he was clear-sighted and observing, and there was a natural tenderness and delicacy in his own mind and feelings which gave him an insight into the sensations of all noble and affectionate bosoms. His heart, when in company with a woman, was like the famous mirror ring of the great French minister, and reflected for his eyes alone what was passing in the breasts of others, even when they seemed to be most carefully concealed from his sight; but he was far too feeling, too kind, too generous, ever to suffer the knowledge which he thus acquired to appear for a moment, except when circumstances required him to act upon it for the happiness of the persons themselves.

To Lady Mallory, then, he replied at once, “I saw Strafford this morning, and I cannot say that he is well by any means. You know, I dare say, Lady Mallory, that he is obliged to lie in concealment, in order to escape the long and painful imprisonment we have been talking of. You will understand, too, that even if it were not for that, he could not present himself here as long as Mr. Forrest is with you; otherwise I am sure he would have been to see you before this time.”

“I know it to be quite impossible,” replied Lady Mallory, with all her calmness restored by the easy politeness of Sir Andrew’s tone—for, as in this instance, there may often be deep feelings as the motive for actions
or words apparently the most commonplace—"I know it to be quite impossible, Sir Andrew;" and, gaining strength as she went on, she added, "yet I wished much to see him, both to tell him how grieved I am at what has occurred, and to speak with him on some matters in regard to which he asked my advice before this unfortunate business occurred; I mean," she continued, with a faint smile, "regarding poor Edith; of his attachment to whom I know you are aware, Sir Andrew."

The Gentleman of the Old School was surprised—surprised at Lady Mallory's calmness and firmness—but not deceived.

"He did, my dear Lady Mallory, make me acquainted with his attachment," he replied; "and I confess that, though I have seen so little of this sweet girl, yet I feel such a conviction of her virtue, her kindness, her sweetness of disposition, and her generosity of mind—I use the word in the highest sense—that I think, could Ralph obtain her hand, he would secure to himself every prospect of earthly happiness."

Sir Andrew would not say, as he had said to Strafford himself, that he had never seen any one so calculated as Edith to make him happy; for he constantly held, as it were, a balance in his mind, in which every word that he used was weighed in a moment against the feelings of those to whom they were addressed; and Sir Andrew, judging of duties differently from other people, would have reproached himself more severely for inflicting a pang upon an amiable heart by a rash and ill-considered expression, than he would for causing them some corporal injury by an idle blow struck at random. He never sacrificed truth to anything; but he seldom found the means wanting to render it, even when painful, less painful, by the manner in which it was told.

"I fear," replied Lady Mallory, commenting upon the doubt into which he had seemed to throw the fact of Edith's ultimate union with Strafford, "I fear that what has occurred may prove a very serious obstacle."

"More serious than at first it seemed to me," replied Sir Andrew; "at least, so I learn from Ralph's own account this morning. He seems to consider, from Edith's own words, that their union is perfectly hopeless."

He paused for a moment, apprehensive that what he had said might do harm, but ever reluctant to inflict a pang or to take away a hope. It was only for a mo-
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ment, however; for, asking himself what was right to do, he added the next moment, "I shall grieve deeply, dear Lady Mallory, if Strafford’s fears should prove too true; for after the feelings which he evidently entertains towards this young lady have met with so painful a disappointment, I can never hope or expect that he will love again; and can neither hope, expect, nor wish that he should wed any one with the cold worldly feelings which so often form the only basis of such alliances."

Lady Mallory cast down her eyes and remained silent for some moments. She then raised them again, with an attempt to smile, and said that, too probably, neither man nor woman can love more than once.

"I believe," replied Sir Andrew, "that there are some people who can love, not only more than once, but often; but they are not people, Lady Mallory, who ever love very well. I believe, too, that many a person, many a very young man and many a very young woman capable of the utmost depth and strength of affection, can love, if it deserve that name, very tenderly and very sweetly, before they ever love truly and deeply. But I do believe that when once a person has loved with strong, ardent, passionate affection—with that attachment which sets obstacles and barriers at defiance—I do believe that they can never love again. I believe that the heart’s harvest is reaped, Lady Mallory, and the produce of the season is over. A Spanish writer," he continued, seeing that she was silent, "a Spanish writer has entitled one of his plays 'Gustos y Disgustos son no Mas que Imaginacion;' but I fear he has failed to prove his position; and we shall find, that in sincere love, though imagination may plant the seed, yet the heart reaps a crop of feelings over which imagination has no power."

"I do not know," said Lady Mallory, thoughtfully, "I do not know, Sir Andrew, but I am very sorry both for Strafford and for poor Edith too; for she certainly loves him well and deeply."

"I am sorry, deeply sorry," replied Sir Andrew, "for any affectionate heart that loves and is unhappy; but tell me, Lady Mallory, cannot I see this young lady? for I am very strongly interested in her; more so than I could have believed in so short a time; and I long to see her, to give her comfort, to give her consolation."
Perhaps it is presumptuous to think I could do so; but yet I must still presume so; for I cannot help flattering myself that she has some regard for me."

"I fear, Sir Andrew," replied Lady Mallory, "that Edith is by no means well this morning. I was with her shortly before you arrived, but she was then very ill, certainly very ill, and in no state, I am afraid, to receive you. Grief and anxiety have quite overpowered her, and I almost feel grieved that Mrs. Forrest herself has gone to see her. I fear it will do neither of them good."

"You make me but the more anxious," said Sir Andrew; "yet, under such circumstances, of course I must forbear. But pray, my dear lady, let me hear how she is. Whatever happens, I shall always remember her with deep affection and regard. There have been few periods of my life more painful altogether than the last few days; and yet, while Edith was with me, she made the hours fly more pleasantly than during any time I have known for many years. When she left me, after being with me for some time, it seemed as if a sweet dream was over; and yet there were a thousand things to be remembered, altogether different in her from the rest of the general world; looks, and words, and turns of thought unusual, but bright and happy."

"She is, indeed, a winner of all hearts, I see," replied Lady Mallory, with a sad smile, extending at the same time her hand to Sir Andrew, who had risen to depart. "In sincerity and truth, Sir Andrew," she added, gravely, "I wish she might, by becoming your nephew's bride, bring those same sunny dreams back to your home again for ever."

Sir Andrew bent down his head and kissed her hand, but for a moment or two he said nothing; and when he did reply, it was merely to say, "I intended to have asked for an interview with Mr. Forrest; but, under the present circumstances, and with my mind turned towards other things, and somewhat agitated therewith, I will refrain; and will now leave you, my dear lady. I grieve sincerely, indeed, that just when you are convalescent, so melancholy a party and such sad circumstances should give more than due occupation to your thoughts."

"Could I feel towards Mr. Forrest as I feel towards some friends, Sir Andrew," replied Lady Mallory, "the
act of showing kindness and performing a duty would be fully sufficiently sweet to me to compensate for the pain of that duty itself and of all the unpleasant circumstances that it brings with it; but I avow that I cannot feel towards him as towards Edith and his wife; and that his presence, as well as his conduct, is a burden to me. I have forgotten to ring for your carriage, Sir Andrew."

"I have none, dear lady," he replied; "I did not choose to visit a house of mourning in such a way as to attract any attention; I therefore rode to the lodge of the park, and left my horses there."

Thus saying, he took leave of the lady of the mansion and retired. As soon as he was gone, Lady Mallory hastened to the chamber of Edith, with whom she found Mrs. Forrest, sitting deeply agitated and grieved with her daughter's situation. It was impossible now for Lady Mallory to conceal from the mother's eyes that her daughter was ill, and seriously so. Her hands were burning; her face was flushed; her speech was already wandering and incoherent; and as the surgeon was hourly expected to attend Mr. Forrest, Lady Mallory directed him to be sent in the first place to Edith's chamber, where she waited herself till he arrived. It was not long, indeed, before he made his appearance; but his report was anything but satisfactory. The young lady, he hoped, would recover speedily; such was his answer to Lady Mallory's inquiries; but that she was certainly suffering under a severe attack of fever, of what kind or character he could not at the moment tell. He prognosticated, however, that the attack having just commenced, Edith would be worse before night.

In this prediction he was fully justified by the event; ere nightfall arrived, Edith having lost all consciousness, and raving wildly of a thousand things connected with the subject of her affection and disappointment. Lady Mallory, as well as Edith's mother, remained with her during the greater part of the day, and the surgeon was directed by the former to inform Mr. Forrest of his daughter's illness.

A painful smile crossed Mrs. Forrest's lip, however, as her hostess directed the surgeon to be careful how he mentioned the facts to Mr. Forrest: and well might she smile, for the only observation of her husband, on being told that his daughter was ill with a violent attack
of fever, and unlikely to quit her bed for weeks, was a
sharp exclamation of, "So much the better; she will
be out of the way at least, and unable to give rein to
her own folly."

All that was kind, all that was affectionate, and all
that was attentive, were done on the part of Lady Mal-
lory; and yet, as she sat by the bedside of Edith For-
rest, and listened to all the wild and incoherent ram-
blings which broke from the poor girl from time to
time, she had to endure that thing most difficult to en-
ure upon the whole earth, reproaches from her own
heart. Every thought that she had entertained, which
Edith herself could have felt pained at, had she been
able to see it; every plan that she had formed for de-
priving her of the affection of him she loved; all, in
short, that had been evil in her thoughts, or feelings,
or wishes, rose up to her mind at that moment, and
made her time of watching by the invalid melancholy
in every sense.

As the evening approached, however, and the sun
began to sink into the western sky, Lady Mallory rec-
ollected the message she had sent to Strafford, and the
appointment she had made with him. When she had
sent that message and made that appointment, her feel-
ings were, indeed, not the same as they had been three
or four days before. They had been changed, they had
been softened; but they had not entirely, as now, given
way to better resolutions and purposes; and the same
eyes, which then looked upon things as indifferent, just,
and expedient, now regarded them as dangerous or
doubtful, and, having been once deceived, feared lest
they should deceive themselves again.

"Is not this rash? Is not this wrong?" Lady Mallory
asked herself, as she saw the shades of evening begin
to fall. But she reflected the moment after that her
purposes were now right, and that, having herself
sought the interview, she ought not to break the ap-
pointment.

"I will take my maid with me at all events," she
thought, and she even rang the bell to summon her;
but, before she appeared, Lady Mallory remembered
the peculiar situation in which Strafford stood, the dan-
ger of his being betrayed, and the difficulty of restrain-
ing the tongues of domestics by any injunction whatso-
ever. When the maid came at length—and she was
one of those careless but important persons who never come any faster than they are obliged—Lady Mallory bade her fetch her hat and gloves; and, much to the wonder and dislike of the abigail, who loved not the commencement of what she called bad habits, the lady of the mansion set out from it unattended, at the late hour of seven o'clock.

CHAPTER XI.

We have heard of men, ay, and, though we scarcely believe it, of women also, who loved not music, and who scarcely knew the difference of one sweet note from another; and if such be the case, there may be people who do not know, who have never felt how the heart beats, how thrillingly, how eagerly, when we go forth to meet with those we love.

If there be such, they are to be pitied. But Lady Mallory was formed of different earth; and though, with the beating of her heart as she approached towards that part of the park where she expected to meet with Ralph Strafford, a dull, cold, hopeless pang shot across her bosom, yet she felt all the dear, the warm, the thrilling sensations of seeing again the one that she had loved only, and loved best, though she came to meet no love in return, and to talk, perhaps, of his love for another: even the hopelessness of her own situation, the firm resolve to do in all things what was right, to seek in no shape for his affection, to do nothing that could turn it from Edith Forrest, everything tended but to increase her emotion, and almost to overpower the strong determination with which she had come forth to act her part calmly, tranquilly, and well.

Strange to say, she was less able now, with right intentions and every good feeling on her side, to walk steadily towards her purpose, than when she had doubted, nay, in her own heart, condemned herself. The truth was, the truth is, that passion struggled with ever agitates us more than passion indulged.

The idea, too, of meeting him there alone at that hour, which in the strong current of her former feel-
ings would have seemed a mere nothing, now moved and alarmed her; and with such mingled sensations busy in her bosom, she trembled much as she went, and at length was obliged to support herself for several minutes against one of the trees.

As she thus paused, and when she thought she had recovered in some degree her composure, she caught sight, in the deepening twilight, of a man's figure, slowly wending on in the direction of the lake. She knew it well; she doubted not a moment who it was, and yet she could scarcely advance.

"I am weak and foolish," she said at length, angry at her own feelings; "I am neither doing evil, thinking evil, nor purposeing evil;" and with a step as quick as it had formerly been slow, she forced herself on to meet the lover of Edith Forrest.

Whenever he heard her step he turned rapidly towards her, and, holding out his hand, pressed hers warmly. Yet there was a something, the slightest possible shade, which either was really perceptible in his manner, or which Lady Mallory thought she perceived in it, that made her heart sink for a moment with a consciousness of its own burden, and a fear that that burden should be perceived. But a moment reassured her, for Strafford was all kindness, and gentleness, and friendly regard.

"How kind of you, dear Lady Mallory," he said, "to come out at this hour to see me! How can I ever thank you sufficiently?"

"More imprudent, perhaps, than kind, Ralph," Lady Mallory replied, "especially as I have been ill, and the hour is indeed very late. Let us turn our steps towards the house, for it is growing dark, and I like to have a sight of my own windows. You see what a coward I am become."

"Not with me with you, Lady Mallory, surely," said Strafford.

"No, not exactly afraid," replied Lady Mallory, "but I do not wish to see you embroiled in my defence, Strafford. What I wished to speak to you upon, what I wished to say, was concerning this other unfortunate terrible business. It has only lately come to my knowledge that my agent Waters has made himself very busy in giving the worst complexion possible to a false and malicious charge against you, that he was present in
person at the inquest, and that he had previously, for reasons which I have hinted in a note to your uncle, caused the apprehension of a person who might have proved a material witness in the business. All this must seem very strange; but I assure you, Strafford—nay, need I assure you?—but, nevertheless, I do assure you, solemnly and earnestly, that I would rather have laid down my life than countenance such a thing for a moment."

She spoke warmly, eagerly, and in spite of all she could do—in spite of native modesty, of strong resolutions, of much command over herself—there was a portion of tenderness mingled with her tone, which the circumstances called forth, and which she was unable wholly to repress.

Oh, had she given way at that moment to all the tenderness that filled her heart, what words would she not have spoken? how bitterly would she not have wept? But she did restrain herself much and strongly; and while Strafford assured her that he never could dream of thinking her in any degree a sharer in the proceedings of Mr. Waters—assurances to which she paid no attention, for she believed them all without listening—she regained fully her power over herself, and, when he had finished, went on.

"What I was saying just now, Strafford, was the first cause of my asking to see you; but I am now very, very glad that you have come, for I wish to talk to you of Edith, whom I have learned to love too, Strafford, partly from the bright and noble qualities which shine out in the dark, painful situation in which she is placed, and partly, perhaps, from sympathy with her in her sorrows and anxieties."

"Alas! dear Lady Mallory," replied Strafford, "sorrows and anxieties, poor girl, she has indeed enough! and so have I; but where are they to end? I see no termination: the faint lamp of hope, now almost extinguished, serves not to guide me on a step farther into the dark cavern of the future. Oh, Lady Mallory, Edith has herself told me this day that there is an impassable barrier to our union; and, if she feels as I feel, the bitterness of death were nothing to the bitterness of this despair."

"I fear, Strafford, I almost fear," replied Lady Mallory, "that she told you true; I fear that the obstacle is
one which cannot be removed. Would to Heaven that
I could remove it for you; I would remove it at once:
I would indeed, Strafford, at any cost and by any means.
But I see not how, I see no opening; and yet one
thing I can assuredly tell you—"

She paused thoughtfully; for though it was a truth
she was about to tell, it was one which left alive
scarcely one of the bright fond hopes she had once
cherished in her bosom; it was one but too well calcu-
lated to overthrow even the chance of Strafford, disap-
pointed of his first affection, turning to her who loved
him so deeply, and repaying her for her conduct to-
wars Edith and himself by his hand. A lingering
hope, a vestige of her former feelings and purposes,
crossed her mind as she was about to speak words that
were calculated to confirm his love for Edith, and ren-
der it unchangeable, and she paused; but the next mo-
moment she thought, "I must teach myself to speak such
things, let them cost me what they may;" and she ad-
ded, "Of one thing I can certainly assure you, Strafford,
that although the obstacles between you and Edith may
prove irremediable; though she may never feel herself
justified in giving you her hand, it will be given to none
other, Strafford; and the end of her being will see her
heart your own. We women can feel such things!"

"Ay, and men too!" replied Strafford. "It is a poor
and vulgar philosophy, dear Lady Mallory, which teach-
es that man cannot love as truly and permanently as
woman. There may be fewer instances, but there are
many to prove the fact. There are fewer, because the
temptation to forget the first strong, overpowering pas-
sion of our being are more frequent with men than with
women. Other passions naturally try to unseat from
the heart's throne any dominant power which tramples
them beneath its feet, especially when its sway has
been unhappy. The busy scenes which men pass
through give to those other passions—ambition, avar-
ence, the love of fame, and many others—every oppor-
tunity of dethroning love, if love be in himself not strong
and firm. The daily passing of manifold occurrences—
business, pleasure, danger, strife, and all the many mem-
ories attached to them—strive to efface, by the crossing
of new lines, the impressions of early years; but the
diamond can neither be scratched nor sullied; and if
the heart be of a baser stone, it may, and will, lose the
image that it bore: but if it be like that jewel, firm, and clear; and pure, it will retain unchanged that which has been once engraved upon it. I feel sure as that I live that the memory of Edith Forrest will never pass from my heart; that my love for her may go out with the flame of life, but never, never till then. But tell me, dear lady," he continued, after a pause, "tell me, did Edith know that you were coming hither to-night? did she send me any message?"

"Alas! no, Strafford!" answered Lady Mallory; "Edith, I grieve to say, is far from well in health of mind or body. She was not in a fit state for me to mention my intention, or even to speak of you, Strafford, though I have been with her almost the whole day."

"But, ill, ill, did you say, dear lady?" demanded Strafford, eagerly; "oh tell me! not seriously ill?"

"You have stronger frames than we have," answered Lady Mallory, "and know not how soon, how easily affliction and disappointment overthrow the firmest and most resolute of us all. Edith, I grieve to say, is ill, Strafford, and, for the time, seriously ill; but as her illness is solely springing from the mind, I trust that it will not be of long duration."

"Could I not see her?" cried Strafford; "could I not comfort her? could I not give her some consolation by the deep, deep, unchanging love which is in my heart towards her, dear Lady Mallory?"

"I fear not," replied the lady; "I fear that, on the contrary, the sight of you would agitate her to a dangerous degree; indeed, Strafford, you must not think of it. Her interview with you this morning; the agony she felt at telling you the fatal impediment that had arisen; the deep and bitter disappointment of her own affection; the pain she saw that she inflicted on you; all this has caused her illness; and the only things that will cure it are perfect quiet, time, and repose; the grief will remain, but the body will habituate itself to support it."

"But only once! only for a few minutes!" said Strafford.

"Do you think, Stafford, that she could see you in her chamber without emotion?" demanded Lady Mallory.

"No," he replied, sorrowfully, "oh no!"
“And that emotion might kill her,” added the lady. “Then it were most selfish in me, even to relieve my mind from what I now suffer,” replied Strafford, “to attempt to see her. But, Lady Mallory, dear, dear Lady Mallory,” he continued, “tell her, whenever you have an opportunity, tell her how deeply, how truly I do love her; and oh, give her that inducement to struggle against her feelings and to preserve her life, if not for me, at least for my sake.”

It was dusk, it was nearly dark; and Lady Mallory suffered the quiet tears to fill her beautiful eyes. She yielded no farther, however, and replied, after the pause of a moment or two to render herself sure of the firmness of her voice, “She need not be told, Strafford, how you love her; and I will do what I can to assuage your anguish also; for I will contrive that every evening, about this hour, if you will be somewhere on this side of the park, you shall have information of how she is proceeding. I have some one that I can trust to send to you.”

“Oh, cannot you sometimes come yourself?” demanded Strafford.

“No,” she replied; “no, I think not! Nothing but the impossibility of seeing you or speaking with you in any other manner, should have induced me to come hither now; and I almost regretted the promise as soon as the words were out of my mouth. But I must not repeat it.”

“Oh, but, dear Lady Mallory,” replied Strafford, “you can tell me so much more than any common servant. Your society itself is a consolation to me; but that, of course, I could not ask, were it not under these circumstances, when I can get no just account of Edith’s illness but from you.”

Oh, our good resolutions! how they are shaken and plucked at by circumstances; how a single accidental word will sometimes bend them; how a tone, a look, will sometimes overthrow them altogether! Strafford’s words made the heart of Lady Mallory thrill and her frame tremble; but she kept her determination firmly. "Have some consideration, oh have some consideration, Strafford," she said, "for me and for my situation. I must not trifle with the fair fame of my life, Strafford; and though I may consider you as a brother, a younger brother, still others will not do so. To meet
you here once in the dusk of the evening may, perhaps, be justified by circumstances; I think it is; but were I to do so more than once, I should much blame myself, unless any of those absolute necessities which justify altogether our braving the world's opinion, and contemning the idle malice of the great mass of human beings, were to render that right which would now be wrong. You would not wish, I know, Strafford, to give your friend pain or to do her an injury, and therefore—"

"God forbid! God forbid!" cried Strafford. "Say no more, dear Lady Mallory. I have been wrong, and selfish in this too. But so far let me be selfish a moment longer; take one turn back with me, and tell me how this illness affects my poor Edith. Let me know what she feels, what she suffers."

Lady Mallory did as he asked her, taking her way back with him towards the dells, but by a path which was common and frequented from one of the lodges to the hall. As she went she told him all that she knew of the circumstances of Edith's illness, softening, perhaps, a little, some of the worst symptoms, in order not to inflict more pain than necessary, but rendering her account, upon the whole, candid and true. That account, however, was quite sufficient to alarm and agitate Strafford very much; but Lady Mallory endeavoured, and endeavoured not without success, to calm him, and to turn his mind to other things. After having fully satisfied him, she would not speak more of Edith; and as he once more turned with her, she insisted upon his speaking of himself; on his telling her his hopes, his plans, and his prospects, and what was the line of defence that he intended to adopt.

"The simple truth," replied Strafford, "is all I have to tell; that I was riding home after calling upon you; that I heard the screams of a woman, and, galloping up, found a young libertine, with the aid of two mercenary scoundrels, forcing poor Lucy Williams away from her home."

"Under the pretence of arresting her for debt, I understand," replied Lady Mallory.

"That I did not know," answered Strafford; "but it only makes an aggravation of the crime, for the hour was as unlawful for that purpose as the pretence was false. However, after freeing her from them, my story goes, as you well know, that I found the man Meakes,
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who, though decidedly mad upon the subject of poaching, is in all other respects as good a creature as ever lived; that he besought me to assist him in apprehending, on the spot, the principal perpetrator of the outrage upon his niece; that I overtook the man in time to prevent him from mounting his horse and riding away; that he drew his sword upon me, struck me, and forced me to defend myself, when he unfortunately came by his death from my hand. His infamous conduct can be proved with ease, by Lucy, by Meakes, and the men who were with him: and though his servant may swear to what falsehood he likes, which I understand he has already done, depend upon it he will be easily led to contradict himself as to the circumstances; and it can be proved, also, that I never attempted to conceal the deed, or to quit the body, or to fly from the spot. For myself, I entertain no fear at all, and am only anxious to escape the long imprisonment to which I should be subjected if I were now to surrender myself. Meakes, who is one of the principal witnesses, is already informed that you will not proceed against him in this business of the poaching; but, whether it were so or not, he would, I am sure, appear at any risk to give evidence in my favour. But, now that I remember it, let me tell you, that, strange as it may seem, Meakes himself has given me a message for you."

"Indeed," said Lady Mallory; "I suppose referring to this deer-stealing business; but the truth is, Strafford, I never believed him guilty. All the statements were shown to me some time ago, and I did not find one word in them to prove that the man had really any share in taking the deer. But, even if he had, I still say, Heaven forbid that I should persecute him."

"No, indeed," replied Strafford, "it refers not in the slightest degree to that affair, but to something that he has to do with Mr. Forrest, the particulars of which I am not aware of. It seems that he knew him in former days; but, by-the-way, I believe I ought not to have mentioned that."

"Oh! it is quite safe with me," replied Lady Mallory; "I will say nothing of it to any one. But what is the message, Strafford?"

"It is this," replied Strafford. "His humble duty to you—I give his own words—and he would feel greatly
obliged if you could get Mr. Forrest to come down to see him anywhere in the extent of the chase. Where I have seen him is in the immediate neighbourhood of the boundary between the Mallory estates and those of Stalbrooke. He says you may let Mr. Forrest know that he wants to see him, and has some information to give him."

"Do you think he can be trusted, Strafford?" demanded Lady Mallory; "I know that my cousin Ferdinand is inclined to pursue you with the most vindictive malice; that he would give great sums, I believe, to remove any of the witnesses whose evidence might benefit you. Do you think that this man is not to be bribed?"

"As little as I am," replied Strafford: "you may give his message safely, dear Lady Mallory. He is shrewd, clear-headed, honest, and warm-hearted, though in pursuit of his purpose he will make use of any strange device that may come into his head. He seems to attach very great importance indeed to this interview with Mr. Forrest, and I should strongly be inclined to take every means of obtaining it for him."

"I do not know well how to do it," replied Lady Mallory, "for the very mention of the man's name, between me and my cousin, may bring on again painful and disagreeable discussions, which have already nearly ended in our total estrangement from each other. Hark!" she cried, "there is a horse's foot. I must leave you, Strafford, I must leave you."

"It is too near us, dear Lady Mallory," replied Strafford, in a low, quick voice; "do not be agitated. Better that we should walk on together towards the house, at all risks to me, than that you should be seen suddenly parting from me on the approach of any one. Be calm, dear Lady Mallory."

"Oh yes! I am calm," she replied; "I am always calm when my resolution is taken."

They walked on slowly, then, towards the house, while the horse's feet gained upon them rapidly. As it was coming on the side of Lady Mallory, Strafford calmly and deliberately placed her on the other side, and gave her his arm; but the horseman turned round to look as he passed, then drew up his beast and dismounted, and, much to the mortification and annoyance of Lady Mallory, the portly figure and keen vulgar face
of Mr. Waters presented itself, as he walked up with a simpering look of somewhat arch meaning, and made a low bow to the lady of the domain, bowing also to Strafford, who returned it haughtily, and continued in profound silence. Lady Mallory also raised her head with graceful haughtiness; but Mr. Waters was not either sufficiently of a gentleman by habit, or a man of feeling by nature, to know what to do under such circumstances, and he exclaimed,

"Dear me, Lady Mallory, I did not think to see your ladyship out at this time of night. I declare, at first, I thought it was some people poaching, and I rode this way on purpose to see; but then, when I found it was a man and a woman—a gentleman and lady, I mean—I thought—but it's no matter what I thought either—only I hope your ladyship is well."

"Quite well, sir," replied Lady Mallory, gravely; "but only busy in conversation of importance."

The tone she spoke in was so decided as not to admit of mistake, and Mr. Waters was hesitating, embarrassed as to how he should get away and take his leave, when she suddenly seemed to recollect herself and said, "Yet stop a minute, Mr. Waters; you may as well inform me what is your business at the house; I suppose it refers to me."

"Oh no, my lady," replied Mr. Waters; "I was going to see poor Mr. Forrest, to tell him all about the arrangements for the funeral, and—and to tell him—"

"And to tell him what, Mr. Waters?" demanded Lady Mallory.

"That I have been obliged by your ladyship's orders," said Mr. Waters, forced to speak clearly, "to take steps for putting an end to the prosecution against Meakes and his companions."

"I hope, Mr. Waters," said Lady Mallory, "that the steps have actually been taken."

"Oh yes, my lady," replied Mr. Waters, "as I always wish to do particularly, I obeyed your orders immediately. I have a regular notice to Meakes in my pocket, that your ladyship desists from the prosecution, on consideration of his giving five shillings to the poor of the parish. After that you could not prosecute him even if you would, my lady."

"Give me the paper, Mr. Waters," replied Lady Mallory; "and you will be so good as to remember that
Captain Strafford does not wish it to be known that he is in this part of the country; and that my agent, having accidentally discovered that he is so, must not betray the fact to any one."

"Oh dear no, Lady Mallory," replied Mr. Waters; "you cannot suppose me capable of doing such a thing, knowing, as I now do, your ladyship's wishes—and your feelings," he added, with a little spice of malice, which Lady Mallory could not help feeling, and somewhat shrinking from. "Now that I know your ladyship's wishes and your feelings, I should not think for a moment of mentioning to any living soul that I have seen either you or Captain Strafford here."

But Lady Mallory, though galled, was too wise to allow him to have any secret of hers to keep, and she replied at once, "With regard to Captain Strafford, Mr. Waters, you will, of course, hold your tongue; for as I wished to speak with him on matters of importance, and found means to communicate to him that I did so, he has trusted himself here upon my word. As to me, should you find it necessary, you may mention to anybody you please that I am out here walking with a gentleman. But don't mention Captain Strafford's name, that is all; and tell Mr. Forrest, if he wants to speak with me, that I shall take another turn, and then come home."

"Perhaps I had better not mention it at all, my lady," replied Mr. Waters, puzzled and confounded by Lady Mallory's coolness; "for I might be asked who was the gentleman, and then I should be puzzled what to say."

"True," replied the lady, "true; perhaps you had better not. Oh, this is the paper about Meakes," she continued, looking at one the lawyer now handed her. "But, let me see, I had something else to say to you, I think, Mr. Waters. You don't go back by the Chase, I imagine."

"No, my lady," replied Waters. "But I could do so if your ladyship liked it."

"It does not matter, it does not matter," answered Lady Mallory; "I only thought you might have given this paper to Meakes yourself, for he is lying down there in the woods, I understand, close by the boundary between Mallory Chase and Stalbrooke. But never mind; there will be somebody up at the Hall from him to-night, I have no doubt, and I will send the paper
down by them. Somebody will come up, I am sure; for it seems he wants to see Mr. Forrest about something, I don't know what. But I must tell the people at the house to let any one he sends up know that Mr. Forrest is too ill to go out."

"Had not I better let Mr. Forrest know first, my lady?" demanded Waters. "Mr. Forrest talks of going out on Monday to the funeral."

"Oh! you may tell him if you like," replied Lady Mallory. "I should have told him myself if I had seen him. But, however, I will send this paper; so good-night, Mr. Waters;" and, turning in another direction, Lady Mallory suffered Mr. Waters to mount his horse and proceed towards the house, saying to himself, as he did so, with considerable trepidation of heart, "I must take care what I am about! It's all settled between them, that's clear. The next thing I shall have to draw will be the marriage settlements. I am very glad I have found it out. I hope I haven't got into a scrape already. But I'll find means to be civil to him. Bless my soul, he'll be worth a thousand such Forreests! Bless my soul, what luck some men have! Stalbrooke and Mallory too! There will not be such a fortune in Europe. But I'll go and explain matters to Sir Andrew to-morrow, and put him up to everything about the business of this trial."

Lady Mallory walked on for about a hundred yards after Waters had left them, steadily and composedly; but she then paused and pressed her hand upon her heart, as if to stop its beatings.

"Do you forgive me, dear Lady Mallory," said Strafford; "do you forgive me for keeping you here so long as to expose you to this pain and annoyance?"

"Oh, it was not your fault, Strafford," said Lady Mallory; "but this must justify me in your eyes, Strafford, I am sure, for not seeing you again in this manner, even to tell you how Edith is."

"Fully, fully," replied Strafford; "and I have only to thank you, dear Lady Mallory, for your very, very great kindness in seeing me thus at all."

"Well, then, now I will leave you, Strafford," said Lady Mallory, and she gave him her hand.

Strafford took it affectionately and respectfully, and gazed for a moment in her face, while the large round edge of the yellow moon, just rising above the dark purple lines of the distant landscape, poured a pale light,
as if of another and more spiritual world, upon the lovely features of her with whom he stood.

The countenance of Lady Mallory was very, very sad; but it was full of noble thoughts, deep feelings, pure determinations; and when he had bidden her adieu and turned his steps away, Strafford passed on, musing deeply, and with his heart filled with many sad misgivings for the happiness of one so bright, so beautiful, so amiable.

CHAPTER XII.

On the arrival of Waters at the house of Lady Mallory, he at once asked for Mr. Forrest; and the servant, not knowing whether that gentleman had or had not retired to rest, left the lawyer in an empty room while he went to make inquiries. Waters had thus some time to think over what had just passed, in order to shape his conduct accordingly; but the circumstances were new and difficult. He loved not to let a good and promising client, with a good and promising cause, do what he called, slip through his fingers; and, with the shrewd cunning which the lower branches of his profession so frequently gives, he well knew that, in just the proportion that a client’s passions are engaged, so is he likely to plunge himself into needless expense, and into acts that may bring on proceedings all profitable to the legal adviser. He thus felt perfectly sure of extracting a very considerable sum from the proceedings of Mr. Forrest; but all this was, of course, a mere nothing when compared with the actual agency of Lady Mallory; and as dust in the balance indeed, when compared with the prospective agency of the united estates of Mallory and Stalbrooke. These were the contending subjects of consideration, and he only thought how to reconcile the three counteracting causes as to keep Lady Mallory, not to leave Mr. Forrest, and yet to gain Ralph Strafford and Sir Andrew Stalbrooke.

A little hypocrisy, a good deal of impudence, falsehood unbounded, and pertinacity not to be rebuffed, will almost always, in this good world, carry through for a
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certain time, and sometimes even to the end of life, the selfish purposes of an unblushing rogue; and as of all these qualities Mr. Waters knew himself to be competently possessed, he did what a more modest scoundrel would not have ventured to do, and fully resolved upon reconciling opposite and incompatible things.

His first design, then, was to deal with Mr. Forrest, with a view of persuading him that, even while engaged in an ostentatious manner in giving every aid and support to Ralph Strafford, he was still eager and zealous to gratify the former gentleman's revenge.

"I must give him some proof that I am serving his interests," thought Mr. Waters, "even while I tell him that Lady Mallory compels me to act apparently against his wishes. But that I can easily do. In the first place, there is this business of Meakes's to communicate to him; and, in the next place, while I am denying that I know anything about this Captain Strafford's abode, so that he can't tell anybody that I said I had seen him, I can give the old gentleman such a hint as will enable him to pounce upon him at once. The least hint will make him do it, I know; and then let me have once my young gentleman tight in the prison at Lallington, and I'll work upon him, and coax him, and assist him, and advise him, till he thinks me the finest fellow that ever lived."

Part of this soliloquy took place almost aloud, while he was waiting for the servant's return; part was half muttered on the staircase, as he mounted towards Mr. Forrest's room; and the whole had so far passed from mere thought into the organs of enunciation, that the low, half-spoken words were eeked out with nods, and smiles, and shrugs of the fat shoulders, making the servant turn round and think the agent mad. The latter part, indeed, was restrained to the simple process of thinking, as he entered the room in which Mr. Forrest was sitting up in his chair.

Mr. Forrest's salutation was not of the most cordial kind; for he was one of those men who trample on all things that may be trampled upon.

"What brings you here, sir, at this time of night?" he said; "I certainly didn't expect you at this hour."

"I am delighted to see you so much better, my dear sir," replied Waters, smothering the question. "You are really quite revived; upon my word, you look as well as ever."
"How do you know how I ever look, sir?" demanded Mr. Forrest. "I may usually be as florid as a milk-maid, or an old London harridan in her bought complexion and borrowed diamonds on a court birthnight, for aught you know to the contrary. However, I am better, stronger, more vigorous. And now, sir, to business."

"I did not come here, sir, till the last thing," said Mr. Waters, "because Lady Mallory had strictly commanded me—and I, as her agent, you know, must obey—had strictly commanded me, I say, to take measures for stopping the prosecution of Meakes, and for notifying him that it was stopped. Till the last moment I was in hopes of hearing from you, as you thought you could persuade her to alter her mind."

"She is as obstinate as a mule," replied Forrest, adding a low-muttered curse. "But cannot you devise means of delaying this?"

"My dear sir, it is done," replied Mr. Waters; "I was forced to do it, because—"

"Done, sir, done?" exclaimed Mr. Forrest; "done without consulting me?"

"But, my dear sir, only hear me out, and you will not be so angry," replied the lawyer. "I was forced to do it, because Lady Mallory told me that, if it were not done this night, I should not be her agent on Monday morning."

The lip of Mr. Forrest curled with a bitter sneer; for it is wonderful how contemptible our own vices are in our eyes when we see them in other people. There were few passions more strong in his bosom than that small, mean vice, the thirst of acquisition; and yet, when Mr. Waters put forth, as the cause of what he had done, the fear of losing his chief source of wealth, Mr. Forrest laughed with a contemptuous and bitter scoff; but the lawyer continued unabashed.

"The evil done, sir," he said, "is not so great as you imagine. I have something to tell you which may produce the end you seek for just as well as if the prosecution had gone on against Meakes. It may cost you a little more, but you will not mind that."

"I am not so sure of it, sir," replied Mr. Forrest; "why should I be called upon to pay largely for what might have been obtained for little? But never mind; go on; tell me what is this information you have to give me."
"Indeed, my dear sir," said Waters, resolved to see what a little spirit would do upon the occasion, "you do not seem to consider all the trouble that I have taken in arranging this business, and gaining for you information which you might not otherwise have obtained. What I have to tell you is that I know where Meakes is to be found; that he has information to give you; and that he wishes to see you. Indeed, he sent a message to that effect; but that message would never have reached you if it had not been for me, I can tell you."

"Indeed!" exclaimed Mr. Forrest, thoughtfully; "know you what he wants with me? Meakes—Meakes! Know you what he wants with me?"

"Oh yes," replied Mr. Waters, without the slightest hesitation in the world. "He knows very well that you want him out of the way for a while, and, of course, he wishes to make his bargain; a hundred pounds or so wouldn't come amiss to Master Meakes, who has his expensive habits, I hear."

"Why not go to him to-night," demanded Forrest, "and see what he will take? Offer him anything in reason, and let me hear to-morrow."

"Oh, it must be you yourself, my dear sir," replied Waters; "it would never do for me to go."

"And, pray, why not, sir?" demanded Mr. Forrest, fixing on him a sharp, severe eye. "Why should I go rather than you? Am I fit to go out into the cold night-sir?"

"Oh, no, my dear sir," replied Waters; "but Monday, or Tuesday, or any day will do, when you are better. I could not go, because, in the first place, it would be quite unprofessional; and, in the next place, it is you he wants to see. He would not open himself to me, a lawyer. But, above all, Lady Mallory has strictly forbidden me to take any ostensible or remarkable share in this business; and were she or any one else to hear that I had been dealing with Meakes to evade giving evidence, she would not only dismiss me from her agency, but have me struck off the roll of attorneys."

Mr. Forrest rose from off his seat and walked twice across the room; then sitting down again, he fixed his eyes upon Waters, saying, "Am I to understand, sir, that you no longer intend to act as my solicitor in this business?"

"Oh, dear, no, Mr. Forrest," replied Mr. Waters; "I
did not say that. I shall be very happy, indeed, on the contrary, to act as your solicitor in all professional matters, and nobody can say anything against that. Then I shall be happy to do all those little extra things in the business which can be done sub rosa, and which I flatter myself there is not a man in England, can do better than myself. But you see, in this instance, my dear sir, it is not a thing either professional or which I could very well be sure of concealing. Now all the business which I am undertaking to manage with the sheriff will never go farther; and if it did, no harm could be done; for suppose, when he's talking over the grand jury list, he were to say to me, 'Waters, here's farmer Miles, a man of substance in the hundred, a freeholder, and so forth, shall we prick him?' Then I can say to him, 'Why, he's a pig-headed fellow, Mr. Sheriff. Better have him on a grand jury than a petty jury, certainly; for he would starve all his fellows out: but better have him on neither, I think.' Then, if he were to say to me, 'Here is Castle Ball?' I might say, 'Bless me, sir, you would never have him on a jury, when he's going to be married to that girl Lucy Williams,' and so forth. All that I can manage easily, Mr. Forrest; but for the other—"

"I see, I see," replied Mr. Forrest; "the other I will undertake myself. I trust, on Monday evening, I shall be well enough to do it. But, in the mean time, let me know where this man Meakes is to be found."

"I know where he is at present," replied Waters. "But it is a question if he will remain there after he knows that the prosecution is stopped. However, your best way will be to make somebody show you up what is called the Plague road, and the first house that you come to on the common is Meakes's. If you should not find him there, call for his little labouring boy; tell him to show you the way to the boundary between Mallory Chase and Stalbrooke, whereabouts Meakes now is. But you had better let him know—for he's a cunning little dog—that it is his master wants to see you, for fear he should choose not to find him."

"I understand, I understand," replied Mr. Forrest; "though your account is not very clear, yet do not fear that I will not find him."

"I think," replied Mr. Waters, "that somebody else might be found too, as well as Meakes, if one were to
take great pains." And he looked with sly and grinning significance into Mr. Forrest's face.

"Who do you mean, sir! who do you mean?" demanded the other, eagerly.

"Why, if I must say who I mean," replied the lawyer, "I mean Captain Strafford."

Mr. Forrest gazed upon him with a dark, inquiring look, but without speaking a word; and Waters went on: "You see, Mr. Forrest, that this is a business in which I must not take a single step myself; for although there are one or two things—ay, and something which happened this very night—that make it not quite so agreeable for Lady Mallory as she thinks, to dismiss me when she chooses; yet, you see, her ladyship's feelings being very much interested in this business, I do not like, I do not choose, I cannot very well do anything to hurt or to offend her. Yet, if I were altogether a free agent—"

"You seem to me, Mr. Waters," said Forrest, with a malignant sneer at the bitter jest which he could not miss, "you seem to me anything but a free agent; the slave agent, I should say, of this fair and imperious dame."

Mr. Waters never took offence, except with persons from whom he expected nothing. "I am indeed, Mr. Forrest," he said, "as you say, her beautiful ladyship's most devoted slave and humble servant; but, however that may be, of course I do not choose to offend her; but, as I was saying, I think, if I were a free agent, I could have Captain Strafford in Lallington jail before three days were over."

"Indeed!" said Mr. Forrest, eagerly, and for the first time in his life, perhaps, repenting that he had said a bitter thing, but only repenting for fear of his having done so should throw some impediment in the way of his purposes. "Indeed, Mr. Waters! I would give not a little to see that done; for then a part of his punishment were sure. Oh, and to brand him as a felon and a murderer! That were a satisfaction indeed. But how, sir, how is this to be accomplished? How is he to be taken?"

"Ay, my dear sir, that is precisely what I must not say," replied Waters; "I must not tell you that directly—"

"On my soul! on my life!" interrupted Mr. Forrest,
vehemently, "not one word shall ever pass my lips. Tell me only how I ought to act; what I ought to do; all the responsibilities shall rest upon myself."

"Well, my dear sir, let me see if you are good at taking a hint," said Waters. "But remember that I must speak in ambiguous language; yet, at the same time, I am very sure of what I say. It is proved that Captain Strafford quitted his uncle's chaise without changing horses on the London road. It is pretty clear that he turned in this direction. Now, Mr. Forrest, as it is likewise pretty clear to all of us that there is a certain fair lady very much in love with him, and he with her naturally, for who could help it? All this being the case, I say it is not any unreasonable stretch of imagination to suppose that the lover would linger about her house. Now, putting the case that I—as you might do—wanted to cause the arrest of such a person, how should I act? Why, as a matter of course, I would write a note to the coroner, telling him that I had good reason to believe—mind, Mr. Forrest, I don't tell you that I've ever seen Captain Strafford here—I would write a note to the coroner, telling him that I had good reason to believe that the person we speak of is lingering about such and such parts of the country, and begging him to take the necessary measures for his immediate apprehension. A felon, you know, can be apprehended by night as well as by day; and he is more likely to approach near houses, and all that, towards dusk. Do you understand me?"

"Perfectly," answered Mr. Forrest, "perfectly, and it shall be done directly."

"You know I have told you nothing, Mr. Forrest," said Waters; "I have only said how I would act under certain circumstances."

"Exactly, exactly," answered Mr. Forrest; "and be you sure that I will take it all upon myself. Your conclusions are natural and just, even if you do not possess any other sources of information. So we will speak no more about it. The thing shall be instantly done. And now, Mr. Waters, if we have anything more to say, let us say it quickly, for the doctor strongly advises rest and quiet, and of neither have I had very much lately."

A few more matters of no particular interest were then discussed, and the lawyer took his leave. As
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soon as he was gone, and Mr. Forrest saw the door close upon him, he set his teeth hard, muttering to himself, "That is a scoundrel, and betrays me; but he shall find that I can do without him, ay, and punish him too, if I find him treacherous. I must see this man, this Meakes, myself; and yet—"

But he left his sentence unfinished; and, walking up to a large looking-glass, gazed upon it in silence for a minute or two, holding up one of the lights to his own countenance. He ended by a dark and painful smile; and then saying, "No, no! Not my own brother!" he set down the light and rang for his own servant.

"I must sleep to-night," he said, "I must sleep to-night;" and then added, as soon as the man appeared, "Bring me those opium pills; give me two of them."

"But, sir," said the servant, "the surgeon—"

"Give me two of them, I say," interrupted Mr. Forrest, hastily; and, taking them from the man, he swallowed them deliberately, and, entering his bedroom, retired to rest. The operation of the medicine was speedy; and, notwithstanding the irritation of his wounded frame and agitated mind, scarcely ten minutes had elapsed ere he was sound asleep.

It may be now thought necessary to pause for a moment, in order to describe the appearance of Mr. Forrest's room at the moment of which we speak. It was a large, handsome bedchamber, fitted up in the most modern taste of that day, and with windows looking to the south and to the west. On the northern side was placed the large four-post bed, with its hangings of green and gold; and on the eastern side were two doors, the one communicating with the dressing-room, the other with the sitting-room we have mentioned. Through the dressing-room lay the way to the servant's room, and a bell at the bedhead communicated therewith. A dressing-table, which was used by Mr. Forrest to save him the trouble of going into the dressing-room, was placed between two windows on the south side of the room; and on it now stood a nightlamp and two large, square inlaid cases, the one apparently a dressing-case, the other a writing-desk. The key was in the dressing-case, the writing-desk was closed.

Such was the appearance of the room after Mr. Forrest had gone to bed and the servant had retired; and its stillness remained undisturbed for an hour or two.
At the end of that period, however, the effect of the opium began to wear off; Mr. Forrest's sleep became disturbed; he tossed to and fro in bed; and at length, in a sort of half delirious state, opened his eyes and gazed out towards the dressing-table. He saw as he did so, or thought he saw, the figure of a woman standing by it. She was dressed in many-coloured clothing, with a handkerchief of bright red and yellow over her head; and a thrill of dismay spread through Mr. Forrest's bosom as he saw her, which for a moment made him shake in every limb.

"'Tis come again," he said, "the vision come again; but now, as last I saw her, in reality;" and impressed with the idea that it was but a delirious vision, he turned his eyes upon the pillow and tried to shut out the sight. As he lay, however, he became convinced that he was waking, not sleeping; and, though somewhat stupefied and bewildered with the opium, he could detect in himself no other feeling of delirium. He seemed in every respect perfectly conscious, perfectly reasonable; and he was asking himself, "Can there really be anybody there?" when a noise made with the keys, as it seemed to him, caused him to start up and gaze in the direction of the dressing-table once more. The figure turned its face full upon him as he did so; and once more, with all the terrors of an evil conscience, Mr. Forrest sunk down appalled: there was a brief fiery struggle in his mind, however.

"This is a dream, a vision," he said to himself rapidly, "or else some one is tampering with my private papers. In either case, I must conquer this weakness:" and, springing forth from his bed, he turned towards the table. There was nobody there; the shadow, if shadow it had been, was gone, and the room was vacant of every other tenant but himself.

Not satisfied still, he approached the dressing-table, and, though everything seemed as he had left it, he was not content till he had removed from his dressing-case two small trays, and lifted up a covering which concealed the lower part of the dressing-case. He smiled well pleased as he did so; and taking out a small case of polished steel, with a lock almost as large as the case itself, which in fact, in shape and size, resembled a small book, he gazed at it by the lamplight for a moment or two, satisfied himself that it was still locked, and then
replaced it in the dressing-case. The other trays were placed above it; and, locking the case altogether, he turned once more to his bed.

"It must have been the effect of the opium," he said: "I have heard that it produces such visions and idle fancies;" and, turning to his pillow, slept more soundly than before.

CHAPTER XIII.

A funeral in a country town is always a melancholy thing, much more so than in the midst of a great city, where the multitude of living, instead of offering, as might be supposed, a strange and startling contrast to the procession of the dead, seems to carry away all thought of mortality upon the tide of animation, and the only fitting and seasonable observation is, "Lo! another drop of water gone from the ocean." Almost every circumstance is to man, in general, very little impressive, except by its associations, which are the channels whereby the events that occur to others apply themselves to our own hearts; and the general moral that we all must die, is the only one suggested by the sight of death in a large city. But in a village, or hamlet, or small neighbourhood, a funeral has, in general, a thousand associating ties with the mind of every one who beholds it, bringing it near both to feeling and generous, and to selfish hearts. One man, when he sees his companion borne to the grave, thinks of the boyish days of happiness which he has spent with him, and looks back upon the past with regret. Another mourns him, cut off early before his family are provided for, leaving a widow or parents behind. Another thinks, "He was my schoolfellow, and he is gone; it may be my turn next." So each reads his comment in turn; each feels an interest in the man he has personally known; and gloom and darkness for a time take possession of every heart.

But different, very far different, from all such ordinary sensations were the feelings of the people of the little village of Stalbrooke on the funeral of John For-
rest: his violent death, his abhorred character, the painful circumstances which had followed, affecting, in a deep and terrible manner, several persons universally beloved and admired, all gave a stern darkness to the brows of those who gazed upon the somewhat too pompous procession. There was no tear in any eye; there was no sorrow in any heart. Awe, and silence, and reverence, rather for death than for the dead, pervaded the villagers as the funeral passed on; and there was something in the aspect of all those around, which took anything that might have been soft and natural from the feelings of Mr. Forrest, and he himself passed on tearless, amid the unsympathizing spectators, concentrating all emotions into the deep and fiery thirst of revenge.

On the preceding Sunday, Sir Andrew Stalbrooke had appeared, as usual, at the head of his household in the parish church, and it was remarked that he had appeared in black. The castle, also, was shut up on the day of the funeral, and the windows of one of the lodges, by which the procession passed, were carefully closed. The baronet himself would, indeed, willingly have attended, and thought over it for half an hour two or three mornings before.

"There is no one but his uncle," thought Sir Andrew, "who mourns his death so much as, or more than, I do. But this man would not understand such feelings, and would take for an insult that which was meant as a kindness. I must abstain."

He said nothing; therefore, and the funeral took place on the Monday morning, attended by Mr. Forrest himself—far more recovered than might have been expected—by Mr. Waters, the magistrate from Lallington, and a large train of dependants and domestics from Mallory. When the awful and painful ceremony was over—and awful and painful it must ever be—the carriages proceeded along a part of the road together, and then separated, one of them conveying Mr. Waters back to Lallington, the other proceeding as if to return to Mallory.

We will pass over, however, the proceedings of Mr. Forrest for about an hour, those proceedings being directed to find out where our friend Meakes was to be met with, and, at the same time, to conceal, as far as possible, that he was thus employing the rest of a day,
the morning of which had been dedicated to so painful a task.

Running on before him, however, we will seat ourselves by the side of Meakes, and watch the approach of his visitor. The thoughts of the old soldier, though accustomed to death in all its forms, had been turned naturally, by what he had heard from the village, to the funeral of young Forrest, and he remained somewhat grave and thoughtful; not, indeed, in any concern for the dead, but from a feeling of sympathy towards Captain Strafford, whom he knew to be sitting in solitary gloom, thinking over the same event in the house of Castle Ball.

Not without some expectation that Mr. Forrest would visit him, Meakes had taken especial care that he should not be disappointed by not discovering the place of his abode. He had left orders with the boy at his own house to conduct anybody up to the wood who might wish to speak with him, and had, at the same time, planted the man Stoner at the edge of the road, as a sort of sentry, to give notice of a visitor's approach.

It may be matter of some surprise, perhaps, that Meakes, who had neither any cause for further concealment or any intention of hiding himself, should have thought fit to remain in the wood long after it was necessary. He had his own reasons for that which he did, however; and, to say the truth, he was never very sorry to have an excuse for what he termed taking to the bush: for old habits affected him still; and age, though it had given him the desire of possessing a house and a fixed domicil, had by no means added the wish to inhabit it. He had his dog with him, his gun, permission to amuse himself by taking game in any way he liked, and, at the same time, the pleasure of acting with some degree of concealment; so that he was, in fact, able to act amateur poacher to his heart's content.

At about half past four in the evening, then, after having done a little business in his own particular way in the morning, as he was sitting teaching his dog a variety of different tricks, which perhaps nobody but himself ever imposed upon the canine race, the whistle of his sentry gave notice that some one was approaching. The dog instantly crouched at his master's feet; Meakes put off altogether the frank and playful bearing which
he had assumed towards the beast, and prepared to encounter in Mr. Forrest a beast of a far more dangerous and subtle character.

His suspicions in regard to who the visitor was likely to be, proved to be correct; and a minute or two afterward Mr. Forrest himself appeared, preceded by the boy from the old soldier's own house.

"Here's a gentleman come inquiring after you, Master Meakes," said the boy; "and, as he seemed quite a gentleman, I thought I might bring him up."

Meakes stared in Mr. Forrest's face with a look of dull, unconscious inquiry, which certainly was not very promising to a person burdened with such an errand as that of his visitor. But it was satisfactory to Mr. Forrest in one respect; and, turning to the boy, he said, "That will do very well now, my boy, you may go."

"Stop a bit, stop a bit," cried Meakes; "let us hear first what it is you want with me, sir. I may have something for the boy to do."

"Your name is Meakes, I suppose," said Mr. Forrest.

"I don't mean to say it either is or is not," answered Meakes; "that's no matter, sir, here or there. I may be called Meakes in this county and Jones in the next. As to that, it's all the same to me what people call me. I'm like a dustman's dog that will answer to any name. Pray, sir, what is yours?"

"Of that I can satisfy you at once," answered his visitor. "My name is Forrest."

"Oh! that will do then," answered Meakes. "Boy, you may go. I only like, you see, sir, to know what leg I'm standing upon; for, as to the matter of that, I've been a good deal hunted up and down lately, and, like a partridge at the end of September, I take wing soon—wildish, sir, wildish—for one can't trust everybody in this world."

"No, certainly," replied Forrest, "that is out of the question. But I seek to do you no harm, my good friend; and, in fact, I understood that you wished to see me yourself. I was told so distinctly."

"Ay," answered Meakes, "I said something about it, I believe; but it was nothing very particular, sir."

"But I hope," answered Mr. Forrest, "that you have not given me the trouble of coming here for nothing. I can assure you, that if I hadn't had to come to you, I
should have been in bed at this moment, for I am very, very far from well."

"Well, that was kind of you, however," answered Meakes; "but you see, sir, the thing is this: I've got nothing to talk to you about now. When I said to different people that I longed to have a talk with you, I daily fancied that I was to be taken up and popped in prison, and prosecuted by Lady Mallory, and all that; and people told me that it was you set her on. But, since that, I've had a notice given me that she has stopped the prosecution, and if that's the case, I don't want to speak to anybody; for all I wanted with you, sir, was just to ask you to ask her to be quiet, and not to go on with the business at all, because I never had anything to do with shooting the buck. Now that's done, there's nothing more needful; thank you all the same, sir."

There was something in the perfect unconsciousness which Meakes affected, and the simplicity which he assumed for the occasion, which both put Mr. Forrest at fault, and piqued him all the more vehemently to go on. He was himself, on all ordinary occasions, as cautious as Meakes could be. But the old soldier had no such enemies in his own breast as strong passions to contend with, and the citadel of Mr. Forrest's bosom was but too often betrayed by the garrison. In the present instance, however, he was determined to act shrewdly and circumspectly; and finding that the whole burden of opening the business which brought him was cast upon himself, he longed for a little more time, that he might speak of it, as if accidentally, and not give his communication in any degree the appearance of haste or impatience.

"I am very tired," he said; "this unusual exertion has fatigued me immensely. Is there no place in the neighbourhood where I could repose myself and get some refreshment?"

"There isn't a tap within five miles," answered Meakes; "but pray sit down here, sir. Under the hut you'll find the bank as dry as a bone; and as for refreshment, I can give you a slice of bread, and perhaps a slice of a thing they call a hen turkey, and a horn of cold brandy and water. I could give it you hot in ten minutes. But I haven't boiled my kettle since the morning; and cold is best too, it doesn't hurt the liver. The
brandy is as good as ever was drank; genuine Nantz, I assure you."

Mr. Forrest profited by his offer, sat down under the bank; and Meakes, applying himself to his own peculiar cupboards in the bushes, soon presented his guest with a slice of very good bread, the wing of a pheasant, and a large horn filled with brandy and water. As Mr. Forrest consumed his provisions, various questions and answers, all apparently indifferent, but not so in reality, passed between him and Meakes; and never, perhaps, was there a difficult game more skilfully played on both parts. Meakes was by this time perfectly aware of Mr. Forrest's object in seeking him, and fully recollected his person, though so greatly changed since they met twenty years before; but yet he affected to have totally forgotten him, and to be perfectly unconscious of the object of his coming. Mr. Forrest, on the contrary, had no sooner seen the old soldier than he recollected him from various circumstances, and he was somewhat alarmed also lest Meakes should recollect him. At the same time he was burdened with a proposal of a very difficult and delicate nature to make, and he was therefore anxious to lead to it by any circuitous paths, while Meakes's cue was to force him to the most explicit explanation of his views and purposes, to drive him spontaneously to recall the circumstances of their former acquaintance, and avow himself as the person he had known under the name of Mason. The difficulty in accomplishing this was to lead him on to the matter by degrees, and yet to keep up that perfect appearance of ignorant unconsciousness which was absolutely required, in order to render the declarations and explanations full and satisfactory.

They thus sat, then, not unlike two dogs snuffling at each other's noses, and neither very sure whether the other will bite or play, till at length Mr. Forrest broached the subject of the death of him who had been buried that morning, and said boldly, "I think you were present when the unfortunate affair took place."

Meakes shook his head with solemn gravity. "Ay, sir, an unfortunate affair indeed," he said; "a fine young man he was, indeed, as ever I saw. We were great friends, he and I. Many a day's fishing have we had together, and we drew a badger together once. I
remember it well, when he was down upon the circuit; and he said my dog Bess—poor Bess that's dead now—he said, she stuck to the badger like Sergeant Persiflage to a prevaricating witness. It was a terrible thing, indeed, that; a terrible thing, indeed!"

"Why, I thought," said Mr. Forrest, looking up with some surprise, "I thought that you were much attached to Captain Strafford."

"Why, as to attached," answered Meakes, who was as great a master of the rigmarole as even Oliver Cromwell himself, "as to attached, you know, sir, that's as things may be. There's no saying much about what one doesn't understand. As to Captain Strafford, sir, Captain Strafford's a gentleman. There's no denying it, Captain Strafford's a gentleman; and all gentlemen are fond of hares, and partridges, and rabbits, and more especially pheasants, and such like; and so am I, for that matter; and you know, when two people like the same thing, whether it be a woman, sir, or a bird, there are apt to be disputes about it; not that I mean to say Captain Strafford's anything but a gentleman. That's what I set out with saying, Captain Strafford's a gentleman, sir; and though he may be a little strict about game, when I go up to give my evidence, I'll tell all the truth about him, and the truth is, he couldn't help himself. He was obliged to do what he did do; that's the plain truth, though the poor young man was a great friend of mine. He was your nephew, I think, sir, wasn't he?"

"Yes, he was," replied Mr. Forrest, still proceeding cautiously; "but I thought you were the uncle of the girl about whom this unfortunate dispute took place."

"Why, as far as that goes," answered Meakes, "you know, sir, an uncle can't help himself. He is an uncle, let him do what he will; and I am sorry for the poor girl too, though, to say the truth, her father and I were, what folks call, at daggers drawn. We have not seen each other for ten years or more, I dare say—no, not ten years either: it's just six years, come the Wednesday after Christmas. That makes no difference, however; right's right, and wrong's wrong, you know, sir."

"True," answered Mr. Forrest, deliberately, "true, it is so; but I wonder why, when your feelings are so contending, that you go up to give evidence at all."

Vol. II.—M
Mr. Forrest had now made his point without any very great abruptness or difficulty, though, it must be confessed, not without Meakes’s aid and assistance; for the worthy poacher saw that, unless he gave some facilities, the matter was likely to be drawn out to a great length. Meakes had now, however, his point to gain, and he answered, “Lord bless you, sir, they will make me go up; they all know well enough that I had a good deal to do with the business, and they’ll have me up to a certainty.”

“But are you a man to be made!” said Mr. Forrest, laying great stress upon the word made.

“Why, I’m not to be made,” answered Meakes, “if I see any strong reason against a thing. They can’t make me do what they like, like a black nigger slave. No, no, they can’t do that.”

“But what do you call a strong reason against doing a thing!” demanded Mr. Forrest. “Do you not think that in this case there might be strong reasons against your doing so!”

The game was now in Meakes’s hand, and those who have seen the art with which a conjuror forces one of his spectators to take what card he pleases out of the pack, which he offers to them with apparent indifference, may have some idea of the look and manner with which Meakes put forward the various different motives, each of which might be considered by him as a just cause for not being made to do what the law required.

“Why, there may be many strong reasons, sir,” he said; “it’s all as the case may be. Now, supposing it were to hurt myself, they shouldn’t make me say what they liked, not they; or if it were to injure my fortune—for I would have you know, sir, that I’m a man of property: I’ve got my own land within a hundred miles of this place. Then, if they asked me to speak in favour of any one that I dislike or had a hatred to, I could hold my tongue with the best of them, just as I saw a bull bitch, called ‘Whisker,’ keep her mouth shut upon the bull’s nose, though they cut off her four feet to make her let go. They should cut off my four feet and legs too, before they ever made me open my mouth to favour a man that I hated. Then, again, if my saying nothing could serve an old friend and comrade—that’s what I’d go through fire and water to do any time, and
they shouldn't make me speak if they took all the teeth out of my head to get my tongue loose. Why, I'll tell you something that happened to me when I was in India. I had got on to be a sergeant, and I dare say might have got a pair of colours soon; but, because I wouldn't say a word when they wanted me, about Tom Whitcombe, who had been an old comrade of mine in the 38th, they put me down into the ranks again; and it only made me hold my tongue the more. Lord bless you, sir, I could tell you a thousand other reasons that would make me back and bite like an otter for that matter: but it doesn't signify; it's all as the case may be."

This reply threw Mr. Forrest into a fit of meditation for a minute or two; and to judge of the skill with which Meakes had proceeded, we must examine for a moment the impressions which he had produced. In the first place, he had taught Mr. Forrest to believe, not that he had any enmity to Captain Strafford, but that he was perfectly indifferent to him; that some old grudge about game had neutralized in his own case that young gentleman's general popularity in the neighbourhood. Had he affected enmity towards Captain Strafford, Mr. Forrest might have fixed upon that as an inducement not to give evidence in his favour; but, by leaving the matter totally indifferent, Meakes forced him to find some other motive. He had also, in regard to Lucy, done away with the idea that he could be actuated by any personal regard for her, and enmity towards young Forrest, in the evidence he professed to give; and thus, having cleared away all motives and left himself perfectly free, he suggested, among the things and the only things which could induce him to refrain from giving evidence, those very circumstances of their former acquaintance which he wished Mr. Forrest to bring forward, and afford him a distinct proof of. That motive, too, he had dexterously put forth in such a light, as to feel almost perfectly sure that his companion would seize upon it in preference to any other. All this manoeuvring had seemed, as it really was, necessary to induce Mr. Forrest to recur to circumstances and times which Meakes justly believed he would rather keep in the background of his altered fortunes.

On his part, Mr. Forrest felt very great repugnance to claiming the comradeship with Meakes which the other
wished him to urge. Had he fancied, for one moment, that Meakes would recognise him, it is probable that he would not have ventured there, but would have attempted to conduct the business through some inferior agent. He was led on from step to step, however; and, strange to say, the perfect unconsciousness of who or what he was which Meakes affected, operated more than anything else in making him careless regarding concealments. Had he found that he was suspected, he might have endeavoured to increase his disguise, as a man stands on the defensive when he sees he is about to be attacked. Even as it was, he hesitated; and, not quite liking to take the step fully and at once, he replied, after some thought,

"I think I could give you one or two motives for keeping a little out of the way, and not giving your evidence upon this trial."

"Ay, indeed, sir!" exclaimed Meakes, staring him full in the face, as if in some surprise; "what may they be? For my own part, I don't care one way or another. I shall give evidence, if they make me; if they don't, I sha'n't trouble my head about it."

"Why, in the first place," said Mr. Forrest, "it's clear enough this Captain Strafford's your enemy about the game."

"He was, I know," said Meakes, looking at his companion with an inquiring and confiding air; "but he is not so now, sir, is he?"

"Undoubtedly," replied Mr. Forrest; "I have opportunities of knowing it."

"Humph!" said Meakes, shutting his teeth very naturally, and remaining silent for a minute or two, during which Mr. Forrest did not speak either, in order to let what he had said have full effect.

"It doesn't signify," continued Meakes, at length; "that sha'n't stop me from telling the truth about him; I won't be pitiful."

"But you must consider also," said Mr. Forrest, returning to the charge, "you must consider also, that here, a young gentleman whom you liked and had a great regard for, has been killed by a person that is doing you all manner of injury; and that you forget your friend so far as to go and help to get this man off, without any punishment whatever."

"No, no!" answered Meakes, "not without any pun-
ihsmment whatever. If he weren't likely to be hanged, I shouldn't so much mind."

"Oh, there is no chance of that," said Mr. Forrest; "one of the counts in the indictment is to be man-
slaughter, for that very reason."

"Ay, that does make a difference," replied Meakes; and he fell into a fit of thought, which, to the eyes of Mr. Forrest, appeared that state of uncertainty which one more cogent motive would at once determine in his favour. He therefore determined to strike the blow at once; and, assuming a familiar tone, he said,

"Come now, Meakes, I see you listen to reason; and I was sure you would, for I know more about you than you think. But, to settle all matters at once, I will tell you what. If you will agree to set off from this place in three days' time, and to take yourself, upon a little tour, out of the island till after this trial's over, you shall have a hundred pounds for your travelling expen-
ses, and you will, besides, lay the deepest obligation upon one of the oldest friends and comrades you have in the world."

"And who may that be?" demanded Meakes, staring in his face with a look of the utmost stupidity that he could force into a pair of as shrewd gray eyes as ever were seen upon the earth. "I would do anything in the world for an old comrade, money out of the ques-
tion; but I don't know any old comrade that cares two straws about this business."

"You are mistaken though," replied Mr. Forrest. "Do you remember, by any chance, when you were with the army in Germany, a Lieutenant Mason, in a corps they called the Austrian Rangers?"

"Ay, that I do well," answered Meakes; "I recollect him well, poor fellow, just as if I could see him before me now. He was a good bold fellow as ever lived; a desperate hand for a stag or a roebuck. I recollect him quite well. He was wildish, wildish, and not very rich; but he was a prince of a fellow. He and I have sat up many a night together. I remember shooting seven bucks with him one night by the light of the moon in the Bishop's Thier-garten, as it was called, at Osmar-
bruck, and we only got one of them after all. Ay, he was drowned, poor fellow, in crossing the Elbe. I re-
member hearing the news very well, and we were all very sorry for him. Did you know him, sir?"
"Better than most people," answered Mr. Forrest; "for I who am speaking to you am no other than Ferdinard Mason, as I was then called."

"You! you!" exclaimed Meakes, starting upon his feet with the best affected astonishment that ever was enacted; "you, sir! There may be a little likeness; but pooh, that's nonsense. Why, you are thirty years older than he was!"

"Twenty, Meakes, twenty," replied Mr. Forrest. "But so are you, Meakes, twenty years older than you were then, too; and though more like what you then were than I am to my former self, yet you are changed not a little also."

Meakes gazed at him earnestly for some time, and then said, in a low and considerate voice, "This is very strange! There is a bit of a likeness certainly, and the voice is like too, now I think of it; and you are about the same height, though, I should say, a trifle shorter: but that may be old age like. But if I thought that you were Ferdinard Mason, hang me if I know what I wouldn't do for you. But it's all nonsense! It's all nonsense! Why, you were drowned in the Elbe, I tell you."

"That I certainly was not," answered Mr. Forrest, "though I knew that such a report was spread at one time: but depend upon it that I am no other than that same Ferdinard Mason. I tell you so upon my honour, and I have no motive for deceiving you."

"Stop there, stop there!" cried Meakes. "Look you here, sir; I must be sharp. You see you tell me that you are the same, and you want me to do something that I'm not sure is quite right; but, for an old comrade like Mason, though he was an officer like, and I was nothing but a corporal, I would do anything, do you see. But I must be very sure what I'm about. You do look like him, now that I look at you nearer, that you do; and you've got a trick of half shutting one eye as he had; but yet it wouldn't do to be wrong, you know, sir; it wouldn't do to be wrong. And how can your name be Forrest and his name Mason? Have you got a letter with you with the name of Mason upon it?"

"Not here," replied Mr. Forrest; "but I have at the Hall, and can show it to you to-morrow, if you like."

"Let me see that, let me see that," replied Meakes,
“and I will be contented; and I declare, if you be Fer-
dinand Mason— Well, it don’t matter for that; there’s
no use talking; only show me the letter.”

“But how and when can I do that?” demanded Mr.
Forrest, now perfectly convinced that he had it in his
power to remove the evidence of Meakes from the trial
of Ralph Strafford.

“Why, I shall be here to-morrow,” said Meakes;
“for I shall lie out for a day or two, if it do not come
rainy weather. I want to be a little more sure about
Lady Mallory’s business before I go into my house; so,
if you like to come here, and tell me when you’ll come,
that I may not be out of the way, we’ll see about it.
There is a likeness; there’s a great likeness, certainly.
But I should say you are not so tall as he was by a good
inch.”

“You may depend upon it,” replied Mr. Forrest,
“that I am the same person: if it were not so, let me
ask you, how could I tell you all about him?”

“Oh, that might be too,” answered Meakes. “Peo-
ple might have told you, you know. But if you can
show me a letter, or get anybody to swear that you are
the same, I’ll believe it; and then I don’t much care
what I do.”

“It luckily happens,” answered Forrest, “that I can
show you two or three letters; but it might have hap-
pened otherwise. However, since such is the case that
you won’t believe me on my word, I will come here
to-morrow at three o’clock; and I can find my way by
myself.”

“Ay, sir, ay,” replied Meakes. “Don’t bring the boy,
because, you see, if I am to get out of the way for a
while, it’s as well that you shouldn’t know that you
came up here more than once.”

“True,” answered Mr. Forrest, “very true; and,
now that this is settled, I will wish you good-by. But
you will shake hands with me, Meakes?”

“Oh, that I will!” cried Meakes, holding out his hand.

“Pon my soul, I do believe you are Ferdinand Mason,
after all.”

And thus they parted, Meakes covering his eyes and
laughing with a low suppressed laugh as soon as Mr.
Forrest was gone, and Mr. Forrest proceeding in search
of the carriage which he had left in the road, and say-
ing to himself, “I have made sure of him! If this fel-
low, Waters, can but furnish me with even plausible proof that this Lucy Williams was the murderer's mistress, the business will be safe."

CHAPTER XIV.

As we have said, Sir Andrew Stalbrooke had caused the windows of his dwelling to be closed on the day of the funeral of John Forrest. He had, however, been led into a mistake in regard to the time at which the ceremony was to take place, by the fact of its having been changed the night before from a later hour to an earlier, in consequence of the improvement in Mr. Forrest's health.

It was not, then, till the hour of four, that the worthy knight of Stalbrooke set out on horseback from his gloomy mansion, and rode over at a rate of progression very different from his usual stately and sober pace towards the house of Lady Mallory. The two grooms who followed him wondered at the rate at which he went, and mutually declared that it was more like going after the captain than after his uncle. The effect was, however, that he reached Lady Mallory's house very soon, and was admitted to her drawing-room at once, although the house was, of course, shut up.

"What apology can I offer you, dear Lady Mallory," said Sir Andrew, "for coming hither this day! The only excuses are that I knew Mr. Forrest was absent at the funeral; that he might not be absent again for long; that I wish anxious to avoid any collision with him at the present moment from various circumstances, and that I must yet positively request your kind permission to visit poor Edith, and speak with her for a few minutes."

"There is no apology needful to me, Sir Andrew," said Lady Mallory. "To see you is always a pleasure to me; but not, perhaps, to see you so agitated, Sir Andrew. All this business has been really terrible, and has distressed you, I am afraid, a good deal."

"I am agitated, dear lady, I am much agitated, I confess," replied Sir Andrew; "but this agitation is not
exactly distress. I have a few words to say to Edith, but a very few words, and therefore I have taken the opportunity of Mr. Forrest’s absence: not, indeed, that I should have scrupled to insist upon saying them even if he had been here, but because, as I said, I wish to avoid any collision with him for the time. How is Edith, Lady Mallory? I trust she is better than when last I was here."

"She is better now, thank God," replied Lady Mallory; "but she has been very ill indeed, Sir Andrew, since then; and I very much fear that anything which would agitate her might do her harm."

"What I have to say," replied Sir Andrew, "can only tend to calm and tranquillize her, I am sure. It is for that cause, principally, that I wish to say it."

"Then perhaps it had better be said at once," replied Lady Mallory: "the state of delirium in which she has been for nearly two days has left her this morning; but the surgeon says that it will not improbably return at night, though in a less degree, as she is decidedly better."

"Delirium!" exclaimed Sir Andrew, with a face full of alarm and concern. "Is it possible, dear lady, that they have driven the poor girl to such a state as that?"

"Grief and anxiety," replied Lady Mallory, with a deep sigh, "grief and anxiety have, I believe, Sir Andrew, had that effect. It is not to be supposed that the body should long bear up under the fresh assaults of such sorrow and distress of mind as she has undergone. Mrs. Forrest herself, poor thing, is inured to endurance; but with Edith, agonies of heart are new. However, I will go to her room, Sir Andrew, and see if she be awake; and I am sure she may well look upon you as a father, who are a father to all that want kindness and assistance, and she may therefore give you admittance."

"She may, indeed!" replied Sir Andrew; "she may, indeed!" and, while Lady Mallory was gone, he continued thoughtfully walking up and down the room, with his eyes bent upon the floor.

In a very few minutes Lady Mallory returned. "She is awake, Sir Andrew," she said, "and will gladly see you. Mrs. Forrest, too, is in her own room; I will therefore show you the way."

Sir Andrew followed in silence through the rest of the suite of apartments generally inhabited by Lady Mal-
lory, till he came to the sick chamber of Edith, where the half-closed windows and the drawn curtains showed how ill she had been accounted by those who attended her. With a noiseless foot Sir Andrew approached her bedside, while Lady Mallory went to a distant window and gazed out through a part that was open.

Edith, always fair, and on whose cheek the glowing hue of health, though distinct, never exceeded that of the centre of a blush rose, was now quite pale; and heavy sickness still sat upon her beautiful eyelids, and weighed them languidly down. Sir Andrew gazed upon her with tenderness and anxiety, and then sitting down, took the fair, small hand that lay upon the bedclothes, saying, "How are you, my sweet young lady! I hope you are better."

A bright and grateful smile fluttered for a moment round Edith's lip as she welcomed him.

"I am better," she said, in a low voice; "I am somewhat better, I am sure; though my head aches, and I feel somewhat faint. You are very kind to come to me, Sir Andrew. But how is he? I hope he bears up better than I have done."

"He is well, my dear young lady, as well as anxiety will let him be," replied Sir Andrew: "but perhaps he is of a more hopeful disposition than you are, Edith; and I must tell you that he does still hope."

Edith shook her head and closed her eyes, and no one could suppose those signs to say anything but "All hope is over."

"Nay, shake not your head so mournfully, Edith," said Sir Andrew; "I think there is some justification for his hope. You have hardly known me long enough, young lady, to be aware, that not for any consideration under heaven would I hold out one vain or illusory hope to any one; but such, I assure you, is the case, and therefore you may think what my opinion is, when I have told Strafford that I think there is hope, and when I tell you so too. Nay, again that mournful sign, Edith!" and he put his lips down close to her ear, and whispered to her a few rapid words.

As if light and life had suddenly been given back to her, after utter deprivation thereof, Edith started partly up in bed.

"Hush!" he said, "hush! Not a word!" and, gently urging her to lie down again, he continued, "It is true,
or I would not say so. But do not agitate yourself, dear young lady; you see there is hope, but still there is much to be thought of and much to be done. Leave that to me. And now think of nothing but recovering your health and strength as soon as possible, and depend upon it that, as far as my efforts can succeed in rendering you perfectly happy, nothing shall be wanting."

Edith drew his hand towards her and pressed it to her lips; and Sir Andrew, bending down his head, printed one kiss upon her pale forehead. He remained then for some time talking with her in a calm and quiet tone of voice, and the gentle self-possession, the hopeful cheerfulness of his whole words, and look, and manner, were well calculated to soothe the couch of sickness or of sorrow. Edith said little, if anything; but twice she placed her hand before her eyes, and when she removed it there were some sweet tears upon her cheeks.

After a time Sir Andrew raised his voice, and said something to Lady Mallory, and she, coming nearer, joined in the conversation. A few minutes after Mrs. Forrest entered the room, and seemed not a little surprised to find how her daughter's sick chamber was tenanted. There was no displeasure, however, in her surprise; and when Sir Andrew advanced towards her, greeting her with kind courtesy, she held out her hand to him, saying, "I have had no opportunity, Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, of thanking you, as I ought to have done, for the very great kindness with which you received and treated me at your house. Kindness, Sir Andrew, to a heart unused to kindness is doubly sweet; and, believe me, neither I nor Edith share in any of those feelings of animosity which others connected with us may feel towards you and yours."

"You do not, madam! you do not?" said a deep voice, speaking as if just entering the door; and, turning round, to her unspeakable dismay, Mrs. Forrest beheld the face of her husband. Mr. Forrest calmly and quietly closed the door behind him, and walked up the room to the spot where the whole party were standing, bowing with supercilious bitterness to every one present.

"This is, indeed," he said, "a very amusing and interesting scene. Yes, young lady, you had better get up and witness it." he continued, addressing Edith, who, with habitual impulse, raised herself upon her arm
to throw herself between her mother and her father's passions. "You will seldom, perhaps, in life, have an opportunity of seeing the uncle messenger of a murderer, already pronounced so by a verdict of his countrymen, visiting the affected sick chamber of the murdered man's cousin, to carry to her love-messages from the assassin; while the young lady's mother connives at the pleasant arrangement, and assures the antiquated Mercury that she does not participate in her husband's indignation for the murder of his nephew."

"Oh hush, sir! hush!" cried Edith, holding up her hand, for it was to her that he addressed himself. But he instantly changed his tone, exclaiming in a loud, harsh voice, "Hush, base, pitiful girl! Hush, treacherous, contemptible minion! Why should I hush? Do you expect me to be a soulless, feelingless, selfish, heartless thing like yourself?"

Lady Mallory rang the bell somewhat vehemently, and turned exclaiming, "Mr. Forrest, I insist upon it that this may cease, at least here."

"Insist, madam!" replied Mr. Forrest, in the same tone; "I must beg leave to deny your right to insist upon anything in my daughter's chamber, though in your house. I presume I may deal with my own child and my own wife as I myself think fit, and nobody shall stop me. No one has a right to say a word against it."

"Your pardon, sir, your pardon," said Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, stepping forward. "Your own conscience, your own heart, I trust, will stop you; but, failing that, sir, there are many who may stop you. The laws of God, sir, give you no right to maltreat those whom God has joined to you or placed under your protection; and the laws of man, sir, are sufficient, when properly understood, to protect those from you whom you ought to protect from others."

"Sir Andrew Stalbrooke! Sir Andrew Stalbrooke!" replied Mr. Forrest, "let me have none of your hypocritical preaching, for I know you and your worthless-ness, and you shall bitterly repent the day that you set your foot within this chamber," As for you, madam, as for you," he continued, turning to his wife, "the words which I overheard are sufficient for you. I shall take care that you shall rue in bitterness of heart and spirit your bold avowal of contempt and scorn for him whom
you promised to love and to obey. Yes, you shall find that you have created a hell for yourself from which you shall not easily escape."

Mrs. Forrest was as pale as death, and she trembled: but she looked at the pale countenance of her child, who was struggling to speak, but incapable from sickness and agitation; and a sudden spirit, such as she had never before shown, seemed to seize upon her, while, turning upon Mr. Forrest with a flashing eye, she replied, "For one-and-twenty years, sir, I have endured that hell, and now I will endure it no longer. I will separate from you; I will live with you no more. Sought by you, and wedded by you, for your own interested views, you have punished me by a life of misery for entertaining the vain dream of a libertine's reformation. That life must now soon be drawing to a close, and its last hours shall not be spent with the man who has made so many unhappy."

"I rejoice, madam," said Mr. Forrest, "I rejoice that you have marked my murdered nephew's burial day with this wise determination. The interest of your rich wedding portion, some sixty pounds a year, I think, shall be assigned to you and duly paid. I heartily agree to the separation from you; but as my daughter's welfare and her happiness are not to be intrusted farther to one who has managed them already so well, bright Mistress Edith here shall remain to cheer me with her society. Ay, minion, ay, though the tears may run down your cheeks, hypocritical deceiver that you are, you remain with me; or go alone to share and witness your mother's beggary, and to make her morsel less."

Edith sunk back and covered her eyes, and Mrs. Forrest clasped her hands together with a look of despair, while Lady Mallory gave some quick and eager orders to a woman who now appeared at the summons of the bell.

Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, however, without taking any notice of the look of impotent rage with which Mr. Forrest was gazing upon him, turned to Mrs. Forrest, saying,

"Madam, I am witness that Mr. Forrest, your husband, has consented to the separation which you desire. The law is more lenient and equitable than he seems inclined to be; and though I trust his own good feel-
ings, when he has recovered from the burst of passion into which he has been betrayed, will induce him to make such full and ample provision for you as his circumstances admit, yet, should he fail so to do, the justice of the land will save him the trouble of making the arrangement by making it for him."

"Oh, sir!" exclaimed the faint voice of Edith, who had again raised herself and addressed Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, "protect her, help her, and all will go right. She has never had any one to defend her but me, a weak girl. Help her, Sir Andrew! help her!"

The rage of Mr. Forrest now exceeded all bounds. "May heaven and hell confound and curse you, undutiful servant!" he exclaimed, turning to Edith, and lifting up his clinched hands on high, while every fiendlike passion was distorting his countenance. "May a parent's curse wither and blast you, and pile hot coals upon your head till you sink into the grave, with his words ringing in your ears; and hell, if there be such a place, receive you at the last!"

The words were uttered so rapidly that nobody could stop him; but Sir Andrew turned hastily towards Edith, exclaiming, "Fear not, Edith, fear not, sweet child. I will protect your mother and you too. Mrs. Forrest, after what has passed this day, it is impossible for you to dwell under the same roof with this person. The house of my late sister, some twenty miles hence, is always kept up with the same establishment which she left. It is at your service, and I will beseech my dear friend, Lady Mallory, here, to make all the necessary arrangements for your comfort."

"Pray, madam, accept it! Pray, accept it!" exclaimed Mr. Forrest, once more returning from the violent to the sarcastic. "Your wintry gallant will be in despair if you refuse his offer. Upon my honour, if the loves of the autumn are not too absurd, I think I might obtain the satisfaction of a divorce instead of a separation."

He was going on, but did not get any farther before Lady Mallory interrupted him.

"There will be no need, Sir Andrew," she said aloud, "for Mrs. Forrest to make any immediate change of abode. My cousin's conduct under my roof is an insult to me, which will, of course, prevent him from granting, and me from receiving, the honour of his company
in my poor dwelling. With the society of Mrs. Forrest and Edith I shall be delighted, as long as they will remain with me; but I am sorry to say, that the sooner Mr. Forrest—"

"Madam, you may spare the end of the sentence," said Mr. Forrest: "Edith goes with me when I go!"

"She is not well enough to do so, sir," replied Lady Mallory, in a decided tone; "and you do not stay, of course, when your stay is not desired. But I will have no more fury, sneers, or altercation in this room, Mr. Forrest. You shall not kill your child in my presence with my will. You quit the room directly, sir, without another word, or my servants, who are now at the door, remove you."

"Oh! if your ladyship be inclined to use your feudal rights with such vehemence," replied Mr. Forrest, bending low, "I have no means of resisting all the hosts of Mallory, and must, of course, retreat, leaving this fair lady and her veteran gallant to make their arrangements as they please, and the fair and prudent Lady Mallory to—to—"

"To do what, sir?" demanded Lady Mallory, fixing her eyes sternly upon him.

It had been an allusion to Ralph Strafford that hung upon the lips of Mr. Forrest; but he knew that he was in Lady Mallory's power, and even at that moment of excited passion, fear came in aid of prudence, and he stopped, not choosing to exasperate his cousin beyond a certain point. "And the fair and prudent Lady Mallory," he replied, "to encourage an undutiful child in disobedience to her father."

Thus saying, he slowly quitted the room, Sir Andrew Stalbrooke following. Lady Mallory paused but for one moment to beg Mrs. Forrest to stay with her daughter and ring again for the women. She then hastened after the steps of Sir Andrew; but Mr. Forrest had seized the moment to say, in a low tone, "You shall hear from me farther, sir. Such insults do not pass unchastised."

"Pshaw!" said Sir Andrew, turning away with a look of contempt that he could not suppress. "Dear Lady Mallory, I have a word or two to speak with you."

"And I, madam," joined in Mr. Forrest, "must crave that you would give me board and lodging for six-and-thirty hours longer. To-day is already wasted, and the space of to-morrow will scarcely be too long
to wind up all these unfortunate affairs connected with my poor nephew's death. Should you be disposed to get rid of me sooner, however, and your hospitality prove scanty at the hour of need, there is a public house at the village of Stalbrooke, not very comfortable for a man in ill health, indeed, but still endurable."

"I grieve, Mr. Forrest," replied Lady Mallory, "that your conduct this day should compel me to make any condition with my cousin in regard to his staying whatsoever length of time in my house he pleases. It must be ascertained between us that, during your stay here, you do not cross from your own wing of the house to that where your daughter now lies ill."

"Madam," replied Mr. Forrest, "I have no intention whatsoever of quitting the apartments you have been pleased to assign to me. As to Mrs. Forrest, the matter is at an end, thank God! between us for ever; and the incubus of twenty years is now off my shoulders. In regard to my daughter, too, though I shall certainly exercise my right of claiming the superintendence of her conduct altogether as soon as she is well, yet, till she be well, I have no great desire to visit her, for my temper is not well calculated to bear with her insolence, and my object is not to retard her recovery. I shall therefore wish you good-morning now, and only see you probably to take leave of you before my departure."

Lady Mallory bowed her head with stately coldness, and Mr. Forrest, with a curling lip and a frowning brow, pursued his way to his own apartments.

When there, and the door of his sitting-room shut, he gave way to a vehement burst of passion, stamping his foot upon the ground, clinching his hands together, and venting all the curses of impotent rage.

"But I will be revenged," he cried; "I will be revenged upon them all! Oh, if there had but been wanting any motive to make me pursue my vengeance upon this murderous scoundrel, I should now have it; but pursue it I will, and succeed I will, if it costs me half my fortune. Surely everything in this world can be done for money! This man, Meakes, I will offer him any sum if I see that he hesitate; and the girl, Lucy, how to deal with her. I can do nothing without that villain Waters, I fear; but he said he could prove it against her; I must bribe him highly—he would sell
his soul for a moidore—I must bribe him highly. These two removed, the facts, with the evidence of the servant, must be complete, especially if the jury be well arranged. And then, oh, if I do but hear the sound of guilty, that will be joy indeed! Then I shall be revenged on all of them! For you vain old fawning courtier to see his nephew condemned and executed like a common felon! for that base, puny girl, and for the passionate dame, with her hot blood and her cold heart, who has stood in my way all her life, to see their lover die the death of a dog! They shall have cause to remember me; and though I cannot bring the poor boy to life again, yet there shall be ample vengeance on all who hated him!"

As may be easily supposed, the strong excitement under which Mr. Forrest was labouring did not at all tend to restore him permanently to health; and during the whole of that evening he was heated and feverish, far more than he had been during the two or three preceding days. The very excitement, however, though permanently injurious, gave him for the time strength and vigour; and though the blood in his veins felt like molten fire, and the sense of pulsation in his half-healed wounds made his whole frame shake, he laboured hard and sat up long, writing and making notes.

In the mean while Sir Andrew Stalbrooke remained with Lady Mallory for about an hour. The first part of that time was occupied in considering the best means of ensuring Mrs. Forrest’s comfort; but Lady Mallory remarked that Sir Andrew said nothing whatsoever in regard to protecting Edith from her father’s tyranny, even though she led towards that topic more than once. He expressed, indeed, great anxiety about her health, and great apprehensions that the conduct of Mr. Forrest should have produced evil results; and at length, before he went, he besought Lady Mallory to go and see Edith, and bring him a report of the state in which she was. Lady Mallory immediately did so, and remained absent for some little time.

"I can give no very favourable account, Sir Andrew," she said; "the poor girl is certainly far from well, and, of course, the terrible scene of this morning has thrown her back. She had fainted, it seems, at the time we left the room; and though she is somewhat better now, yet I fear very much for this night. I am myself, as
you must see, Sir Andrew, very much exhausted and
overpowered by anxiety and agitation of many kinds,
so that I must have some repose. But poor Mrs. For-
rest is quite unequal to the task of nursing her daugh-
ter; and yet Edith must not be left through the whole
night to the care of servants. I shall therefore lie down
very soon, to take a few hours' rest. I shall have had
enough sleep by eleven, and can rise to take my watch
by the poor girl through the night."

Sir Andrew pressed her hand affectionately. "You
are a sweet and noble creature," he said.

"Oh no, no, no, Sir Andrew," replied Lady Mallory;
"I am nothing but a very weak, and not a very happy
woman."

"Would that all were like you," he said, in reply;
"and if you are not happy, Lady Mallory, I cannot but
feel sure that Heaven will not leave a heart like yours
in sorrow, or conduct like yours unrecompensed."

"Indeed, my dear friend," replied Lady Mallory, "if
I be not perfectly happy—and who in this life is!—
Heaven has been much more bountiful to me than I de-
serve. Of all mortal beings, none can see within our
bosoms but ourselves; and we, however conscious of
those faults and failings which make God's goodness to
us almost miraculous even in our own eyes, can, of
course, see but a very small part of all that is wrong,
and omit thousands of offences glaring to the eye and
calling aloud for punishment. Heaven forbid, my dear
Sir Andrew, that I should claim any right to happiness,
or feel aught but deeply grateful for the portion that is
allotted to me!"

"God deals with us all in mercy, Lady Mallory," re-
plied Sir Andrew; "but you judge yourself harshly, I
know and feel, and your conduct to this poor girl must
draw a blessing on your head."

Lady Mallory thought that if Sir Andrew knew all
that she had had to struggle with, and how far she had
yielded before she gained the final conquest over her-
self, he might think differently of her conduct towards
Edith. But on that subject she could, of course, say no-
thing, and with a few more kind words they separated.

According to the course she had laid down for her-
self, Lady Mallory retired to take some rest almost im-
mediately after Sir Andrew had left her. Before she
did so, however, as Edith was now tolerably calm, she
persuaded Mrs. Forrest to follow her example; but she left her own maid with the invalid, with orders on no account to leave her for a moment. The maid felt the task somewhat irksome, but she obeyed her mistress in a certain degree; and though she varied her occupations by going from the young lady's chamber into the dressing-room, by reading scraps out of different books that lay about, and by examining every article of Edith's wardrobe, she did not even think of absolutely quitting the apartment till the bell rang for the servants' supper.

For several hours Edith remained tolerably quiet and perfectly silent; from time to time, indeed, tossing on her couch with feverish heat, but uttering no complaint, and only asking for something to allay her thirst. Towards nine o'clock, however, as the medical man had predicted, the delirium began to return, and for about half an hour she talked a great deal in a rambling and incoherent manner, of her father, and Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, and Lady Mallory; and seemed to fancy that the scene which she witnessed in the morning was still going on in her room.

Before ten o'clock Edith sunk, as it seemed, into slumber, and the maid, when she perceived that such was the case, was seized with a longing for a little relaxation. Almost at the same time with the desire, as usual, came a temptation to gratify it, for the door quietly opened, and the stillroom maid, as she was called, appeared with the housekeeper's compliments to Mistress Margaret, and couldn't she come down just for a minute to supper, for there was such a nice dish of sweetbread in the housekeeper's room.

"Tell her I'll just come down in a minute," said the maid, "but I can't stay when I do come."

Thus saying, she walked on tiptoes to the side of Edith's bed, saw that she was in reality sleeping, and then stole out of the room, leaving the door ajar behind her, and persuading herself that she should hear if the young lady wanted anything, though the housekeeper's room was quite at the other end of the large building.
CHAPTER XV.

The illness of Edith, and the reports that he heard thereof from Lady Mallory, had, of course, greatly added to the pain and anxiety of Ralph Strafford; and although a little note from his uncle on the Sunday morning, and another on the evening of the same day, had fanned up again the flame of hope in his bosom—the more strongly, inasmuch as he knew that Sir Andrew was truth itself, and on no account or consideration whatsoever would even insinuate a thing that he was not perfectly sure of—yet his state of uncertainty with regard to Edith, and that longing anxiousness which we feel to be present with those that we love in sickness, to watch their every look, and mark every turn of their ailment, wore and distressed him even more than the care and grief he had previously suffered.

Each night, as soon as the sun had set, he bent his steps towards Mallory Park, and there, hanging about the woods or wandering through the slopes of the ground, he would watch the windows, and torment his own heart by manifold unsatisfactory imaginings.

Throughout the whole of the day of the funeral, however, he had been, of course, more than ordinarily gloomy and desponding; shut up in his solitary chamber, he had thought of all that was taking place without as consequences of the deed he himself had done. He pictured to himself the agony of Mr. Forrest, who, he had learned, was to attend the funeral; his bitter grief for one on whom he had so fondly doted; the carrying the body to the grave; the solemn service of the dead; the casting the first earth upon the hollow coffin; the feelings which every act would produce in the mind of the uncle or the father; and he thought of death as he had never thought before. He pictured to himself, or, rather, memory pictured for him, the form of the dead man as he had seen it, lying cold, rigid, meaningless, when but a few minutes before he had beheld it instinct with life, activity, and passions. He felt what an awful thing it is to sever the fine mysterious tie which unites the soul to its earth-
ly companion; to dissolve the bond that God's hand has created; to send the spirit burdened with all its unrepented sins before the throne of Justice, and dismiss the weak but beautiful creature of earth to foul corruption in the dark grave. He had seen thousands of mortals like himself lie dead upon a field of battle; he had aided to pour out blood in the strife of nations, but he had never felt feelings like these; he had never regarded the dead with such thoughts as now, when he recollected that the deed had been done in an individual struggle, man to man and hand to hand, with all the fierce personal emotions of single combat.

All these thoughts and feelings oppressed him much. He received no tidings of Edith during the day, and at night, when he went forth to wander round the dwelling she inhabited, he felt as if some tidings of dark grief were about to reach him, some bitterer stroke than any yet endured was to fall upon him. The night was somewhat chilly, and he wrapped round him a cloak which he had procured from the castle; while, wandering slowly on through the dim woods that led towards Mallory Park, he waited for the hour at which he might expect to hear something from the lady of the mansion, which would either confirm or relieve his apprehensions. To prevent his steps from being traced, he usually leap ed the palings of the park instead of entering by one of the lodges; and now having done so, he bent his steps towards the house without the fear of meeting any one.

The moon had not yet risen; low, gray, mysterious vapours hung about the dells and amid the trees, and there was nothing to be heard or seen but an occasional rustle in the branches over his head, or the filmy form of a large bat, whirling close round and round him as he went.

The side of Mallory House which he approached was that towards which the windows of Edith's chamber were turned, and all was dark except where, from those windows, stole forth the dull and shaded light of the nightlamp. After remaining, and listening, and gazing for some time, he struck his watch, and found that it still wanted a quarter to ten.

"They did not come till near eleven last night," he said; and, after pausing for a minute or two more, he turned again into the wood, and wandered on thoughtfully for some little time. But his impatience soon
mastered him, and he turned upon his steps again to keep his watch before the house.

Leaning by an old fountain—which, having fallen partly into decay, had been left by Lady Mallory in the same picturesque state in which she had found it when she came the bride of an old man to that hall—Strafford stood and looked up towards the house, thinking, alas! not of her, but of Edith Forrest. It was the hour in which imagination seems to have the greatest power upon us, when the coarser world of reality is veiled by the robe of night, and when the universe of fancy appears more peculiarly open before us, to take whatsoever colouring the mind's mood may cast upon it. Doubt not, then, that the light in which Ralph Strafford saw it was gloomy and evil. He thought of Edith; of her he loved so dearly and so tenderly; of her so fair, so beautiful, to whom he was fond to fancy that a harsh word could never be applied; whose fine and graceful frame seemed fitted alone for tenderness and care; whom he had hoped to watch over, to guard, to defend; from whose eyes he longed to wipe away all tears; whose lip he hoped to see smiling through life with light like that of a long summer's day; whose bosom he had thought to fill with hope, and happiness, and remembered joy. He thought of her, and painted her to himself withering under her father's harshness, separated from him she loved, stretched upon the bed of sickness, without a memory but pain, without a comfort in the present, without a hope in the future; the soft tints of her delicate cheek faded away to ashy paleness, the light of her blue eye dimmed or extinct, the healthful rounded limbs prostrate and unhinged in the restless languor of fever.

He was not far from the spot where he had parted with Lady Mallory two evenings before; but he was a little to the westward, where the woods of the park, sweeping away, left room for the eye to pass over a sloping variety of undulations down to the extreme horizon, so that the moon was comparatively earlier seen on that spot than where the deep masses of the trees upon the hills lay between the house and the eastern sky.

Strafford's eyes were turned towards the Hall, indeed; but, as he gazed and communed with his own thoughts, he saw, in the clear water that filled the old basin of the fountain, the edge of the yellow moon
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rising slowly up, reflected in the clear mirror which nature offered to it. It was lovely though sad, and seemed to Strafford like the memory of a dead friend.

He bent down his eyes upon it for some minutes, and when he raised them again to look towards the house, he suddenly saw a figure in white approaching rapidly towards him from the terrace. The steps seemed to waver and to stagger as it came, but the heart of Strafford beat with strange and unaccountable expectations. At that distance and in that dim light his eyes could serve him but little to distinguish who the person that approached was, but yet a greater degree of agitation took possession of his bosom at that moment than any other sight had ever produced in life. It was like a vision, a dream, an idle, insane fancy; but yet he could not free his mind from the thought that it was Edith whom he saw. For a few instants he remained almost motionless; but then, unable to resist his feelings, he sprang forward to meet the figure that approached.

It came on straight and rapidly, and every moment his conviction became more and more strong. The moon shone full upon the face; she held out her arms towards him; he darted forward, and in a moment Edith was clasped to his heart.

Strange and extraordinary were his sensations, however. Everything was unaccountable. She was dressed in her night clothing; a thin dressing-gown, through which he could feel the warm and feverish blood beating against his bosom, seemed to have been cast over her in haste; the feet that were in the small slippers were otherwise bare; and while for a moment or two she remained panting in his arms, with the speed with which she had come, Strafford’s mind was filled with the strangest and wildest imaginings.

“Save me, Strafford!” she cried at length. “Save me! save me! He will follow me here if you do not save me! He is cursing me now; do you not hear him? he is cursing me now. He came and stood by my bedside and shook me by the arm, and cursed me again. Hark! do you not hear him? Take me away! oh, take me away!”

“Whither should I take you, dearest Edith?” demanded Strafford, now terribly convinced that she had quitted the house in the delirium of fever. “Where
can I take you, dear Edith? You have been in a dream, dear girl. It were better, indeed, Edith, to return."

"Oh, no! no! no!" cried Edith; "not there, not there; anywhere but there. Would you kill me too, Strafford? would you kill her who loves you so dearly! I tell you he came and cursed me while I lay asleep. I am not dreaming, Strafford; but perhaps you think me mad; I am so, I am partly so, Strafford; for I know that I am ill, and say and do things that I would not. But what I tell you is true. He came and cursed me; and if you take me not away, I shall die. Take me to Stalbrooke! Oh, take me to Stalbrooke, Strafford!"

Agitated and alarmed, evidently seeing that she was in some degree delirious, but yet fancying he distinguished the signs of truth and reason in some parts of what she said, Strafford hesitated for a moment how to act. But the determined abhorrence which she seemed to feel in regard to returning to the house, and the apprehension that if he attempted to take her back against her will he might increase her illness, made him resolve to risk all, and carry her to one of the lodges of the park, where he could obtain assistance, and send for Lady Mallory, in order to ascertain what was the real state of the case.

"Well, dear Edith," he said, "I will take you away; but you will catch cold, my beloved; let me wrap you in this cloak;" and, taking it off, he wrapped it round and round her, so as to guard her as far as possible from the night air.

"Oh, thank you! thank you! dear Strafford!" she said, while he proceeded. "Thank you! thank you! only take me away. I shall not catch cold. My brain and my heart seem on fire: but do not let me hear those curses any more."

When he had secured her as far as possible from cold, he raised her in his arms and carried her towards the lodge, which was at no very great distance from the spot where he stood. It consisted of a small old cottage, tenanted by a porter and his wife, and having an open iron gate giving exit upon the high road.

As he approached with his fair burden, who clung to him as for life, ever and anon turning back her head and looking with terror towards the house, Strafford saw, with some surprise and apprehension, through the open work of the gateway, what appeared a carriage and horses,
with a driver walking up and down; but Edith's situation, of course, called for more immediate attention than anything else, and he walked on as fast as he could so burdened, till, passing a small clump of trees within twenty yards of the gate, a man started out upon him, exclaiming, "Sir, you are my prisoner! Go with me—I charge you, in the king's name!"

Edith uttered a cry of terror. "They have overtaken us! they have overtaken us!" she exclaimed. "Oh do not let him curse me again, Strafford! Do not let him curse me!"

Strafford's heart was wrung, but there was no refuge, no escape, no means of resistance. In moments of danger and difficulty, however, his resolutions were rapidly formed and executed; he recollected the face of the man who had apprehended him, and remembered having employed him in some affairs of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke. There was another coming up rapidly from another part of the park; and as he might not know him also, he determined to draw at once what advantage he could from his acquaintance with the other.

"I surrender at once," he said, "though, indeed, there is no use of apprehending me, for, as I dare say you know, I gave notice that I would appear to take my trial, and my word is never broken."

"I know it is not, Captain Strafford," replied the man; "and I am very sorry, indeed, to be employed in this; but I have nothing to do but to obey the orders I have received."

"Oh, I do not blame you in the least," replied Strafford. "Hush, dear Edith! You are quite safe, my beloved! Listen to me one moment," he continued, addressing his captor. "You know that we are old acquaintances, and, if you will, you may now lay me under the greatest obligation without any infraction of your duty."

"What is it, sir?" demanded the man, eagerly, and looking towards his comrade, who was coming up. "Speak quick, sir."

"You see this young lady," replied Strafford; "she is very ill, and even now is delirious from fever; but she has been so ill-treated by a relation that she is anxious to place herself, this very night, under the care of my uncle, Sir Andrew Stalbrooke. What I desire is, to be permitted to carry her in this chaise, which I sup-
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pose you have brought, to Stalbrooke Castle. After
that, you shall take me where you like."

"It shall be done, sir, it shall be done," replied the
officer. "But hush! not a word till I have spoken to
the other constable! Come into the lodge, sir. Here,
Jenkin, come up; the captain surrenders quietly."

Thus speaking, he followed close at Strafford's elbow
to the lodge, where, at the open door of the cottage,
with a candle in his hand, stood the old porter, with his
wife behind him, both as pale as death, and trembling
in every limb. Both bowed low as Strafford entered;
and the old man exclaimed, in deprecatory tones, "I
could not help it, indeed, sir! They forced me to open
the gates;" while his wife, like the second part of a duet,
repeated exactly the same words, with the substitution
of the third person singular for the first: "John could not
help it, indeed, sir! They forced him to open the gates."

"You all did quite right!" replied Strafford; "per-
fectly right; but—"

"Lord bless my soul! why, here is the young lady!"
interrupted the old woman, as soon as she perceived
what it was that Strafford carried in his arms so care-
fully wrapped in his cloak.

"It is so, indeed, my good dame!" replied the young
gentleman, placing Edith cautiously in the chair by the
fireside. "She is going immediately to Stalbrooke, for
one of her relations has treated her very cruelly."

"Ay, that black-looking man, I am sure!" cried the
old woman.

"Yes; but, my good dame," said Strafford, "I am go-
ing to give you no small trouble to-night. First, if you
can heat some milk and water quick, let me have it, for
I fear her being chilled."

"The kettle is boiling, sir," she replied, instantly bus-
tling into activity; and while she hastened to get all that
was required, Strafford knelt by Edith's side fastening
the cloak round her more securely, and gazing tenderly
in her face while he asked, "Now, dear Edith, tell me,
would you rather that I should send to Lady Mallory,
and tell her that you are here, or go on at once to Stal-
brooke."

Edith looked at him languidly, but replied two or three
times distinctly, "To Stalbrooke! to Stalbrooke! oh,
to Stalbrooke! I dare not go back there."

"Then to Stalbrooke it shall be!" he said. "Now,
good dame," he continued, taking the cup of warm drink from her and giving it to Edith, who took it eagerly, "now I am going to ask you to do something else for us. This young lady is going to Stalbrooke to-night, and you must come in the chaise with us. Can you do so? Your trouble shall not be forgotten."

"Oh that I will, sir, willingly," answered the good dame; "but had I not better run down to the house and tell my lady?"

"That John shall do as soon as we are gone," replied Strafford. "You see there is no time to spare. She is very ill, as you know; she must be taken over there as soon as we can; and besides, these men will not allow of any great delays; for they are taking me," he added, lowering his tone, "to Lallington jail."

"Alackaday! alackaday!" cried the good woman, half inclined to cry; "but I am quite ready, sir. Had I not better wrap a warm blanket round the young lady?"

In this precaution Strafford readily concurred, and turned towards the constables, who had been busily consulting at the door, but who now approached.

"Mr. Jenkin here consents, sir," said the man, who had actually apprehended Strafford, "upon condition that you will pay the extra expense of the chaise—for that will not be allowed—and will give your word of honour as a gentleman that you will not try to escape."

"Most willingly I will pledge my word," replied Strafford, "not to make the slightest attempt to escape till you have safely lodged me in the jail at Lallington, and I will, moreover, give you ten guineas to cover all expenses."

The men looked well pleased, especially the one called Jenkin. The good dame of the lodge, after some ceremonies, got into the carriage first, by the directions of Strafford, who then lifted Edith in, now more completely and securely fenced against the cold, and followed himself, while the two constables took their uneasy seat upon the splinter bar. Beckoning up the porter, who had been an astounded and almost silent spectator of all that took place, Strafford gave him directions to proceed immediately to the Hall, and inform Lady Malory, with his best regards, of what had occurred; and then saying that he was ready, ordered that the vehicle should drive on towards Stalbrooke Castle.

The journey passed almost in silence, for the excite-
ment under which Edith had acted seemed to have given way, and, exhausted with exertion and illness, she remained without uttering a word. Strafford supported her in his arms, her head leaned upon his shoulder; and it may easily be imagined how strangely mingled were his sensations as he went, holding to his bosom the being that he loved best on earth, while he himself was carried towards a prison, and she, with vehement fever upon her, risked life itself by the very journey she was undertaking.

Some persons might have added to all these painful and contending thoughts, apprehensions of the evil construction which might be put upon his conduct and upon hers; but upright in purpose and in feelings, Strafford was satisfied with the consciousness of acting right, and feared not false imputations.

His principal apprehensions, then, were for Edith's safety. When he recollected the state in which she had been for several days, and the exposure to the cold night-air which she had just undergone, his heart sunk at the thought of what might be the result; and every dark and painful fear took possession of his mind. As they went on, however, he felt Edith's cheek rest more entirely upon his bosom, her breathing became less quick, but more regular and easy; the small hand, which had been clasped in his, with the fingers still contracted with the impression of the terror with which she had fled from the Hall, gradually relaxed, and lay soft and less fiery to the touch. Everything showed him that she had fallen into a tranquil sleep, and, looking up thankfully towards heaven, Strafford tasted the sweet bright solace of praying for those we love.

Strange, strange were his sensations as the chaise stopped at the gates of the Castle, and the bell, whose well-known sounds had so often announced his return to those within, now sounded upon his ear under such unwonted circumstances. The vehicle drove into the stone court, and several servants with lights came out, showing that, though unusually late for any one to be up in the matutinal household of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, the principal part of the family had not yet retired to rest. One of the constables had himself sprang down and opened the door, but an old servant approached, with surprise in his countenance, and Strafford asked eagerly, "Is my uncle up?"
"Yes, sir," he said in reply; "Sir Andrew is still with
the lawyers in the library. Shall I call him?"
"Yes," replied Strafford. "But first of all run with
all speed to Mrs. Wallis, and ask her what room is
ready for Miss Forrest, who is ill."
The man ran promptly in, while some of his fellows
advanced, and assisted Strafford to descend from the
vehicle, still carrying Edith in his arms. She did not
awake either by the stopping of the carriage or her re-
moval from it; and by the time Strafford had carried
her into the passage, the housekeeper appeared, follow-
ing quick upon the footsteps of the servant who had
been sent for her, with some surprise indeed, but no
confusion or trepidation in her manner. Quite confi-
dent that everything her young gentleman did was
right, the old lady's only anxiety was to help him as
fast as possible.
"Better carry her into the room she had before, cap-
tain," she said. "Poor sweet young lady, how sound
she is sleeping! Everything is quite ready, sir, quite
ready, as if I had known she was coming."
"Thank you, Mrs. Wallis! thank you!" replied Straf-
ford, in a low voice. "If you will light me, I will carry
her up. Now some one run and tell Sir Andrew."
At that moment one of the constables came up, and,
bowing respectfully to Strafford, said, "We trust en-
tirely to your word, sir, but we hope you will not be
long."
"I should wish to stay about half an hour," replied
Strafford in a low tone; "and in the mean time you
can get some supper. I will be as quick as possible."
The other man had advanced into the passage also,
and, saying a few words to each other, they continued
gazing up the stairs after Strafford, as if doubting wheth-
er they ought to suffer him to quit their sight. He how-
ever proceeded on his way, lighted by the housekeeper
and a maid, who by this time had joined them; and
when it was too late to interfere, the constables made
up their mind to let things take their course, and pro-
cceeded to seek out the servants' hall for the refresh-
ment which had been promised them.
In the mean time Strafford bore Edith up towards the
chamber which she had formerly tenanted at Stalbrooke
Castle. At the top of the first flight of steps he was
met by Sir Andrew himself, who came out with some
surprise in his countenance at the news he had received from the servant, but who never suffered anything to impede the present action of his mind. With one kindly glance towards Edith as she lay in his nephew’s arms, and another to Strafford’s face, he lifted up his finger, as if to desire that all explanations might be delayed; and turning to the man who lighted him, he said in a low voice, “Bid the under groom go for the surgeon directly; not a moment’s delay!”

This done, he followed Strafford to Edith’s room where they placed her in her bed, still wrapped in the coverings which had enveloped her in the chaise. As Strafford gently placed her head upon the pillow, Edith woke, and for a moment looked round her with a wild and scared glance. She saw none but friendly and affectionate faces, however; the countenance of him she loved gazing upon her with deep and anxious tenderness; the mild, benevolent eye of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke; the quiet, placid look of the old housekeeper, whose coming every morning, to ask her if anything could be done to please her, she remembered well, all seemed to give her confidence and hope, and a smile played upon her lip for a moment, as if she were about to speak and thank them.

But Sir Andrew bent down his head and kissed her forehead, whispering, “Say not a word, my sweet child. You are with those that love you, who have a right to love you, and will protect you. Try and sleep, dear Edith. Remember your health is invaluable to all of us. We will now leave you; Mrs. Wallis will take care of you. Come, Strafford, come, my dear boy.”

But Strafford stooped down to take his parting kiss; and as he did so, Edith put forth her hand and laid it upon his, saying, in a calm and collected tone, “I am better, dear Strafford; I am much better; thank you a thousand and a thousand times, Strafford. I have been wandering sadly, I know: but what I told you is true. He came and cursed me. Oh send and tell dear Lady Mallory; she will think me ungrateful.”

“I will, I will, dear Edith,” he answered. “But you are better, really better now, Edith; is it not so?”

“Much,” she said, “very much; and I shall be quite well soon, I am sure.”

“I must not suffer this, my dear boy,” said Sir Andrew, taking him by the hand and leading him away,
while Edith, after gazing at them till they reached the door, closed her eyes again, and once more addressed herself to sleep.

Till they had left the vicinity of her room, neither Strafford nor Sir Andrew spoke; but after that, as they proceeded towards the library, a quick but rapid explanation was given of all that had occurred to the lover during that night.

"I know not," continued Strafford, after telling all the circumstances, "I know not whether this idea that her father had come and cursed her proceeds merely from the delirium of fever, or has any truth in it."

"I doubt it not," replied Sir Andrew; "I doubt it not in the least. I heard him treat her in the most brutal and shameful manner this very day. He promised Lady Mallory not to visit that part of the house any more; but the promises of such a man cannot, of course, be relied upon, and I doubt not in the least, my dear boy, he has broken this to gratify his hatred of that sweet child. But if he have done her harm," added Sir Andrew, with more emotion than he usually displayed, "if he have done her harm, there is one in heaven and one on earth to whom he shall answer! But come, Strafford, we are busy even now upon your affairs in the library. I have got down here Sir Frederic Polaxe, to give us his advice upon your case. You have heard of him often, of course, my dear boy, and know that his eloquence, and his knowledge, and his judgment are not to be equalled in the senate or at the bar, while, to all the rest, he adds a heart which gives the depth of personal feeling to all that he undertakes in the cause of others. I have also here our good friend and solicitor, Samuel West, whose eagerness in behalf of those to whom he is attached seldom fails to find the means of serving them. They arrived late, but we set to work upon the business immediately; and though, of course, you must now, my dear boy, make your abode in a prison for some time, yet, with the evidence of Meakes and Lucy, there cannot be the slightest doubt that an instant verdict of acquittal will be pronounced in your favour. Two almost distinct contradictions have already been discovered in the evidence of this unfortunate young man's servant."

The last words were spoken at the library door, and the next moment Sir Andrew and Strafford entered.
With one of the gentlemen of the law who were sitting there consulting, Strafford was already well acquainted, and shook hands with him warmly, as well as with his uncle's fellow-magistrate, Sir Arthur Brotherton. The third gentleman was unknown to him except by the voice of fame. But he found in him those mild and graceful manners which have such inexpressible charms, although want of health, at the time, had rendered his demeanour somewhat grave, perhaps we might call it languid, except when the fire of genius blazed suddenly up, and all was light and energy.

With this small party Strafford remained some time in conversation, and he found that it was the course determined upon to draw up immediately and transmit to London, previous to the trial, so powerful a representation of the conduct of Mr. Waters throughout the whole affair, as to leave no doubt of his being instantly removed from the commission of the peace; and in the body of the representation to notice in detail, with proper attestations, his conduct in regard to the apprehension of Meakes for the purpose of favouring young Forrest's designs upon Lucy. Such a statement had been already prepared by Sir Andrew himself immediately after the coroner's inquest, and the testimony of two or three respectable people had been added, to afford proof of the facts. But this was not considered sufficiently authentic to ensure the object, especially as Sir Andrew was politically opposed to the ministry of the time; and in those days, as well as in all others, political opinions were not without their effect even upon the course of ordinary justice.

"It is rarely right or expedient," said the principal lawyer present, "to endeavour in any degree to make a general impression upon a jury by any means out of court; but as, in this instance, every effort has been used to create an opposite prejudice, we may fairly and rightly do our best to remove it, by showing that this magistrate, and perhaps even the coroner himself, have acted entirely as partisans. Are you acquainted with the sheriff, Sir Andrew?"

"But slightly," replied the baronet. "He is a very worthy man, I believe, but easily led, and somewhat embarrassed in his circumstances, notwithstanding his large property."

"No sheriff," said Sir Frederic, "would, of course, in
any ordinary case, forget his impartiality in regard to the jury. Nevertheless, we must keep our eye upon the list, in order to challenge any one whom we may suspect to be an enemy."

"In truth," replied Strafford, "I do not know that I have an enemy in the county. The worst I can have to fear in regard to the jury is, that they may be all strangers to me; and as my cause is a good one, that affords no motive for apprehension."

"Nor do I think there is any cause for apprehension on any account," replied the lawyer; "only there are one or two circumstances which have caused suspicion as to an attempt being made to tamper with the witnesses. We hear that this very day, after the funeral, Mr. Forrest himself, instead of returning home, as he naturally might have been expected to do, proceeded, indeed, a part of the way on the road, but then left it, and, driving to the house of the man Meakes, was conducted to a meeting with him in one of the woods."

Strafford smiled. "I rather think," he said, "that that meeting took place at Meakes's own desire, and referred to some other business, which I do not well understand."

"Perhaps I understand more of it myself," said Sir Andrew Stalbrooke: "for besides this business regarding my nephew, I have another matter which I wish you to investigate, but we will speak of that to-morrow, or even at a later period; for it is principally on this account that I have been obliged to ask you, Sir Frederic, notwithstanding your vast occupations, to remain with me for several days, to give me assistance in matters of deep importance."

The lawyer merely bowed his head in reply, understanding at once, from the vague terms in which Sir Andrew spoke, that he was not anxious the matter should be discussed at that moment.

Some farther conversation then took place on the subject of Strafford's situation; but time was wearing away; and although he would willingly have lingered on, to speak once more with Edith when she woke, yet his promise had been given, and in a short time he sent down to inform the officers that he was ready. Sir Andrew accompanied him to the door of the chaise, and then parted from him with cheerful words and looks, for he would not add even a shade to all that he knew his nephew suffered.
Strafford, on his part, pursued his journey towards the place of his imprisonment with more calmness than, perhaps, he himself expected. He had seen Edith; he had held her in his arms; he had left her under the protection of his uncle. If she recovered—and his hopes in that respect were raised also, from the comparative tranquillity with which she had woke—if she recovered, the circumstances in which she had been thus accidentally placed might afford a presumption that the obstacles and impediments to her union with him must, of course, be cast down. He indulged such a hope, at least; and turning away his eyes from the fatal fact that John Forrest, whom he had stain, was her brother, a feeling of confidence, or, at least, of greater confidence than he had felt for some days, now took possession of his bosom.

Stranger than all, however, the very idea of awaiting his trial in prison had by this time become, in some degree, a relief to him. It was, at all events, a certainty; he had hitherto remained fluctuating between hopes, and doubts, and fears; every hour had had its anxiety, every moment its care. He should not now, he thought, be farther removed from Edith than he had been before; he could hear of her with the same facility; and he should no longer have that feeling of degrading concealment and evasion of the law which had weighed heavily upon him of late.

At first his flight had seemed, in some degree, to be tinged with the spirit of adventure, but that had soon worn off, and his lonely and wandering state of existence had become irksome to him. He now forgot to calculate the weary hours of imprisonment; he forgot to calculate how terrible would be the close restraint of a dull jail to one who had never known anything but freedom. He doubted not that the governor of the prison would do everything to make him comfortable on account of his family and situation. Yet, when the carriage drove into Lallington, and the bell at the great door of the county jail rung, and after a long and weary pause the slow doors rolled back and the carriage entered, passing under the dim gray stone gateway, a chilling crowd of icy anticipations crept over Strafford’s heart, and he asked himself, “When shall I issue forth? Perhaps never!”

The governor came from his bed with sleep in his
eyes, and his first salutation to Strafford was, "I wish they had caught you a little earlier, captain."

There was a familiarity in the tone, not courteous, but presuming, and Strafford felt what it was to be a prisoner.

"We will give you our best room, captain," said the governor; "and I think you can't have a more comfortable one in all England." But when, having led the way and unlocked the door, he ushered Strafford in, and the young gentleman met the close, foul, unventilated atmosphere of the small narrow room in which he was to spend many a weary day, he felt still more strongly what a prison is, and the dark, painful, degrading lesson was concluded and confirmed in a minute after by the harsh turning of the heavy lock, which shut him from his fellow-creatures.

CHAPTER XVI.

When any person promises another to be back in five minutes, he to whom that promise is made may generally multiply the number by six, and then wait some time in expectation; but when any one promises to his own self to return in five minutes, the problem of the time at which he will return may probably be solved after the circle has been squared and the longitude discovered. In the case, however, of Lady Mallory's maid, Margaret, there was a limit fixed which it was not likely she should overstep. That limit was the precise period at which she expected her mistress to rise, for the purpose of relieving her watch over Edith.

She certainly did promise herself not to be longer than five minutes; but the housekeeper's room was gay and comfortable, and the events of the last ten days, with all their probable consequences, formed an Atlantic of gossip, across which even the rapid tongue of Mistress Margaret was not likely to accomplish its course in the space of many hours. At the end of about twenty minutes, however, the stillroom maid was sent up to see if all continued quiet in the young lady's room, with orders to pass by that of Lady Mallory, and to lis-
ten if she herself were yet stirring. The girl returned shortly after, saying that all was quite quiet, and that she had neither heard nor seen anything but Mr. Forrest walking along the lobby.

"I should not wonder if he had gone to see my young lady," said Edith's own maid, who, having heard that there was to be a loo party and a little supper in the housekeeper's room, had excused herself from attendance upon her mistress that day, by declaring that she was quite exhausted, worn out, and must go to bed. "But he'll take no notice," she continued. "He doesn't much care whether she lives or dies; and, poor thing, I'm sure it would be just as well for herself if she were dead; for nobody has a very happy life of it in that family."

Gossip was now added to gossip, and some fifteen or sixteen more minutes passed, when, to the surprise and somewhat consternation of everybody, the bell at the great gates rang violently.

"Lord have mercy upon us!" cried the housekeeper. "Here's something new happened, depend upon it." And Mistress Margaret, fearful lest the loud summons should wake Lady Mallory, hastened back to Edith's chamber, where all was still quiet—as well it might be—and setting down the lamp which she carried, she took up her work, and began stitching, with a droning, idle movement, as if she had done nothing else for the last fortnight.

In a minute or two after, however, in rushed Lady Mallory, with her countenance pale and full of alarm.

"Where is Miss Forrest?" she demanded, breathless with haste and agitation; and rushing up towards the bed, she threw back the curtains, exclaiming, "Woman, you have killed her!"

"Killed her!" repeated the woman, slowly getting up and putting down her work; "I'm sure I haven't spoken a word to her, nor she to me. She must have gone off in her sleep, poor thing."

"Look there! look there! shameless woman!" replied Lady Mallory; and, turning her eyes towards the bed, Mistress Margaret was struck dumb by perceiving that it was vacant.

Trembling from head to foot, she began to falter forth something about having only left the room for a minute to have the lamps trimmed; but Lady Mallory stopped
her sternly, saying, "Could you not ring the bell? You are discharged from my service!" and, turning hastily back to her own sitting-room, she called the porter of the lodge who had brought her the news of Edith's departure for Stalbrooke, and made him repeat every word of the message he had received from Captain Strafford.

In a minute or two after Mr. Forrest, for whom she had sent, entered the room, and to him she made the man repeat the tale, which went distinctly to assert that Miss Forrest's father had come into her room and cursed her cruelly as she lay, and that she had fled in consequence.

"The unfortunate girl in her delirium has fancied such things," replied Mr. Forrest. "For my own part, I have not left my room for hours. Perhaps the whole thing is an arranged scheme between her and this young man, who has carried her off to his uncle's. I am happy to find, however, that he is at length likely to be made accountable to the law. As for Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, he shall be accountable to me for countenancing such things. And now, madam," he continued, "has your ladyship any farther commands for me, for I am tired, and had not been long in bed when you did me the honour of rousing me."

"I have nothing farther to say, sir," replied Lady Mallory, viewing him with a glance of cold scorn. "You have heard an account which it was necessary for you to hear, and now I hope you may sleep well."

"As well as the maid who, you say, was put to watch Edith," replied Mr. Forrest; "at least, I hope so." And not a little pleased to see how deeply pained Lady Mallory was, he turned upon his heel and walked out of the room.

Mr. Forrest had not remarked on the other side of Lady Mallory the figure of a pretty country girl, who stood with her back towards her mistress, busily engaged in pouring out and sweetening properly a cup of strong coffee, for which she had been sent a few minutes before. The minute he was gone, however, the stillroom maid, for she it was, turned round, and with a look half shy, half resolute, she exclaimed eagerly,

"Dear me, my lady, the gentleman says he has not left his room for some hours; and I saw him in the lobby not half an hour ago, I'm sure, and he was just coming in the way from Miss Edith's room too."
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just between the door of your room and her corridor that I met him, my lady."

"Indeed, Jane!" said Lady Mallory; "and, pray, what were you doing up here at that time? I told you to bring me a cup of coffee at a quarter past eleven, but it must have been before that time."

The girl blushed ingenuously, fully convinced in her own mind that Mistress Margaret, in whose place she had been ordered to bring up the coffee, with the express view of not taking the Abigail away from Edith, had been doing wrong in spending her time in the housekeeper's room, and had very likely sheltered herself under some falsehood. Lady Mallory remarked the warm blood rise into the girl's cheek and spread over her forehead; and as she had always been a lenient and kind mistress, she said,

"Never mind, Jane, if you have promised not to tell, I will not ask you to break your word."

"Oh no, my lady," replied the girl, "I didn't promise not to tell at all. Mistress Margaret sent me up to see if all was quiet in Miss Forrest's room, and it was then I saw the gentleman going along."

Lady Mallory felt very indignant; but it is of the after-conduct of Mr. Forrest that we must principally speak.

We have already insinuated, or, perhaps, somewhat more than insinuated, that that gentleman, though not exactly a poltroon, was not a man that could deserve the name of a man of courage. There were days when, perhaps, had he been called upon, he might have distinguished himself by daring or gallant actions, but such was not the case every day; and it needed the stimulus of some strong passion in general to call what courage he had into action; to overcome an habitual love of life and abhorrence of danger, and make him place himself in circumstances of peril.

On the day after that, however, of Edith's escape from Mallory Hall, he rose with all those passions about him which were calculated to rouse in him the spirit of daring. The foremost of these passions was hatred and revenge; and his first act was to write a note to Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, which we need not lay before the reader in its original shape. It went, however, to call upon him immediately to send Edith back, and, at the same time, to give him satisfaction for the offence of
having received her at all; and there was nothing that
he thought could gall, or irritate, or wound, or rankle,
that Mr. Forrest did not take care to add to the general
matter of his epistle. This was despatched at an early
hour in the morning, and the answer of Sir Andrew Stal-
brooke was brought back by the servant about twelve
o'clock. It was to the following effect:

"Sir,

"I have had the honour of receiving your note, and
have to inform you that the young lady you allude to,
persisting in the assertion that you, in violation of your
promise to Lady Mallory, came to her chamber last
night and repeated the violent and cruel language which
you had made use of previously, remains safe and under
my protection, where she will continue till the law com-
pels me to resign her into the hands of others, if that
should ever be the case. It will, I doubt, relieve your
mind from a great weight to know that she has not suf-
f ered, as might have been expected, from the exposure
to cold and damp last night.

"You are pleased to call my nephew a murderer. I
shall not in any degree harshly retaliate by comments
on the conduct of a person dear to you and dead. I
would fain leave those errors in oblivion which com-
pelled my nephew to have recourse to means against
him, which ended fatally for the one and most unhap-
pily for the other.

"You are pleased to invite me to give you satis-
faction, as you term it, for receiving the young lady
above alluded to into my house, when your conduct
drove her from the shelter of Lady Mallory's; and you
say that you will prefer the pistol to the sword, under-
standing that I am too good a swordsman even for a
younger man to deal with. I will not affect to mis-
understand your allusion to an accidental encounter with
your late nephew, when, in a little moment of irritation
at being prevented from committing a very bad action,
he drew his sword upon me, at the time when I was, in
fact, acting as his best friend. It is for such occasions,
sir, that my sword nowadays is altogether reserved.
The practice which you wish me to yield to I look upon
as both foolish, cowardly, criminal, and unchristian; and
if I have in earlier years, when my passions were strong
and my judgment not yet formed, been tempted to follow
a bad fashion, I sincerely and deeply regret the fact, though, as far as I can remember, I have no occasion to regret the causes which led me to do so.

"You say that on any pitiful excuse you will hold me up to contempt. Bad men, sir, have not the faculty of contempt; they lose the power when they lose their own worthiness. Any contempt on the part of good but mistaken men, I am not at all afraid to encounter; and the contempt of the good and wise, I am sure, is not likely to fall upon me. Doubtless the thing which they would justly consider contemptible would be the fact of two old men fighting a duel on a subject which must soon be decided by the laws of the land.

"I wish, sir, to cast no imputation upon you; but I beg you to understand that, even in my young days, I considered that to meet a person in the way that you require was to confer an honour upon him. This honour, sir, I should not have conferred upon you even in those days, until you had cleared yourself of one or two charges which at present remain against you. You will allow me to add, that in regard to the fact of your having violated your given word to Lady Mallory, one of her servants, as I just learn from her, saw you passing along the east lobby at the very time specified.

"I have the honour to be

"Your obedient servant,

"Andrew Stalbrooke."

"He has refused to fight!" cried Mr. Forrest, eagerly; "he has refused to fight! and he so tenacious of his honour! I will make it known through the living world; I will call him a mere coward; they shall point at him in the theatres, and push him aside at court!"

With every bitter purpose of using each word that Sir Andrew had written to calumniate him, Mr. Forrest read the letter again; but his eyes were attracted by words that he had scarcely remarked before, and he repeated, "One or two charges that at present remain against me! What does he mean! Can that woman, Isabella, have betrayed me! Can she have disclosed to him the secret of the poor boy's birth! It matters not! He cannot prove it! If he could, more than twenty years have passed; the boy is dead! They cannot prove it! But no! she would not betray me! not from any love, or kindness, or generosity; but from pride she would keep..."
that secret. Am I not her own nearest relation! Yet can he suspect? Can he have gained any information? His conduct and his words are equally strange. It is evident he thinks he has me at his mercy. The figure I saw at my dressing-table, can it have been more than a dream? At all events, I will take my precautions; many, ay, multitudes have been ruined by keeping useless papers. They shall never prove one fact from anything they find on me! I have been a fool to keep them so long; but I thought they might be useful."

As is ever the case, thus guilty fears mingled with evil purposes; and efforts to accomplish present wrong were crossed by efforts to conceal wrongs long past. Mr. Forrest longed eagerly for some one to consult with, but it is the fate of evil men to deprive themselves of counsellors, or to trust in traitors. They have no other choice; and evil, always suspicious, loves not to confide in the evil, and cannot place confidence in the good. He thought of Mr. Waters, and revolved over his own circumstances in his mind to see if, by any curious means, he could obtain his advice without placing any trust in him; but it ended by his avowing the conviction to his own heart that Waters was one who would betray any one, and was even then a traitor to all.

As he thus thought, the servant brought him—as so often happens—a note from the very man who occupied his mind at the moment; and opening it, he found that it contained various hints and suggestions for so shaking the reputation and credit of Lucy Williams, who, the writer said, had now returned to her father's house, as to render her evidence on the trial of Captain Strafford well-nigh null and void. Afraid even to trust Mr. Forrest in a matter, the secret trains of which Mr. Forrest for his own sake dare never reveal, Waters proffered his advice in ambiguous language; but in the end he pointed out plainly that a good woman of the name of Ball, the mother of the well-known farmer of that name, had been heard to speak in the harshest and most disparaging terms of Lucy; and he added, that if Mr. Forrest could see her and deal with her skilfully, he might induce her to commit herself fully upon the subject, or, at all events, might discover what she knew.

"The fellow's a villain," said Mr. Forrest, as he read the note; "but he's a clever one, which is, in truth, what I want, if I could but trust him—if I could but trust him.
However, in this business I can act for myself. I will see the woman Ball this very day, as I go to the meeting with Meakes. There is yet time, and, if I can make sure of her, I may trust my revenge is secure. What says this man here in the postscript, however! that he hears Sir Andrew Stalbrooke and Captain Strafford are moving heaven and earth to get him struck out of the commission of the peace. Let them do so, let them do so; ay, and he says ‘the culprit, however, is safely lodged in jail.’ That is something gained; a portion of revenge is sure, then. He is a felon in a dungeon; that is some satisfaction. But it is not enough; it must be more, deeper, stronger; it must be life for life! Ay, he shall die the death of a dog! Yet this is a foretaste, an augury of success. It gives me courage; it gives me spirit. I thought yesterday that all was going wrong.” And Mr. Forrest pressed his hands tight together, with his lips smiling, while his brow was still knit into a dark and vengeful frown, offering an expression of gratified hatred which might have served as a model for a painter.

He remained perfectly motionless in that state for more than a minute; but then saying to himself, “I must not forget my own security in seeking revenge; no, I will destroy them all!” he turned to his dressing-table, and took from his writing-desk one or two bundles of papers and letters, and from his dressing-box that small steel case which we have before mentioned.

When he had placed these carefully in his pocket, he rang the bell, and asked if the horse was ready. On being informed that it was, he descended to the courtyard and approached the side of the animal. It had belonged to his dead son, and Mr. Forrest gazed upon it thoughtfully, patted its neck, fell into a reverie of the long past, and mounted into the saddle with tears in his eyes.

There be tears, however, that soften not; and his was a heart which misery did not tame, but rendered only the more fierce. “Evil, be thou my good,” is ever more or less the cry of disappointed crime, and Mr. Forrest proposed to his own heart no other solace in the agony that it endured, but the agony of others.

He rode on rapidly, then, and took his way direct to the house of Castle Ball, which he knew already by having passed it while seeking for Meakes on the former day; and, dismounting at the door, he knocked with his
riding-whip. It was opened immediately by the good dame herself, who started with an exclamation of surprise on seeing a stranger, saying, "Dear me! I thought it was Sir Andrew come back again."

The very name clouded Mr. Forrest's brow. "No, madam," he said; "but if you are, as I suppose, Mrs. Ball, I wish to have the honour of a few minutes' conversation with you."

"Oh yes, certainly, sir," said good dame Ball, stroking down her apron. "Here, John Ray, hold the gentleman's horse. Pray, sir, walk in;" and she led the way into the neat parlour of the farmhouse, saying that she was sorry her son was not at home, but dared to say that she could do quite as well.

Mr. Forrest judged that it would be best, as Mr. Waters had hinted that Lucy Williams was not a little distasteful to Mrs. Ball, to open the disagreeable subject at once, and take his chance of gaining what information he could from the first explosion of the good lady's wrath. Accordingly, while Mrs. Ball placed a chair for him, and sat down herself upon the edge of another, he said abruptly, "I think, madam, you are acquainted with a young person called Lucy Williams." And there he stopped.

Mrs. Ball gazed in his face for an instant; but judge of Mr. Forrest's astonishment when the old lady, in a sweet and placable voice, and with an arch dimple upon her countenance, replied, "Oh dear yes, sir; I know Miss Lucy very well; a nice, dear, good girl she is as ever lived; a little bit wild and fanciful sometimes, but quite right at heart, and will make the best little wife in the country. I wish her a good husband, that I do; and I don't know that it will be long first before she has one."

For a minute or two Mr. Forrest sat silent with perfect astonishment, asking himself, "Can this rascal, Waters, have been cheating me?" The next moment, however, he thought that the woman must be speaking of some one else.

"There must be two people of the same name," he said in his own mind, and then replied to Mrs. Ball, "I mean the daughter of the schoolmaster at Stalbrooke."

"Oh yes, sir, I know quite well whom you mean," replied Mrs. Ball. "Poor Mr. Williams! he was a very good sort of man, indeed, only he did not quite know how to take care of his money, and wellnigh ruined him-
self and his daughter too; but Miss Lucy's got good
friends, that she has."

"I suppose she has," replied Mr. Forrest, with one of
his usual bitter sneers; "I suppose she has, or else you
would not think fit to talk of her so differently to-day
from what you formerly did."

Mrs. Ball turned very red and exclaimed, "Why, you
know, sir, it's very different now: as long as I thought
she hadn't a penny in the world, I was angry at the
thought of her marrying my son, as well I might, and I
may have said a cross word or two, I don't deny it;
but that's neither here nor there. Now, however, the
matter's very different, since Sir Andrew tells me that
he has got wellnigh a couple of hundred pounds for
her as a marriage portion; and when I talked to him
about Harley Pond Farm, which he would not let to
young Jones because he went to law with his brother,
and which would just suit me nicely when my son mar-
rries, he said he would see about it, and give me my an-
swer on Lucy's marriage day; and when Sir Andrew
says he will see about a thing, one may always be quite
sure it's as good as done."

"Oh, oh!" exclaimed Mr. Forrest, his whole heart re-
joicing. "He said he would give her a couple of hun-
dred pounds, did he, and the farm too! This is gross
corruption of a witness, if ever I heard of such a thing."

Mrs. Ball's face grew redder than it had been before,
having—although she did not clearly understand to what
Mr. Forrest referred—a vague notion that he did not
come with any very pleasant purposes. The word cor-
rupition, however, struck her as something to fix upon,
and she exclaimed, with a strong touch of his own vine-
gar spirit in her tone, "Corruption, sir! I don't know
what you mean by corruption. But I won't have you
come and talk corruption in my house, that I won't."

"I mean, woman," replied Mr. Forrest, "that your
language now, and your former language concerning
that weak, silly girl, of whom my poor nephew was so
foolishly fond—"

"Woman, quotha!" exclaimed Mrs. Ball, her whole
face blazing up into a fury. "Woman, indeed! So you
are the uncle of that young scoundrel who got himself
killed, as he well deserved. Lucky for you, master,
that my son isn't at home, or he'd whack you as you've
never been whacked since you were at school, I'll war-
rant. Come, bundle yourself off: I shall have to wipe the chair when you are out of it. The cart won’t need four horses that carries you to the devil. Corruption, quotha! Woman, indeed! I like your manners: pray, where were you at school? Come, sir, move off, or I'll call in one of the men from the yard, to see whether they can’t carry you.”

Mr. Forrest satisfied himself by rising with a look of scorn, contented at least to have got hold of information which, he doubted not, in clever hands, might be made to prove that Sir Andrew Stalbrooke had been bribing witnesses in favour of his nephew. This, in the case of Lucy, was all that he could now hope for, and, proceeding out of the house, he mounted his horse; while Mrs. Ball, like a floating battery, moved after him to the door, and continued to pour upon him a fire of invectives, which much amused and edified the labourers in the farmyard.

“I hope my son, Castle Ball, may meet him,” she cried, as she saw him take the way down by the river; “I hope my son, Castle Ball, may meet him and know him; and if he doesn’t swing his jerkin for the old chap, I'm no mother of his. He's taking just the way for it, and Castle must be coming up about this time.”

In the mean while Mr. Forrest rode on, proceeding to the little steep bridge over the river which we have mentioned; and thence turning to the right by the small bridle-path along the stream, he wound under the wooded banks of Stalbrooke and Mallory. The hour of his appointment with Meakes was not yet come, and he rode very slowly, gazing, as he did so, into the stream, as if trying to see some of the finny inhabitants of its waters.

For a considerable way the river ran shallow, brawling among stones and pieces of rock, and offering many a bright ripple and little tumbling pool favourable to the angler. It was not till the course of the stream reached another bridge, where the road turned away from its margin and entered for a space the wood, that the stream acquired any depth. It then became more tranquil, however, and—passing on to a little green in the heart of the wood, beyond which to the left, or the Stalbrooke side of the river, lay the small farm called Harlay Pond Farm—it poured over an embankment, with sluices and a small wooden bridge, into a deep millpond,
which had formerly fed the wheel of a mill now decayed, called Harlay Pond Mill.

The quantity of water which poured in a rushing stream into this pool, together with the height of the ruined mill-wheel, and the impediments raised to the progress of water on the other side, showed that the depth there must be very great; and Mr. Forrest, when he reached the bridge, paused for several minutes and gazed down the stream. He then seemed to listen, but no sound was heard; and, dismounting from his horse, he unbuckled the bridle and fastened the animal to a tree.

He then advanced slowly from the bridge along a small path, evidently seldom if ever used, till he came opposite to the sluice. He there took a step or two upon the bridge of wooden planks, and stood gazing down into the depth, as if hesitating at some act which he proposed to commit. The next moment, however, he took from his pocket the papers which he had brought from his writing-desk, and then looked about on the ground for some heavy substance to sink them to the bottom.

However, he murmured to himself, after a moment, “No, no, they might detach themselves and float up; no, I must burn these.” And, throwing away a stone he had taken up, he replaced them in his pocket. “This, however,” he continued, taking out the steel case, “this there is no fear of, and that is the most dangerous.” And, stooping over the railing, he threw it into the very centre of the pool. When he had done so, he gazed anxiously and carefully around, and then turning his steps back to the other bridge, mounted his horse, and rode slowly on to his rendezvous with Meakes.

CHAPTER XVII.

The part of the wood where Meakes had fixed his abode had during that morning lost a great deal of its tranquil and silent character. The wild chase, the remote and sometimes gloomy wood, had been enlivened by the coming and going of manifold persons; so that, as the good old soldier sat in his leafy covert, he had
more the air of a king receiving his court, or a general
hearing intelligence of the enemy, than of an amateur
or professed poacher in a well-chosen hiding-place.

All was quiet and calm, however, by the time that
Mr. Forrest arrived at the spot, and Meakes was sitting
busy in the laudable occupation of working a large cast-
ing net, in finishing which he seemed in some haste, and
showed great skill and dexterity. Everything was per-
factly silent around, his dog lay couched at his feet, and
a large raven cawed in one of the trees above his head,
taking flight as Mr. Forrest approached, and affording
satisfactory evidence that there had been no movement
on the part of Meakes for some time at least.

If there had been any hesitation or doubt in the mind
of Mr. Forrest as to the propriety of the step he was
about to take—and we do not mean to say that there
had not been some apprehensions crossing his mind since
his last visit to the same place—those doubts were al-
most altogether removed by the calm aspect of every-
thing around the old soldier, the tranquillity of his oc-
cupation, and the indifference of his aspect. Whether
Meakes did or did not see a hesitation in the expression
of the countenance of Forrest as he came up, I cannot
tell; but he at once began the war in the way he judged
fitted to put an end to any such doubts.

"So you have nabbed the captain, I hear, sir," he said.
"Yes," replied Mr. Forrest; "he was apprehended
last night in Mallory Park."

"Ay! but you won't nab me, though," rejoined Meakes.
"I'll tell you what, sir, I've been thinking over what
you told me yesterday, and I say still, as I said then, I
would do anything on earth almost—baiting one or two
things that I ought not to do—for an old comrade. Now
Ferdinand Mason was an old comrade, but you are not
the man."

"But I tell you," answered Mr. Forrest, in an impatient
tone, "I tell you I am the man! As sure as you are
sitting there and I standing here, I am that Ferdinand
Mason that you knew twenty years ago in Germany!"

"Now listen," said Meakes, putting on an argumenta-
tive air; "you see I'll prove it to you, you can't be the
man. I remember very well, when we were together
there, a gun burst in his hand and tore all the inside of his
hand and the fork of his thumb, you see. Now, when
you shook hands with me yesterday, devil a scar was
there upon it at all; and I remember it all scars and different colours, like a piece of toasted cheese."

"I tell you once more," answered Forrest, "that I am that very same man. I will show you, not one, but several letters which I received under the name of Mason at that very time; and as for the scar you mention, that's proved in a minute, for it was my left hand was hurt, and my right that I gave you yesterday."

"That may be, that may be," cried Meakes; "and if it be, I don't know what I sha'n't do; for I've been thinking all last night, that though you might be very like that same Mason, and have got a knowledge about him, Lord knows how! you could not be he on account of the scar. Now let me help you to get your glove off. You've got better wonderful soon after the mangling with that beast of a stag. 'Pon my soul, there's the scar just as it should be. Well, now, I've no doubt but you are Mason. You may show me the letters if you like or not."

"Oh, I will show them to you," replied Forrest, "to settle your incredulous mind upon the subject completely. You are a sad doubter, my good friend."

"Ay, that's what they used to say of you in the army," answered Meakes, dryly; "that you would never believe in a God till you couldn't help it; nor in the devil, till he got hold of you. Oh, but these are the letters, are they?"

"You may read the addresses of all of them," replied Forrest, "but of course the contents are private, and I trust to your honour."

"The backs are enough, the backs are enough," cried Meakes: "'Ferdinand Mason, Esq.'; 'Lieutenant Ferdinand Mason'; 'Ferdinand Forrest, Esq.'; 'Lieutenant Ferdinand Mason.' What, then, you went by two names at once, did you? You are a bold fellow, and I dare say had two wives at once too."

"No, no," replied Forrest, with a grim smile. "One wife at a time is enough for any man, and too much for most."

"Well, but all is right, I see," replied Meakes; "and now, as you are my old comrade and acquaintance—I beg your honour's pardon for taking such a liberty—"

Forrest held out his hand, saying, in a kindly and familiar tone, "Oh, that is all nonsense! my good friend."

Meakes took it and shook it heartily, continuing, "Let
us sit down and talk the matter over, and see what it is you want me to do."

The pleasant conviction forced itself upon the mind of Mr. Forrest, that he had by no means made so much progress as he had imagined; and the task of sitting calmly down and stating his purposes in plain direct words was not by any means one that he liked or approved of. His views had been produced on the preceding day gradually, and mingled with other things. But now he laboured in vain to bring it about in the same way, Meakes gave him not the slightest assistance.

"Why, I imagined," said Mr. Forrest, "that you understood perfectly what I wished."

"Oh no," replied Meakes; "I had a guess; and a guess is but a guess, you know, sir; and, when anything's to be done, it's right to know what is to be done; for if one doesn't know, it's a hundred chances to one that one doesn't do it."

Thus intrenching himself in truisms, without even venturing upon any of his favourite similes or illustrations, for fear of giving Mr. Forrest something to lay hold of, Meakes continued obdurate; and at length his companion, after fixing his eyes for a few minutes upon the ground, replied in a more decided tone, "Well, then, Meakes, I will tell you what it is I wish you to do, exactly and at once. To quit this place immediately, say to-morrow, and take a trip to France or to the Low Countries, which are both open to you at present; and you shall have a hundred guineas, or call it a hundred and fifty guineas, to pay your expenses."

"Five times over," answered Meakes. "But what am I to fetch, sir, what am I to bring? I must have an errand. Now listen to me," he continued, as he saw a look of impatience come upon Mr. Forrest's countenance; "I will put the matter right in a minute."

"The fellow is seeking to increase the price," thought Mr. Forrest. "Well, he must have it, be it what it will."

"Well, the matter is this," continued Meakes; "we are old friends and comrades, you see, sir, and have seen some sport together at different times; but that is neither here nor there, and I'd do anything that I could to serve you. But you come and ask me to go off from my own place for six weeks or so, and you don't come to the point about the why or wherefore. You used always to be a sad hand at that. No getting you to
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make a dead point; but you would go creeping after
the game, to see if you couldn't drop upon it sitting."

Mr. Forrest bit his lip, but the other went on: "Well,
now I'll tell you what it is you want. See if I'm not
right. You want me to get out of the way, because
you think that I shall say something at the trial which
will show that Captain Strafford couldn't help killing
your nevow; and you wish me not to be here to give
evidence at all. Is not that it, Mr. Mason, or Forrest,
as the case may be?"

"Something very like it," replied Forrest, brought to
the point; "but I should think my reasons mattered
very little."

"I beg your pardon," answered Meakes. "Now you
see I'm your old comrade and friend, and I'm willing to
do you the greatest kindness in my power."

"Well, that is kind, that is nobly kind," said Mr. For-
rest, holding out his hand, which Meakes once more
took and shook heartily, saying, "Don't get up, don't
get up: first we must argue this matter; and, as the
very greatest kindness I can do you, I'll give you a
bit or two of advice, and I'm sure you'll be persuaded
like a good, right-hearted gentleman, which I always
thought you to be, though men did say you used to treat
your wife very bad. But that was no business of mine.
I wasn't your wife, you know."

Mr. Forrest was by no means pleased with this exor-
dium, but he remained in gloomy silence to see what
would come of it; and Meakes, after a pause, as if to
take breath, went on: "You see, after all's done and over,
Mr. Mason, or Forrest, as the case may be, this Captain
Strafford is as good a young man as ever lived; frank,
and free, and generous, with a hundred kind thoughts
and feelings for other people flying about his head from
morning till night, like pigeons about a dovecot; and
then your nephew, sir, was doing a very wrong thing,
and trying, upon a false pretence, to carry away a poor
innocent girl, to ruin her, and then most likely treat her
like a cobbler's cur. That wasn't right, you know, Mr.
Forrest."

The old soldier looked in his companion's face; but
Forrest remained in stern and sullen silence, and Meakes
went on in a tone more persuasive than reproachful:
"I wouldn't have done such a thing in my wildest days,
no, that I wouldn't, for the prettiest girl in all the world,
and the Indies into the bargain. Well, then, sir, it was fit enough that your nephew should be stopped in what he was about; ay, and, mayhap, made to smart a little too. So if he chose to draw his sword upon Captain Strafford, when he came up accidentally and stopped him, what could Captain Strafford do but run him through the body?"

Mr. Forrest started up with fury in his face, exclaiming, "I did not come hither to hear this, I did not come hither to hear this!" But Meakes caught him gently by the arm, saying, "Come, come, don't fall into a passion. I want to do you a kindness, upon my word I do, if you will but sit down and listen to me."

Forrest paused for a moment or two in sullen silence, and then cast himself down again, knowing that nothing farther was to be lost, and entertaining some hopes of a good result after all, from Meakes's professions. That hope was increased by Meakes's next words.

"I never wish any gentleman to give up his revenge," said the old soldier; "it would not be altogether honourable and gentlemanlike if he did; it wouldn't be natural: a ferret catches a rabbit by the back of the neck; and a trout rises at a fly; and a pike will give a shining dace a pinch with his teeth, even when he doesn't want to eat him; so why shouldn't a man fly at his enemy too? But everything is in reason, you know, sir; and why should you seek to hurt Captain Strafford more than is in reason! We won't talk of the other young gentleman that's gone, for that, I see, makes you snarl; but, now, if you'll take a friend's advice—it will be better for you, and you will be happier afterward—you will just let matters take their course. The captain's shut up in prison; he'll be there for three weeks to come; some say more; and surely you'll have revenge enough with that punishment upon him, when he deserved no punishment at all. Come, come, Mr. Forrest, think of it better; let the matter go on its own way; don't you stir in it at all. Captain Strafford will be acquitted, let you do what you will; and if you stir more in the matter, maybe you will get yourself into scrapes that you don't expect."

If Mr. Forrest had possessed any means of shooting Meakes upon the spot, and any security that he would not be discovered, there can be no doubt of what would have been the fate of the old soldier at that mo-
ment. He once more started up, with uncontrollable rage expressed in every line of his countenance, and replied fiercely, "I came neither to hear you defend a murderer, abuse my murdered nephew, nor give me your wise counsel to let a felon escape. All I have to ask of you is, after all your professions, will you, or will you not, do what I require?"

"'Pon my soul," replied Meakes, rising quickly also, "I wonder you have the impudence to ask me. If you won't do what I ask, why should I do what you ask? But come, come, Mr. Forrest, be persuaded; listen to good advice. If I were you, the moment the cause came on, I'd drop the prosecution, call no witnesses, and leave the matter as it is. Now pray do be persuaded, and do what is just and right for once in your life."

"If I did what was just and right," said Mr. Forrest, "I should knock you down."

"Those that have tried it," answered Meakes, coolly, "have neither found it easy, pleasant, nor profitable. Tim Meakes is a tough bait for any fish to gorge. But, putting aside such stuff as that, do let me persuade you; and if you do, I can assure you you will spare yourself a great deal, and say, years hence, perhaps, that I was the best friend that ever you had in your life."

"You are a cursed treacherous scoundrel," replied Mr. Forrest; "and I doubt not will go and swear tomorrow that I have come to bribe you, and tamper with your evidence, after first having sent for me yourself."

"If I did," answered Meakes, "you know very well that I should swear nothing but the truth. But I sha'n't do that, either, Mr. Mason, or Mr. Forrest, as the case may be. No, sir, about all that I shall hold my tongue, and they shall not make me say a word. I am not a grass cat,* to squeal like a young baby at the first pinch. But as to Captain Strafford, sir, I shall tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth: you may make yourself as sure of that as if you had heard it. Then, touching my having sent for you, and held what the outlandish folks call a palaver with you, and all that, you see, Mr. Forrest, whenever we find a fox out of his earth in the hunting season, we stop all the earths round about, so that he must run for it. Now hang me, Mr. Mason, if we have not stopped all your earths for you,

* I. e., a hare.
and I do not think you will find a hole to get into in the
country; so you had better take to your legs and make
a burst of it, for I'll be shot if the dogs are not after
you."

"I do not understand you, sir," exclaimed Forrest,
turning somewhat pale; "be so good as to tell me what
dogs you mean. I do not understand such fine allego-
ries."

"No, no, Mr. Forrest," exclaimed Meakes, with a
shrewd look; "I am an old fox myself, and do not easily
say more than I like; but I have given you a fair
warning, as I told the folks I would; and I have tried
to persuade you to do what is right; but if you will
neither take the warning nor do as I say, why it is
your own fault, you know. We should give every beast
a start. You have a fair start now, and if you do not
make the best of it, I cannot help you any farther. No
man can do more than he can do, in the situation he
may be in. I may have wings and a broad back, like
other birds, but it is only a stork that can carry his
grandfather over a stile, as I have seen them do many
a time. So now I have done, and no more to say."

The vague warnings of Meakes, and his allusions to
unknown dangers, were well calculated to fill the
bosom of Mr. Forrest with fear. As we have shown
elsewhere, though not a coward, he was not constitutio-
ally a man of great courage; and every man who
leads an evil life stores his mind with fears, which, like
wasp's from their nest, rush out and sting altogether on
the slightest alarm. Many circumstances within the
last few days had already led him to believe that part
of his history was known to more than Lady Mallory;
and Meakes now raised up new phantasms of discov-
er, exposure, and punishment preparing for him, with-
out giving him a distinct perception of how or where.

This, to a mind like his, eager, irritable, and violent,
was scarcely endurable; and he would now fain have
stayed and asked more, and cross-questioned Meakes,
with the appearance of reconciliation and friendship,
though the old soldier seemed no longer inclined to
protract the conversation. But as he was arranging
his plan for so doing, there came a sound of some one
pushing through the bushes behind in great haste, and
crying, "Meakes! Meakes! Master Meakes! lend us a
hand here; or, rather, come and show us how best—"
The speaker, no other than the good farmer Castle Ball, paused abruptly on seeing some one with the old soldier; while Forrest, on the impulse of the moment, made a hasty retreat by the little path which he had followed to arrive at the dingle; and mounting his horse, which he had left tied in the road, trotted on in a different direction from that of Mallory Hall.

The moment he was gone, Meakes, with a low laugh, put his finger to his lips, and uttered his peculiar whistle; but, even before it was given, the branches behind him were in agitation; and coming forth from the back of the little hut which he had constructed, appeared a body of three sapient and respectable persons, who had acted as unseen witnesses to his conference with Mr. Forrest. The first of these was no other than Sir Andrew Stalbrooke's worthy solicitor, Mr. West; and the other two proved to be his clerk and the town-clerk of Lallington.

"Admirably well done, indeed, Mr. Meakes," said the lawyer; "with skill, judgment, and kindness too. It is now his own fault, and not yours, whatever may befall him."

"You see, sir," answered Meakes, "that the fellow's a rascal. He always was a scoundrel, though I say it who shouldn't say it, for we had many a frolic together; but I declare, when we heard that he was drowned in the Elbe, there wasn't a soldier in the division that didn't say they were glad of it, except myself. However, they have a saying in that country that you can't drown a wolf; and here he is on his four legs again as fast as ever. However, as he's an old comrade, and all that, there is not one of you must try to make me swear to anything against him; and if it hadn't been for the promise that I should give him every chance, both about Captain Strafford and about getting away, I wouldn't have undertaken it at all, do you see."

"You know Sir Andrew well enough," replied Mr. West, "to be quite sure that he would not wish you to do anything cruel or unhandsome; and, in truth, it is not intended to punish him, as might doubtless be done, though he thinks that the time which has elapsed renders him secure. All that we intend to do is to give him a severe fright, and, by holding punishment over his head, force him to do all that is right and necessary of his own accord."
"That is fair enough, that is fair enough," answered Meakes; "but you'll find him a dog, I've a notion, not easily taught to dance. However, here I am for any one that wants me; and now this very night I'll go back to my own house again, and hang me if I think I'll bivouac again till the winter's over."

"You must come with me first, Meakes," said Castle Ball; "I've a bit of poaching for you do, man, and you never refused that in your life. I don't mind mentioning it before this gentleman here; and he may go and tell Sir Andrew, if he likes, and tell him, moreover, that he may send down all his keepers too; but that I'll have my will of it, and be answerable to him to-morrow morning."

"I have no doubt Sir Andrew won't object," said Mr. West; "though your poaching must be of a curious kind, farmer, to be undertaken in the clear day, in this manner."

"Oh, we are bold men in these parts, sir," answered Castle Ball; "and I've got half a dozen young men there down at the bottom of the copse that would thrash half the keepers in England."

"Oh, then I suppose we had better not meddle with you," answered Mr. West; "and perhaps had better betake ourselves to the Castle as fast as possible. Whenever you have done your poaching, Meakes, come up to the castle too, for we must have a grand muster to-night, and perhaps even proceed to action."

"I sha'n't fail, sir, I sha'n't fail," answered Meakes; "and if I might be so bold as to offer my advice—though I know, your worship, that for me to advise you is just like a hare advising a fox."

The lawyer, with a smile, made him a low bow, in gratitude for his illustration; but Meakes proceeded unabashed: "But if I might offer you my advice, you would perhaps proceed to action at once; for that fellow every now and then takes fits of fright; and though, no doubt, if he were to show fight, you would beat him, wolf to wolf like, yet I doubt very much, however cunning you may be, that you can run so fast or turn so quick as he can, if you once set him going."

The good-humoured lawyer laughed outright. "Certainly, my good friend," he said, "as the worthy knight of La Mancha observed to his squire Sancho, your comparisons are not very savoury, but I must forgive them,
nevertheless, not being quite so much of a wolf as you seem to imagine; and all that I have to beg in return is, that you will lose no time in coming up to the Castle. In an hour's time we shall have determined upon our proceedings; and it will be necessary to act with decision at once, in order get possession of this good gentleman's papers, if we act at all."

"I won't fail, sir, I won't fail," answered Meakes.
"And now, Castle, let us hear what it is you want."

Without waiting to hear any explanations on the part of Castle Ball, the lawyer and his companions hastened back as fast as they could towards Stalbrooke Castle; but as the way was somewhat long, they did not arrive there for a full hour and a half. Dinner had waited for Mr. West, though it was nearly five o'clock before they got back, and Sir Andrew Stalbrooke was found in the library, still in busy conference with Sir Frederic Pólaxe. The latter, to say the truth, was extremely hungry, for those were days when hunger visited men at early hours; and fearing that Mr. West, whose whole soul was always in his client's affairs, would detain them to give a long account of what had taken place at the meeting in the wood, he exclaimed as soon as he saw him, "Come, West, come; Sir Andrew's dinner has been waiting I know not how long. Have you been successful?"

"Entirely and totally," answered Mr. West, who was hungry too. "We have proof positive of the identity."
"Well, well; all the particulars you shall give us at dinner," said the counsellor. "In the mean time we have not been idle, and we have obtained the distinct certainty, not only that the small box of papers, on which all depends, is in existence, and apparently untouched, but that we can put our hand upon it in a moment."

"Then we have nothing to do," answered Mr. West, "but to send for a couple of constables, despatch a note to Sir Arthur Brotherton, and repair to Mallory as quick as possible."

"After dinner, after dinner, if you please," replied the other. "But, my good Sir Andrew, I am sorry to see you look so sad, when everything is proceeding more favourably than it was possible to have imagined."

"I am not sad, my dear sir," replied Sir Andrew; "but I am, as you may easily imagine, most anxious.
The situation of my nephew, however favourably things may look—the relapse of this sweet girl, who is upstairs sick in my house—all these things weigh upon my mind, and, I am afraid, make me very discourteous and inhospitable. I will just write a note to Sir Arthur, however. You, West, send for the two constables: by that time our homely meal will be served; and then to dinner, with what appetite we may.”

CHAPTER XVIII.

We must now follow Mr. Forrest on his way, which, as we have said, was chosen in the opposite direction to the house of Lady Mallory. After riding on for some way, he came to a place where three or four roads divided, and where a tall old finger-post reared itself in the angle of one of the hedges, pierced with worms, covered with green mould, and bearing not the slightest vestige of those directions which it once afforded to the weary wayfarer. It was the image of a conceited critic, holding up its dull straight head as if it were the only source of information upon earth, yet affording none to any one, and possessing, in reality, none itself.

“This is pleasant, certainly,” said Mr. Forrest, looking up at the finger-post. “Here, when I am in the greatest haste, I can find nothing to direct me.”

But, as he thus thought, he heard the notes of a well-known air; and looking down one of the lesser roads in the chase, he saw a boy with a spade over his shoulder come whistling slowly up towards him.

“Pray which is the way to Lallington, my boy?” demanded the traveller.

The boy replied; but we will spare his answer to the reader, who probably is in haste, as well as we are. It served, at all events, to guide Mr. Forrest on his way, and in about a quarter of an hour more he entered the small country town which we have chosen to designate by the name of Lallington. He easily found the fine large brick house, within its own walls and gardens, inhabited by the Right Worshipful Mr. Waters; and ringing the bell, a servant in gorgeous livery admitted him
to the spacious tall-ceilinged room where Mr. Waters was seated. Though there were glasses and bottles on the table, and evidence irrefragable that the worthy lawyer and magistrate had been wooing the consolations of a very potent spirit, it was clear, most clear, that the lawyer's mind was not so much at ease, his spirit not quite so tranquil, as is generally the case when schemes succeed and plans are going on prosperously. Ill humour had raised him a little bit out of servility; apprehension had brought Mr. Forrest low; and instead of the latter taking the high ground of old family and assured fortune, and the other placing himself in the lower station of ancestors unknown and wealth but increasing, they seemed to meet upon level ground, shook hands familiarly, and sat down to converse with anxious eagerness of all the points and particulars of the situation in which they were placed.

"Well, my good sir, what have you done?" demanded Waters, eagerly: "I hope that my advice has proved successful."

"Anything but, anything but, Mr. Waters," replied Mr. Forrest. "In regard to the girl Lucy, indeed, we may, I trust, succeed; though this has been brought about in the most opposite manner to that which you expected."

"No matter for that, no matter for that," replied Mr. Waters; "I have no conceit about me, and it doesn't matter two straws to me how it's done, so it is done. But pray let me hear how this matter has been managed."

Mr. Forrest told him; and Waters rubbed his hands with glee, the clouds upon his brow giving way for a moment, and his eyes sparkling with delight.

"That is capital!" he exclaimed, "that is capital! We shall quash her evidence altogether, if we have not a good case of perjury against her; and we shall contrive easily to make Sir Andrew's boasted virtue and uprightness turn out knavery and corruption. Why, that woman Ball, put her in the witness box, and you'll make her say anything you please by getting her into a passion. Leave Sergeant Persiflage to do that; I'll give him a hint or two."

"But, unfortunately," said Mr. Forrest, "the evidence of Meakes will overthrow all."

"But I thought—" said Waters.
"Do not think at all, but listen," replied Mr. Forrest; and he then proceeded to tell his companion a great part of that which had taken place between him and Meakes during that morning.

Mr. Waters looked confounded, and, rising from his chair, walked up and down the room in thought for a minute or two. Still, however, he saw the matter in but one point of view, not knowing the dark secret of Mr. Forrest's bosom. The hints which Mr. Forrest mentioned, of dangers likely to accrue, struck him but little; and he thought of all that had passed solely as it referred to the trial of Captain Strafford.

"We must manage this Mr. Meakes somehow," he said, returning to the table. "You must leave him to me, Mr. Forrest; and I will deal with him by some means or another, depend upon it. I should not care, for that matter, if I hanged him myself. I should think we might almost get up some charge of felony against him. I won't stick at the matter now, be the risk what it may."

"But I thought you were so afraid of Lady Mallory," said Mr. Forrest, with one of his irrepressible sneers, "that you dared not move to the right hand or to the left, for fear of treading upon her ladyships toes."

"I had many things to fear besides Lady Mallory, Mr. Forrest," replied Waters, shutting his teeth close: "but when those things which we have feared have come upon us, we lose the fear of them, Mr. Forrest."

"That is true, too," replied Mr. Forrest, musing; but Waters went on: "I had a notice, sir, this morning from London, that government had ordered strict investigations to be made into my conduct as a magistrate of this county; and that, if the statements prove true which have been sent in regarding me, I am to be dismissed from the commission immediately. If not, even, I am required to withdraw at the end of six months, as no more local attorneys are to be employed upon the bench. I know whence all this comes from, Mr. Forrest, very well; and I even see farther than this still, for I can see what will follow; so I may as well have something for my pains, whether it be revenge or not."

"Ay, now you understand the pleasure of revenge, do you?" said Mr. Forrest.

"I may have known something about it before," answered Mr. Waters, dryly. "But I'll tell you what,
sir, I committed a great fault and a great folly in having anything to do with your nephew at first; and it has got me from one bad business to another: but as I've begun, I'll go through with it, and see whether I cannot save something out of the fire. They've taken away my fears from me themselves. I cannot lose much more than I see they intend to make me lose; so I may as well try if I cannot gain something, whatever it is; and if, sir, I'm a great loser in this business, I hope and trust you will do your best to make up for it."

"My agency," replied Mr. Forrest, "is, I fear, far inferior in value to that of Lady Mallory: but yet my property is tolerably large; and all I have to say, Mr. Waters, is—"

"We understand each other, sir, we understand each other," said Mr. Waters. "And now let us set to work, hand in hand, to bring this business to a right end."

Mr. Forrest smiled, well pleased; for he had now, he fancied, got the only hold upon Mr. Waters which it is possible to have upon a man of his character. He felt not quite so much alone in his proceedings; and he asked himself whether it would be possible to gain his advice and secure his co-operation in other matters without making Waters a participator in his secrets, or putting himself in his power.

"Do you really think, Mr. Waters," he said, "that there is any chance of getting hold of Meakes?"

"I think there is a chance of getting hold of any man one likes," replied Waters; "thank God, the laws of this country, if properly managed, give one great facilities; and you see one thing is pretty notorious; Meakes has done a great many things contrary to the law, and has been suffered to go on in so doing for years. Now it will be hard indeed if we can't some way patch up a business against him."

"But what think you," said Mr. Forrest, "of these sort of threats made use of?"

"Threats!" said Mr. Waters, "threats! did he use threats! Did he put you in personal fear!"

"No, not exactly," replied Mr. Forrest; "I mean what he said about my getting out of the way as soon as possible, and about the dogs being after me, and all that."

"Why I can't exactly say," answered the lawyer, beginning to suspect in some degree that the tablet of
his client's conscience was not quite so clear as it might have been. "You are the best judge of that, Mr. Forrest. Pray, was there any little transaction about the time when you formerly knew Meakes, that you would not exactly like raked up just now?"

Mr. Forrest said something vaguely about gay young men being always in scrapes, and nobody exactly liking to have all the transactions of their early years talked about when they had reached the sober maturity of age; but he took extremely good care to keep off the subject uppermost in his thoughts and apprehensions at that moment. Waters, however, on his part, was by no means disinclined to know more of Mr. Forrest's private affairs. He saw and knew that this new client was wealthy; and he wished, if their two fates must run together to a certain degree, to make the bonds between them such as would not be easily broken by the richer of the two.

"Come, come, Mr. Forrest," he said, speaking in a familiar and kindly tone, "a man's lawyer must be his father-confessor, you know: you must deal a little more in particulars." He found, however, that in Mr. Forrest he had a client who was not at all inclined to be more communicative than necessary; and all that he could draw forth by every manoeuvre, whether by traps cunningly laid for confidence, adroit insinuations, or direct attacks, amounted to no more than this, that there were things resting on Mr. Forrest's memory, towards the period of his early acquaintance with Meakes, which might be excessively unpleasant, if not dangerous, to him to have investigated at the present time.

We are willing to believe that, with the generality of human beings, the thoughts which regulate their general conduct and demeanour form the grand stream of their mind; and that any little accidental reservations and thoughts apart are but occasional deviations, which do not very much affect the candour of social intercourse. But there are men, the great bulk of whose thoughts may be said to be under-currents, who, while they are talking to you of one thing, are continually pursuing a latent train of thought about other things, making their calculations, combining, conceiving, imagining apart; and whose character, to revert to the figure which we have used above, is—as we have reason to suppose is the case with part of the ocean—unfath-
omable to any ordinary means, not so much from any real profundity as from everything that attempts to plumb it being carried away by the currents below the surface.

Such was the case with Mr. Waters; and during the whole time that Mr. Forrest was speaking to him, and that he himself was pursuing the open or less concealed purpose of driving that gentleman to farther explanations, he was in his own breast pursuing a completely different course of considerations, calculating how he was most likely to derive advantage from his new client, and, in fact, to what account existing circumstances might be turned.

When, then, he found that Mr. Forrest had cause for apprehension, and would not explain what, he determined, after various minute and laborious examinations of the reasons for and against, to advise that gentleman strongly to follow the advice of the worthy Timothy Meakes, and betake himself to London as fast as possible, leaving the whole of his business to be transacted by him, Mr. Waters, during his absence.

"I must stand here and abide the brunt myself," he said: "there would be neither a possibility nor an advantage in my avoiding the matter. I will therefore now, Mr. Forrest, boldly and straightforwardly undertake to conduct this business for you against Captain Strafford, who is here, thank Heaven, safe in jail. I will deal with Meakes too, and doubt not that with him I shall succeed. If no fair means will do, I shall not fail to employ foul; and the blame, if any, rests upon me, you know, Mr. Forrest."

Mr. Waters had, however, determined upon another proceeding, of which he said nothing; which was, to induce Meakes, by some means, to give him those particulars with regard to his client's former history which Mr. Forrest had not given himself. These he doubted not easily to obtain from the old soldier by affecting to be already thoroughly acquainted with the whole.

"I need not tell you, Mr. Forrest," he said, "that I shall bestir myself, for that I shall do for my own interest; and if you would take my best advice upon your own situation, it would be this: Go home to Lady Mallory's directly; give her ladyship to understand that you intend to take your departure about three or four o'clock to-morrow afternoon; set out on horseback, as
if you were intending to come to me at an earlier hour, taking your poor nephew's servant with you; and then, putting yourself into a postchaise, proceed to London, and there remain till we see how all this matter turns. In the mean time you had better place such of your papers as are of any consequence, and you would not like to have examined, into some safe deposite."

"I will, I will," replied Mr. Forrest; "I will do so immediately." And taking out of his pocket the two bundles of letters we have before mentioned, he stalked gravely up to the fire, which, as it was an autumn day, was blazing briskly in the lawyer's grate, and putting them between the bars, he poked them into the very hottest part of the fire, saying over his shoulder to Mr. Waters, with a somewhat doubtful smile, "That is the safest deposite that I know, Waters."

Waters looked on with a strong itching in his fingers to seize the other implement of pyrotechny, and rescue many a precious secret from the devouring flame. For a moment he consoled himself for not daring so to do by the thought, "Such a tight-tied packet as that will not easily burn; a part will be unconsumed."

But Mr. Forrest pertinaciously stirred and restirred the fire, and thrust the poker between the sheets, till the whole fell out one black undistinguished mass, with nothing but some small red sparks wandering here and there over the destroyed fragments, like a few inhabitants spared, and erring through the ruins of a city destroyed by some great convulsion of nature.

"And now," said Mr. Forrest, taking his hat without sitting down again, "as it is already growing dusky, I will take my departure, and follow your advice to the letter. I am afraid, indeed, as it is, it may be dark before I reach the Hall; and as I do not know this country well, though born so near it, I may chance to lose my way."

"Oh, sir, one of my people shall go with you," said Mr. Waters; "by the short road the distance is not far. He will be ready in a minute. By leaving the village of Stalbrooke on the left, you know, and keeping under the park walls, you save two miles."

Mr. Forrest agreed to this proposal, the bell was rung, the groom made himself ready in all haste, and in a few minutes Mr. Forrest was once more on his horse and on his way back to Mallory Hall. The light continued
without any very sensible diminution for some way; and as they passed the prison, Mr. Forrest looked up with a feeling of vengeful satisfaction.

"If he be condemned," he said to himself, "I will come down to see it with my own eyes."

But could he have looked into the bosom of the person who sat solitary within those walls, and compared what he saw there, sad and gloomy as it was, with the state, the feelings, the dark writhings of his own spirit, the voice of conscience would have told him, "It is thou that art punished!"

Bitter, painful, dark, and terrible, indeed, were the feelings of that unhappy man as he rode onward: unsated revenge parched him like a thirst, hate rankled in his heart, fear dogged his footsteps; and the gloomy night, as it fell, though it might be figuratively called congenial to the thoughts of his own heart, darkened without alleviating the sad and sombre impression on his mind. His way lay over a bleak, lonely common, full of rushy pools and low stagnant pieces of water; beyond was seen, through the dim air, the angle of a park wall and some tall masses of trees; and as they crossed on towards that point, the dull groom, who had not heard his name, rode up to Mr. Forrest's side, and touching his elbow, said in an awed whisper, "That's where the young gentleman was killed."

A cold shudder passed over Mr. Forrest's frame; and, putting his horse into a quick pace, he tightened not the rein till he entered Mallory Park and approached the gates. The groom rode forward and rang the great bell. Mr. Forrest dismounted, and put a piece of money into the man's hands. The gates were then opened, and Mr. Forrest entered the court; but scarcely had he done so, when two men came out, one from either side; and one of them putting a strong hand upon his shoulder, said, "Ferdinand Forrest, I apprehend you, sir, in the king's name, on a charge of robbery."
CHAPTER XIX.

We must now turn to one of our principal characters, of whom, though we have spoken but little lately, we have not been unmindful; for it is absolutely necessary to bring her history up to the period at which we have now arrived, on various motives, which the reader probably divines.

The person we speak of is Lucy Williams, who about the third hour after noon on an autumnal day, was walking slowly and meditatively along, shortly after her return to her father's cottage. She took her way through the Stalbrooke woods, intending, indeed, to proceed to the castle before the day had closed, but filling up the time which had yet to elapse ere the hour arrived which had been appointed by Sir Andrew for seeing her.

A considerable change had come over the appearance of Lucy since we last presented her to the reader. Her father's state of health, his embarrassed circumstances, his death, and all the painful events that accompanied that event, so painful in itself, as well as all those which had followed, had all at that time diminished the appearance of bright warm health which generally characterized both her face and person. That face, sparkling with hope and cheerfulness, that form, all light activity and buoyant grace, seemed, on ordinary occasions, when no deep grief weighed her down, the express image and personification of unclouded life and hopefulness.

When we first placed her before the reader's eyes, the bright spirit within her was depressed, and languor weighed both upon her mind and her corporeal frame; and when last we spoke of her she had not yet recovered from that state; but now the weight seemed to be taken off her mind. Health had returned in its full vigour, the bright eye shone as lustrously as ever, the graceful limbs moved free and unconfined, and the rose glowed warm in her cheek. It seemed, indeed, as if she had been much exposed to the sun and atmosphere: for her complexion, always somewhat brown, now seemed quite sunburned, and even her hands, which had been fair
and beautiful, were at present as brown as a gleaner's. Nevertheless, though any ordinary eye that looked upon Lucy would merely have said that she looked very well, and seemed perfectly recovered and what she used to be, yet those who looked more closely and saw more deeply might perceive that a change, a brightening change, had come over her within the last few days.

Before, she had been nothing but a beautiful, gay, clever, imaginative girl; but now, though not a sadness, there was a thoughtfulness in her face, there was a soul in her eyes, a depth of feeling, which had not been there before. Was it the touch of sorrow that had given this that powerful, that magic touch, which so often sets the deepest chords of the heart vibrating, never to be wholly mute again? Was it the feeling of strong love, which runs from every note, the highest to the lowest, of the heart's diapason, and wakens them all into melody? Perhaps it was neither of these; for although it may be that love and sorrow are the two greatest teachers of the human heart, calling forth its feelings, showing it its riches, and awakening its powers, yet there be some other affections of the mind which, rousing the slumbering spirit to exertion, in a happy moment seat the ethereal being within us upon the throne in our bosoms, and give it power to rule over all inferior impulses.

However that may be, Lucy, to the eye of those who see in beauty something more than mere form and colouring, was far more beautiful than ever. Her face had all the freshness and the youthful grace it had before; but there was an expression of thoughtful power added to all the rest. Her limbs had all their symmetry, her movements all their grace; but there was a share of dignity pervaded all, which superadded another charm; and yet at heart she was as simple, as affectionate, as humble as ever she had been.

As she walked along, then, she thought of one whom she loved well and truly, and she thought of him with hope and cheerfulness. The memory of her father, indeed, would cross her mind and sadden her a little; but the buoyant spirit of youth rose up to shake off sorrow, and to speed her thoughts from the past on into the future.

"He has not seen me," she thought, "for several
days; and when last I saw him, I could not but think that he did not seem well pleased at what I was doing, although he himself had consented. All men are strange beings, I do believe, and will often let us do things they blame us for when they are done."

She smiled as she thus thought, and felt how much she loved him, for she could not find in her heart to blame even the little caprices of which she accused him.

"I hope I shall meet him here," she thought; "and I think he generally comes back by the bank of the stream. He will be at Philippa's to-night, I know; but I love to be with him better among the boughs, and banks, and dingles, and in the free fresh air, than in dull rooms made with hands. People seem to love each other more and better under God's sky than among stone walls. Hark! he is coming; I hear his horse. I will surprise him." And, stepping lightly through the underwood, she entered a path which ran, a yard or two above the bridle-road, along the wooded bank which flanked the stream; and there, hidden from all sight, gathered a bunch of late honeysuckle, to throw down in her lover's way as he passed by her. She paused, with her hand partly uplifted; but in a moment after, as she gazed, the hand dropped, she drew farther back, and crouched partly down, as if fearful of being seen; and then, with a light and silent step, moved on along the path, with the river on her left hand, while the horse's feet sounded slowly advancing by her side. Every now and then, glancing through the underwood, she fixed her eye eagerly on the traveller in the road below her, but still followed him on the path till he reached the second bridge, which we have had occasion to mention more than once. There, with anxious looks and hands clasped together, she watched the proceedings of the horseman through the branches.

"What is he going to do now!" she asked herself. "It was about this hour that he was to see my uncle. See, he is tying his horse. But hark! I hear another step coming down from the hill. What are those papers in his hands, I wonder? Hark, the steps are coming quick. It must be he. It must be he." And darting away to the right, out of the wood, Lucy entered the road which turned up the hill, at a spot where its sharp windings hid her from any one in the neighbourhood of the stream below.
The moment that she issued forth from the brushwood, Castle Ball was before her, as she had expected, and not ten steps distant. He was walking on thoughtfully and rapidly; but his whole face gleamed with gladness when he saw her; and he was advancing with some joyful words hanging on his lips, when Lucy, starting forward, held up her finger as beseeching silence, and, taking him eagerly by the hand, led him into the wood, to the spot where she had before been standing. She would not venture even upon a whisper, and only feared that the sound of their feet might disturb the occupation of the person she had been gazing at. As soon as they were within sight, however, she pointed with her finger; and Castle Ball, looking in that direction, comprehended at once the cause of conduct which had seemed for a moment extraordinary.

The person on whom their eyes were now fixed was in the act of endeavouring to fasten a stone or some heavy substance to the packet of letters which he held in his hand. But in a moment after he seemed to abandon this design; and, replacing the letters in his pocket, took out a small polished steel case, of about two palms' breadths in length and a palm in width, and not above an inch in thickness. This he gazed at for a moment, and then deliberately pitched it into what seemed to be the deepest part of the old mill-pool. It sank at once, of course, to the bottom; and of it, as of many another secret act, nothing remained upon the surface but a few bubbles.

Lucy had grasped Castle Ball's arm tight while this was taking place; and when it was done, she turned to him with a look full of agitation, and hid her eyes upon his shoulder.

"What is it, Lucy?" he said, in a low tone: "What is the matter?"

"Hush!" said Lucy, "hush!" and she held up her hand as entreating silence, till the sound of the horse's feet, which was heard again after a moment, began once more to die away.

"Do you not remember," she then said, "that I told you some time ago that I had engaged to do things which seemed strange to you, for a very great and a good purpose; and though you told me that you would consent and help me, and watch over me, and trust to my
bare word at once, I saw that you did not half like it, and had not half confidence in me—"

"Nay, my dear Lucy, you do me wrong," replied Castle Ball, "I had full confidence in you. I knew that Lucy would not do anything of the kind but for some very good and right reason. I was a little cross, to be sure, the first time I met you, to see you look so unlike yourself. But did not I help you, and do all I could to protect you? Was I not near you, I may say night and day? and did not I tell all the men scattered about to see that nobody hurt you, or molested you, or stopped you on your way? But what has all that to do with this, Lucy?"

"I will tell you, Castle Ball," said Lucy; "I will tell you in a moment, as far as I may tell you yet. There is a person in this world that I love very much; nay, not quite as well as you, Castle, and very differently. However, I would lay down my life to do him a kindness or to make him happy—"

"Do you mean Captain Strafford?" said Castle Ball, with the least bit of jealousy in the world creeping into his honest heart.

"No, Castle, no," replied Lucy, smiling in his face, and reading all that was going on in his bosom, with a little affectionate malice. "No, I don't mean Captain Strafford, though I would do a great deal to show my gratitude to him also. But you see I love a great number of people, Castle Ball; and for this one that I mention I would lay down my life at any time—"

"I know who you mean," said Castle Ball.

"Well," continued Lucy; "I was told that I might, and shown how I might, do him the greatest kindness that it was possible for any being to do; to add to his happiness more than anybody could conceive; and to take away the only cloud that rested upon him. It was needful, however, to watch carefully every step; and, before anything was said, or our proceedings were at all seen, to make sure of a great number of different points, which, though known, could hardly be proved. Everything succeeded till to-day; but upon that very little steel box that you have seen cast into the river, everything depends. Something must have frightened that bad man; I was going to say somebody must have betrayed to him what we were about; only I know that nobody is acquainted with it fully but myself and one other."
"Nothing is lost but what's at the bottom of the sea," replied Castle Ball, "and a river's not the sea, you know, Lucy. I will go up directly to Sir Andrew, and ask him to have the pool of water drawn off and the nets put down, so as to prevent it from being carried away down into the other part of the stream."

"Oh no, no!" cried Lucy; "cannot we do it ourselves? The whole of this was given to me to do, that I might show my gratitude; and I would not have any other person do it for the world. It seems as if I had been sent here on purpose to see him throw it in."

"You and I, my dear girl!" exclaimed Castle Ball; "you and I draw that pond off! Impossible, Lucy; utterly impossible. You might as well talk of our drinking the whole stream. But I'll tell you what I can do; I can get up the men from the farm; but then I have no nets, and when the sluices are opened, the thing may be carried through into the other water below.

"But my uncle has nets," exclaimed Lucy; "my uncle has plenty of nets, I know. He is up there in the woods, not half a mile off; and the nets will be soon brought from his house. I will run down to the farm and tell your men to come up, if you will go to my uncle and bring him down with the nets; he will get it for us in a minute. I do not like to go myself, for fear that hateful man should be with him still."

"Oh, I will go, Lucy," replied Castle Ball; "but I do not like to part with you yet, Lucy." And asking her many a question, he kept her with him for a moment or two longer, toying kindly, affectionately, and not wrongly, with one that he loved truly, honourably, innocently. He then gave her directions as to which of his men she should bring, adding, with a smile, "Take care of the great dog and the old lady, Lucy."

"Oh the great dog knows me," replied Lucy, "and found me out when nobody else did; and as for your mother, she sent me down this morning as kind a message as ever I could wish to have from the mother of Castle Ball. So I go without fear; but I shall not be happy, and always think that everything we have done may yet go wrong, till I see that little casket once more upon dry land. Even then, perhaps, the papers may be spoiled; for I suppose the contents are papers."

"Do you not know?" demanded Castle Ball, in some surprise.
"No," she answered, shaking her head, with a smile; "I am working in some degree in the dark. We women, you know, have more faith than you men. But let us lose no time." And away she ran; while Castle Ball, as we have shown, bent his way up the hill, and arrived at the close of Meakes's conversation with Mr. Forrest.

As soon as the lawyer and the rest were gone, the good farmer explained in a few words to Meakes what he wanted; and the old soldier listened with an air of deliberate wisdom, as some counsellor consulted on the fate of empires. He then looked up to the sky, pulled out his fat round watch, and gravely shook his head.

"You see, Castle Ball," he said, "I have got no nets here but this bit of a thing. It's a long way down to my house; will take us an hour and a half to get there, go as fast as we will. Then your house is two miles off; Lucy won't be up with the men for an hour. The only way on earth, if we had all the men and the nets here, that we could manage it, would be to turn the stream round from above, by digging a trench down into the meadows while we draw off the pool. Otherwise we shall have it come pouring over the sluices upon us. In short, it will take us three or four hours, if the men were all here this minute. Before we've half done it will be night; and then, in groping about, we are most likely to get the box jammed in among the sand, and mud, and stones, and never to see it again. You see an iron box doesn't go swimming about like a fish, so that we can see which way it takes in a minute."

"This is unfortunate, indeed," said Castle Ball. "But what you say is very true, Meakes; and I suppose we must put it off till to-morrow, though Lucy will be very sorry for that, poor girl."

"My grandmother used to say to me," said Meakes, dogmatically, "'Never put off till to-morrow what can be done to-day.' Come, Castle Ball, I'm a free man now, and don't care to show my face to the sunshine. Come along, and let you and I see what can be done without any help at all. When I get my fins in the water, you know, I can get my nose in the mud, like any carp; and after having taken to the bush for a week, I don't see why I shouldn't take to the water."

Thus saying Meakes rolled up the net he had been working carefully, put it by into one of his leafy cupboards, and then walked slowly down with Ball towards
the pool of the old mill, talking of how he used to dive when he was in this place and that place, and telling miraculous stories of bringing up pearl oysters from unaccountable depths in Indian seas; all of which, as he was a man of perfect veracity, notwithstanding his little foibles, and certainly did very extraordinary things at different times, Castle Ball had not the slightest difficulty in believing.

When they reached the bank of the pool it was still as solitary as Castle Ball had left it; and standing on the plank that crossed the sluice, Meakes made his companion point out to him as accurately as possible the spot where the box had fallen.

"It's awkward," said the old soldier, coolly, "that he threw it so far, for one has no place to plunge from. However, I must swim there; and as it is not very deep, I can get down to the bottom, I dare say, without a plunge. However, I shall put my clothes in the old mill, and you just keep your eye upon the road to prevent anybody but ourselves coming up, though I don't think they will be here for this hour. Coolish weather, Master Ball, for bathing in a millpond; and, if I remember right, there's a cold spring comes in here."

As he thus spoke, Meakes, who had been busily engaged in taking off his coat and waistcoat, walked round to the old mill, where he finished the rest of his unclothing; and then appearing from the little trapdoor which looked out upon the mill-wheel, like an otter out of his hole, he shot at once into the water.

"Hereabout, wasn't it?" he said, looking up, when he came near the spot which the farmer had pointed out. Ball nodded his head, and Meakes in a moment dived down and disappeared. After remaining so long under water that the good farmer began to be alarmed, the gray head of the old soldier again appeared above the pool; and after panting for a few moments, he said, "Desperate cold, Master Ball. I can't find it, though; but if you were standing up on the bank there, it must have seemed to you to have gone in nearer than it really did. I will try it a couple of yards on, and then beat back."

Thus saying, he swam a little farther, and then plunged again. This time, however, he did not stay so long beneath the water; but after a few moments reappeared, exclaiming loudly, "A lame duck, a lame duck! the cramp, the cramp! help me, help me, Ball!" and, ere
the sentence was well concluded, he sunk again beneath the surface of the pool.

Castle Ball was not a very expert or practised swimmer; but he hesitated not a moment. Throwing off his coat and waistcoat, he plunged into the pool from the plank on which he stood, swam out, and by a great effort dived, though he had never tried it before. In a minute his strong hand came in contact with something like a human head. He caught it instantly by the hair, and sprang up, dragging it with him, feeling that Meakes still struggled in a degree and seconded him, but, with the extraordinary and peculiar presence of mind which the old soldier possessed, made not the slightest effort to lay hold of him.

In an instant the head was raised above the surface of the water, and striking for the meadows, the farmer reached them in safety, drawing Meakes after him. As soon as he landed himself, he stooped over and pulled the old soldier up upon the grass. By this time, however, he was motionless. But to the surprise, and not a little to the admiration of his companion, there, tight grasped in his right hand, the fingers of which had never relaxed their hold, even in the mortal struggle, was the small steel case which Forrest had cast into the pool.

The first care of Castle Ball, however, was for his companion, and natural good sense supplied the place of information. He put his hand to his heart; he felt it flutter faintly, but distinctly still; and he applied himself with eager zeal to restore vital warmth and give vigour to the circulation. Rubbing the body dry, as well as he could, with the clothes which had been cast off, he continued the friction over the chest and arms, till he felt a glow begin to return. The sun, as if to second his endeavours, came out from behind some clouds that had obscured him, and shone down the stream upon the meadow; and covering Meakes up from the wind as well as he could, the good farmer continued to use all means that suggested themselves, and not without success, till at length the glad sound of voices came upon his ear; and, turning his head to look down the stream, he saw Lucy and his own men coming up from the farm.

Scarcely could the son of Thetis, calling from the trenches, have uttered a louder shout than did Castle Ball to hasten their progress towards him. But that
shout seemed to have more effect upon Meakes himself than upon those to whom it was addressed. The half-drowned man opened his eyes, and gazed with some sort of speculation in them upon the face of the farmer. Animation had not been so entirely suspended, indeed, as completely to blot out for the time—which is sometimes the case—the memory of the accident and the circumstances in which it took place.

"A near go, Castle Ball," murmured Meakes; "that cramp legged me so that I could do nothing. How did you get me out? Where's the box? Oh here, in my hand. I wouldn't have lost that for something. It would have been a job to have to go in again to-night."

Ball shook him heartily by the wounded hand, exclaiming, "Thank God, Meakes, thank God! Your tongue is the gladdest sound I have heard for a long time."

"Why, did you think I was dead?" said Meakes in a faint voice, but still in his old gay tone. "Oh no! I am like an eel; I take a great deal of killing. I felt you all the time scrubbing away with your great hands upon my chest, just as my old cook scrubs the bars of the grate with emery paper. I don't so well remember how you got me out, though. But here come all the people. Hang it, man, go and tell Lucy, or she'll be frightened, poor girl. She never saw her uncle lying on the bank like a sick sparrow before. Tell her it's nothing. There, give her the box too, and send her away."

Lucy, however, was not so easily satisfied. Her heart had failed her at Castle Ball's shout, she knew not well why; and now she listened with anxiety and apprehension, while the rest of the people went forward to assist Meakes, and the good farmer related to her all that had occurred.

"I must go to him," she said, "I must go to him;" and running forward as soon as she had heard the whole, she came up to her uncle just as the people, having wrapped him up in what warm clothing they could muster, were carrying him down to the nearest house.

All the terror and apprehensions which the poor girl still felt, all her anxiety about him, which was spoken by her manner as much as by her words, were not without their effect upon the old soldier. Though he bade her not be a fool and be frightened, he assured her that he could walk quite well if the people would let him,
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but if they chose to be foolish enough to carry him, it was their fault, not his; and he more than once begged her to go back, as he knew very well that she was going up to the Castle.

Lucy, however, persevered, and accompanied her uncle to the nearest house, which happened to be that of one of Sir Andrew's gamekeepers. There, however, no power could induce Meakes to suffer the people to put him to bed, which was an indignity that he had never endured in the whole course of his campaigning; and on their attempting to do so against his will, he vowed that he would soon show them whether he was drowned or not, giving one of the labourers a push which sent him reeling to the other side of the cottage. Wrapping himself up in a blanket till dry clothes could be procured from his own house, he applied himself to get into a glow, as he called it, by drinking two or three large glasses of weak brandy and water, which was his own peculiar panacea for all illnesses; and by the time that his clothes arrived he was as well as ever, and only the more inclined to exertion, in order to show that he was not in the slightest degree the worse for the accident which had taken place.

Although it was now growing quite dark, he declared, most positively, that he would accompany Castle Ball and his niece up to Stalbrooke Castle; and on Lucy endeavouring to persuade him not to do so, he laughed at her fears and silenced her objections by demanding what they could all do without him.

"You know very well, Lucy," he said, "the whole thing would break down but for me; and if I had stuck at the bottom of the pond, you would have been worse off than if the box had stuck there without me. So you may thank Castle Ball for bringing us both up."

Finding that it was vain to contend with him, they suffered him to do as he pleased, and set off for the Castle before they would willingly have done so. He walked as stoutly; however, as before, and on their arrival vowed that he was all the better and the warmer for the march. A disappointment, however, awaited them. As they came near the gates they thought they heard the sound of carriages going down the hill, and on entering the court the first salutation that met them was from the old major-domo, who exclaimed, "God bless my soul! here you are at length, and master's just
been obliged to go away without you. He was very anxious, indeed, Miss Lucy, and wondered what could prevent you from coming. He thought Mr. Meakes, too, would have come, and asked several times if he had not been here in the course of the day."

"Why! how the deuce could I come," exclaimed Meakes, "when I was drowned?"

The servant took a step back.

"Ay, you need not look so astonished," said Meakes; "drowned, I say. My life has been like a beggar's shirt to-day; I've taken it off, washed it in the pond, and put it on again. But what are we to do next, I wonder?"

---

CHAPTER XX.

The first grasp of the officer's hand upon Mr. Forrest's shoulder seemed to change the whole blood in his veins to marble. His dark and bitter heart refused to beat, and he had wellnigh dropped upon the pavement of the court. The man's words, however, caused his heart to beat, and his blood to flow again with something—though strangely mingled with other feelings—like honest indignation.

"On a charge of robbery!" he exclaimed. "Sir, this is absurd, ridiculous! You or your employers must be playing off some mad joke upon me!"

"I rather believe, sir," replied the man, dryly, "that you will find it no joke. But all I know of the matter is, that I have a warrant to apprehend you upon that charge, and that the magistrates have been for some time sitting in the library in expectation of your return."

Mr. Forrest put his hand to his brow thoughtfully, as if asking himself what could be the meaning of such a charge; and then exclaiming once more, "It is ridiculous!" he added, "Who are these gentlemen! I am ready to appear before them at once."

"Such is what they require, sir," replied the man, "Will you come with me!"

Conducted by the one officer and followed by the other, Mr. Forrest accordingly entered the house amid groups of gaping domestics, and with a heart in which bitter wrath struggled with some indefinite apprehensions, passed on to the library.
It was a large antique chamber, the tall roof of which was supported by two massy square pillars towards that end which had an entrance from the hall; and as the first officer entered the room, leaving his prisoner in charge of the second, and surrounded by a number of the servants, who had followed from the outer hall "to see how he looked," Mr. Forrest perceived a glare of much light, and heard the confused talking of many voices. In a moment after the officer returned, the voices within were silent, and the prisoner was directed to advance.

A great number of persons were present, but the principal group was seated on the opposite side of a large square library-table, with manifold lights and papers before them. In the centre was Sir Arthur Brotherton, with another magistrate, and Sir Andrew Stalbrooke. The two lawyers, who were for the time on a visit to Stalbrooke Castle, were there likewise; and several clerks, together with another solicitor, who had been brought from a small town at some distance, made up the group. The rest of the persons in the room consisted of Mr. Forrest's own servants and of several people whom he did not know, and upon whom, seeing them to be of what he considered the common herd, he did not condescend to cast his eyes. He was, of course, agitated; but feeling that he had but one course to pursue, he advanced towards the table with a firm step, and a frowning and imperious brow.

"Place me a chair," he said to one of his servants upon whom his eye fell, and leaning his arm upon the table, he seated himself slowly, demanding aloud, "What is the meaning of all this, gentlemen?"

"This is the personage, I take it for granted," said Sir Arthur Brotherton, in a quiet, unmoved tone.

Sir Andrew Stalbrooke nodded his head: then rising, he left his chair vacant, and after pausing for a moment by the fire, quitted the room.

"Your name, sir," proceeded Sir Arthur, "is, I think, Ferdinand Forrest." And he looked between the lights full in the face of the prisoner.

"It is, sir," replied Mr Forrest; "and the personage, as you are pleased to call me, will be extremely glad to know what business you can have with so humble an individual as Ferdinand Forrest."
"You shall know instantly, sir," answered the magistrate; "but first let me inform you that my name is Sir Arthur Brotherton, one of the justices of the peace for this county, as is also this learned and very respectable gentleman on my right, Mr. Pasterton."

"And Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, I suppose," interrupted Mr. Forrest.

"No," answered the magistrate, "Sir Andrew, on the present occasion, does not choose to act."

"He has acted, I suppose, sufficiently for his purpose already," replied Mr. Forrest; "whatever the business may be, it is evidently prejudged."

"Your pardon, sir," replied Sir Arthur Brotherton; "we excuse a little irritation, circumstanced as you are; but perhaps, upon reflection, you may think fit to abstain from such observations. The matter has not been in any degree prejudged; no witnesses have been examined, that they might be examined in your presence; and the only thing that has taken place is the charge of robbery brought against you, which, of course, required immediate investigation, and from which, we trust, you will speedily clear yourself. It was, of course, necessary to issue a warrant for your apprehension; and in the hope that something would appear which would save us the painful necessity of either remanding or committing you, we have determined to enter into the affair at once. Let the prosecutrix be brought forward."

As he spoke there was a little movement among the people who stood behind Mr. Forrest; and the woman whom we introduced to the reader's notice in the first chapter of this book, called Philippina, came round to the opposite side of the table, and stood exactly fronting the prisoner, with her large black eyes glaring upon him with evident marks of dislike and animosity. At her sudden appearance Mr. Forrest rose partly off his chair, and then as suddenly sat down again; while Sir Arthur Brotherton whispered a word to Mr. Pasterton, who instantly raised his eyes to the prisoner's countenance, and saw that he had not only turned pale, but absolutely livid.

"What is your name?" demanded Sir Arthur Brotherton, addressing Philippina.

"My name," answered the woman, "is Philippina Meerbach, by birth a Hungarian."

"You will be so good as to state the charge which
you made before me some time ago," continued Sir Arthur; "and remember, that as the charge is very serious, affecting perhaps the life of an individual of apparently high respectability, it is necessary to be extremely cautious and guarded, recollecting that for the truth of every word which you shall this day pronounce, you are answerable to God and man."

Philippina bowed her head, and then clearly and distinctly proceeded: "I am ready," she said, "to swear, that the gentleman before you, who now calls himself Forrest, did, on one Friday in the month of August, 17--., come to my house where I was then living, having married and come into the bishopric of Wurtzburg, and there took out of my possession a small Vienna case made of steel, and containing several papers; besides which, there were in it four rings of gold and different stones, a pair of earrings, and a small gold cross."

"Do you mean to say," demanded Sir Arthur Brotherton, "that he took this case against your will, or did you give it to him?"

"I showed it to him, and the papers that were in it," replied the woman, "and he asked me to let him have them to show to his wife. I said no, he should not, for I would not part with them to anybody. He said he would write me down a receipt for them, and a promise to give them to me back again; and taking up a pen that was upon the table, he wrote that receipt and promise; but while he wrote, I thought more than ever I would not let him have them, and when he had done I told him so. He then said that was nonsense, and that he would have them whether I liked or not. So saying, he snatched the box out of my hand, and walked away laughing, telling me that I was very foolish to be afraid, and that, if I would send to his house the next day, I should have the box. I could not stop him, for I was a poor woman, and alone in the house; but as I saw that he had shut to the box, which had a spring lock, and I had the key, I thought he would be obliged to come to me to open it. As soon as I could on the day after, however, I went to his house, which lay farther up the river, and I found that he and all his people had been gone since sunrise."

"Woman, you are a liar!" cried Forrest; but Sir Arthur Brotherton waved his hand for silence, and went on to ask, "Had you at that time ever seen Mr. Forrest before?"
"Yes," she replied, "frequently, for more than a month before."

"And have you ever seen him since?"

"Never till within the last fortnight," she replied; "since then I have seen him several times."

"And are you perfectly sure," said Mr. Pasterton, "of the identity of this gentleman with the person who took the box? Remember, it is more than twenty years ago, according to your own account."

"It does not signify," she replied; "I will swear it is the same man; every line of his face is stamped upon my memory with the anger, and indignation, and heart-burning, and remorse of twenty years."

After a little pause, Sir Arthur Brotherton observed, "You told us that he wrote a paper promising to return the box. Did he take that paper away or leave it with you?"

"He left it with me," replied the woman, "and there it is." And taking forth a piece of written paper, yellow with long keeping, she handed it to the magistrates.

"I beg your pardon for interrupting you, gentlemen," exclaimed Mr. Forrest, "but I think it is time that I should be heard."

"Not before the charge is complete," answered Sir Arthur Brotherton. "After this good lady has made her statement, you shall have the option, sir, of saying anything that you like, and undergoing examination, or waiting till all the other witnesses have been examined in your presence. But if you would permit me to advise you, you would pursue the latter course, and hear the depositions against you, in order that you may judge whether it is right to say anything at all, or to remain silent."

"What I have to say now, sir," answered Mr. Forrest, "refers in no degree to my defence against a false accusation, but to your competence to enter into the matter at all. The offence charged being upward of twenty years ago, I hold to be without your cognizance altogether, and that the very warrant which you have issued against me is in itself illegal."

The magistrates looked a little surprised and perplexed; but Sir Frederic Polaxe said, "No, no, that is a mistake. The woman, I think, in her first charge, accuses the prisoner not only of taking, but of retaining possession of the article taken, which is in itself a ta-
king, and brings it within the period at which any court
can take notice of the offence."

Mr. Forrest gnashed his teeth; and the magistrates,
turning once more to Philippina, demanded whether she
persisted in her statement that the prisoner still retained
possession of the case she mentioned. She replied at
once that she did, and that she had seen it in his pos-
session since he had been at Mallory Hall.

A sarcastic smile came over the face of Mr. Forrest
when he heard this statement; but he said nothing; and
Mr. Pasterton, looking at the paper which Philippina
had handed to the magistrates, remarked, "This paper
is not signed by anybody of the name of Forrest: the
name here affixed is Mason."

"Ay," exclaimed Philippina, "that is the name that
he went by then, and I can swear that he is the same
man. His wife, too, could tell that he then went by
that name."

"I'm afraid that is evidence that we could not admit
here," said Sir Arthur Brotherton. "Is there nobody
else who you think could prove his identity, for twenty
years is a long time! The appearance of this gentle-
man must have very much changed, and we really think
that your solitary recollection will scarcely be sufficient
for us to decide upon. Do you know anybody else that
remembers him, and can swear to his having borne the
name of Mason?"

"I do," she answered, looking round the room; "but,
unfortunately, he is not here as he should have been.
Perhaps Lady Mallory can tell though, for I have heard
that she was a girl at that time living with her uncle
and his, Sir William Forrest."

"Let somebody give our compliments to Lady Mal-
lory," said Sir Arthur Brotherton, "and beg the favour
of her presence for a few minutes."

One of the servants of the house went to convey this
message to his mistress, who appeared shortly after.
She was calm, but very pale, and advanced with her
usual dignity towards the table, bowing to the magis-
trates, who rose to receive her. A seat was placed for
her near the table; and Sir Arthur Brotherton, briefly
apologizing for troubling her, begged her to state if she
could recollect events which took place at a period of
twenty years before.

"I am afraid I can, Sir Arthur," she replied, with a
faint smile; "I was then living with my uncle Sir William Forrest, and eight years old."

"Pray, have you any recollection, Lady Mallory," continued the magistrate, "of your cousin here present having ever been known by the name of Mason?"

"Certainly not," replied Lady Mallory; "I never knew him but as Ferdinand Forrest. He was at that time, however, abroad in Germany, having married some short time before; and on my uncle refusing to increase his income, he went abroad, giving out his intention of taking a commission in some foreign service. But I never heard of his having changed his name."

"That is quite sufficient, Lady Mallory," replied the magistrate; "and, if you wish to retire, we will not detain you farther."

"If it be not improper for me to do so," replied Lady Mallory, "I would fain hear the farther proceedings, for, of course, all this business makes me anxious and apprehensive."

The magistrates immediately signified their assent to her staying; and removing to some small distance from the table, she continued to listen to the proceedings, while Sir Arthur Brotherton went on saying to Philippina, "You hear Lady Mallory can give no confirmation in regard to this gentleman having ever gone by another name."

"Yes," exclaimed Philippina; "but she proves that he was in Germany at that very time."

"Have you anything else to say?" demanded the magistrate.

Philippina looked round the room anxiously, but then replied, "No, I have not; I have told the truth though, and I will swear positively that he is the same man."

"Now, Mr. Forrest," said Sir Arthur Brotherton, "it will be necessary, of course, to make further investigations into this charge; and the only question for the present is, whether we should remand you, or leave you at liberty, till some more conclusive proofs are brought forward. It is for you to say anything or not in this stage of the proceedings, as you like. Perhaps, if you have anything to say, it may affect our decision, and enable us, as we willingly would do, to put you to little farther inconvenience."

"It seems to me, sir," replied Mr. Forrest, "that, as far as the matter goes at present, no defence is required
on my part, there being not the shadow of a case against me. Here is a woman, the servant, as I gather, of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, a gentleman at enmity with myself, who swears to the identity of a person that she has not seen for twenty years, in a manner which you yourselves must admit bears but slight signs of veracity; and this is all. I shall not, therefore, enter into any defence of myself on so absurd, vague, and unfounded an accusation, a matter, indeed, quite contemptible. But I will make a few comments upon the case as it now stands, to which I will beg your unprejudiced attention. Suppose, gentlemen, that two persons being at enmity together, and one being an enforced and unwilling guest in the house of the other, in consequence of an accident which confined him to his bed; suppose, I say, that it became necessary, for particular purposes, to manufacture an accusation against this unfortunate stranger, how easy would it be, by imagining events to have taken place in a foreign country twenty years before, and by getting an abject dependant to swear to them; how easy, I say, would it be, by doing this—if English magistrates were fools or villains—to remove an obnoxious person from taking an active part in proceedings disagreeable to his adversary! I dare say, gentlemen, that you must understand my allusion."

Sir Arthur Brotherton bowed his head, and was about to say something in reply; but Mr. Forrest proceeded before the other could speak: "How easy would it be even," he continued, thinking of Meakes, and what had passed between them in the morning, "how easy would it be even to suborn two or three disreputable characters to swear to facts for the same purposes; ay! and with the skill of the patriarch Joseph, to place the talent of stolen silver, or any other thing, in the baggage of a somewhat careless man! Now, gentlemen, without the slightest hesitation, I acknowledge that I was in Germany twenty years ago, with my wife and family. It is a thing about which there has never been any concealment at all—"

"Will you allow me to remind you," said Sir Arthur Brotherton, "that you are now entering upon a sort of defence which may perhaps affect you afterward, and which you may regret?"

"Not so, sir, not so," replied Mr. Forrest, gaining confidence as he went on. "It matters not. Feeling
myself perfectly innocent, I shall not scruple to expose the infamy of this whole transaction. I say that it is well known to everybody that I was in Germany twenty years ago, and this is the whole foundation for the charge; but, although it is very customary in travelling, during wartime, to assume a fictitious name, I deny that such was the case at that time, though, indeed, it would not have surprised me at all to have found that this good woman, who is evidently the tool of other parties, had provided herself with other witnesses as respectable as herself, to prove that my name is Mason and not Forrest. I deny, also, that I have, or ever have had, any such box as that which she mentions. Let every search be made here and at my house in London. But, pray, bind her down carefully to her account of this wonderful box, otherwise she may fix upon anything in my dressing-case and declare that that is stolen. I say, let instant search be made."

"It shall, sir," replied Sir Arthur Brotherton, dryly. "Let everything be brought down immediately, officers, from the room occupied by Mr. Forrest, and strict search be made for the articles described by the witness, Philippina. You will be so good, madam," he continued, turning to Philippina, "to enter into a more detailed description of the box you mention; which done, we shall proceed to another part of the case."

Philippina accordingly gave a minute description of the box, which we have already described; and this having been taken down by the clerk, Sir Arthur Brotherton once more turned to Mr. Forrest, saying, "It was not without warning, sir, that you made the statement which you did concerning your not having assumed, twenty years ago, the name of Mason. If I am rightly informed, there are persons who can give evidence upon that subject, and that they are now in the room."

Mr. Forrest turned his head suddenly round, and gazed over the people who were standing behind him, expecting to see the countenance of Meakes. But no such person was there. Instead, however, there stepped forth the three persons whom we have seen with Meakes that morning in the wood, immediately after Mr. Forrest's conversation with the old soldier, and each of them clearly and distinctly deposed to what had taken place on that occasion; and to Mr. Forrest's having not only acknowledged, but proved to Meakes's satisfaction, that he was
the identical person he had known in Germany under the name of Mason.

Mr. Forrest's face fell, and he sat gloomily and thoughtfully, looking upon the ground; but before these witnesses had made their statement, he had arranged his plan, and the officers having brought down various articles from his room, had demanded his keys and opened the dressing-case. The box, as he expected, was not to be found, and every perquisition was made in vain.

Philippina, on her part, looked utterly confounded, while the officers distinctly declared that they could find nothing throughout the whole baggage of Mr. Forrest at all resembling the steel case she had mentioned. Mr. Forrest kept a profound silence while this was going on, and suffered a momentary pause to take place afterward, while the magistrates looked in each other's faces, as if asking how they were to proceed.

He then said, however, "With regard to my persuading the man called Meakes—or, rather, falling into the trap laid for me to make me persuade him—that I had once borne the name of Mason, I will distinctly acknowledge that I had strong motives for so doing, totally unconnected with this case; but as these motives might suffer a wrong construction, I shall not explain them. This box, or case, or whatever it is that the woman mentions, has not been found, and I think, even according to the opinion of the very learned lawyer, who decided that the case was within your cognizance, it must be proved that the thing said to have been taken by me was still in my possession."

"Not exactly that, not exactly that," said the counselor; "but I must confess that the proofs of its having been in your possession within the necessary time do not seem satisfactory."

"I can swear that I have seen it in his possession within these four days," exclaimed Philippina, vehemently.

"Woman, you are perjured!" said Mr. Forrest, assuming the air of stern rebuke.

"Hush!" said Sir Arthur Brotherton; "we must have silence, and the authority of the magistrates must be respected. It would certainly seem to me that we have not a sufficient case made out in the present instance. In all matters of this kind, where the testimony is at all doubtful, we require some reasonable cause to
be assigned as an incentive to the crime charged; there is none appears before us; and perhaps, even had the steel case itself been found in Mr. Forrest's possession, we should have required explanations on that head before we had ventured either to commit or remand him. The matter is an extraordinary one; and we must take his respectable rank in society and fair repute into consideration. The very object alleged to have been taken—the steel case, containing papers, jewels, &c.—has not been produced, and—"

While he had been speaking the door at the other end of the room had opened, and some persons had entered. Before he had done, a girl in deep mourning, followed by two other persons, advanced to the table; and Lucy Williams, with a trembling and agitated air, laid down upon the table before the magistrates the very box which had been so long sought for.

"Pray what is this, my young lady?" demanded Sir Arthur Brotherton.

"That," exclaimed Philippina, eagerly, "that—"

"Silence!" thundered the magistrate: "I ask you, young lady, and nobody but you. What is this which you have laid down before me, and where did you get it?"

"That, sir," replied Lucy, in a clear but low voice, "is a small iron box, which I saw the gentleman sitting in that chair, called Mr. Forrest, throw into the middle of the deep pond called Harlay Millpond, this day, as near as I can guess, about three o'clock."

"Pray, did anybody else see him throw it in?" demanded the magistrate.

"Yes, sir," replied Lucy, "Farmer Ball, whom I called to see what was taking place."

Mr. Forrest started from his seat. "False, lying, deceiving girl," he cried, vehemently, before anybody could stop him; "doubtless, if you dare to perjure yourself, you can be backed by one of your paramours."

"By my promised husband, sir," replied Lucy, turning full upon him.

"Ay, madam, ay; I know the price of all your services," exclaimed Mr. Forrest; "but I will expose you thoroughly. Pray what were you doing at the time? what were you doing in those dark woods? how happened you to call this Farmer Ball to see me throw anything into the pond, when you could not tell what I was
about to do, or whether what I was going to throw in was
valuable or not, unless you had been tutoed—primed,
I believe it is called—to fabricate this pretty story, and
produce it at the hour of need?"

Lucy's spirit was aroused, and she replied at once,
"I will tell you what I was doing, sir, in a single min-
ute; without the least hesitation I will answer every
question. I was going to Stalbrooke Castle at the time
I saw you. I had first to see my uncle, who stands here
beside me, and who was then in the chase; and I was
going to Sir Andrew Stalbrooke to tell him more than
he already knows of your former life and history—"

"Of mine!" exclaimed Mr. Forrest. "Of mine!
What can you know of mine?"

"Much," replied Lucy, with the same calm boldness;
"but that will be told you by my answer to your second
question. I have now answered you what I was doing
in those woods and where I was going to. What made
me call others to witness your proceedings was this—"
She looked at Philippina, as if asking permission. "Yes,
yes," cried the German, "tell all, tell the whole truth,
even if it be to my shame."

"Well, then," said Lucy, turning to the magistrates,
"it is to you, gentlemen, I suppose I must speak, not to
this person. I had heard—shortly after he arrived in
this country, and when he was lying ill in Stalbrooke
Castle, after having been hurt by a stag in the park—I
had heard that he had committed a gross and terrible in-
jury, many years ago, against the very man under whose
roof he then was, noble Sir Andrew Stalbrooke. These
tidings were told me by Philippina here present, whom
weak apprehensions had rendered in some degree sub-
servient to this man's crime. When she told it me, she
besought me to assist her, in the particular way she
wanted, in order to repair completely the evil she had
done, to expose the criminal, and, at the risk of much
blame to herself, if her suspicions—suspicions do I call
them!—if her hopes, proved correct, to restore happi-
ness to one who is a benefactor to all around him. I
promised to do all that she would, if she promised to
let me be entirely the instrument of giving happiness to
Sir Andrew Stalbrooke; for if he had been a benefactor
to others, what had he not been to me! We took our
measures; we followed one course for discovering all:
we got proofs, clear proofs, of the man's guilt; but the
clearest of all proofs was this box of papers and trinkets. We were obliged to communicate a part at length to Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, which awakened doubts, and, I believe, even awakened hopes. Everything was arranged for causing an examination into the whole affair, as soon as my uncle had found means to make him, who now sits there, acknowledge, in the hearing of witnesses, that he had gone by the name of Mason. When I suddenly saw him by the bank of the stream, I knew that he was going to my uncle, and that there were witnesses concealed waiting his arrival, so that I might have taken no farther notice; but I remarked that from time to time he paused and looked eagerly at the stream. An apprehension, of I know not what, came over me, which made me follow him by the path, half way up the bank; and when I saw him alight, tie his horse, and approach the millpool, I felt sure that he was about some evil. A terror seized me, lest all our labour should be lost; and hearing steps approaching, I ran out the other way, and brought a witness to observe his actions as well as myself. We then saw him replace some papers in his pocket, which he had seemed about to throw into the water; and taking out the case, on which all depended, cast it into the deepest part of the pool. It was brought out afterward, nearly at the expense of my uncle's life; and though I was not present, here is one who was, and can tell you how it was found."

Mr. Forrest, though pale as death, and agitated in every limb, with his hands grasping his knees convulsively, and his lip quivering in the agony of detection, once more raised himself, exclaiming, "I claim to be heard; I would desire to be heard!"

"Really, if you would take my advice, sir," said Mr. Pasterton, "you would say as little as possible. Let me point out to you how you have committed yourself already by what you have said. You have declared that you never went by the name of Mason; and it is proved, that on the very same day you have acknowledged, in the most solemn manner, that you did so in Germany, at the very time spoken of. You have also shown clearly that you are perfectly well acquainted with the woods, and with the spot where it is deposed that you threw this box into the water, leaving the strongest impression upon the mind of the magistrates that you must have been there lately, in circumstances very simi-
lar to those urged against you. Let the witnesses speak first, as we have already proceeded so far with our depositions, and then say what you will afterward."

Mr. Forrest sat down and covered his eyes with his hands; and Castle Ball proceeded to give his evidence, confirming all that Lucy had said. Meakes followed; but we must not pause to give the exact words of either.

"It only remains to be seen," said Sir Arthur Brotherton, "whether the box does or does not contain the articles supposed to be therein."

"Stay, stay! In pity stay!" cried Mr. Forrest, starting up once more, but with consternation evidently overcoming every other feeling in his bosom. "I must, indeed, be heard. Tell me, woman," he said, addressing Philippina, "does Sir Andrew Stalbrooke know all? Have you told him all?"

"No, not all," replied Philippina; "he may suspect, he does suspect, but he does not know the whole. He only knows, as a certainty, that you took from me the papers and trinkets of his dead wife. But I tell you, cruel man, that nature speaks out in his heart, which it never did in yours, and he suspects that of which he is not sure."

"Let me speak with him, then!" exclaimed Mr. Forrest, eagerly. "Let me speak with him, if it be but two words."

The magistrates looked in each other's faces inquiringly. "Let it be so," said Sir Arthur Brotherton, at length. "Some one call Sir Andrew Stalbrooke." - "I passed him in the next room," said Lady Mallory, "as I came in, and he is evidently much agitated."

A servant went to call him; and Sir Andrew entered the room with a quick pace, gazing eagerly and inquiringly at the circle around. His countenance, usually so full of a healthy glow, was now very pale and his calm eye anxious. His first look was towards the magistrates, as he approached the table; but, in another instant, his eye fell upon the small steel case, and he laid his finger firmly upon it, saying, "That is mine!"

"Let me speak with him, let me speak with him," cried Mr. Forrest, in a voice full of painful apprehension.

Sir Andrew Brotherton bowed his head and pointed to Mr. Forrest, explaining briefly to Sir Andrew his request. Sir Andrew gazed at him for a moment; and even the kindness of his heart, and the courtesy of his
nature, could not prevent a stern frown from gathering upon his brow. In a single instant, however, it passed away; and bowing with calm gravity to Mr. Forrest, he advanced a few steps down the hall, to give him an opportunity of speaking to him in private, saying to him, "I am your listener, sir."

With a trembling and ill-assured step, Mr. Forrest followed him, and was then seen speaking with him in a low but evidently an eager voice. The changes that came over the faces of both were rapid and striking. Sir Andrew, greatly affected and agitated, carried his hand to his brow, and pressed it there for several moments, while the other went on; then drew forth his handkerchief and wiped away some tears. Mr. Forrest, bent low before him, kept his eyes most frequently on the ground, even while he spoke; but sometimes raised them earnestly to the noble countenance of his listener, and clasped his two hands together, as if he were beseeching earnestly.

Thus it went on for some time; till at length Sir Andrew exclaimed, "No, sir, no, it cannot be! Anything on earth, for myself, that you please! For an object so mighty to my heart and spirit I will not easily reject your demand. But as to Lady Mallory, I can neither promise for her anything nor ask her anything. She has suffered much already in this business."

Mr. Forrest clasped his hands again, and was once more going on, as if to urge his suit by explanations. But the words of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke had been spoken aloud, and were overheard; and Lady Mallory, rising from her seat, moved through the hall towards them. Sir Andrew held out his hand to her, saying, "Do not, dear lady, do not interfere; I know your generosity."

Lady Mallory, however, slightly pressed the hand that Sir Andrew had held out to her. "Is there anything, dear friend," she said, "that I would not do for you? Is there anything that may serve you, that will not be a real happiness to me to do? Ferdinand," she continued, turning to Mr. Forrest, "whatever it was that you asked Sir Andrew Stalbrooke to promise on my part a moment ago, I promise you."

"Can you be so generous, Isabella!" demanded Mr. Forrest.

"I would always have been generous towards you,
Ferdinand," she said, "if you would have let me. You have wronged me, I know; you have wronged others, I am led to believe, still more deeply than me. Make full and instant atonement to them, and I promise you to say nothing, believing that the motives which have led you to all that you have done are known to me alone, and that it was to wrong me with impunity that you have ventured so terribly to wrong others."

"Thanks, dear lady, thanks," said Sir Andrew.

Lady Mallory shook her head with a melancholy sigh, and returned to her seat.

"I have your promise too," said Mr. Forrest, turning to Sir Andrew.

"You have," answered the baronet; and he returned towards the table, slowly followed by Mr. Forrest. "Gentlemen," he said, addressing the magistrates, "I have promised, in consideration of Mr. Forrest restoring to me all that is mine, to proceed myself no farther in this business. The little casket upon the table is my property. It was certainly taken from this good person, Philippina; but still she well knows that it is mine; and I must decline to proceed, on condition that he fulfils instantly what he has just promised me."

"I have your promise also, Isabella," said Mr. Forrest.

"That I will in no degree take advantage of whatever admissions you may make," replied Lady Mallory, bowing her head.

"Well, then," said Mr. Forrest, with a faltering voice and a downcast look, "that box, I believe, for I have never opened it since I first had it, contains the certificate of the marriage of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke with a Protestant lady in Germany; and also, besides some jewels belonging to her, the certificate of the birth of his daughter, Edith Stalbrooke, who has always hitherto passed for mine."

A murmur of surprise ran through those that heard; and even the servants pressed forward to hear, in eager expectation. Mr. Forrest looked round, annoyed by their near approach; but his spirit was subdued, and he went on: "It matters not why, but it was necessary to my prospects that I should be able to bring to England at that time a living child of my own. The girl which my wife had borne me died a few days after its birth, while she lay dangerously ill. I remarked a beautiful infant, not much older than my own would have
been, and found that its father, an English gentleman, had left its mother suddenly a few weeks before her confinement, and had promised to return with speed. He had never come back. The mother died; the child was saved, and was in the charge of a poor woman, a soldier's widow, who had attended the lady as her nurse. No tidings had been heard of the father—"

Mr. Forrest paused, and perhaps even at that moment he would willingly have left the conduct of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke unexplained, in order that a shade might rest upon a man he hated; but he so well knew that an explanation would soon be given, that he assumed candour, though he had it not. "I have heard since," he continued, "that the father of the child was taken prisoner on his way over to see a dying parent; and that, in the confused state of the Continent at that time, none but one letter written by him to his wife ever reached its destination."

"Were you yourself aware, at the time," demanded Sir Arthur Brotherton, "that the father of the child was living and a prisoner?"

"On my life, on my soul, I was not!" replied Mr. Forrest, vehemently. "Think not my conduct worse than it was! I saw a child abandoned, as it seemed to me; to speak plainly, I had tidings that my uncle was at the point of death; if he died without my having a living child, his inheritance went away. No time was to be lost; no choice seemed left me. I told the woman that the father had certainly abandoned the child. She had not means to support it, for she had scarcely means to support herself. The enemy occupied all the country between her and England, whither she talked of begging her way on foot; and I offered to adopt the infant, to educate it as my own; promising, however, if ever I met with its father, to restore it to him. She pondered long, and, to do her but justice, she wept much ere she consented. At length, however, necessity prevailed; and she did what she judged best for the infant. It was needful, however, that I should remove all proofs of the real birth; and I obtained those papers much as she has stated. Hear me, gentlemen, hear me one word more in my own defence! What prevented me from destroying the papers at once? A latent reluctance to deprive another man for ever of his child! I thought that the time might come when, on
my deathbed, perhaps, I might send those papers to Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, and give him back his daughter."

"But Mrs. Forrest," exclaimed Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, with an expression of painful anxiety on his countenance, "did she know of this?"

"She knew nothing," replied Mr. Forrest, eagerly, "she knows nothing; she believes the child to be her own at this moment. Her state was such at the time, that she was unconscious of the change, and she has always loved the girl as deeply and devotedly as mother could love. I have now said all or nearly all; but, to save every question, I may as well at once speak a few words more. My wife, as I have said, knew nothing, but always pressed me to be reconciled to my cousin, Lady Mallory, and to come down hither and see her. I had, however, traced Sir Andrew Stalbrooke; I knew that he had succeeded to his father; I knew that he lived here, and I had a feeling—a presentiment, I may call it—that, if I ventured near him, all would be discovered. I therefore delayed as long as possible; but when I came, I treated the idea which had taken possession of my mind as a chimera, a superstition, an idle dream. I saw him speak with his child with pain; but I saw that there was not the slightest consciousness on either part, that there was no suspicion."

"But there was feeling," exclaimed Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, "a strange, undefinable feeling from the very first hour that I beheld her; a yearning of the paternal heart towards her, such as I never felt but then towards any other human being. And she is like her mother, too; very, very like her mother. Oh, sir, if you could but know the agony of my heart when I returned after six or seven months of strict imprisonment, and found her that I loved so dearly dead, and was told that the child that she had borne me was dead also; if you could know all the dark and gloomy feelings which for twenty years have chilled my heart like a wintry shadow, you would be punished enough for that which you have done."

"And it was my fault," said Philippina, covering her eyes with her hands. "Fool that I was to be afraid to tell you what I had done. But remember, oh remember, my good, my excellent master, remember that I heard that this man, his wife and family, had all been
drowned in crossing the Elbe; the report was current throughout the whole army; every soldier of whom I inquired for him told me, assured me, that it was the case. Remember, Sir Andrew, oh remember, that when I told you the child was dead, I thought she was so; and forgive me if I concealed a part of the truth."

"I forgive you, Philippina, with all my heart," replied Sir Andrew, "though you did wrong. I forgive him, I forgive every one, feeling in this moment of joy, when God has been so merciful unto me, that I have no right, even in my secret heart, to feel one shade of relentlessness towards others. No, no! how can I speak one word against any one? how can I use any words but those which the great For giver places in the mouth of the once afflicted father, 'This my child was dead and is alive again; was lost and is found!'"

There was something in the father's joy and satisfaction that touched all hearts. There was scarcely one person present who did not know and admire the character of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke; who did not love in him the master, the landlord, or the friend. The magistrates perhaps had hesitated hitherto how they ought to proceed in regard to Mr. Forrest, whether on any account they could dismiss the charge without farther notice. But there was something in the conduct and the demeanour of Sir Andrew himself that overcame all cold scruples.

Sir Arthur Brotherton rose and grasped him by the hand, saying, "Joy and happiness to you for many, many years, my good and noble friend," and all the others followed, pressing round him eagerly with every form of congratulation.

Lady Mallory alone sat for a moment or two very pale, and with manifold emotions passing through her bosom. Twice she looked up towards Sir Andrew, but rose at length and advanced towards him. The baronet stepped forward instantly to meet her. He might or he might not see into her heart, but he placed his arms round her with paternal tenderness, and kissed her cheek, saying, "Dear Lady Mallory!"

Lady Mallory murmured some inarticulate words about joy to him and all that were dear to him. But Sir Andrew felt her lean heavily upon his bosom, and divining at once what had happened, clasped his arms more firmly around her, and bore her fainting into the adjacent room.
CHAPTER XXI.

From the scene which we have just detailed, there was one of our principal characters excluded, though perhaps we have scarcely a right to call him the hero of the tale; and, although it may seem strange, it was a considerable time before any knowledge of that joyful scene itself reached him. From the period which we have mentioned till the opening of the assizes, Sir Andrew Stalbrooke visited him almost every day. He spoke to him of many things; but for the first ten days the brow of the baronet remained clouded and sad, and his nephew saw that there was something weighing heavily upon his mind.

Strafford inquired eagerly and anxiously, as may well be supposed, for Edith; but the baronet's replies were anything but consoling. She was ill, she was very ill, he continued to say. Physicians had been brought from London, but the fever continued. It would have its course, they said, and they dared not venture for some time to offer any opinion of the result. Sir Andrew would not conceal from his nephew one point of Edith's state, and to the pains and cares of Strafford's imprisonment were added pangs and anxieties concerning her. For his uncle, too, Strafford was deeply grieved, for he saw that Sir Andrew himself was suffering deeply, and that the pains of his mind were affecting his corporeal health.

At length for two whole days the baronet did not come to the prison, but when he did appear on the third day, the cloud seemed to have passed away from his brow. His face was bright and cheerful again; his look was full of hope and expectation.

"She is better, Ralph," he said, grasping his nephew's hand; "your dear Edith is better. Yesterday, for the first time these nine days, she recognised me, and she has continued improving ever since."

The load was removed, in a great part, from Strafford's heart. His was a hopeful disposition, and he read in the first smile of returning fortune a promise that she would be his long-tarrying guest. After a mo-
ment given to rejoicing for Edith, however, he thought again of his uncle.

"Oh, my dear uncle," he said, "how can Edith or I ever return your kindness! I see that your close attendance upon her, and your anxiety for me, has worn and hurt you."

"No, Strafford! no!" replied Sir Andrew, with a peculiar smile. "As to repaying me, you and Edith can do it easily. You shall be a son to me, Strafford, and she a daughter; and as for the rest, I have had no closer attendance upon her than my own inclination prompted. She has been well taken care of by many that love her. Mrs. Forrest is with her, Lady Mallory has scarcely ever quitted her night or day, and the physicians say that her recovery is mainly to be attributed to the constant watching of the latter."

"God of heaven bless her!" cried Strafford, eagerly.

"So say I, my dear boy! so say I!" cried Sir Andrew; "and I trust that the ultimate result will be what we all could desire. We must now think of yourself, Strafford. From the turn that affairs have taken, from the name of Mr. Waters being struck off from the commission of the peace for his conduct at the coroner's inquest and on other occasions, from the complete exposure of all the manoeuvres made use of to prove you guilty, and from various other circumstances which have come to light, there cannot be the slightest doubt of your instant acquittal taking place. But since your imprisonment, Strafford, some matters have occurred which require my immediate presence in London, and I shall remain at Stalbrooke over to-morrow to be perfectly certain before I go that Edith's convalescence is secure. On the following morning I set out for town, and may be absent ten days."

"The business which takes you, I hope, is not of a painful kind," said Strafford, remarking a slight shade upon his uncle's brow.

"Why, Strafford," answered Sir Andrew, with a smile, "I trust we shall find means of obviating anything like evil results; but as affairs stand at present, my dear boy, they might deprive you of a large property. But I will tell you more hereafter. In the mean time I will write to you from London, and Lady Mallory has promised to send you a note every day, with a report of Edith's health."
After a short interview Sir Andrew left him; and for some time after, Strafford heard no farther news, except that Edith was recovering rapidly.

At length the increasing noise and bustle in the streets of Lallington gave notice of the approach of the assizes; and innkeepers and country belles prepared to celebrate with joy and festivity, with sport and merry-making, the recurrence of that solemn and painful function which brings the doom of misery, disgrace, and punishment to so many of our fellow-creatures. Oh, shame upon the barbarous people, where the prison, the gallows, the ballroom, and the feast stand side by side in awful companionship!

Those sounds reached Strafford in the prison, and told him that the day, which was to decide his own fate too, was fast approaching. It is true he had no apprehension; it is true that he felt perfectly sure of the result; but yet he could not hear those sounds without some degree of agitation, which he was half angry with himself for feeling.

The governor of the prison, who had been remarkably civil to him, would willingly have alleviated, from time to time, the tediousness of imprisonment by communicating to him any piece of news, or rumour, or gossip that floated about the country, but Strafford had put a stop to such things from the first, feeling that they only disquieted him; and refused even to read the journals of the day, burying himself, as a refuge from all the annoyances of present things, in reading of the past, in books which had been sent to him from Stalbrooke. He strove to calculate the time, however, which must elapse after the arrival of the judges before his own trial could come on. But on the day which preceded it, he felt some degree of anxiety to hear more of what was going on, and some wonder that the counsel, who his uncle had written to him were engaged to aid him in his defence, had not been with him. Under these circumstances, he demanded to speak with the governor, and asked him, on his appearance, whether the barristers he named had yet arrived in the town.

"I really do not know, sir," replied the governor; "but, if you expect them, I dare say they are here now, for a carriage and four has just drawn up to the archway; and, as I passed, I thought I saw Sir Andrew himself speaking with three gentlemen in wigs and gowns."
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As the governor spoke there were steps heard upon the stairs, and in another moment Sir Andrew himself was in the room. But there was radiant satisfaction beaming in his countenance, and he instantly threw his arms around his nephew, exclaiming with tears of joy, “It is all over, my dear boy! it is all done!”

“The trial!” replied Strafford, “without my presence!”

“No!” replied Sir Andrew, “no! not the trial, Strafford, for there will be none. The grand jury have ignored the bill, and you are free; the warrant is discharged.”

“Ay,” said Mr. Samuel West, who had followed Sir Andrew into the room, “and the coroner himself will soon be discharged also, though he fancied there was scarcely a precedent for such a thing. But we have fitted him with one, and as his conduct has proved corrupt, let it meet the punishment of corruption.”

“But now, Strafford, now,” said Sir Andrew, “let us not lose a moment. You are safe, you are free. The carriage is below. There is many an eager heart beating for you at Stalbrooke. There is not an old servant in the house that is not half way hither to hear the first news. Let us go, my boy! let us go!”

Strafford did not urge one moment’s delay; and in five minutes he was out of Lallington on the way to Stalbrooke. The carriage went as fast as it could go; the postillions, the horses, seemed winged with joy. The gates of the park next to Lallington were thrown open, though that way was but seldom used, in order to let the carriage approach the front of the house more rapidly. There were heads at every window, but the glass doors of the drawing-room were open, and Strafford could see a group beyond that made his heart thrill with hope and joy. Sir Andrew Stalbrooke, however, was the first to spring out of the carriage, and he did so with the step of renewed youth. Without waiting for Strafford, he was up the steps in a moment and in the drawing-room, and Edith was clasped in his arms. Strafford was scarcely a step behind him, and the baronet, turning round, placed her hand in his.

“Take her, Strafford! take her!” cried Sir Andrew. “Take my dear, my beloved child! I give her to you, Strafford; I, her father, give her to you, and with her all happiness!”
Strafford gazed from the one to the other in surprise; but Lady Mallory advanced, and putting her left arm round Edith, as if to support her, laid her right hand upon Strafford’s arm, saying, in a gentle and kindly tone,

“Ask no questions at present, Ralph. Remember she is not yet strong. All will be explained hereafter.”

Strafford raised Lady Mallory’s hand to his lips, exclaiming, “And you, how can I ever thank you, dear Lady Mallory, for all your kindness to her!”

“By saying not one word about it, Ralph,” replied Lady Mallory. And lifting her beautiful eyes to heaven, she murmured, in a voice inaudible to mortal ears, but heard by God, “Oh heavenly Father, I have surely now atoned!”

Everything, as Lady Mallory had promised, was explained to Strafford soon after; and as that has been the case with the reader beforehand, we need not touch upon the subject again.

We have said everything, but we have said so mistakenly. There was one matter which was not explained to anybody, and which, consequently, cannot be explained here. This unsolved riddle was, who was the black girl endowed with such prophetic powers; what was her former and what was her after state? As for Lucy Williams, it was not long before she became a happy wife; and Mrs. Ball, wisely removing to the other farm, lived contentedly the neighbour of her daughter-in-law. Meakes, grown into a man of more importance than ever by the share he had had in the events we have described, pursued his avocations as before, and only found one abatement to the joys of his popularity. This was, that, as he had full right and liberty granted him to shoot, fish, and take game in any way he pleased upon all the estates in the neighbourhood, he had no opportunity whatsoever of exercising his spirit of adventure in defiance of gamekeepers and lookers-out.

Mr. Forrest proceeded to London, and buried the memories of many unpleasant deeds in that vast smoky solitude. The original passion of his heart, the one which—though mingled, at various periods of his life, with the impulses which naturally accompany those periods—was the deep-rooted, the fundamental basis of almost all his actions, now day by day twined itself
round his heart more and more as years went on; and at nearly ninety years of age, he died in a garret by the light of a single rushlight, leaving immense wealth behind him.

In his distress of mind, and what she believed to be his state of utter bereavement, Mrs. Forrest did not abandon her husband, but, on the contrary, offered to give up the proposed separation, and live with him still if she could comfort or assist him. But he replied with a sneer, that he thought it would be very imprudent to derange the scheme which promised them so much mutual felicity. A tolerable income was settled upon her; and Lady Mallory, pleased with her self-devotion, held out to her the hand of friendship and affection, begging her to take up her abode with her, and live with her as a sister. Mrs. Forrest gladly agreed; and to both the arrangement proved a comfort and consolation. Lady Mallory felt and knew that her companion was of inferior mind to herself; Mrs. Forrest knew it also; but the one leaned willingly on the other for that support which the other as gladly gave.

Of the fate of Edith and Strafford we shall speak no more, nor shall we attempt to pursue the after years of Sir Andrew Stalbrooke. His conduct throughout life was that which might be expected from his nature and his character; and to the end of his days, under the infirmities of age, as in the passions of youth and the trials and sorrows of his middle age, the same bland courtesy—the courtesy of the heart—distinguished him to the close.
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